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ARTICLE I.

On common Ink for tvrUing. By Dr. Bancroft, F. R. S.

iSfc. From his Researches into Permanent Colours.

(Concluded from p. 237 XXXT.J

M CHAPTAL would reject the use of sugar in tnak-

• ing ink, as being completely useless
j
for lo him itdid

not seem even to render the ink more glossy or' shining, though

such an effect has always been manifest to my apprehen-

sion. He found no benefit by employing either vinegar, w'ine,

or beer, instead of water, as a vehicle of the colouring matter

of ink
j

indeed, he was persuaded that beer did harm, by in-

creasing the disposition of ink made with it, to become mouldy.

M. Chaptal concludes, from bis numerous experiments in Best propor-

regard to writing ink*, that the best ingredients and proportions

for composing it, are the following, viz. Two parts of galls in ink by Chap*
ta1«

sorts, bruised, and one part of logwood chipped; these arc to be

* See his CUiniie appliquec anx Arts, tom. iv,

VoL.XXXVT.-No. 165. B boiled
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Chaptal’s ink. boiled in twenty-five times their weight of water, for the space

of two hours, adding a little water, from time to time, accord-

ing to the evaporation The decoction so made, he says, will

commonly mark from 3 to 3| degrees upon the hydrometer of

Beaume, equal to about 1022 of the common standard. At'

the same time, a solution of gum arabic is to be made with

warm water, until the latter will dissolve no more of the for-

mer. This solution will mark 14 or lo degrees, equal to about

1110. A solution of calcined sulphate of iron is also to be

made and concentrated so that it will mark 10 degrees, equal to

about 1071. And to this, as much sulphate of copper is to be

added, as will be equal to one-fifteenth part of the galls em-

ployed to make the decoction. The several matters being so

prepared, six measures of the decoction are to be mixed with

four measures of the solution of gum, and to this mixture,

from three to four measures of the metallic solution are to be

added, by a little at a time, mixing the several matters each

time by shaking. Ink so madewill, he says, form nosediment'j

and he estimates the proportions of solid matters contained in

it to be 5C0 parts of gum, 462 parts of the extract of galls and

logwood, and 481 parts of metallic oxides.

But though the hydrometer may enable those who will em-

ploy it, to obviate or correct the uncertainties resulting from

the difference of quality in galls, some persons may wish to

avoid the trouble of doing so, and choose rather to incur the

risk of some little defect in the ink they may prepare
;
and

for their satisfaction, therefore, I will mention the following,

as being generally the most suitable proportions for composing

the best and most lasting writing ink, viz.

fioiis of Take of good Aleppo gall, in sorts, coarsely pow'dered,

author. tw'elve ounces, and of chipped logwood six ounces
;

boil these

Sulphate of in five quarts of soft water, two hoursj and strain ofl' the de-
jron, galls, and ^

sugar. coclion whilst hot
j
then put to the residuum as much boiling

water as, when properly stirred, strained,-and added to ih^; for-

mer, will suffice to moke the whole of the decoction equal to
'

one gallon
}

add to this five ounces of sulphate of Iron, with

the same quantity of gum arabic, and two ounces of good dry

musco-
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luuscovaila sugar
;

let these be all dissolved and well mixed by

stirring.

I do not cons'der a calcination of the sulphate of iron, Tin- suIpbaG-

which Chaptal, Froust, and some others, have recommended,

as of much importance
;

for though the ink may be theieby

inada to attain its degree of blackness, almost i.»in edi-

ately, the strong disposition which iitk has to absorb oxigen

from the atmosphere, until saturated therewith, will enable it,

witliout such calcination, to attain an equal degree of blackness

in a day or two, according to the temperature of the air, if the

latter be allowed free access to it. I have omitted the sulphate

of copper, for the reasons lately mentioned
;
and if any portion

of that metal were deemed beneticial, 1 should prefer verdi-

grise to the sulphate, the latter containing a much larger pro-

portion of acid, <lian even the sulphate of iron, and being,

therefore, more likely to render the ink corrosive.

Some persons hive recommended the addition of indigo to
in,iij»o is not

ink
; but unless it be previously dissolved by sulphuric acid, it advisable,

will be found to subside, even though very finely powdered
;

and, if so dissolved, this increased portion of acid will render

the ink much more corrosive
;
and after all, the blue atfordeJ

by this combination (as was formerly noticed in regard to the

sulphate of indigo) will not prove very durable,

Gutn is highly useful to retard the separation and subsidence

of its black part, or compound of colouring matter and iron,

previous to its application to p.iper, as well as to hinder it from

spreading and penetrating too far into the latter, when applied

to it.

As the acid part of galls is extracted more readily than the Co),] infusion

other soluble parts, especially when the water employed for rrjtcitd.

that purpose is cold, and as ink, which, along with colouring

matter, contains more than the ordinary proportion of this acid,

is the least disposed to produce a sedimen’: (for the reasons

lately assigned) some persons have recommended the making

of it by a cold infusion of galls. But when this is done, the

galls must be employed in a much greater proportion
j
and even

with this additional expence, there will be cause to fear, that

£ 2 ink.
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Considera- mk, SO oblamedj may not prove so durable as other ink con-
tions as to the . . . ^

/ r

ingredients taming a tulJ proportion of the less soluble, but more stable,

portims*^
colouring matter of galls. It is, therefore, with

good reason, that Lewis, Chaptal, and others, have recom-

mended boiling to extract the whole of the soluble matter con-

tained in galls, especially as oxigen will be absorbed during the

ebullition, and this absorption will contribute to give the ink its

full degree of blackness so much the more speedily.

Ink, in which the colouring matter of logwood bears a large

proportion, will be made red by applying muriatic acid to it

;

this redness, however, will soon disappear, and the former

blackness be restored, partly, at least, in consequence of the

volatility of the acid.
*

_
t /

ft does not appear, that any considerable advantage is gained

by substituting any of the other acids for the sulphuric, to dis-

solve iron for making ink, though the case is different in regard

to dyeing and calico-printing.

I have already observed, that an excess of sulphate of iron

produces ink of a blueish tint, which, if the excess be great,

will, at no remote period, become yellow
j
probably, because

the affinity of the metallic oxide for oxigen, not being coun-

teracted by a sufficient portion of vegetable matter, the latter

will gradually suffer a decomposition from the excess of oxigen

absorbed, and at length the oxidated iron alone will remain.

A similar effect will, indeed, take place, after a long course of

years, even when there is no disproportion of iron
;

but it will

be retarded by increasing the proportion of galls beyond that

which produces the blackest colour : and, indeed, by such an

increase as to make the ink incline considerably from what ii

deemed a good black, towards a brownish purple.

But, unfortunately, that ink in which the proportion of galls

is greatest, is the most disposed to become mouldy
j

a defect

which it is difficult, if not impossible, to hinder, in any con-

siderable degree, so long as ink retains the mucilaginous part of

the galls, which water always extracts along with the colouring

matter. It has, indeed, been found, that by keeping a saturated

infusion or decoction of galls, six or eight months, more or less,

accordins
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according to the temperature of the atmosphere^ and carefully Ink in which

removing the mouldy pellicle, when it forms on its surface, *bten^^de-

froin time to time, the mucilage will at length be wholly sepa- tomposcd ;

rated from the remaining part of the infusion or decoction, and

no subsequent production of mouldiness will then take place

therein
j
and if it be afterwards passed through a fine strainer,

and mixed with a suitable proportion of sulphate of iron and

of gum arabic, an ink may be formed, which will be exempted

from the defect of mouldiness. It w'as, probably, in this way

that the ink sold in France under the name of encre de Guyot,

was prepared
;
and Dr. Tarry has, in the Ann, de Chiraie,

tom. 74, given a receipe for preparing an ink on this principle.

It must, however, be observed, that by this method of sepa-

rating the mncilage from the colouring matter of the galls, a

considerable portion of the latter will be also taken away and

lost
;
and there is room to suspect, that the remainder, by its

having been kept so lung in a fluid state, will have suffered some

degree of deterioration, tending to render the colour of the

ink, when made with it, less durable. And, therefore, know- pmbably less

ing that the mucilaginous part of the galls does not combine durable,

with the iron and colouring matter in the formation of ink, 1

thought it might be practicable and advantageous to separate the

former from the latter, by adding just enough of caustic potash

to the ink to neutralize the sulphuric acid, and throw down

the black compound of iron and vegetable colouring matter
j

and after separating this last by a filtre, or fine strainer, re-

dissolving, converting it again to ink with sulphuric acid, suffi-

ciently diluted, or with distilled vinegar, avoiding that which

had not been distilled, as it would restore other mucilage almost

as hurtful as that which this process might separate. And,

having produced an ink in this way, I found it quite unobjec-

tionable, and free from all disposition to become mouldy.

Newman formerly recommended the adding of cloves to Oil of cloves

ink, in order to counteract its disposition to mouldiness
j

and

the late Dr. Black adopted this recommendation, advising only,

that the cloves should be powdered, and rubbed in a mortar

with the mucilage of gum arabic, to render their essential oil

luiKible
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Imles*r«ctihle

inK ff riiap-

tal. I>ami>

Mack, nine,

and a little

salt.

miscible with the ink
j
and by this expedient he supposed that

an ink might be obtained, which would, be but little, if at all,

subject to the defect in question. I did not, however, in re-

peating this experiment, find any considerable benefit from

cloves, employed in this way, and therefore substituted cam-

phire, which seemed to answer better, though it appeared to

give the ink a blueish tint
j

but I have been since convinced,

that neither these, nor any other means, will completely obviate

the mouldiness in question, so long as ink retains the viucilagi-

nous part of galls in a liquid state.

M. Chaptal observes*, that since the oxygenated muriatic

acid has been found cap.able of discharging the colour of com-

mon writing ink both from parchment and paper, without

injuring their texture, It has been fraudulently employed to

efface particular parts or words of deeds, contracts, and other

writings, for which others have been substituted, leaving the

signatures untouched ; and that, in consequence of-these frauds,

the commercial part of society, as well as governments, became

solicitous for the discovery of some composition, which might

be employed instead of common writing ink, w'ithout its de-

fects, and therefore, (being then minister of the interior of

France, and possessed of great chemical science) he, as might be

expected, occupied himself particularly with that subject
j and

he states, that up to the then present time, the composition

which had been fournl most useful for this purpose, consisted of

a solution of glue in water, with which a sufficient portion of

lamp-black, and a little sea-salt were intimately mixed by rub-

bing them together on marble. This composition was made

sufficiently thin (by water) to flow readily from the pen
5
and

he desciibes it as being “ /res tow j” and capable of

resisting the action, not merely of cold, but of boiling water
;

and also of acids, alkalies, and spirit of wine
;
and attended

with nc inconvenience; but that of abrasion, by being rubbed.

(“^ File n’a que I’inconvenient de s’estomper par le frottement.’ )

Though I have never made trial of this composition, I can

’ Cheiuic appliquCt aux .Arts, tom. iv. p. 24 J.

readily
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readily believe M. Chnptal's account of its good properties
j
This differ*

but J must observe, that it dilfers from the ink commonly used
luk^of'^p'l'iuv'^

when Pliny wrote, in nothing but the addition of sea-salt, (tor

which, as being less disposed to deliquate, I should think

either saltpetre or sulphate of potash, might be advantageously

substituted) and in the employment of glue instead of gum
arabic (which Pliny recommends) to give the composition suffi-

cient tenacity and consistency. Indeed, Pliny, as I lately men-

tioned, directs glue to be employed with lamp-black instead of

gum, when the atramentum, or black mixture was intended to

be applied as a pigment internally to the walls, fee. of houses.

I have, indeed, found, tliat when lamp-black has been incor-

porated with common ink, by first rubbing the former in a mor-

tar, with a mucilage of gum arabic, the writing done with it

could not be rendered invisible by the Application of muriatic

acid and, doubtless, such an addition of lamp-black would

hinder the letters from ever hecoming illegible by age, at least

within any length of time which the paper and parchment

could be expected to last. But ink made with this addition

would require to be frequently shaken or stirred, as the lamp-

black would otherwise be apt to separate and subside. Glue

could not be advantageously employed with any ink containing

tannin, for obvious reasons.

As all inks in which the colouring matter is mixed with an F-s«ei)tial oil,

„. . . or .soil it of
aqueous menstruum or vehicle, are liable to • sufter injury by turpentine,

wetting, I resolved to make trial of the essential oil, or spirit
° tiiack, ike

of turpentine, and to incorporate with it, as intimately as pos- a very durable

sible, a sufficient portion of finely-powdered lamp-hlack
j and

having done so, I obtained an ink which proved to be suffi-

rdently black, and flowed from the pen re.idily, and with a re-

markably smooth and homogeneal effect. I have, indeed, now

before me several pieces of writing, for which this compositioa

was employed (dated at Kew, in September, l/<}9) and the

strokes of the pen, though fine, are as distinct and even as

possible. Strong niiricand muiiatic acids have been applied to

different parts of the writing, without impairing the colour in

the slightest degree; nor did boiling water cause tlie letters to

run
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East Indian
and otlier

inks.

run or spread.. The most concentrated sulphuric acid, or oil of

vitriol, being dropped upon the writing, and suffered to remain

several days, was found to have nearly destroyed the paper, but

not the writing. And I cannot conceive any purpose, depending

upon the fixity, durability, and indestructibility of ink, which

may not be answered by this composition, there being, as I am
persuaded, no chemical agent, nor any length of time, which

can efface its impressions, without destroying the paper or parch-

ment on which they are made.

In some parts of the East Indies, a permanent writirfg ink

is formed, by dissolving the brownish black liquid contained in

the oriental marking nms, (seraecarpusanacardinm,) mentioned

at p. 308 of my first volume. The solution is to be made by

an alkaline lixivium, and afterwards neutralized by vinegar.

There are some few instances of inks said to be producrd by

vegetable colouring matters upon the basis of alumine instead

of iron : one of these, first mentioned by Ray, and aherwards

by Linnaeus,* is from the poisonous berries of the aclea spicata,

or common black-berried herb Christopher. Linnaeus also

mentions the fruit of the impetrum procumbens, as affording

another such ink. I believe, however, that neither of these

can be lasting,

Barham, in his Hortus Americanus, mentions the pods of

the mimosa juliflora, improperly called poponax in Jamaica)

as affoiding a good ink on a similar basis,- He says, “they

soak some of the pods all night in water, then mix a little alum

with it, and boil it to a due thickness, which makes a very fine

black and strong ink
5

” and he adds, that he had often made and

written with it. Reflecting, however, upon the family and genus

to which this tree belongs, I am persuaded, ihatthe black which

it affords must be produced by iron, which might very easily

be dissolved, partly by the astringent vegetable matter, and

partly by the acid part of the alum contained in the infusion,

while the latter underwent the boiling which is prescribed, if

performed, as it doubtless must have been, in an iron vessel
j

and this, probably, is the fact, also, in regard to the natural ink,

which toe inspissated juice of the old trees of the fagus castanea,

Lin.
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Lin. is said to afford. The inspissation or evaporation of this

being, doubtless, performed also in iron vessels
;
though Crell

has supposed, that the juice of this tree natnrally contains iron ;

but certainly it cannot contain it in any proportion sufficient to

produce such an effect.

II.

Inquiries concerning the mutual Decomposition of spLuhie and

insoluble Salts. By M. Duluno.

{Continuedfrom p. 280.)

The carbonates ofstrontian and of lead present an apparent Mnfu.il de-

anomaly with the sulphates ofpotash and soda. For if a great

excess be used of either of these soluble salts, but a very small ble neutral

quantity of the in.solubIe sulphate is formed. The liquid,
’

when filtered, after the operation, is only, in a slight degree,

alkaline, and does not contain any carbonic acid. The same

thing occurs with strontian, as the sulphate of that base is

evidently more soluble than the carbonate, so that when the

caibonic acid can no longer pass through the liquid without

being absorbed, all ulterior decomposition becomes impossible,

for the sulphate of strontian which would be formed, will be

immediately decomposed by the carbonate of potash contained

in the fluid.

The c.arbonate of lead comports itself in the same manner

as the preceding, though the insolubility of the sulphate and

carbonate of lead, consid?;ed with regard to water, are sensibly

the same. M. Berthollet has already remarked, that the sul-

phate of lead is more soluble than the muriate of the same

metal in an alkaline solution*, and I have perceived, that there

is a still more considerable difference between the solubility of

the sulphate and carbonate under the same circumstances.

* Mem. de I'lnstitat, tom. HI, p. SSI.

When,
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fle-

ronipofition

of il « insolu-

L*o ni-rirdl

salts, &*;.

^Vlien, therefore, the first portions of tlie sulphuric acid have

been preci|)itated from the sulphate of soda or po;a’'li, the 11-

c}uor, becoming by that means charged with excess of alkali,

dissolves a part of the sulphate <jf lead
;
and if it contained

carbonic acid, this sulphate would be immediately transformed

into a carbonate that would be preeipiialed. At tins period,

therefore, the decomposition can make no further progress.

For tlie same reason, the lesults of the inverse experiments

ditTcr from tinrse wlii-ii are presented by all tlie other salts.

1’Lere is no limit in the aciion of the sub-carbo-ate of potash,

or of soda, on tlie sulphate of lead
j

but tlie decomposition

continues till there is evidently no longer any carbonic acid in

the liquid

Tlie explanation of the two preceding anomalies is still fur-

ther cunfnined by the decomposition of these two carbonates

by the sulphates of magnesia and ammonia, of which the

bases form, w iib c.aibonic acid, an insoluble or volatile salt,

which, by separating itself from the liquid, in proportion as it

is formed, continues to restore the primitive circumstauces.

I have analysed several salts that have been thus regenerated,

irem their base of barytes, stromian, and of lime, and their

proportions did not appear to me to difl'er from those which

they had when they were obtained by direct precipitation j

but il is not so with some of the metallic salts.

If a perlectly neutral solution of the chromate of potash be

poured upon an excess of carbonate of lead well pulverised,

these two salts are mutually decomposed even at the ordinary

temperature of from 10^tol.'3“. In this case, the carbonic

ficid is not disengaged, the liquid turns a pale yellow, and be-

comes very^ alkaline, and the precipitate at the .same time

takes a yellow colour, and contains chromate of lead. The

equilibrium is, without delay, established, and the carbonate

of lead does not expeiience any further alteration, although

there is still some chromate of potash in solution.

Bui if the experiment be performed at the temperature of

cbuiliiron, and on the contrary an^ excess of the chromate of

potash be employed, the chromate of lead which is formed

almost
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almost Instantaneously, is soon transformed into a crimson Mutual <lc-

pow tier, wliicli is composed of crystals, which are too small to

be disiineuished as to their figure, even with a magnifier. The ble neutral

11 1- 1 r • . , sails, &c.
liquid becomes alkaline as in the preceding expenment, and

likewise contains the sub carbonate of potash , the specific

gravity of this red precipitate is much greater than that of the

chromate of lead, it is completely insoluble, and does not

effervesce with the nitric acid, but it immediately turns to a

yellow colour, and yields the oxide of lead to this acid. I shall

confine myself in the present instance to observe, that it is a

sub-chromate similar in its proportions to the sub-carbonates,

that is to say, in which the chromic acid is combined with a

quantity of the oxide of lead exactly double that which is

found ill the neutral chromate.

I shall return in a particular memoir to this salt, and several

others of which I have had an opportunity of verifying the

existence : these details at present would lead me too far from

my subject.

The result of all the preceding facts is

—

1 st. that all the in- Result of tlw

soluble salts are decomposed by the subcarbonates of potash

and of soda, but that a mutual exchange of the principles of

these salts cannot, in any case, be completely made
;

or, in

otlier words, that the decomposition of the sub-carbonates is

only partial
;

2d. that all the soluble salts, of which the acid

forms, with the base of the insoluble carbonates, an insoluble

salt, are decomposed by these carbonates, until the decompo-

sition has reached a cert.aiu limit which it cannot pass.

\Ve sliall now endeavour to trace the origin of these pheno-

mena in appearancee so contradictory.*

On a first examination it is evident these decompositions dif-

fer essentially from all those that have been hitherto observed.

If it has already been remarked, that the reciprocal action of

two salts may give rise to opposite results, the cause has been

found to consist in a difference of the circumstances necessary

to obtain such or such a result. The different degrees of tem-

perature
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Mutual do- P®*‘3ture which do not aflfect equally the elements of the salts,

comp/)s'fion and the variety in the nature of the solvents, are sufficient to
of the inwlu-

, ,, ,

bio neiiiral explain all those cases formerly designated by the name of ano-
salts, &o, nialies. But in that at present in question, these two circum-

stances are the same. It is at the temperature of the ebullition

of water, and in the midst of this liquid, that the opposite phe-

nomena are produced.

I shall further observe, that neither of these decompositions

can be attributed to the simultaneous concourse of affinities of

the dements which are united when they take place. The

author of the chemical statics, (Berthollet) with the assistance

of some very ingenious experiments and considerations, has

shewn, that the difference of solubility of the compositions

which may result from the mixture of two soluble salts, is

always sufficient to explain their decomposition, and that it is

useless to refer to the consideration of the different degrees of

affinity of their elements, and besides that thc'y cannot be

exactly appreciated by any known method.

The experiments related at the commencement of this me-

moir prove, in a very evident manner, that the decomposition

of the insoluble salts by the soluble carbonates can no longer

depend upon a similar concurrence. In fact, it is now W'ell

known, that the soluble sub-carbonates have such proportions,

that their principles may be exchanged exactly with those of

all the neutral insoluble salts
;

so that if the decomposition

were complete, the result would be on one side, an insoluble

sub-carbonate analogous in its proportions to the soluble sub-

carbonates, and on the other, a neutral salt of potash or soda.

Now, if the decomposition depended upon the simultaneous

concurrence of the divellent affinities, these powers being sup-

posed constant between the same principles, there would be no

reason why the decomposition should not proceed to the very

end in the same manner; and as no insoluble salt can totally

decompose a soluble sub-carbonate, it becomes a consequence

that this decomposition should depend upon some other cause.

From the inverse experiment, that is to say, the decomposition

of
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of insoluble carbonates by insoluble salts, an equally strong

argument may be deduced against this theory.

Since the reaction of these bodies ceases at a certain period

of the operation, we may conclude, that the powers which de-

cide it, undergo some modification dependent upon the progress

even of the decomposition.

Now, during the course of this decomposition, only one

remarkable change takes place, that of the -state of saturation

of the liquid.

When a soluble sub-carbonate acts on an Insoluble salt, in

proportion as the carbonic acid is precipitated on the base of

the insoluble salt, it is replaced in the solution by a quantity of

another acid, capable of exactly neutralizing the alkali with

which it constitutes a sub-carbonate. Thus, during the whole

course of the decomposition, fresh quantities ofneutral salt replace

the corresponding quantities of an alkaline salt, and if we con-

sider the alkali, which exceeds the neutralization of the car-

bonic acid, in the sub-carbonate which is not decomposed, as

acting upon the two acids, it is evident, that in proportion as

the decomposition advances, the liquid approaches more and

more to the neutral or saturated state. In the inverse experi-

ment, a contrary alteration is seen
j each portion of the acid of

the soluble salt, which is precipitated ©n the base of the inso-

luble carbonate, is replaced by a quantity of carbonic acid,

which forms, with the corresponding base, a perfect sub-car-

bonate
;
and the more the acid is precipitated upon the inso-

luble carbonate, the more sub-carbonate the liquid contains,

and the more its state of saturation is distant from neutraliza-

tion.

This consideration seems to lead directly to the following ex-

planation.

It is known, that all the salts, even those which possess the

greatest cohesion, yield to potash or caustic soda, a more or

less considera’ le portion of their acid, according to circum-

stances. Now, the soluble sub-carbonates may be considered

as w'eak alkalies, which may take from all the insoluble salts a

small quantity of their acids; this effect would ^oon be limited,

if

Mutual <Jf

oompoiitioii

of tlie insolu-

ble neutral

salts, dec.
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salts, &c.

if the alkali was pure, by the resistance progressively arising

from the base. But the latter meeting in the liquid an acid

with which it can form an insoluble sub-salt, unites with it,

and tlius le-establishes the primitive conditions of the expe-

riment
; the same effect is produced successively on the new

portions of substances until the degree of saturation of the 'I

liquid is in equilibrium with the power of cohesion of the

insoluble salt, so that the less this resistance is, the more pro-

gress the decomposition will make.

It may not, perhaps, be evident why the base of the insoluble

salt having abandoned its abid to the dissolved alkali, should, at

the same time, take from it another acid. But I shall observe,

that the insoluble carbonate which is the result of this action, i

being naturally with an excess of base, and at the same degree |

of saturation as the soluble carbonate, the latter cannot oppose j

any resistance to the formation of the first. It would not be
g

the same if the liquid contained an acid which would not form
|

a neutral salt with the base of the insoluble salt. Experience I

has demonstrated to me, that the soluble salts, which cannot
j

decompose when they are neutral, a given insoluble salt, in

the same manner, cannot when they are with an excess of .

alkali. The following experiment seems to confirm this i

reasoning still further.

Experiment F.—A solution of caustic potash, which re-

tained sufficient carbonic acid to produce a remarkable effer-

vescence with the acids, was boiled for the space of an hour
|

upon the sulphate of barites carefully pulverized. The fluid i

separated from the precipitate contained sulphuric acid ; I

but concentrated nitric acid being poured upon the insoluble li

matter, it did not disengage the smallest bubble of gas, though

this acid had dissolved the barytes. It is evident, that in this i

case the alkali being too distant from the degree of saturation >

which belongs to the sub.carbonates, opposes even the forma- 1

tion of this alkaline salt, and all the action of this kind of sub-

carbonate is reduced to taking up a certain quantity of sul- I

phuric acid from the sulphate of barytes.

The inverse experiment is explained with the same facility. i

The :
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The insoluble carbonates have, as is known, a composition :uauial «K*-

analogous lo that of the soluble sub-carbonates
;

aiul though

the force of the cohesion they possess, diminishes the energy of l»Ie luniial

the alkali they contain in excess, it does net entirely destroy it.
’

When an insoluble carbonate is in contact with a neutral sch.ble

salt, the base of the carbonate must tend to take pait of the

acid of the neutral salt
;
and if, from this uiiitn, an in»t.iuble

salt can result, the'force of cohesion peculiar to this compound,

will determine the formation. The carbonic acid, i f which

the elasticity is no longer overcome bv the affinity of the base,

combined wiili a tnore fixed acid, escapes in tlie lorm of gas

—

the same elVect being prodncerl on liesii quantities, the liquid

becomes sufficiently alkaline to absorb the carbonic acid in its

nascent state
j
and then the sub r aibonate of potash or of

soda is formed, which replaces the dtcomposcd neutial salt.

The precipitation of tlie acid on the insoluble carbonate, and

the absorpiioti of the carbonic acid by the liquid, continues

until the resistance which the excess of alkali so dcvelojied

opposes tire precipitation of the acid, and forms an equili-

brium to the force by which that precipitation was effected.

All actloti then ceases, so that the more cohesion the insoluble

salt possesses, the greater will be the proportion of acid taken

from the soluble s.ilt.

By admitting this explanation, all the phenomena which be-

long to these decompositions, are pctfectly accounted for. We
see, first, why all the insoluble salts, without exception, are

decomposed by the sub-carbonates of jjotash and soda, because

there is not one of these salts which cannot be decomposed

partially by potash or soda
;

secondly, that the .-.ub-carbonates

which I have named are the only ones that can possess this

general property, because the c.nbonic is the only acid which

can form insoluble contpounds w ith the bases of all the inso-

luble salts without neutralizing them. Thirdly, w hy the addi-

tion of potash or caustic soda makes the decomposiiion make
fresh progress; for, in this case, by the increase of the mass

of alkali, a fresh quantity of insoluble carbonate should be

formed. But from the expciiment (^F) it is seen, dial by the

sue-
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successive additions of alkali, the liquid can never be deprived

of the whole of the carbonic acid it contains.

If these results be compared with experiments C and E, it

will be seen, that the solution which can no longer act upon the

insoluble salt, (exp. C) is more alkaline than that which has

no longer any action upon the insoluble carbonate (exp. E.)

This difference may be measured by the proportion of the

quantities of carbonic acid and sulphuric acid, which are then

found in the two fluids. When the carbonate of potash can

no longer decompose the sulphate of barytes, the carbonic acid,

which remains in the solution, is to the sulphuric acid nearly as

: : 3 : 1, and wlien the sulphate of potash can no longer act

upon the carbonate of barytes, these two acids are nearly in the

same relation as 3 to 2 ;
from whence it follows, that the first

liquor is much more alkaline than the second.

It is easy to account for this difference, by examining the

conditions of the equilibrium established in the two cases.

When the sulphate of potash no longer decomposes the car-

bonate of barytes, it is because the excess of alkali, which is

developed in the liquid, can form an equilibrium against the

power with which the sulphate of barytes tends to form itself

under these circumstances. When the sub-carbonate of pot-

ash can no longer decompose the sulphate of barytes, it is in

consequence of the excess of alkali in the liquid not being

sufficiently considerable to overcome the cohesion peculiar to

this salt. Now, we know that, in order to overcome the effect

of the cohesion of a body, when this effect is accomplished, it /

requires a greater force than that w'hich will be precisely neces-

sary to oppose the accomplishment of the same effect. There-

fore, tlie sub-carbonate of potash ought to cease to decompose

the sulphate of barytes, before the sulphuric and carbonic acids

are in that relation in which these two acids are found when

the equilibrium is established by the inverse experiment.

Hence we may deduce this inference, that a mixture of sul-

phate of potash, and of sub-carbonate of potash, in which the

proportions of the sulphuric acid and carbonic acids shall be

between the two limits which I have pointed out, will have r>o

' action
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action either on the sulphate of bar)'tes, or on the carbonate of Mutnal de

the same base, This is what experiment likewise confirms.
of "the*hisol»,

I have already observed, that for the other insoluble salts l)le neutral

there vvill be other relations of quantity; but there is always a ' *
•

certain interval, more or less considerable, between their limits.

The sub-carbonates of potash and soda being likewise able

to decompose all the insoluble salts in the dry way, and this de-

composition depending on properties different from those upon

which the decomposition is effected in the humid way, it was

interesting to compare the results of these two different modes

of decomposition.

Experiment G .— I heated to ignition for an hour in a crucible

of platina, a mixture of the sub-carbonate of soda, and sulphate

of barytes in excess. The two salts entered into a state of

fusion
;

and after cooling, the mass was pulverized and placed

in a filter, on which boiling water was poured. I expected to

find the liquor neutralized, or not far distant from that state
;

but, on the contrary, it was strongly alkaline, and effervesced

briskly with the acids. On analysing it, I found that it con-

tained carbonic and sulphuric acid in the same proportions as in

a solution of the sulphate of soda exhausted upon the carbonate

of barytes. This evidently arises from the sulphate of soda,

in proportion as it dissolves, re-acting on the carbonate of

barytes, with which it finds itself in contact, and this re-

action is almost instantaneous. It is sufficient to pour a boiling

solution of neutral sulphate of soda on the carbonate of barytes

placed in a filtre, in order that more than three quarters of the

sulphuric acid may be precipitated and replaced by a corres- ^

ponding quantity of carbonic acid. It is, therefore, impossible

to verify by experiment whether, as the theory indicates, the

exchange of the brse and the acid be completely made between

the soluble sub-cnrbonates and insoluble salts, in operating by

the dry way
j

but it is seen, that the decomposition proceeds

much faUher than in the humid way.

1 shall terminate this memoir with some observations on the

measure of affinities, and on the applications that may be de-

duced from the theory I have been explaining.

Since the quaniity of sub-carbonate of potash and of soda

Vol.XXXVI.—No. 166. C em-
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employed in experiment C. contained equal quantities of car-

bonic acid, the ponderable masses of potash and of soda, which

enter into the composition of those salts, were therefore in in-

verse ratio to their capacity of saturation
;

and, as these two

alkalies were likewise in the same state of saturation, their
I

effect ought to be the same if the affinity was exactly propor-

tioned to the capacity for saturation
;

for, whatever may be, in

this case, the circurfistances which modify the affinity, as they

are perfectly identical as to both, the results ought to preserve

their equality. Nevertheless, the quantities of the sulphate

of barytes, which is decomposed, or, what is the same th ing,

the quantities of sulphuric acid taken up by the potash or the

soda, in this experiment, are nearly in the relation of 6 to 5.’

The experiment (E) also confirms this result. The quantities of

potash and of soda are likewise found to be in the inverse

ratio of the capacities for saturation. The circumstances were

the same on both sides, and the ponderable masses of acid

retained by those two alkalies, are likewise in the same pro-

portion. If the analysis upon which the proportions depend,

were perfectly accurate, we should be forced to admit, that the

affinities of these two alkalies is not exactly proportioned to

their capacity for saturation.

The re-action of the soluble salts of potash and of soda upon

the insoluble carbonates, considered as a general property that

is applicable to all the salts which unite the condition already

mentioned, will furnish, in several instances, much shorter,

and more exact means of analysis, than those which result from

the facts already known : but there may be deduced from the

theory which I have explained, a more important application,

which I shall only/point out at present, because it ought to form

the subject of a second memoir.

After having ascertained, by direct experiments, the recipro-

cal decomposition of a great number of soluble and insoluble

salts, I have sought for the explanation of this phenomenon,

and the means of foreseeing the results. The analogy founded

upon the corresponding phenomena which took place between

the soluble salts, naturally led me to consider the various de-

grees
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grees of cohesion belonging to each insoluble salt as the cause isfiitual de-

of these decompositions. It* may, in fact, be conceived, that coniposiuou
‘ Ol li.f lUSolU'

the cohesion of two salts equally insoluble, may be verv differ- ble neutral

Sckl td CCC
ent

j
and that if an insoluble salt comes in contact with a .si .u- *

ble salt, of which the principles, by being reciprocally ex-

changed with those of the former, can produce another inso-

luble salt, possessed of a much greater cohesion, there will be a

decomposition.

If, then, it were possible, by any method, to appreciate the

different degrees of cohesion belonguig to e.ich insoluble salt,

in the same manner as the different degrees of solubility of

those which are soluble are estimated, the decomposition of

those salts which contain the above-mentioned conditions,

would be foreseen with as much facility as ih.tt of the soluble

salts. Now the results of the decomjrosition of the itisoluble

carbonates by the insoluble salts, presents a simple method, if

not of estimating the absolute intensity of ibis power, at least

of ascertaining the differences whii h ar.' seen, in this re-pect,

in tire insoluble salts. When a soluble salt cea.ses to decompose

au insoluble carbonate, there is an equilibrium between the

power with w hieh the in.soluble salt tends to precipitate itself,

and the excess of alkali developed in the solution
;
and the result,

as we have already said, is, that the greater this tendency to

precipitation, the more the excess of alkali which is developed

will be considerable If, therefore, for each insoluble salt, there-

lation were determined which exists between thequantity which

Is regenerated, and the total quantity of salt that might have

been formed by the entire precipitation of the acid, then by

comparing the various relations obtained for all those salts

formed w'ith the same base, a scale of their cohesion might be

easily arranged, and according to the rank w hich a given salt

would fiold in this scale, it might be known what were the

soluble salts that would decompo-e it.

1 have already ascertained a considerably large number of

these relation.s, and their indicatidns have been fully confirmed

by experiments. But 1 shall delay presenting this work to the

Class until it has included, if not all the known rails, at least

the greatest part of those which are frequently met with iij

analysis. C 2 METE-
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Barometer. Thermometer.
1813. Wiml Max. Min. Med. Max. Mil). Med.

6th Mo.
Ju NE 21 N E 30' 16 30 14 30- 1 50 66 46 560

22 N E 30-18 30 14 30-100 67 41 54 0
23lN E 3010 30-08 30 090 70 55 62-5

24lN E 30-15 30-08 30-115 64 46 55-0

E 30 18 30 15 30- 16s 74 50 620
26 N E 3018 30-10 30 140 74 48 610
27 E 3010 2997 30035 77 45 61-0

•28 Var. 3Q97 2977 29-870 75 53 64-0

2pS W 2977 29-64 29-705 74 52 63-0

30 W 2p64 20-54 29590 65 52 58-5

/tfl Mo.
July 1 N W 29-75 29-64 29-695 70 53 61-5

2 N 29-86 2975 29 805 67 50 58-5

3 N W 30- 1

1

29 86 29-985 73 42 575
4 N W 30 18 30-11 30 145 70 50 600
.'j W 30' 18 3004 30 110 74 47 60-5

6 8 W 30 04 297^ 29890 78 56 67 0

/ S 2965 29-57 29-610 78 57 ' 67-5

8 w 2959 29 55 29-570 75 55 65 0

9 w 29'83 29’59 29710 79 54 665
10 N W 2991 29-83 29-870 78 51 64-5

1

1

N W 29-93 2990 29-915 77 51 64-0

12 W 2990 2976 29-8.30 76 51 63-5

13 s w 29-76 29 63 2g 6g5^ 76 58 670
14 s \v 29-63 29-60 29 61

5

71 58 64 5
' 15 N W 2970 29 60 29 650 67 50 58-5

16N w 29-82 29-70 29-760 73 50 6 1
-5

17 N W 29'87 2Q 82 29-845 74 47 60 5

18 w 29-87 29-73 29 800 73 50 61-5

19 W 29-73\ Y
.

30-18 29-54 29-875 79 41 61-69

Evap

•55

'40

•25

35

36

•38

.43

2 72

Rain.

•3/

•SO

75

•16

'20

•60

•10

3-044I

a

>

O
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REMARKS.

!hrth Month, 21. Rri:«k wind tlironeli the day. 2^. Wind more gentle

Cutiiidosfr^'tiis and Tirro-tratus. V4. A sliower about 1 p. iii.

The witid nidine.s 10 .S H. Clear twilitfiit, somewhat or-uige coloured.

27. Ciiru.s, Piiiinuiiig to Cii rocnmiiliis and Cirrostraliis : twilight,

snniewli.it ora''(', blit cidoiired. .8. Wind \. E. a. lu. Tin- Stratus

cniciir at (x a.s to hare pn vailed in the night. Slight showers at

intervals diiring tu d iv. At 7 p.in. several Nimbi, and some thunder
to the S W. which, with occa.sional lightning passed by S. to N. E.
At 9 p. in. the air was so loaded with vapour as to deposit w ater on a
gla.ss vc.ssel cooled only to U now began to lain heavily

;

Ceasing at 10, witn thim.ier and 'ightning still in the N. 29. Cirrus,

Cirrostratn.s and Ciiimilostratus. /Vboiit one p. in. a heavy storm et'

rain ami hail, witli .several electrical discliarges. ;}(). In the forenoon
heavy rain, ushered in by a pecidiur hollow sound in the M'ind, then
soutlu'rly ; wet at intervals, p. in. A part of this day’s rain was taken
by e.stiinatioii, tlie giiage having been left under cover.

Sevfiilh Mouth, ;J. .After an appearance of two distinct orders of
cloud during the forenoon, inosrnlalioii took place suddenly, about one,

and the Ciiiniilostratus, with a brisk wind, prevailed till suii M't. 4. .A

slight shfitver p. m. rroiii the .5tli to the Pth several kinds of eloiid

prevailed and occasioned at times considerable indications of rain
;
of

which, however, a few' drops only fell, the clouds still passing away to

the N. Ill that quarter, on tlie evening of Ptli we had several distant

Nimbi, with the usual appe.araiiers of a strong eleelric charge. .A

single (lash of lightning and some r.iin, just discernible in the horizon,

were tlie only results, l.j. After repeated exhibitions of the Ciiniulos*

tratiLs, which continued to pass over to the N. we liad Uiis night a few
•Imps of rain. 1 1. Dripping at intervals ; the dust laid. 15. A wet
day. The vulgar notion, that i-ain on this day (by tlie Popbh cahmdar
given to .St. Switliiii) is followed by the .same daily for forty days, if

tried at any one station in this part of the islaid will be foumi falla-

cious. There is in perhaps a majority of seasons, a general tendency
to rain during this period, 'whicli in Ireland and on the western roa.sts

«f llritain may, in some, produce the effect in question : and the pre-

judice hence arising may have travelled into a climate where itdoes not
hold good. 16. Tliiiiider p. III. during a shower, 17. A slight shower
p. ni. ilcw on the grass. 18. A fine day : the Cnmulostratus prevailed

•ud the evening was very clear, with dew. 19. Showers.

RESULTS.

Prevailing winds eisterly to the new moon, afterwards westerly.

Barometer :
greatest height 30'18 in. ;

least 29'54 in.

Mean of the period 29'875 in.

Thcrnionirfcr : greatest height 79*; least 41®;

Mean of the period, 61’69®.

Evaporation S‘72 in. ) .

Rain 3 04 in. J
28 days.

L. HOWARD.
Tottrnham,

S(rrii*h Month, 19, 181.3.

%
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Showers of
oily matter.

Of mucilage:

and of honej (

Showers of

nlphur.

nr.

Observations on the fall of Stones from the Air, or Aerolites^

By M. Marcel de Serres.

f

Concluded from p. 250, Vol. XXXF.

TTT appears in short, that the difference observed between the

showers of fire, and those of an oily matter which have been

seen a great number of times, is only founded on the circum-

stance, that in the former this matter is in a state of phospho-

rescence, which has not taken place in the others. After these

singular showers we may place those which are of a mucila-

ginous nature, and whidh by the report of Muschenbroek fell in

Ireland in 1695. As chemistry teaches us that mucilage

approaches to the nature of sugar or honey, we must class

these along with the showers of honey, which cannot readily

be admitted as the excretions of plants, as some philosophers

have pretended. Silbershlag collected some of the matter

which had been left by one of these showers, and saw that

the paper on which it had fallen was covered with a viscid and

thick liquor*. One of these dews very lately fell at Ulm, ant^

is mentioned by all the Journalists, and it was so abundant that

all the bodies which had been exposed to it were covered with

a thick viscid matter, which was also found covering the surface

of stagnant waters and springs.

It might perhaps be presumed, that the matter which

produces the globes of fire falls in the form of a shower under

certain circumstances, and in the same manner as the matter of

the aerolites is precipitatcdin a very divided state in showers of

sulphur, of sand, and those which have been erroneously called

showers of bloodf.

• In his work already referred to.

t See Pliny’s Histor. II. 56 .—Mem. Acad, dcs Inscriptions Annce

1717— Lemair, Autiquites d’Orleaus.

The
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The showers of sulphur*,
have been ascribed to a vegetable Showers of

origin, though the facts will scarcely agree with this explaua-

tion. For the sulphureous shower which fell in Copenhagen in

1 (5-l6 , was accompanied by a heavy rain, while the air was

infected by a smell of sulphur, and the sulphur wlueh Wormius

and other philosophers collected, had exactly the same qualities

as that which is usually obtained from minerals. A shower of

the same description again took place at Copenhagen in lOOSf,

which was preceded by a violent storm. The substance it

brought with it, on being collected and thrown in the 6 re, pro-

duced a very evident smell of sulphur, and with the spiiit of

turpentine it formed a kind of balsam of sulphur. And very

lately the shower which fell at llastadt in IbOl, w’as so very

sulphureous that the substance was made use of in making

matches J. But the substance which in general accompanies

these rains, resembles balsam of sulphur much mo.ro than

sulphur itself. This was observed at Chatillon sur Seine,

w'here the rain left a residue which was very fetid, thick, and

adhesivc§, atid lastly in Ireland in U)p5, where the matter that

fell was of a deep yellow colour, and of a gluey consistence,

with a very strong and disagreeable smell||. This likewise

possessed the property of being deliquescent in the air, and of

drying by the action of caloric. Showers of the same kind

have also been observed in the duchies of Mansfeld in 1658

and of Brunswick in 172

1

.

It is equally absurd to consider the mineral show'ers, as pro- Showers of

duced from an auimal origin, because that in some of them

have been supposed to be found the excretions of butter-flies.

Nor can we scarcely call in question the mineral showers which

• Moses, Spaiigenbcrsr, Olaiis-Wormins, Seigesbcck, and after them

Musclienbroek mention these showers of sulphur, see tom ii. das

Eleinens de Physique de Mnsehenbroek.

f His work already referred to.

J Esprit des Jouruaux, Jnellet, 1801.

§ Histoire naturelle de I’Air par Richard, tom. t.

H Miscbeobroek andlzarn.

f«U
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fell in Wesphalia in 1543*, at Lowen in 1560, and at Embden

in 1571 . The latter was so extensive, that every thing exposed

to the air was stained red within the circumference of ten or

twelve leagues. It is also related, that in the year 1653, in

Zealand, a rain of the same description dyed everything red,

and lastly that at Brussels, in l646, a violent rain fell on a

sudden, and all the water that was collected was very decidedly

tinged with redf. It was even remarked, that all the rivers

wdiich flowed near that town had after eight hours, assumed

the same colour. This rain was at first purple
;

its colour

changed by degrees to yellow
;
and its taste was sourish like the

waters 'of spa, which appeared to indicate the presence of

carbonate of iron, a substance which undoubtedly forms an

essential part of it. This rain, as well as that which fell at Ulra

in 1755 , were chemically examined j.

At this period, about the end of the year 1755, showers of

the same kind took place in Russia, Swabia, near the lake of

Constance, and at Lucania in upper Italy. The heavens were

• Uber Wunderregen. Ulm 1755. This work contains a minute

history of all the rains of this kind that have hitherto been known up

to the present time. In it are also found the analysis of these show ers.

t Tliis water which was collected had a sourish taste, nearly the

same as the spa water. On a small quantity of vinegar being poured

to it, it formed a thick red precipitate, \riien kept for some time in a

vessel that was well closed, the water of itself became tm bid, and pre-

cipitated a viscid matter of a purplish colour, with some whitish (lakes.

On distilling this water a liquor was obtained of a sharp bitter taste.

The taste and smell of the residue resembled that which is afl'orded by

turf, and was thought, by those who examined it, to indicate the

existence of organic substances. This shower lasted for near eight

faburs, its colour was a deep red when it began to fall, but became paler

as this singular phenomenon approached its conclusion. See the

work before cited.

:}
This show'er afforded results similar to those of the shower which

fell at Bru'sels on the 6th of October, 1646. 'I'he taste of the water

was constantly sub-acid. The residue w as of a deep red inclining to

black, and in part attracted by tue ma:;net w hich indicated the presence

of iron. See U bei VV uuderrcgcH. Ulm 1755.

obscured
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obscured during ibis rain at Lurania
;

and the atmosphere

became quite red before it fell
;

tlie residue which it left was

also reddish and had an earthy appearance. This rain was

almost as thick and had the consistency of snow, as was likewise

that which fell on the mountains of Plaisance on the 17 th of

January, 1810*. The latter, which was observed by a great

number of persons, appeared at first white, but after several

claps of thunder it became red, and at last returned to the

white colour. In certain places it appeared of a flesh colour,

while in others it was of a deep red
5
but it has always retained

its colour after having been fused
}

this fact seems to prove,

that it is with. little probability the colour of these showers has

been attributed to a varied or chatoyant reflection, similar to

that of Mica, as some philosophers have pretei\ded.

The testimony of too many persons concur in proof of the showm of

existence of showers of sand, to allow of their reality being sand, &c.

denied. A shower of this kind was observed at Bagdad about

the year 930f, and a long time before it fell, the sky appeared

covered by a red cloud from whence was precipitated an

immense quantity of reddish sand, differing totally from the

sands which are found in that country. Some authors insider

this sand as a ferruginous oxide : whatever it may be, the

reality of this phenomenon is no less certain than that of the

ferruginous shower which was seen on^ the Atlantic ocean in

17191 ,' in latitude 45°, and longitude 32°, at the distance of

about five or six leagues from the continent. This shower was

preceded by a considerable degree of illumination, and lasted

for more than nine hours without the air being disturbed^.

* Litteratur Zcitnng Jahr, 1812.

f Memoires stir I figypt, par M. Qnatrcmere.

t Histoire natiirelle de I’Air, par Richard, tom. V—.Id. Lithologic

atmospherique, par. M. Izarn.

§ Pore Feuill^e exhibited some samples of this sand at tlie Academy

of Sciences. As this sand was of a nature similar to that of the

Beiehbonrint; shore, it was prestuned it might have been conveyed by

means of a water S|K>ut.

The
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If the exfraor- The various descriptions of residues or precipitates which we
dinary show-

_
‘ ,

crs be atmo.s- nave been speaking of, seem to afford additional proofs of the

atmospheric origin of aerolites. In fact, it is impossible and

almost absurd to attribute all these showers and globes of fire

to the irruptions of volcanos in the moon, or to portions of

planetary matter. If, therefore, we are obliged to admit of

their atmospheric origin, it is scarcely possible to avoid doing

the same with regard to aerolites, .since these meteors, whatever

may be their name, pass so insensibly from one to the other,

and have so much resemblance, that the cause attributed to the

'former of these phenomena cannot be rejected for the latter.

l>if!icii!fip.s a» As to the difficulties which we have here concisely detailed,

to tile theory,
jQj-,g ggg known, and if the atmospheric origin

of aerolites has not been admitted as the most probable, it is

because some very specious objections have appeared and suffi-

,
ciently well founded to oppose this theory. We must confess

the formation and fall of aerolites is a phenomena so singular,

and so diflerent from all those of svhich we are able to trace

the progress and effect, that it is much easier to attack a

theory which shall endeavour to account for them, than !•
•

defend that which appears to have the greatest probability,

Aufiinirnts re- The strongest objection advanced against the atmospheric

wcMit^arn'r
origin of aeroliles, is founded on their compactness and weight,

mass of aero- which seem plainly to shew how difficult it is to conceive th«
lite.s, and their , . r i- r i • , • i

havin" been formation or bodies, or such a size and weight, in the atmos-

tormedby con- pj^gPg. How, it may be said, is it possible that particles, so
dcnsatioii.

*

much heavier than the air, can rise to those elevated regions

where the meteorolites appear, and that these metallic particles

;
should remain suspended, in the state of vapor, in the atmos-

phere, till they assume the form of globes, or at last unite

into a mass of a certain volume. It may, nevertheless, be re-

marked, in this instance, that the particles which compose the

globes of fire, and which no philosopher has ever pretended

come from the moon, must likewise have been in the shape

of vapour previous to their being afterwards condensed into

masses of gelatine, which are sometimes of a very considerable

size. It is necessary to mention, as a proof, the gelatinous

phene, the

aerolites are
probably so

too.

mass
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mass which fell at Groepzig in Saxony, and was more than five

feet in length, and e<mal in size to the body of a man. For

it is not less difficult to admit, that these globes can be formed

in the air, than the aerolites themselves. If we endeavour to

combine all these facts, there is sufficient inducement to iliink,

(hat a kind of formation of metals may take place in the air in

the same manner as we see the plants, and organic bodies in

general, have the faculty of changing the nature of the sub-

stances they have absorbed*. It is well known, that hydrogen

gas, at a certain temperature, can volatilize some ofthe metals ;

but again it is hardly possible that this gas should have given

the form of vapour to the metallic particles of aerolites, since

that it is found in the air in a quantity altogether incon-

siderable. Besides which, hydrogenf never volatilises either

nichel or iron, nor the various earthy substances which enter

into the composition of these stones. Nor can heat give these

•

* The exj>eriments wliicli liave been made on tlie formation oftbe

metals and earths in plants enttivated in sulphur or in charcoal, and

watered for t\ro months with distilled water, may be found, 1st. in

the memoir of Schrader, which obtained the priiie of the Academy of

Berlin. An extract may be seen in the Jouriual de Chimiede Gehh n,

vol. II. 2d. In the memoir of Crell, entitled, Pii icu/up wes/neur/K/Ju's

pui'i, quail vocant, S(c. in plaiitb regttanlibui invaitiganlii. This memoir

• was read to the Society of Uottengen, and has been published as an

extract in the Journal de Medecine de Sa^rbourg, of the 8th of Aprtl,

1811. 1'be experiments of Schrader and of Crcll were made with tlie

most scrupulous exactness.

t Scheelo is the first who made the remark, that anenic unites with

. gaseous hydrogen. Sec his Essays, Gennan edition, tom. II, p. 1:56.

Potassium is dissolved in hydrogen. M. Beit.iollet, Introduction to

Thonrp.son’s Chemistry. A enrreut of hydrogen gas, or of azotic gas,

determines the volatilization of sodium. Keeherihes physiques et

chemiques, par MM. Gay I.Lu.s'ac ct Thenard, tom. II, p. 2H. Rit-

ter has even asserted, that a great numlK?r of metals may b<’ combined

witli hydrogen gas by tlie action of a strong galvantc pile, hut this has

not been proved. See Annalen tier Piiyiik, Von Gilbert. Much in-

formation may also he had from the observations of M. Corradori,

published in the Journal of Briigaatclli.

substance*
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substances the form' of vapour
j

and even then their composi

sition, which, in general, is nearly the same, w’ould not b

easily accounted for. Lastly, how can these vapours, floatint

in the air, arrange themselves so as to form so compounded ;

mixture. And, added to that, the regular form of the metallM

parts indicate a kind of fusion, which, as M. Proust remarks

is not consistent with their slight degree of oxidation,
•ITic metallic ....

, , . ...
body which Admitting, that during the ignition of the metallic nucleus

falls is cousi- all these metallic parts are formed, the small magnitude of ihi
deied as the

. .

°

residue of a stone itself may then be accounted for in comparison with th<

ma^s^or^c^oni-
size of the globe of tire from which it proceeds. It

biistible mat- fact, the metallic stone is nothing else but the residue, or, ai

ter.
It may be called, the caput mortuum remaining after the greai

combustion
;

and the adhesive substance resembles pitet

which is found round some aerolites, may be considere.1 as pari

of tlie substances which has not been on fire. If the niattei

of which these globes of fire that precede the fall of aerolites

are composed, were not extremely combustible, the globes

themselves would not be so extensive, nor their ignitiori of so

loiig a duration. The meteorolites themselves do not contain

any very inflammable substances, because these were consumed

pluvious to the fall of these bodies. It is also to be observed,

that phosphate of iron is sometimes spread over the aerolites,

as was seen in that which fell in Russia in the year 1807- And,

The meteoro- 2 s M. Vauquelin has remarked*, nothing more is required, in

In^tlleh-^'com’
order that they may re-

poiient parts, semble, in composition, the atmospheric stones. As these ores

are formed almost always in the midst of marshes, we may

* This able chemist, on analysing five species of the bo" ore of iron,

discovered that they are all composed of the same principles, which

are .silex, aliiniine, lime, oxide of manganese, phosphoric acid, mag-

nesia, and the cliromic acid. As M. Vauquelin took these ores without

selection, he considered that, very probably, all the ores of the same

kind contain the same substances; and lastly, that nickef only is want-

ing in the composition of these incs to complete their resemblance

with the atnio.'>pheric stones. Anuales (In Museum dhistoire natuielle,

tom. VI IJ, p.459.

there
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there see a kind of slow formation of aerolites. The facts we

have already related sufficiently explain why, under several

circumstances, the cloud precedes the fall of the aerolites
;

for

it contains all the substances of which they are composed, and,

in this view, the phenomenon may, in a certain respect, be com-

pared with the solution of salts.

It appears, lastly, that, by supposing the power which sup- The projeotile

ports these globes of lire as resulting from the inflammation or

the formation of vapours, we do not admit of an unfounded from their

hypothesis. For, in fact, whenever these globes burn with

little energy, the matter of which they are composed falls very

soon, while they rise again as soon as ever the inflammation

is renewed. This is also the case in our rockets, where the

force of ignition raises and sustains masses of a considerable

weight. This force likewise employs its action on the course

of the aerolites
;

and, as it is opposed to their weight, it

obliges the stone to follow an intermediate direction between

the two impulses it receives. Observation proves, that aero-

lites fall in proportion as the tire is extinguished, and that when,

as at Connecticut, the combustion is again increased and ac-

companied by explosions, the stone rises in the air again.

From these facts it may be imagined, why this class of phe- Why these

nomena is so frequent in the warmest months, and so rare in
depen(l*on"^*

•winter
j

and why they appear in the evening very frequently seasons and

• accompanied by storms. The causes of these phenomena, Thev resemble

though in appearance so different, have, nevertheless, some

lelation to each other. Ram, tor example, is only the effect of spects.

a precipitation of the water which is continually rising in the

air, and aerolites probably depend only upon the precipitation

of a great number of substances which are continually evapo-

rating, and of which the reaction on each other may form new
combinations. This hypothesis will not appear unfounded if

we attend to the immense quantity of compound substances

which organic bodies, staguanl waters, and all Ixxlies which are

in a state of decomposition, incessantly exhale, and are lost in

the air without its being known what afterwards becomes of

them. It is very natural, therefore, to inquire what means

nature
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Retrospect.

lias to counterbalance this constant evaporation, and to puriff

the atmosphere which contains all these volatilised matters. J(

it probable that nature ctriploys other methods to purify the air
j

and it is most likely, that organized bodies are the most power-

ful agents employed in this work. Plants especially seem to be

charged with this office; they even appear to absorb mucilagi-

nous matter, which has been proved by MM. Duputryen,

Thenard, and Mocate to exist in the* air in a considerably large

quantity. Vegetables are nourished by it; and this cause,

together with several others, makes it possible to conceive how

that plants set in matter which is incapable of supplying them

with any alimentary moisture, should nevertheless vegetate and

grow with strength.

Such are the principal proofs, or rather the most decisive

flets, which give probability to the hypothesis, which considers

aerolites as formed in our atmosphere. We can even assert,

that these proofs are sufficiently strong to render this opinion

deserving of more attentive examination
;
and we are far from

thinking with M. Bigot de Morogues, that this supposition

itself is in any respect hasty or rash. With equal frankness it

must be allowed, that the hypothesis of which we have been

giving an account, is subject to a number of objections*
;
but

can it be proved as has been advanced, in my opinion, rather

gratuitously by M. Bigot de Morogues, that aerolites have been

One of tlie strongest objections again.^t the hypothesis, which

admits the formation of aerolites in the midst of terrestrial reijioiis, is

the total absence of oxygen in the stone which fell at Li.^sa, and was

analysed by KIat>roth. It is in fact siueular, that the particles of iron

and martial pyiites should have been able to resist even a short inflamma-

tion without heginiiiijg to be oxided. Butin the aerolites such as that

whieli fell at Alais, the charcoal which I’.icy contained contiuned to

bnin, and the silex which w'as separated from it, was not in the state of

jelly as in the other metcorolites, which indicates that they had not

experienced a great degree of heat. Tbi.s last fact is nnfaVourahle to

the opinion, which considers aerolites as stones .slmt fmm the volcannca

of the moon. See the analysis of a stone that fell at Alais the i.Mh of

March, ItJOti, by M. Thenard
;
Amiaies de CLiiuie. Auu6e, i uoti. p. 103.

small
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small celestial bodies. If this opinion advanced by the most

skilful geometricians, could be demonstrated, it certainly would

be absurd to attempt by sup[X>sitions to explain a fact so firmly

established. But it cannot be supposed we have been led into,

an error of this kind
j

for in all the explanations hitherto given

of this most singular plienomenon, there has not been the

least evidence which can be considered as amounting to demon-

strative proof.

Tlie observations I have here made, respecting M. Bigot de

Morogues, does not prevent me from admitting, that his work,

•which is the latest we have on aerolites*, is in general written

with that reserve which so delicate a subject requires. Hii

book is indeed nearly complete on this interesting subject : it is

nevertheless to be wished, that the author had been more dis-

posed to make us acquainted with the opinions that have been

advanced bv foreign philosophers respecting aerolites, especially

those of the English and German naturalists. But these

omissions respecting which it may be allowed to attach blame

to .M. Bigot de Morogues, and even arise from the extreme

attention he has given to his work, are unfortunately too com-

mon in the greatest part of the books published at present in

France. This neglect of making ourselves acquainted with

the works of learned foreigners, is the more to be regretted, a*

<very branch of the sciences is at present cultivated with succes.s

n England, Germany, and Italy. This conduct renders it

mpotcsible for us to avoid regretting the time w'hen the Latin

» jvas the only language employed in the sciences, when con-

equently it did not require so much study for nations to under-

j

tand each otlier. In this point of view the authority of

^aracelsu^t and of Bernard de Pallisv;}:, who first published ia

• It appeared in ISIS, and is sold by Merlin, (iuai des Ausustins,

‘ »’o. V9.

t The most anriout work of Faracelsu* is a treatise on Medicine;

ntitlcd, SiUziche ItikluT ron der Fiuicoesichen Krtutckhfii, and

ppearci] at Niu’embers:, in

I An abiid"eoient of tlie .Anriciiltiire of Bernard de Palissy was

ubl:d4ed in 1304. HU treatise on Marl, and tiiat on tlie nature of

vers and louutains in 1380.

the
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the vulgar tongue, and that of Belon* and of Ambrose Paref'^

who were also amongst the first who abandoned the Latin

language in their writings]:, has had a fatal influence of which

the sciences will have still more reason to complain, M. Bigot

de Morogues seems to have been \iery fortunate in his idea of

dividing his book into sections, each of which relate to the

epocha when such or such an opinion was prevalent. And he

shews us how much, until the sixth epocha, the public opinion

* Belon’s history of the Nature of Birds appeared in 1655 ; but in

1553 he had already given the public his observations made in Greece.

t We have a book of Ambrose Pare, on Anatomical Administration,

which appeared in 1549. As to liis treatise on wounds, made by

Aii^ucbuses,it was not brought out until 1651.

I These writers were not tlie only ones who abandoned the use of

the Latin language
;
for from the middle of the XVItk century this

custom began to be almost universal: the surgeons especially set the

example
;
and as early as 1570, tliere were already five books on surgery

in the vulgar tongue. Three were published in Germany
;

the most

ancient by Karethaniis in 1479, the second by Hermenius Kyffin 1541 ;

and the third by Paracelsus iii 1585. In Italy that of Kostini was

published in 1557, and in Fi ance Dalechainp’s appeared in 1570. The

German Mettinger was one of the first who wrote on medicine in his

native language, and ills work entitled : Regimen der Jungen Kinder v/aa

printed at Vienna in 1474, Later towards 155'^, there appeared in

France the works of Thierry de H^ry on Medecine. And before the

anatomy of Ambrose Par6, which dates in 1549, Hennenius Kyff had

published in 1541, an Anatomical Description of all the parts of t) «

Human Body. (Der menschen Vahriiaft.ige beschreibung oner Anatomy.)

The histories of anatomy also written in tlie vulgar tongue by Jolia

Hall, and John Banister, are posterior, for they date one in the year

1561 and the other in 1578. The facility with which a person writes

in his native language, joined to the example such very different

authors had given, as Luther in his eelchraied theses wliieh he publish-

ed in 1516, Rabelais in his entertaining fictions towards 15:)1
;
and later

the inimitable Montaigne in 1533, rendered the l.. tin Ian mige so niueh

neglected, that, towards the latter end of the X\ Ith age, a mm her of

writershad entirely abandoned it in their works. Olivier vie .t(* rres

was one of the first amongst us w ho by the giace of Ins stvie perhaps,

contributed the most to make the Frtncli tongue be adopted as tue

language of sdeoce.

had
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had varied respecting the reality of the phenomenon of

aerolites, and to what a degree in early times the wonderful

descriptions of the fall of stones had been exaggerated by

superstition, and were received and frequently considered as

religious mysteries. When the sciences began to flourish

again, philosophers were so much prejudiced against phenomena

which appeared to them to accord so little with the laws of

nature, that they disdained paying any attention to them,

whilst the historians were eager to register in their annals a fact,

to which the Emperor himself was a witness*. But in an age

when every thing that could not be explained by reason, passed

for an invention created by superstition, it was found'that learned

men endeavoured, by the most specious reasoning, to annihilate

the reality of a fact, to which the authority of ages could not

induce them to admit, because they were unable to conceis’e the

possibility of its happening. However, in the midst of these

disputes which the great name of Gassendi-j- was unable to

terminate, a great quantity of stones fell at Luc6 in 1/68, in

the centre even of France
j
and notwithstanding this fact, which

was clearly verified by evidence, the Academy of Sciences

persisted in considering it as one of those popular prejudices

which were beneath the attention of natural philosophers. The

stones which afterwards fell in India, however, attracted the

attention of the learned, but did not overcome all the pre-

judices, and it required, iu short, the great number of aerolites

1 which fell at rAigle,and at the gates of Paris, in order to confirm

{ the reality of this singular phenomenon. Since that epocha,

which goes no further back than 1803, the observations have

I been so multiplied, that there is perhaps at this day no fact

I better ascertained ;
of course a doubt is no longer admitted.

‘ This phenomenon is even so usual and frequent, that in seeing

* On the 7th of November, 149?, in the nei^bonrhood of Ensisheim,

I an aerolite fell near that prince at the moment when at the liead of his

' troops he was going to give battle to the French army.

t Gassendi gives an account of an aerolite which fell on the 27tb of

I November, 16?7, on Monnt Vaiser in Provence.

VoL. XXXVI.—No. 165. D
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Af-.iny years

ciiMroverin"

till- seeds.

them renew’ed at peiiods that are so little distant, we are still

more induced to believe that aerolites are formed in our atmos-

phere. Whatever may be the fact, it is natural to think, after

the rapid sketch first traced, that the history of aerolites* is

connected with that of our prejudices and errors, and that it

even belongs to the history of the world.

N my last, I merely announced the discovery I had made

of the astonishing fact, that the seeds of all plants were

formed in the root only. I shall now endeavour to evince the

truth of this assertion by shewing the manner, in which they

are first protruded in the radicle, their progress through the

root, their passage up the alburnum vessels in the stem, and

their entrance into the pericarp, while the buds are still in their

collected state. I shall also shew the necessity of never ad-

mitting any part to belong to a plant which cannot be traced

in all its different stages, and many other matters of equal

importance to the elucidation of a fact of such extreme conse-

quence to phytology, that, if established, it will fix the root

as the laboratory of plants, shew where we must seek the

source of its growth, the cause of most of its disorders, and

their radical cure
;

give us a key to the general formation of

vegetables of every kind
j
and, in short, teach us (what we are

certainly wholly ignorant of) what a plant is.

I mentioned, in my former letter, how Inany years I have

been seeking this fact, most difficult to discover, because of

the very short time the seeds are to he seen in the root, and

mounting- the alburnum, f'rom watching and cutting (he ra-

IV.

The Seeds oj all Plants first formed in the Roots, shewn in a

Letter from Mrs. Agnes Ibeetson.

To Mr. Nicholson.

SIR,

dicles
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(licles In every season of their growth, there appears only one

time in the year when they are fitted to produce the seeds

;

they are then quite loade»l with moisture, and, if laid open with

care, w'ill be found inflated in several parts, in which the seeds,

(surrounded with alburnum) are imbedded. Just before the
‘

barking season, iheie minor roots increase greatly, but do not

swell into protuberances, as when the seeds are forming.

'J'heir doing so must, I think, be owing to the sap being re-

tained rather longer than usual for their formation
;

for, in

every instance with which I am acquainted, where alburnum

is produced, it is effected by the momentary stoppage of the

sap, which then agglutinates and produces a sort of jelly : not

that I suppose the seeds to be composed of alburnum only ;

even at first the eye can discover a difference, and much altera-

tion is prod 'ced, in the first meeting and coalescing with the

natural juices of the plant. The seeds are extremely dimiuu- ‘

tive when first protruded, and hardly to be discovered in any

I microscope except the solar; but just before they leave the

. radicle, and pour into the root, a common treble eye-glass can,

(if united) shew them plainly. All the radicles contract at the part

’ where they join the root. It is in this place the seeds are best discO-

1 vered, in the narrow pass where, crowded together, numbers make

I them so conspicuous. Formed of the freshest juices of the earth, Fnrmntinn of

r which we call sap. just entering the plant, and producing a new

t compound with its liquid, the first formation of the seed must

: be simple
;

but how different its future progress—how various

* the chemical changes—how astonishing the innumerable solu-

1 lutions that must be added to complete this extraordinary pro-

« Auction. I have often, with amazement, viewed, and endea-

tvoured to count, the number of vessels (changing almost every

4 day) required to complete a seed, from the time it appears in a

Ibud till it is fit for replacing in the earth, and capable of form-

ing the embryo. Yet even these changes are not to be com- j„ices

Ipared to the variety bestowed on its earlier existence, to the in- ‘he

I numerable chemical combinations w hich must take place in the

Meed, and around it, when passing from the root to the stem, in

I that part (between the bark and w'ood) where it must equally

D 2 partake
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partake of the blood of the plant, the sap, the juices of the

line of life, and nectary, of the curious compounds of the

fruit, as well as those juices peculiarly formed for the seed ; in

short, it must truly be a most wonderful production.

Formation of I have shewn, that the radicle, at the time it produces the

on*^ whi'ch^tliey
protuberances; the line is also formed at

the sanje place, but so confused is the 7nass, and so diminutive

the objects, though, from its consequences you may be sure

that it is here the line developes and pushes up, yet it is not

actually to be seen to grow, till the seeds appear hanging on

their stalks, and forcing their way through the contracted space

which conveys them to the root : but the vessels (supported by

each other) are constantly moving upwards for two months

preceding the flowering of the plant. When I first discovered

the seeds in the radicle, I concluded that they were carried

up the tree by the rush of the sap up the vacuum caused in the

passage of the alburnum by the retiring bark : but I was soon

undeceived, and I find no projectile force is required for the

purpose. The vessels round which the seeds hang, increasing

at the point of the radicle where they are first formed, are con-

tinually forcing themselves up the passage, till, in various dif-

ferent shoots, they attain their proper situation in the bark,

lengthening and developing, and requiring no other means to

gain the seed-vessels, than growing quickly up the alburnum

Early disco- cylinder. Most phytologists have endeavoured to trace the first

sec^ds
growth of the seed; Duhamel mentions, with astonishment;

his opening the pericarp in the first bud when the flowers were

still in their aggregate state, and finding the seeds within it.

I have traced them even sooner, and could not then imagine

where they could first be produced. The present discovery of

the seeds in the roots enlightens the whole subject, and how

greatly does it add to the beauty of the contrivance, the em-

bellishment of the design, when, in the cold season of the

year, all the important parts of the tree or shrub are forming;

where the protection of the earth gives them warmth and sup-

port
;
when, without this management, all the time of winter

must be lost to nature, instead of which it is, (though withont

appearing
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appearing so) the lusiest season of the year
;
when Ihe seeds

are formed, the pollen protruded, the flower bud-engendered
;

DO time is lost, no part of the plant left idle or dormant. It

has been mentioned, with astonishment, by many, that the interior of Die

bud.
bud should, the moment it opened, be so tender, and yet so

hardy, when closed, as to sustain itself through the winter in

all the varieties of climate. But it may well do so
;

for it is

merely the house

;

the inhabitant is in a warmer and safer

place
;

while the bud is the habitation only
;
preparing, with

the greatest care, for the entrance of that being which is too

susceptible to support the winter unguarded. I must not, how-

ever, be misunderstood
;

the leafbud is, (as' 1 have always

shewn,) very different from the flower* bud, and formed in the

interior, as well as in the exterior nearly at the spot where it

is protruded
;

bnt the flower-bud is of a different nature
j

its

arising from the line of life is sufficient to announce the deli-

cacy and importance of its formation, as that* vessel is the

origin of all the essential and important parts of a plant.

Though the greatest pains have been taken to prevent the seeds,

as they pass through the root, from being overpowered by the

juices of the inner bark, which would probably greatly endan-

ger and debilitate them
;
and that this contrivance is merely

adding a few rows of wood between the bark and alburnum,

yet the seeds must, I should suppose, partake of the blood of

the plant, though saved from immersion in it, which they would

certainly receive if not protected.

'

As I have now, as nearly as possible, shewn the first forma- Difference of

tion of the seeds, I shall next describe the disposition of the Itaf-bud.

* parts that form the peculiar sort of radicle which contains them
j

for it is only in the larger ones the seeds are protruded
; they

are never discovered in the threads. There are raiely, there-

fore, above six or seven of these roots to each tree. The inte-

rior of this radicle (which should have an appropriate name)

• Wliat I have always called the line of life, that cylinder which

sheathes the pith, is known by the French Botanists as “ I’etni tubu-

laire,” or medalary canal.

is
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The seed

radicles are

but few.

is divided into three parts, the middle being the largest, and

forming a cylinder, through wliich the sap flows continually, .

while the two sides are dedicated to the creating the seeds

:

these sort of roots generally, run in a horizontal direction, and

many of them sui round the higher pait of the tap root, and

thus lay up in the second root, that mailer to be used in any

emergency, or when the radicles are renewing; the seeds on

quitting the alburnum in the root, enter the same vessel in the

stem: it is well known, that this cylinder lines the interior of

the bark, forming a sort of intervening part, which is alternately

liquid and jelly', but which in both cases, is contained in vessels

surrounded by a twisted exterior, within which the seeds pass

tied to a thread of the line of life
;

there being five or six of

these stems within each vessel. My mentioning the single

vessel, and then the cylinder may make a confusion in the

explanation of tlie form of the alburnum, as well as of the line

of life
j

to avoid which, I shall here explain the meaning of

Torm of the both ; both are cylinders surrounding the stem in their appro-

ttw'afbimuirn, P*'**^'^
places

;
both are divided into separate vessels, each con-

.-ind the liucof taining their allotted ingredients, and, therefore, may be

mentioned as the cylinder composed of such a quantity of

vessels, eras one of the aggregate number. They soon reach

from the bottom to the top of the tree, and the seeds are fasten-

ed on them as currants on a stalk, or as grapes on a vine
;

for

they have all their peculiar arrangements according to the form

they present in the pericarp
;

the line with its accompanying

seeds, running up in a few', or many divisions
;
and that line or

vessel, is the one through which the joint juices of the stamen

and pistil afterw'avds convey the matter to impregnate the seeds.

How the seeds
When the seeds are passing from the root to the stem, they

hail!; oil tlieir appear in very great numbers, and are very conspicuous, causing
stalks.

much variation in the interior
;

in a young plant, the undulat-

ing form withiti, is even marked in the hardened kind at this

time, and makes the constant motion very conspicuous. But to

see this perfectly the tree must not be cut
;

it is only in tet.ring

one, that in splitting it open from the root to the higher

branches, it displays itself
j
then the change of each part is most

plain

Proper to

tear tlic tree

open.
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plain, and the effect of the mounting of the seed, most evident.

The w’o<k1 retires to leave room for the alburnum vessels,

whenever any new branch produces flowers , and will, therefore,

require space for the seeds to crowd round the buds, while the

bark also recedes outwardly and forms those undulations just

mentioned. A blow or cut to the tree at this lime, is most

hurtful, and will turn all the seeds black at the side which

receives it
;
when arrived at the situation where the flowers are

collected, the most wonderful part of the process begins. The

large assemblage of the seeds at each side of the stem (if

divided where the general flower stalk first shoots) is rc.illy as

wonderful a scene as nature presents. The seeds pour into the

pericaip wheiv this stalk is not an inch in length, while the

pollen is at the same lime preparing also to enter its cases.

That they should neither of them intermix or confuse each wjtiierpoHen

other, though occupying so small a space, that the eye can por weds

hardly discern it without magnifiers, and yet that they should

remain as completely separate as if divided with strong parti-

tions, is really astonishing
;

especially as the alburnum vessels

swell so considerably as to push back both bark and wood, and

fill up every space but the middle, which is occupied by the

pollen : on comparing the seeds in the root, with those enter-

ing the seed-vessels in the same plant, that is, taking a single

seed from each part, nl one time
;

I found they differed not the

lea.st in size or shape, though extretnely magnified
j
and that

they grow not, therefore, as they lise up the tree. My general p,opcrto

mode of proceeding with such diminutive specimens, is to
,

specimen
immerse them in a bubble of glass

;
but the seeds being too mtiiin a bub-

tender and delicate to bear even so momentary a heat, 1 now hie or drop.

substituted water in its stead. It is certain that they magnify

much mare within the drop, than if placed at the focus. I It i* «o, fire

should suppose that the front of the circle, serves as a concave

mirror to the object to be viewed
;
but it will not act well, if

the specimen is too opake, but being merely the corculum of

the seeds, nothing can be mote clear and transparent, and any

person that has beheld them in a very young bud, would

recognise the objects again j but there are s« many deceptions

in
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in a plant, that I should never (in spite of this resemblance)

have acknowledged them to le seeds, if I had not in innumer-

able instances traced them from the radicle to the root, and

then to the flower, and seen them pass into the seed vessels

while under my eye in the microscope, After such absolute

proof, I could not doubt their identity. But the manner in

which the seeds pass into the pericarp, within the various buds.

Seeds collect is much to be admired
j

in some trees (that is in all firs) they

onhe flower*”
the bottom of the flower-stalk, and form an heap

;

here they remain for some time
;
and as the alburnum vessels

had long before made a dip to each flower, when it conveyed

the bud to its cradle in the bark, the line of life accompanying

it, its passage is already prepared
j

as it is through these same

alburnum vessels it passes from the aggregate numbers, dropping

a few seeds into each seed vessel, which gapes wide to receive

them
} and so exact is the calculation, that by the time the

buds have each attained their proper number, the heap has

disappeared, and except a few lingering ones in the vessel which

conveys them, all will have past away. (See the branch of

No collection Larch in Journal, No l6l. p. 1.) But in other trees there
at the bottom

collection at the bottom of the flower-stalk
j

the seeds

pass at once from the alburnum in the stem,* to the same

vessel in the stalk
j
dropping such a number of seeds into

each paricarp, which opens to receive them, and immediately

closes on its treasure. In trees, I have never been able

to catch the seeds passing into the pericarp while under my
eye

; that is, move during the moment of observation
; though

I have cut down many a tree and prepared the specimen within

the hour
j

but in plants that rise each year from the earth, I

have not only seen it frequently myself, but shewn it to others

while moving
;

particularly the strawberry root, where the

seeds are very large and very conspicuous
j
and in the arum,

where if properly dissected and retained in the right cylinder,

they may be seen mounting in the vessels, and removing into

the various pericarps for nearly a quarter of an hour
j
some

plants are stronger in their motions and preserve it longer than

others •, for as it it wholly caused by the mechanical force of

the

of the flower

stsilk

The seeds

moving into

the pericarp.
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ihe spiral wire, and that in this respect it may be compared to

the muscles of an animal, which can be animated by the

galvanic trough a certain time after death

;

so does the spiral

wire retain its vital energy for a little time, longer, or shorter*

according to the form of the plant, and preserve its mechanical

vigour after the line has ceased to exist. To see the effect of To shew the
°

. ,
mechanism

this mechanism m plants, 1 always prefer the most common, prefer corn-

provided they are well-nourished and healthy. Exotics will

often produce more extraordinary and elegant contrivances,

but the plants of the country have most vigour, and their

mechanism is, in general, in admirable order
;

there is a great

difference in the operations performed on an exotic, and a

native. The pistil and stamen do not accommodate each other

in the former, as in the latter
;
the spiral wire does not contract

or dilate with that vigour
j the wood does no move with equal

energy, or the gatherers turn with equal force
;
and there is

no part in which the mechanism is so much excited as in the

throwing or moving up of the seeds in the alburnum vessel
;

it appears to be the grand effort in which all its energies are

engaged
;

every part of the plant conduces to this effect, and

lends its assistance to its completion. I am almost angry with

myself, when I think how many things would have suggested

the discovery of the seeds in the root, that I puzzled about it so

long in endeavouring to ffnd their origin
j since the leopard

lilies which form their seeds up the stem, and the crinums

which collect them so far down the stalk, should have taught

me, that the pericarp and flower were not necessary to their

formation*.

I was in hopes of shewing how the pollen passes up the Respecting

•tern, which I did not do in my last, though I have now dis-

covered that in trees and shrubs it is protruded in the tap-root,

• It is a very common thing, particularly in the firs, to find a single

cone growing out at the bottom of tlie tree, unattended with any

branch or leaves : what a proof this is, of the seeds coining from the

root, when asingle collection has been able to pierce through bark and

rind, and display themselves without further accompaniment.

and
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I

Alterations

Kitliiu the

stnii.

Qiianlity of

rri|itoy[M>nia

hotween tiie

cyiiiulcrs.

conveyed through the common root : and that I have again

detected it at the top of the stem where it enters the flower-

stalk ; yet I have not discovered the part in which it mounts j

for the season closed on my labours, before I had time perfectly

to complete my task. Indeed, in no science is it so necessary to

continue invariably what has been undertaken
;
most studies

may be pursued or laid by as industry or idleness sugsest

;

but

the phytologist must not lose a day, or the season flies, and he

has to wait a whole year before he can renew his subject, or

recover the lost appearance of the specimen he neglected to

draw
; so quickly also do the pictures succeed each other in

dissecting. Each separata part, whether of the bark, wood, or

])ith, is so divided into innumerable cylinders, made to approach-

or fall back ; between v;hich are admitted the different

ingredients of the plant, beginning at the interior of the root,

and so exactly arranged accoiding to the ensuing season, that

what has been discovered one month will appear to be con-

tradicted the next
;
from the total change which will have taken

place u ilnin ; if, therefore, the dissecterhas not already learnt,

that the seasons are to the full as varying in the interior of the

plant as without, how puzzled he must be
;

it is only by tracing

the repealed changes for many succeeding years, that I have

been enabled to lay before the public these various discoveries.

How difliciiU then, how imf)t.issiblt; for a person who dissects

but a few times in a year, to understand the plan and formation

of a vegetable.

I shall now shew the necessity of never admitting any part

to belong to a plant, that cannot be traced in all its diflerent

stages. There is a source of deception so likely to inveigle a

phytologist (,’ukI which was, in truth, the cause of delaying the

di.icovery now so h-ippily effected) of “ the growth of seeds

in the root." 1 mean the quantity of criptogamia discovered

between the rind and bark in every tree or shrub. I shall

scarcely be credited when I say, that extremely minute fes-

toons of flowers, apparent branches of fruit, and bunches of

seeds, appear throughout the year, and are continually found

between
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between the various cylinders of ibc bark aud rind*, -the 1'],^ m.-vscs of

bark mailer, in-itead of being confined in regular vessels, as is
“*

generally supposed, is found in masses which increase and

congeal till ilic warmth of the summer again lenders them

liquid, and confines the’m within their proper cylinders. Ills

in iliesc masses the criptogamia plants are formed
;

it is here

lliey originate and nourish their roots
j
and these sprigs have,

I doubt not, much pnzxled others as well as m)self. J have

long been actjuainied with them, from having f^si found them

in the grasses and grainsf. But when I first discovead the

seeds in the alburniun, 1 concluded that it was a criptogamia,

only more advanced within the interior
;
and as I had known

the viscum album, and several others of the parasite plants,

throw their rooLs even into the wood, it was natural 1 should

suppose it a new plant of tlii.s kind not yet noticed , till, with

astonishment, 1 traced it from part to part, and at last saw the

seeds enter the buds
;

but there is a proof which com(detdy P;»ra'it<*

draws a line between all that is formed within the plant, and

appertains to it, and that which is a stranger ciily supported and

nourished by it. In tlic first ca'e, it always ^hoots perpendi-

cularly
;
but in the latter, let it run ever so lar between iho

cylinders, it always strikes out at last, a:ul iberefore shoots hori-

zontally. This will, at least, serve to ascertain which are ctip-

• Till I Ibiinil the iniiumcr.ihte jv-.iasiio plants belwrcn thi folds or

cylimlcvs ot tiie bark ami rind. I never ehiild arraniit for that idea

of Linnieiks, ttiat it lequired five year; to eon:pt*te llie feltnarioii and

evolatioiis ot a branch
;
eacii year coinposiug one p:irt ;

r.ud that lUey

then came forth ill llicir pel feet .<taie. I have no tiuibt that he was

aequainteJ with these cript ;;ainia I have de'-ciibvd, and ."^i.ppcsed

that they boonred to the identic.!! [:!ai t on which tLiv were reared,

and by wliicli Mipported. I never foUowvd an idea of tins truly creaf

man. that it did not lead to a discovery shew in;' hi.s pt rfect knowledge

of tlie forms of plants. His wjsLi.Vfs are often more valeable than the

knon lcdj't ot others.

t In the wlK'at alone I havelVtinul liinv ; and in a tree they are often

known by the variously formed ent.s that are made through the rind

lo Jet out tlie plant, or admit air to tile seeds, the cripioganiia being

j'snerally too small to be seen vviUiout strong uiagmlius.

togamia
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togamia plants, and to retain for the tree all that naturally be-

longs to it.

I find I have been accused, by gentlemen of the first ability,

for not mixing philosophical trials with my specimens and de-

scriptions, simply meant to illustrate the formation, habit, and

manner ofplants. As it was my original plan to proceed no far-

ther yet, and that I am rather proud of keeping to that resolution,

when acting otherwise would be so pleasant, I shall now lay

before the public my reasons for so doing. I have long been

persuaded, that all experiments of the kind are perfectly useless,

nay, highly injurious, to the science, till a thorough knowledge

of the form, habit, and nature of a plant is obtained. How,

indeed, could a surgeon judge of a wound he had made, and

draw any just inference from its appearance, without a thorough

knowledge of anatomy, and a perfect insight into the part

affected, and of the vessels touched ? A person performing

trials of this kind on a tree, cuts into it without the smallest

idea at the time of doing it, what his knife is passing through,

or the danger of his destroying the rising productions that are

1 he different travellinsr upwards, between the cylinders, to their several places
parts mount-

.

° ^

log the tree, of destination. I have said, that two months in the year the

seeds are constantly mounting the tree
j

a little earlier the pol-

len is travelling also to the summit
; and when this is not the

case, the leaf-bud, forming at the pre-existing shoot, is sending
'

up its leaf-stems through the new branch of the present year.

All this must make so great a difference in cutting a tree, as to

leave the person (who knows not of their existence, and yet is

to judge of the consequences of the cut) in an absolute per-

plexity. A thorough acquaintance, also, with the vessels

(which are various) is most necessary. The motion of the

wood is so continual, that if, by certain signs, he has not learnt

to know its direction, and appreciate the ultimate consequences

of its change of place, how is he to proceed ? No other way

than by studying diligently, and waiting, with perfect patience,

till that knowledge is acquired, which will fit him for such a

superior undertaking
;

or he will be like a man who begins to

build his house by the attics, throwing scaffolding from the

neigh-
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neighbouring houses to support this strange contrivaucej never

likely to produce a good foundation, ora well-established know-

ledge. The nattirp of

My first plan was to procure, by every possible means, a com-

plete acquaintance with plants, both native and exotic , not of

their namer and classes, (though the latter is certainly of great

consequence) but of their form, nature, and habits
;

their

vessels, mechanism, and juices
;
and when that task is complete,

to turn to the philosophical part. May 1 not hope, then, that

the public will bear with niy stupidity a little longer, and see

the necessity of iny shewing the beginning, before I venture

on the latter part, of my work. And if I live not to finish my

labours, (which is most probable) I still hope, that the little I

have done may suggest to others the necessity of completing

the foundation before a system is thought of, or a theory laid

down.

I greatly regret, that the prints are now become much too

large for insertion in your Journal, as they grow unintelligible

when so much reduced, but when possible they shall always

be added.
V

I am. Sir,

Your obliged, humble Servant,

AGNES IBBETSON.

V.

Remarkable Fact of the Glass of IFindou s being corroded by

the Vapoursfrom Copper Iforks. In a Letterfrom a Corres-

pondent,

To Mr. Nicholson,

SIR,

TTN visiting the copper smelting works near this town, I was
effect

much struck with the barren app>earaoce of the soil, and of the vapours

with the leafless state and deadness of the trees for a conside- works^*^
rable distance round the works

j but what excited my surprise

the
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(he moit, was the singular appearance of the glass in the win-

Wiii'Jow glass dovv of a counting house attached to one of the works. The
foirodcd,

panes looked as if covered over with liquid starch, to answer

the purpose of a blind, but, upon a nearer view, I found they

had lost their polish, the surface exhibiting the appearance of

gla.ss corroded by fluoric acid. Upon mentioning this circum-

stance to a person residing near the spot, I was informed, that

the same corroded appearance was to be observed in the win-

dows of his own bouse, which was a quarter of a mile distant.

Several substances have been applied to remove this misty ap-

pearance
;
wet red clay, rubbed on with the palm of the hand,

has been found most successful
j
by lon^-continued friction

with this substance, the rough surface is entirely removed,

and the original polish restored.

Tlie copper ores that are usually worked here are bronght

from Cornwall. The fumes arising from roasting the ores,

are copious and white, and continue a long time in the atmos-

phere where they are dissipated. Their smell is sulphureous

and excites coughing.

'

I beg to be informed, through the medium of your excellent

Journal, what it is in the smoke that can occasion such a sin-

gular appearance in the windows of the neighbouring houses.

I remain,

Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

VIATOR.
Swansea,

August 23d, 1813.

VI.

Cursory Remarks on the mineral Substance called, in Derbyshire,

Rot leru Stone*. By H^ilUam Martin, F. L. S. fs’e.

itetteu stone

cunsiilereil as

of volcanic
M r. KIRwan, in his “ Elements of Mineralogy,” (vol.

i. p. 203.) states, that Tripoli is often of pseudo-volca-

origin.
* Mauchc.'ter Memoirs, VIII, (or II N. J.)

nle
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nic and sometimes, perhaps, of genuine volcanic origin
;
he

adds, however, that “ it also frequently arises from the decom-

position or disintegration of other stones.’* The latter ob'Cr-

vation appears to apply strictly to our Derbyshire rotien ilont*,

which is usually considered by mineralogists as a variety of

Tripoli, originating from some unknown decomposed stone of

the argillaceous kind. That the substance producing rotten

stone is, however, in its primary state, a rnicarions and not an

ar^i//ateo«y stone, can only be doubted, I think, by iho<-e who

have not had an opportunity of examing this fossil in its native

repository. Indeed, I feel little hesitation in affiiming, that

the phenomena, attendant on the substance in question,

strongly support the original idea of the late ingenious Mr.

Whitehurst, who from personal and cxtctisive observation, was

led to conclude, that the parent rock of the Derbyshire rotten

stone was ;/u:r//ej-, or some other variety ot our dark-

coloured iime-slones.

It is some years back since I availed mvself of a favourable Account of

. . .
the rotu II

opportunity that occurred of exainimng the rotten-stone pits Mone juts on

on Bakewell MoorJ, and wliich, 1 undeistand, are only ojvened

I at particular periods— that is, every third or fourth year, ac-

I cording to the demand which may then prevail for the fossil

I as an article of traffic. On looking over the memoranda, made

at the time of visiting these pits, I find they difl'er, in some

trifling respects, from Mr. Whitehurst’s account of the mode

in which rotten stone is procured, the appearances it exhibits as

a mineral deposit, &c.
;
and as no late author that I am ac-

quainted with, has entered into any detail on these subjects,

• Cariosus /inplorum. Gmcl. Linn. Syst. Nat. p. H6.

—

Tripoli. Kir-

vran. El. .Miner, p. S02.

t Vide Whitehurst s “ Inquiry into the original state and formation

t of the Earth.”

t Rotten stone also occurs at Wardlovv Mire, and, as I am in-

formed, at A^hford, and some other paits of the county , but I uni not

acquainted with the local circcmstauccs with which it is attended in

those places.

the
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Local situa-

tion.

States.

the toilowing brief statement may not be unacceptable to those

"who are interested in geological inquiries.

1. The rotten stone, found on Bakewell Moor, is deposited

on a lime-stone, which seemingly belongs to the^r5/ or upper-

most stratum*.

2. It occurs in different parts of the moor; frequently on

the surface of the lime-stone, immediately under the vegetable

mould
; but is procured in the greatest quantity in a long, or

somewhat trough-shaped hollow, intersected by several broad

irregular fissures, which are filled up with small fragments of

lime-stone, the gravel-like debris (rubble) of the traversed

stratumf.

3. In these fissures the rotten stone occurs at the depth of

a few inches below the surface, and from that to ten or fifteen

feet+.

4. It is procured in two distinct states. In one, the rotten

stone, when dry, has an indurated, and sometimes even a stony

consistence
;
te.\ture

;
earthy

;
fracture, sometimes imperfectly

Conchoidal ;
at other times slaty

;
hardness, from that of

chalk to that w'hich does but just yield to the scraping of the

knife (3—O.Kirwan)
;
feels smooth, sometimes ra/Aer greasy

—

never so meagre as the foreign tripoli
;

does not crumble soon

in water
;

effervesces slightly ^w\th acids; sp. gr. 2, 3. Its

colour is usually between a brownish grey and isabella-yellow.

The other variety occurs in a loose or pulverulent form
;

feels

meagre
;

rarely effervesces with acids
;

sp. gr. 2, 2 ;
its co-

lour light yellow'ish grey.

5. The hard rotten stone (as the indurated kind is called by

the rotten-stone getters) occurs in detached, nodular lumps,

dispersed through the rubble above-noticed; the sofi||, as a

spongy earth or mud, either coating the more indurated variety^

or deposited, in considerable quantities, under the debris, on

the surface of the lime-stone rock.

6. Water, from the upper part of the moor, is constantly

• Vide Note A. f Vide Note B.

t Vide NoteC.
||
Vide Note D.

draining
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<ira'm«d Uirougli the loose materials, which fill the hollows and

fissures of the rotten-stone tract.

7. In this mineral dejiot are found, with the rotten-stone,

fragments of chert
;

fn'gments of a calcareous stone in every

possible state, intermediate between rotten-stone and perfect

limestone} rotlen-sione uitli nuclei of solid Hack limeslotie

;

t^c. tife.

8. The calcareous stone, which forms, in these instances, the

central parts of the nodular lumps of Koi ten-stone, has the

ex/itrnH/ characters of the black limestone or marble, found at

Ashford-in-the-waters, &c. but ditiers, somewhat, in its inier-

nal properties, from any stratum of limestone yet discovered in

Derbyshire.

9. Marine reliquia are sometimes found in the hard Rotten-

stone
;
and these are generally such as haie been observed to be

most frequent in the black marble viz. EnlomoUtiius Der-

liensis Conchyliolillius Breynii, &cc. (v. Pet. Deib. t . 4o, 39,

&c)

Such are the principal phenomena, which were noted during Dodurtion

my examination of the depot of Rotten-stone near Bakewcll.

—The conclusions, to which this examination led, have been <lnce<lfroin a

already alluded to ; namely, that RoHen-slotic is produced ly

the disintegration of a particular variety of' limestone, proLally

. a Hack marhk i and that, consequently, authors are incorrect in

• considering the original substance of this fossil to have been an

I argillaceous stone.

Irwill here, however, be asked—how is the prorluction of

I this particular substance from another, chemically as well as

externally distinct, to be accounted for ? and, if Rotten-stone

be actually the result of a certain change in black marble or

limestone, why is it not found in every situation, where such

I roi'k occurs ? To answer these questions satisfactory will

I
perhaps be impossible to answer them, however, in any

way, without having recourse to the reciprocal transmutation of

what have hitherto been considered, as simple, eletnentary parts

InVei.. XXXVI.—No, 165. £
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Component
parts of

rotten-stone.

Analytical

results.

in mineral compositions*, we must first recur, it is evident, to

the nature of the constituent matter of the original rock, as
i

well as of the substance, which the disintegration of such rock I

has been presumed to produce.

Limestones, it is well known, are composed principally of an
|

indurated calcareous carbonate ;—Rotten-stone, according to i

the following analyses, of alamine in a loose or earthly form,

and with its constituent particles in a very minute state of

division—But we must remember, that many other principles

enter into- the composition of most limestones besides carbo-

nate of lime
;

as alumine, silex, bitumen, and sometimes

biagnesia ;—and that Rotten-stone contains, besides alumine,

silex, bitumen, or carbon, and frequently iron and calcareous

earth j—and that the comparative proportions of these com-
|

ponent parts diS'er greatly in the difterent varieties both of I

limestone and rotten-stone. :

Our analasis of rotten-stone has afforded the following

results.

1. Very hard Rotten-istone , approaching Black Limestone iit I

external appearance.
|

Alumine 74
Silex 3
Carbonate of Lime 14
Oxide of Iron. . 2
Inflammable matter and loss 7

,

100

2. Another specimen of the hard variety, hut of a light hrown
colour,

Alumine 80
Silex 2
Carbonate of Lime lO
Oxide of Iron i

Inflammable matter and loss 7

100
* Transimitation of silex into lime, or that of lime into silex or

alumine, however strongly contended for by some modern Geologists, 1

most assuredly ought not to be assumed in any attempt to account for '

the phenomena of the mineral kingdom, till supported by stronger facts

than those on which it rests at present.

3. Hard
j
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Hard BoltefirSlone, hit less indurated than specimen 2,

colour nearly similar.

Alurrtine 84

Silex 3

Carbonate of Lime 5

Oxide of Iron. O

Inflammable matter and loss 8

100

4. Soft Rotten-stone, i. e. with a texture much more loose or

earthy than in the other specimens.

Alumine 87

Silex 4

Carbonate of Lime 0

Oxide of Iron O

Inflammable matter and loss 9
*

100

If we compare the foregoing analysis with those, which

mineralogists have given us of limestones, we shall find, that

the chief difference (in a chemical point of view) between

rotten stone and certain varieties of limestone, exists in the

• It should bt observed that the “ loss,” in these analysis, never

exceeded V5

;

hence the proportion of “ i/iflununiible matter" may be

stated as varying from 5’5 to 7‘5* At the time of making my experi-

ments on rotten-stone, the principal object in view was to ascertain the

predominating earth in its composition, and nut determiniug the

nature of the inflammable matter, it was placed With the loss ;—there

can be little doubt, however, of its being curlwi. Silex was found in

all the specimens examined. Carbonate ef lime only in the harder

varieties, and not constantly in those. Two or three sprciineus

analysed, in all external respects similar to No. 3, were without it.

Oxide of Iran was only present in the harder rotten-stones.—Tlie

actual constituents, therefore, of genuine or perfect rotten-stone

(that is, rotten-stone in which the disintegration of the original substance

is complete) may be stated to be alumine, silex, and infiammsble matter

(tarh'iu ?)

larger£2
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Black n arble

at Ashfoid-in-

the-watei 8 .

proportion of alumine, which the former of these substance#'

contains, and its comparative, or, in some instances, its total

want of the carbonate of lime. The particular varieties of

limestone now alluded to, are those which Mr.Kirwan has

denominated argilliferous marliies, on account of their holding

a large proportion of orgill (alumine) in their compositions,

(v. E. Min. V. 1 . p. 99 .)—Some of these stones, though

affording lime, contain 30 per ct, of alumine, together with

small quantities of silex, iron, &c. :—and our Derbyshire

black marble, or limestone, undoubtedly' belongs to this

class.

—

The greatest quantity of this stone is quarried at Ashford-in-

the-waters
;
and, as the quarry is situated at no great distance

from the depot of Rolten-slone, and affords an excellent exam-

ple of this formation, I shall here describe the state in which it

is found, and some of its principal varieties. It occurs in beds,

which vary in thickness, from a few inches to two or three feet,

w'ilh interposed seams (semistrataj of black, bituminous shale

and clay. The substance of these beds, though throughout of

the same general aspect, and constantly burning to lime, more

or less pure, differs greatly in the proportion of its constituent

parts, as well as somewjjat in its external characters. The

limestone of those beds, immediately worked as marble, is of

a deep greyish black, which, on the stones being polished,

becomes perfect, or dark-black :*— texture close, fine earthy :

* Its volmir must be ascribed to tlie t)itnrricn or carbon, which it

contains, as it Ijeromes perfectly white, wlicn calciiK-d, and also acquires

u white, cr ns -colmired, crust, 011 exposure to the weather. In many

instances T have found tlie crust of a considerable tliickness, and become

perfect Kotieu-stone. And tlicre is no doubt but in walls, which are

sometimes built of black marble, and in otlier exposed situations, thi.s

would frequently be the case, if a furtlier decay of the stones wen- not

prevented by a timely and friendly covering of lichens and mosses. I

have observed, however, that pieces of polished marble, though equally

expose'll with tho'.c in tlic uni'oli.slied state, do not so soon acquire a

white enist.— Polishing, by filling up tlie inimitc interstices, induces a

greater degree of e xternal hardness of the stone, and prevents for a

longer time the decomposition of the surface.

fracture
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fracture slaty, passing into the imperfectly conchoidal* ; hard-

ness from six to seven (Kirwan. p. 38) : emits a fetid or rather

nrinuns smell when scraped, nut in a much less degree than the

following varieties: contains, according to the specimen

examined, about 18 per ct. of alumine, with small proporlionsf

of silex, iron, and inflammable matter.

The next variety of limestone it will be proper to notice, is Other varie-

one rejected by the workmen at Ashford, as being less fit for

their purpose than that I have just described.— It appears to be

too soft to receive a lasting polish, and its colour, though black,

is much less deep than in the foregoing variety, frequently

verging on brownish black : texture earthy : fracture slaty ;

hardness (5 : gives out a very fetid smell on being scraped. One
specimen of this stone contained, according to the experiments

made on it, 6(j carbonate of lime
; 24 alumine

j
12 oxide of

iron; 1 "5 silex ;
and 7 inflammable matter. Another speci-

men of this stone, however,yhom the same led, yielded only I9
alumine.

A third strongly marked variety of limestone, found with the

foregoing, has tlie following characters : colour black, or

brownish-black: texture splintery, with disseminated, shining,

spar-like particles
;

these frequently exhibit the minute parts of

organic remains ; fiacture slaty : hardness 7 : emits a very fetid

odour, when scraped or rubbed. The specimen analysed gave

8 per ct. alumine, and 4 silex, with 7 inflammable matter,

but litile or no trace of iron.

It must now be observed, that along with these three descri-

* Hy fracture is here meant the general appearance, or form, whicb

tlie Inokcii surface of tlie fossil piesents ; bj texture, tlie grain, or form

and ctispo'ition of the pai tides, observable througliout Uie surface of

the fracture.

t In no instance did *be proportion of silex exceed 4 perct. or that

of tlie iron l§. As ttie experiments, however, which save tliese results,

were not lepeated on each variety of stone, we do not give these pro-

portions as tho«e wliicli analysis hereafter may find to be correct.

—

Tire proportion of alumine, in each instance, wo believe, will be found

to be near the UuUt.

bed
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bed varieties of I'mestone, several ofbers occur, which, in their

external characters, exhibit various gradations between the black

marble and the bituminous shale, that separates the calcareous I

beds
;
and that the whole formation of these limestone slratu/a >

appears to graduate, or to pass, by an almost insensible transi- <

tion, into the great stratum of shale, under which the limestone i

of Derbyshire, for the most part, dips.

It is evident, from the above remarks on the black limestone i

formation, that among its numerous beds the orginal of Rotten-
)

stone probably exists ; and, though the result of my own expe-
|

riments and observations certainly does not warrant the con-
|

elusion, that it has yet been detected as a native rock or stratum,
)

there seems little doubt, but that a more careful examination,
|

than what my leisure when at Ashford permitted me to make, |

may hereafter determine the stone in this state. The variety of :

black limestone already described, as holding, sometimes, ;

24 per ct. of alumine, undoubtedly comes near in external cha- |

racters to the central nodules of marble, which, it has been

observed, occur frequently as nuclei to the fragments of hard

Rotten stone, (v.p. 317) and which, there is every reason to
|j

conclude, are remaining portions of the original calcareous
^

rock. Still, however, this rock appears to have differed essen-
|

tially from the limestone, with which we are now comparing it : I

1st. in being a somewhat softer stone
;

2d. in containing a much

larger proportion of inflammable matter
j
and, lastly, in hold-

ing, at least, 30 per ct. of alumine.* It may here, perhaps, be

objected, that a stone, holding even 30 per ct. of alumine, can

never be presumed to give by its decomposition, a substance

containing more than double such proportion of the material—

-

especially as this substance is evidently wof composed (in cer-

tain instances at least) of the travelled, and at length deposited,

particles of the otiginal stone
;

but actually exhibits the matter

(in part) of the original stone itself under its primitive struc-

ture, and merely (deprived of one of the constituent principles.
• •

• All tlif specimens I have examined, have given something more

- than the proportion of alumine here stated.

For
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tor this really seems to be the state, in which the greater part

of the indurated rotten stone occurs. To this objection, I can

only, at present, oppose, as probable, the supposition, that,

during the formation of hard rotten stone, while loosing the

calcareous particles, a gradual and considerable contraction took

place in the remaining matter
;
and that this was effected with-

out destroying the slaty structure, where it previously existed,

in the primary stone.* By this assumed contraction in the

strbstance of rotten stone, it is evident, we may readily account

fur the greater proportion of alumine it exhibits, on comparing

a gtven quantity of it with an equal one of limestone. But it

will, probably, be advanced, tl.at the hypothesis eventually

•upports mote than we wish to prove
j

as, admitting the con-

traction of the matter forming rotten-stone, any limestone

holding a smad (|uantity of alumine, may be the original stone.

The Inca! circumstances, however, attendant on rotten stone,

must prevent such a supposition from being adopted. All

limestones, it is true, ate liable to decomposition
}
and the

black seem to be more subject to this processf than the lighter.

* A nearer approxiniatidii of the almniiinus partirlis to each other,

may easily be supposeil as a ii.itnral consequence of the removal of

the cale.Treoii>i ni.ittei ,
but that the slriictiire of tlie original stone

should remain, after this loss of matl«r, will not, perhaps, be as easily

supposed or admitted. However, as the ingredients of black lime-

stones. Jtc. exist (it is probable) merely in the state of tnislure, the

extraelion of any one of these constituent parts will certainly be less

liable to destroy the general striictureof the stone, than if the process

bad to act on principles chemically united. •

We have here considered the structure, or fracture of hard rotten

stone to be immediately derived, generally speaking, from that of the

original limestone
;
but in sonic instances, particularly where the slaty

structure is present, it is rather, perhaps, the consequence of the

contiacli'in contended for, than the remains of any particular dispo-

sition of particles, which existed in the primary fossil. We have, not

unfrequently, observed the slaty structure in hard rotten stone, wlrere

no vestige of it appeared in the enclosed tmcM of limestone; though,

it must be observed, that these nuclei, in every other respect, were

perfectly similar to those in which such structure was very evident.

t Vide Note.

Th«
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Tlie Editors regret that this paper was left in an unfinished

state, owing to tl)e deatii of the ingenious author, and that

several of the notes referred to, have not been discovered

amongst his mamicripts, though these have been examined

with very great care and attention.

VIIL

Controversy
On the Measure of Moving Force, A/r. Pei'ek Ewart*. i

the*measiire of IT ^ mechanics, forces are understood to be

force. mathematical quantities-, caj):ib!e of being measured and

compared with as much certainty as lines, or surfaces, or any '

other mathematical quantities. Respecli' g the principles,
,

however, of tliis mcasuicment and comparison, various doc-
|

trines h«ve been held. A controversy on this subject, after
[

liaving been long and warmly agitated by learned men in dif-

ferent parts of Europe, appeals, about seventy years ago, to

have gradually subsided jf and since that period, it lias been the

prevailing opinion with mathematicians, that the a*gument re-

specting the measure of the force of a body in motion, was

merely a dispute about terms, and that, tliongh the force in

question may be variously estimated, according to circum-

stances, it is most naturally and consistently expressed by the L

The rule that product arising from the mass being multiplied into its velocity. »
the effect is as^ Although scientific men have, for more than half a century:
trie mass innl- °

tiplied hvsq. been generally satisfied on this question, it must nevertheless be

great"pi*actical
^’o^slderable ditncultics have occurred in I

value. the practical application of their measure of force
j
and, it is

remarkable, tlut the measure w hich they have rejected, appears i'

• Manchester Mem. viii. (or IL N. S.) f

' + Dr R -id.^av’, “ it was dropt rather than ended, to the no small i

discredit of matiicniatics, wliicli hath always boasted of a degree of |i

evidence inconsistent wiili delnitcs that can be brought tone issue.” '

Essay on Q.iantity.—Philosophical Transactions, 1718.
I

to
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to Inve been first suggested to Hook and Ilnvgens, bv their

practical observation; or. the motion of nendnlir.rts, and '.vj.9

afterwards adopted by Smeaton, as a rule for the g!t:.t opera-

tions in whicii lie iiad .so much experience.

It is much to be regretted, that ihcorv sliculd appear to be at

variance with practice, or that any ambiguity should remain on

a (jiiestioii of such general application in mechanics.

It has ofteti been asserted, indeed, that practical operafions

need not be afl'ceted by uift'erences of opinion about the mea-

snie of force
;

for, there being no disputed facts, the mere

scientific explanation of the pitenomena, it is said, can be of

little importance to pnactical men.

On this point, however, Mr. Smeaton’s observations merit

particnlat attention. Ho says, in refetence to mistaken notions

about tlie measure of force, “ that not only himself and other

practical artists, but also some of the most approved writers,

bad been liable to fall into errors, in a|>plyiiig the doctrines

of force to practical mechanics, by sometimes forgetting or

neglecting the due regard which ought to be had to collateral

circumstances. Some of these errors arc not only very con-

siderable in themselvi*s, but also of great consequence to tlie

public, as they tend greatly to mislead the practical artist in

works that occur daily, and w hich require very great sums in

their execution^.”

Noiwiiliitanding Mr. Smeaton’s excellent experiments and

observations on this subject, exhibiting much want of agree-

ment between the theory usually given, and the praciicai results,

the m.ch.inical principles of force coruinne to he treated nearly

as before
;
and, I believe, we are not without recem iastauces

of errors similar to those which he has noticed.

IMr. Atwoo 1, in his Treatise on the rectilinear motion and

rotation of Biidies, bestowed considerable attention on Mr.

Sineaton’s experiments and coneksions. He ako observes,

that Emerson, and otlior authois of merit, have been led into

considerable errors, “ by supposing the momentum of bodies

* i’liilosopliical Transacti >i.*, to'. 66, part id. p. 45U.

to

r^piiiions it;-

tluviicc prac-

tice.

a# is well

stated by
Smeatou.

Atwrod’s

bt.it, mint
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to be as the quantity of matter into the velocity*. In that he

agrees with .Mr, Smeaton ; but he afterwards concludes, that

neither of the measures of force are capable of general appli-

cation, and that for one class of the etfects of force, we have

no proper measure.

^ After discussing various examples of force, lie proceeds as

peimanont e- follows :
" But the truth is, the principle (of permanent quan-

liiimeration of . . .

force cannot obtains not according to either ol the measures, except

be had t)y ci

thcr of tlic

measures.

in particular cases, which may be demonstrated as the other

properties of forces are from the general laws or axioms.

Instances.
' “ Jo the rectilinear motion of bodies, accelerated from qui-

escence, or retarded until they are at rest, the permanency of

any given quantify of motion is demonstrated from the axioms,

whether that motion be estimated by one measure or the other.

“ In bodies which revolve round fixed axes, the principle

obtains, without exception, when the momentum is measured

by the quantity of maUer into the square of the velocity, but

fails when measured by the quantit] of matter into the velocity^

a given quantity of motion thus estimated being alterable in

any assigned ratio.

" In the communication of motion to bodies by collision,

when the direction of the stroke passes through the centre of

gravity, the principle in question holds universally, according

to the measure of the mass into its velocity, but fails wl.en the

momenta are estimated by the mass into the square of the ve-

locity in every case, except when both bodies are perfectly

elastic. Of one iierfectly elastic, and the other perfectly hard,

“ Lastly, when motion is communicated to bodies by im-

pact, the direction of vvbicli passes not through the centres of

gravity, the quantity of motion communicated, whether esti-

mated by one measure or the other, preserves neither equality,

nor any constant proportion to the quantity of motion im-

pressedf."

These conclusions appear to be rather paradoxical, but they

are neither new nor uncommon.

• Trralisp on Rc< tiiinear and Rotatory Motion. Preface, p. 10.

t Ibid, p, S66—368,

If

I

\
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It true they hnve not been usually stated in the same On«~^tion.

terms: but I believe the same inferences striciiy follow „f ,i,p

from the rea-iooing of many other good writers on this sub

ject. If forces be mathematical quantities, we may reason- In- il ifinilt to

ably Miquire, how is it that they are so indeterminate in rela-

five magnitude ?

If two given lines, angles, surfaces, or solids, be equal, they

are equal in whatever manner they may be applied, or how-

ever they may be measured. But if we have two given bodies,

moving with velocities inversely as their masses, their forces,

it would appear, are either equal or unequal, according as they

may be classed under one or other of the above subdivisions of

rnechanical pbenomena.

If the forces of two given bodies in motion are either equal Clagsifiration

1 1- 1 I • I 1 .
®f •bf p'i«-na-

or unequal, according to the purpose to which they may be nipua desir-

applied, it would be very desirable to have a complete and ?c-

curate classification of all tlic phenomena of force, exhibiting

the variations to which they may be subject
;
and we are so

far inelebted to Mr. Atwood, that he is, I believe, the only au-

thor who has attempted to make such an arrangement. But

his arrangement is not complete, for he has omitted to include

in it msnv important practical applications of force
; such,

for example, as the raising of a hrxly to a given height, where

it is to be left at rest
;

the driving of piles ;— the overcoming

of friction;— the grinding of corn the hammering and rol-

Jing of metals; and various other applications of force of a

similar kind.

Mr. Atwood appears, however, to have been aware that the The doctrinn

doctrines of force, as they are usually treated, could not he of
usJally^tr^-at

much service in practice; for a little farther on he observes, are »f litile

"It is not probable, that the theory of motion, however

inconiestible its principles m-y be, can afford much assistance

to the practical mechanic
;
and there appears as little room to

imagine, that any errors or misconceptions which may have Whence it is

been propagated concerning the effects of forces considered in s"PP®»cd that

, , . errors in
a theoretical view, have at all impeded the due construction of thcorv have

useful machines, such as are impelled by the force of wind or^ ' noxious.

vater.
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water, by springs or any other kind of motive power. Machines

of this sort, owe their origin and improven'.ent to other sources ;

it is from long experience of repeated trials, errors, delibera-

tions, corrections, continued through the lives of individuals,

and by successive generations of them, that sciences, strictly

called practical, derive their gradual advancement from feeble

and awkward beginnings, to their most perfect state of excel-

lence*.”

But he has, in this instance, I apprehend, pressed his argu-SiTiPaton h.is

st>i-wn the con-
(r.ry. meat rather too far; and he is quite at variance with Mr.

Smeaton, who h.as pointed out many inconsistencies in theore-

tical conclusions, which have been carried into practice with

most injurious elTectsf.

Advantages of It cannot be doubted, tliat ingenious men, of rare natural

inactical iren
f’''>(5owments, have, without any scientific aid, accomplished

wonders in the invention and improvement of machinery. But

how’ can it be supposed that these men could have derived no

assistance from a clear and sound knowledge of the principles

of mechanics r Every new combination presented to tiieir

minds must have involved them in new, and repeated labours

to ascertain its effects
;
and these labours must have frequently

terminated in a conviction, that their time and pains had been

« Treatise onitcctil. and Rotat. Motion, p. 381.

t See rUiiosoplik-al Tran>aetious, vol.6n, part '^d. p. 4.52, See. and

the follow ill” note, p. 454. “ Ikiidore (Arch. Hydr.) greatly paefers

the appl-catinn of water to an uiicer.shot mill, iiisti ad of overshot
;
and

attempts to dcnioiistrate, that water, applied undershot ;
will do six

times more execution than tl;c same applied overshot. .See vo>. 1. p.

v.'86. While Desajeliers, endeavouring to invalidate what had been

acivaneed by lie.iiilore, and greatly preferring an overshot to an uudci-

siiol, rays, (.Annotarions on Lecnire l”. vol. 2 p. .5.52.) that from his

own eitperience, a well made over.-hot mill, ground as mneh corn in

the same time, with ten times less water so that betwixt I’elidore and

Poagulieis, iiere is a difference of no less than 60 to i.—Smealoh.

F.ach of these aufiior.'! has been considered by many a.s the best

aiiUioriiv for practical men
;
and ibejr various inconsistent rulc.s have

often be( 11 adopted, in the construction of expensive machines, in this
,

cduulry, as vvi 11 as on the eoiitineDt.

wasted
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tvasled In pxamining old facts under new appearances. Such

disappointments have sometimes served indeed rather to

stimulate than to damp their zeal fur making fartlier discoveries.

But if a good theory in physical science be understood to com-

prehend a distinct arrangement of what is known on the

subject
j
or if it furnish the means of applying the experience

of one case so as to determine the result of another of the

same kind, but different in degree, or under different circum-

stances
;

it c.annot be questioned that snch information must

tend to shorten the labours, and smootli the patli of the ingenious

inventor ; and still more valuable must it be to those whose ta^k
*

•

it is to distinguish the curious from t!ie useful, 'and to carry

into execution the real but not the fanciful improvements.

Neither does it appear that Mr. Atwood is supported in his

opinion, bv the history of useful discoveries in mechanics. If vxtdl<M m

Huygens and Hooke had not been sc'entific ns well ,ts ingenious

men, we ntight possibly have been stiil ignor.int of the proper-

ties of the balance regulated by springs. If Smeaten had not

availed himself of just theory, as well as experiment, we might

still have had to learn the principles by which we must be

guided in applying water to the best advantage as a moving

power. If a clear and strong understanding, and a mind richly

stored with scientific attainments, had not been combined with

wonderful fertility of invention, in the justly celcbr.itsd

improver of the steam-engine ; incalculable labour might still

have been wasted in performing operations wliicli are now

accomplishhd with as much ease and regularity as the gentle

motions of a time-piece.

But if it were even granted, that all tliese distinguished men fiiemy i= aisn

might have attained their object without the aid of theory
;

it
ad •-i::.i;ecut.

must still be acknowledged, that to these who have to follow

their steps, and to apply their inventions and improvements to

various purposes, under v. rious circumstances, it must be of

essential importance to be free from perplexity in the princi[)!es

by which they must be governed
;
and it is under this impres-

sion that I have been induced to state to this society some of the

d'tficujtie* which have occurred to myself, la common, I believe,

with
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with many other practical men, in the application of the pre*

vailing doctrines of moving forces
;

in the hopes that others,

better qualified for the task, may be prevailed upon to recon-

sider the subject, and remove the obscurities in which some

parts of it appear to be involved.

I shall first briefly describe some particular cases where these

dilficulties occur, divesting them as much as possible of all com-

plicated circumstances; and I shall be careful to state such

facts only as will be readily admitted by any one moderately

acquainted with the subject. I will then quote, from approved

W'riters on mechanics, such observations as appear to have been

given in explanation of the points in question, accompanied

with some remarks which they seem to require; and I shall

conclude, by venturing to offer some farther explanations,

which appear to me to be capable of general application iiv

mechanics.

Examples of Force producing Motion in Bodies from a Slate'' of

Rest.
A

1. If two balls, A and B, (figure 1.) whose masses are as 1

to 4, be suspended like pendulums
;
and if they be set in

motion by two equal weights, C and D, acting on them by

means of the bent levers, E and F, whose fulcra are fixed, and

whose perpendicular arms are equal, but the length of the hori-

zontal arm of F, twice the length of the corresponding arm of

E. If C descends through the space S, D will descend through

an equal space in the same time ; and by these equal forces in

equal times, A will have acquired exactly twice the velocity of

B. J\ow if these effects are to be measured by the products of

the masses into their velocities, D produces twice the effect of'

C, although their forces are precisely equal.

Ill this and the following cases, the mass of the lever, &c. is' •

supposed to be indefinitely small, when compared with that of

the ball which it moves.

2. If we suppose two balls, m and (fig. 2.) whose masses

are as 1 to 2, to be suspended as in the last case, and put in

root ion..
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motion by tbe pressure of ibe atmosphere on the pistons P and Cases of Jiffi-

Ci acting upon m and n, by means of the levers G I and A B
j joctrine^of

A F being equal to B F, but G H=2 H I, and the area of the moving force,

cylinder E twice that of C
;
suppo.sing these cylinders and the

fulcra F and H to be immovable, and the .space under each

piston to be a vacuum. Then P and Q will move through equal

spaces in equal times, and m will acquire just twice the velo-

city of n.

Here the force of P is twice that of Q, but the effects of

these forces, if estimated by the product of each mass into its

velocity, arc equal.

3. In treating of rotatory motion;—in finding, for example,

the centre of gyration of a mass revolving about a fixed point,

the rotatory force of each particle is universally understood to

be as the square of ils distance from that point, or as the square

of its velocity. If a body. A, (fig. 3 ) be made to revolve about

the centre C, by a force acting at P
;
four times that force,

(applied at the same point, P, will be required to make a body,

B, equal to A, placed at twice the distance of A from C, re-

volve with the same angular velocity, that is, with twice the

absolute velocity of A. If both the bodies be disengaged

from C, they will each continue to move with the same velocity

as before, but in rectilinear directions ; and then the force of

B is said to be only twice that of A. But it is not alleged that

'A can gain, or B lose force, by the mere circumstance of being-

disengaged from C. How then is this change in their relative

forces to be accounted for ?

4. Let the lengths of the arms A F, F B, (fig. 4.) of the

balance beam, A B, be in the proportion of l to 2, and let the

jweight of the ball, m, be to that of n, as 2 to one. If they

/ibrate about the fixed fulcrum F, the quantity of motion of

71, will be equal to the quantity of the motion of n. Let C D be

I mother balance beam, and let C G and G D be each equal to

aA F, and the weights of o and p be each equal to that of m,
' tnd let A and C move with equal velocities. If the quantity of

motion ofm be equal to that of n, the quantity of motion of p
must also be equal to that of n

;
and the sum of tbe quantities of

. motioa
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Cases of diffi- motion of o and p must be equal to the sum of the quantities ot

doctiuKs^o'f
>^otion of m and n. But let both beams be at rest, and let the

mowiig force, pressure of 2 be applied for a given time to C, to generate velo-

city in 0 andp; a pressure of 3 will be required to be applied

to A for an equal time, and through an equal space, to gene-

rate an equal velocity in TO. The generating forces, therefore,

.tie as 2 to 3, although the quantities of motion generated by

these forces are equal.

5 . Let G (tig. 5.) be the centre of gravity of two bodies, A i

and B, connected by an elastic rod, at rest, but free to move in ,

any direction
;
and let a given quantify of motion be commu-

|

riicated at any point, D, in a direction at right angles to the rod,
j

Tvir. Vince has demonstrated that the velocity of G will be the i

same wherever the motion is communicated*; that is, if a

given force be applied, or quanlitv of motion communicated at

G, a progressive motion of the mass, without any rotatory '

motion, will be the result
;
but if the same force be applied at l

any other point D, we shall have the same progressive motion,
j

and a rotatory motion besides. i

Is that rotatory motion produced without force ?

Examples of Motion destroyed, and of Motion transferred from li

one hoey to another.

(5. If the weight of the ball. A, (fig. 6 .) be to that of B,
|

as 2 to 1 , and if they move in opposite directions with veloci-

ties reciprocally as their weights, and strike at (he same instant If

the ends of the spring. S. If the strength of the spring be I'

such, that the brdls shall be at rest when its ends are brought to v

qieet
;
they will meet at E, DE being equal to 2 CE. Here l

tlie effect produced is the compression of the spring. But |

though the quantity of motion of A is equal to that of B, the ''

portion of the effect produced by A, is less tliau that which is I!

produced by B. 1

1

if we substitute for B a ball equal in weight and velocity to ^

• J'hitopliical Trarsactioas, vol. 70, p. 651.

A,
f
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A, the ends of the spring will not be brought to meet b7 the teases of diih-

. ^ t 11 I L L I 1 II
ciiltv m the

action of the balls. In (hat case, when the b.^lls are at rest, doctYiiieit i f

the distance between the ends of the spring will be to CD, as
force.

1.1 to 6 nearly.

/. If a non-elastic mass, A, (fig. 7-) moving with a given

velocity, strike an equal non-elastic mass, B, at rest in free

spaccj both balls will move on together, with half the velocity of

A. Upon the principle of the moving forces being as the quan-

tities of motion, and the quantities of motion as the masses into

their velocities; it is held that the moving force of A is equal

to that of A and B, moving together with half the original

velocity of A.

If the ball R, have a spring attached to it, furnished with a

toothed catch C, to retain the spring in the form to which it may

be compressed
;

it will then represent a perfectly non.elastic

Dody. Let A strike the spring and compress it to E, and let

A and B move on together, with half the original vehxiiiy of

\. Let the spring be then removed in its compressed slate,

nd placed between to other balls, C and D, equal in their

nasses to A and B. and at rest in free space
;

let the catch C,

e then disengaged
;
the spring will resume its original sh.ape,

nd the balls, C and D, will each move off with half the ori-

inal velocity of A
;
and we shall then have three masses be-

ides A, each equal to A, moving with half the original velo-

ily of A, and all of them deriving their motion fro.Ti the ori-

inal force of A.

8. Let A (fig. 8.) be a non-elastic soft mass, uniformly pene*»

able by the cylinder C; that is, the tenacity of the parts of A
lall be such, that c shall meet with the same resistance at

very point of its progress. Let A move with tiie volocity v, in

le direction A B, against an immovable obstacle, and be brought

) rest by forcing the length E E of the cylinder into the ball.

'hat penetration of c is, in this instance, the whole effect pro»

.iced by the force of the motion of A. Let the operation be

ipeated, hut instead of an immoveable obstacle, let B be a

lass equ.ll to A, in free space, but not penetrable by c: then

le cylinder ^ill be forced into A a depth equal only to E F,

VoL. XXXIV. No. 165. F aud
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and if F H and F I be taken each = ^ E F, when the side of

A has arrived opposite to H, the side of B will have arrived -i

opposite to I, (as represented at No, 2.) and the velocity of

both balls will be i v.

If we repeat the experiment with a ball of half the weight, '

and twice the velocity of A, striking B in free space, the

effects will be very different. We must then have a longer cylin- ;

der; for the length of it forced into the ball will be = 4 E '

and the velocity of both balls after collision will be 4 v. It is

not easy to understand how these last effects can be produced !

by a force no greater than the first.

g. It is argued that the mass into the velocity must be the

proper measure of the force of a body in motion, because the I

sum of the products of the various masses of any system of

bodies into their respective velocities, is always the same in the H

same direction, unless acted upon by some external force. In ,

other words, because the motion of the centre of gravity of
'

any system of bodies cannot be changed or disturbed by any in

action of those bodies upon each other.
j

If two equal non-elastic balls A and B, whose common jti

centre of gravity is G, (fig, Q.) move with the velocities and in 11

the directions A C and B C, oblique to each other, they will b

meet at C, and'after collision they will move on together with i

the velocity and in the direction G C, If the product of the I

mass.into the velocity in the same direction be taken as the >

measure of the moving force, we have in the motion of these u

bodies equal effects of force before and after collision. But it J

is obvious, that to produce the separate motions of A and B

before collision, much greater force must be required than to i

produce the motion of their joint mass,

(To be continued.)
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IX.

Classification of certain Luminous Appearaitces which result

‘from the Reflection or Refraction of Light by Clouds, and

which are commonly called Halos, Rainbows, Parhelia, tSfc.

By A/r. Thomas Forster, F. L. S*.

"TI^VERY on# who is conversant in meteorology, must be Luminous ap-

Ji-A well acquainted with such luminous appearances, occa-

lonally seen about the sun, moon, and planets, and caused by pour.

tl.«%efraction of their light through a cloud of peculiar struc-

ture, as are usually called halos, coronae, burrs, glories, &c.

But these phaenomena have hitherto received no definite names

whereby they may be distinguished from each'other, though

they differ considerably in appearance. Meteorologists have

spoken of halos and coronae indiscriminately, without dis-

tinguishing between the corona or luminous disk, and the halo,

or lumiiijus ring.

The ancient writers, too, sjwke differently of halones, circuli,

coronae, halyses, parhelia, and other the like phaenomena, as ap-

pears by the works of Aristotle,| Pliny, J Seneca § and others.

'Aristotle appearsto have written with the most perspicuity of all •

of them.

With a view to obviate the inconvenience and misunderstand-

ing which might arise from the confusion or promiscuous use of

terms not sufficiently definite, I subjoin the following classifica-

tion, which, though imperfect, may serve, till a better shall be

found, to enable meteorologists, in their journals, to express,

•with tolerable precision, the kind ofappearance which they wish

to commemorate.

I endeavour to classify them (for want of a better criterion) Clasiificatioo

ficcordins to
according to the various shapes or flgures which they present their figure.

• From his “ Researches into Atmospheric Phenomena.”

t Aristot. Meteor, lib. iii. cc. 2, 3.

t Plin. Hist. Nat. lib. ii. cc. 29, SO, 31, 32. lib. xviii. 35.
'

) fieuec. Optra Philos. Ub. i. cc. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7,

It
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It must be remembered, that their various figures are the result

of the particular construction of the cloud which refracts their
i

light : a correct attention, therefore, to these appearances, may

lead to a more perfect knowledge of the structure of the re-

fracting medium.

Hilo. Halo.* Def. Circulusvel Annulus lucidus aream includens, in

cujus centra Sol aut Luna apparel.

Ol'ser, By a halo I undeistand an extensive luminous ring,
;

including a circular area, in the centre of which the sun or

moon appears
; whose light, passing-through the interverjing

j

cloud, gives rise to the phenomenon. Halones are called Lunar i

or 5o/ar, according as they appear round the moon or sun. i

Those about the moon are the most common. They are gene-

rally pretty correct circles : I once, however, saw a halo of a

somewhat oval figure, Halones are sometimes coloured with

the tints of the rainbowf.
I

Double halo. Halo duplex. Duo Annuli, in quorum centra communi Sol l|

aut Luna videatur.
i|

Olser. A double halo Is not a very common occurrence,

I have observed, that simple halones are generally about 45“ I.

in diameter : in case of double halo, it might be worth while j.

to take the diameters ofeach of the concentric circles.

TripleLalo. Halo XEIPLEX. Tres Annuli, in quorum centra communi Sol il

aut Luna apparent.

Olser. Triple halones are extremely rare occurrences.

iscoid halo. Halo discoides. Annulus aream reliqvd nulis parte lucidiorem n

continens, in cujus centra Luna aut Sol visits est.

Olser, A discoid halo may be said to be a halo constituting ;i

• The word hah, or halos, is evidently derived from the Greek Sxwv ,

or aXwf, signifying an wea. The Latin vvi iters appear to have spoken

indifferently of halones, halyses, eoronae, eircnli, &c. without suf-
|

ficiently distinguishing between the corona and the halo—in other |

words, between the luminous disk and the luminous ring.

* The coloured halo is generally seen in a denser cloud.

th»
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the boonJary of a large corona : it is generally of less diameter

than usual, and often c iloured with the tints of the Iris. A
beautiful one appeared on the 22d of December, I 8O9 , about

midnight, during the passage of a cirrostratus before the moon.

CoKONA. Discus lucid'ts, vel pnrlio circularis nulls reliqvd Corona.

lucidior, in c ijus centra Sol aut Luna videlur.

Ohser. When the sun or moon is seen through a thin cloud,

a portion of the cloud, ntore immediately round the sun or

moon, appears much lighter than the rest of it: this luminous

disk, if I may be allowed the expression, I call a corona.

Coronae are of various sizes, according to the peculiarities of

the intervening vapour : but they seldom exceed 10 in diame-

ter : they are generally faintly coloured at their edges.

Frequently, when there is a halo encir..hng the moon, there

is a stnall corona ntore imn.edialely round it. Coronae, as

well as halones, have been alw.iys observed to prognosticate

rain, hail, or snow. As far as I can observe, they are generally

seen in the cirrostratus cloud.

Corona duplex. Discus lucidus, aliiim discum paulo luci- Double

diocem ac minorem includens, in quorum centra communi Sol

vel Luna videla.

Olser. A double corona is very Common : so.nietimes they

are triple or quadruple.

Parhelion. Def. Imago Solis falsa, vel plures imagines Parhelion,

eiusdem generis circa Solrm circulalim dispositce, et magis

minusve ha/onilus aliisque lucidis vitlis comitatte.

Ol'ser. Parhelia vary considerably in general appearance :

sometimes the sun is encircled by a large halo, in the circun’fe-

rence of which the mock suns usually appear : these have often

small halones round them : they have usually a horizontal band

ot white light, of a pyramidal figure, extending from them :

sometimes a large semicircular band of light, like an inverted

arch^ seems to rest upon the halo which encircles the sun : but

these
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Paraselene.

Iris or Rain-

bow.

Double Rain-

bow.

Colonrloss

Rainbow.

these plirenmnena vary too much to be particularly described

here : their peculiarities ought to be minutely observed, and

noted down in a Meteorological Journal.
'

Paraselene. Lunce imago falsa, vcl plures imagines huias

generis circa Lunam disposiics, ei magis minusve Halonibits,

aliisque lucidis vlttis comitatce.

Ohser. The paraselene, the parhelion, and the several kinds

of halo and corona, all appear to result from the intervention of

cloud between the spectator and the sun or moon, through

which the light passes
;
but there is another well-known phe-

nomenon, which always appears in a cloud opposite to the sun

or moon
;
namely, the

Iris. Def. Circulus maximus coloratus in Nube Soli opposild

visas, et cuius centrum centra Solis oppositum est, qui, qudd' |

portio eius tanlum videtur, arcus adparet.

Olser. The rainbow is an appearance too familiar to every

one to need any particular description. As the halo and corona

appear generally in the cirrostratus cloud
j

so the Iris appears

always in the nimbus. Lunar rainbows are Very rare occurrences.

Iris duflex. Def. Duo Circuli colororati quorum centrum

commune Solis centra opponitur qui quod eorum portiones

tantum videantur Arcus adpareant.

Double rainbows are not unfrequent. The order of colours

in the outer one is reversed,* They are mentioned by Aratus.f

Iris vnicolor. Circulus maximus colorum txsors, in nube |

visas, et cujus centrum centra Solis vel Lunae opponitur
; qui I

quod portio (jus tantum videatur Arcus adpareat,
\

The Iris unicolor is more properly a colourless rainbow, and '

• Arist. Meteor, lib. iii. cap. 5.

t Aral. ‘JOS.
I

V I

appears h
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appears in the mist. Such a one appeared on 1 Itb November,

1811, near Newington, in Middlesex.*

Rabdi niVERGENTES. RodU SoUs radiantes oh quandam spe~

- cialis generis inlerposilam nuhcm.

The remarkable appearance of the sun’s rays, in a cloud be-

fore rain, has been alluded to by Aristotle,f Virgil, J and others.

Rabdus PYRAMiDALis. Porlio pyramidalis lucis in nule visa,

quasi ex Sole procedens, cujus vertex diametro Solis horizontali

perpendicularis est.

Not uncommon in haze of a peculiar kind, (perhaps cirros-

tratus.) Sometimes, small portions of the rainbow appear. I

observed this between seven and eight o’clock, 21st August,

1811, in Sussex, near Wadhurst.

(Discussions upon these hereafter.)

SCIENTIFIC NEWS.

Naturalist's Miscellany.

The Nobility, Gentry, and the Public in general, are most re-

spectfully informed, that a New Series of the Naturalist’s Mis-

cellany will be continued as soon as arrangements for that pur-

pose can be completed, and of which due notice will be given.

General Indexes, in Latin and English, of the subjects con-

tained in the first twenty-four volumes, will be published Sep-

tember 15th, 1813, by Elizabeth Nodder and Son, 34, Tavis-

tock-*treet. Covent Garden, where complete sets or single

numbers of that work may be had
j as also of their Flora Rus-

tica.

• Annals of Philosoph. by Dr. Thompson, p. 80.

t Aristotle Meteor, lib. iii. c. 2.

f Virgil Georg. lib. i. 1. 4^.S.

Diverging
beams.

Pyramidal
beams.

Medical
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Medical Schools of St. Thomas's and Guy's Hospitals,

The winter Course of Lectures at these adjoining hospitals

will commence the beginning of October, viz.

At St. Thomas's

Anatomy and the Operations of Surgery, by Mr. Astley

Cooper, and Mr. Henry Cline. Principles and Practice of Sur-

gery, by Mr. Astley Cooper.

At Guy's

Practice of Medicine, by 'Dr. Babington and Dr. Curry.—Che-

mistry, by Dr. Babington, Dr. Marcet, and Mr. Allen.—Expe-

rimental Philosophy, by Mr. Allen.—Theory of Medicine, and

Materia-Medica, by Dr. Curry and Dr. Cbolmeley.—Mid-

wifery, and diseases of W'omen and children, by Dr. Haighton,

Physiology, or Laws of the. Animal Economy, by Dr. Haigh-

ton.— Structure and Diseases of the Teeth, by Mr. Fox.

N. B.—These several lectures are so arranged, that no two

of them interfere in the hours of attendance; and the whole

is calculated to form a Complete Course of Medical and Chi-

rurgical Instruction. Terms and other particulars may be

learnt at the respective hospitals.

Dr. Clarke and Mr, Clarke's Lectures on Midwifery, and the

Diseases of IVomen arid Children.

Dr. Clarke and Mr. Clarke will begin their winter Course of

Lectures on the Diseases of Women and Children, on Monday,

October 4th. The lectures will be read at the house of Mr.

Clarke, No. 10, Upper John Street, Golden Square, from a

quarter past ten till a quarter past eleven, for the convenience

of students attending the hospitals.

For particulars apply to Dr. Clarke, New Burlington-street,

or to Mr. Clarke, No. 10, Upper John Street, Golden Square.

Mr. Hodgson’s Treatise on the Diseases of Arteries and

Veins, comprising the Pathology and Treatment of Aneurisms

and wounoed Atieiies, wdl be published in October, in one

volume 8vo. iiluslrated by a series of engravings in 4to,
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AND

THE ARTS,

OCTOBERy 1813.

ARTICLE I.

I Additional Observations on the Effects of Magnesia in prevent-

ing an increased Formation of uric Acid
;

with Remarks on

the Influence of Acids upon the Composition of the Urine.

William Thomas Brande, Esq. F. R. S. Prof Chem,

R. I*.

I
N a paper which I had the honour of laying before this So- Beferen'-e to

ciety, about three years ago, and which is published in the former paper.

FPhilosophical Transactionsf, some cases are related, illustrating

I the effects of magnesia in preventing an increased formation

lOf uric acid, and some experiments are detailed, instituted with

iZ view to discover its mode of action.

Since that period, many opportunities have occurred, both to

5Sir Everard Home and myself, of confirming its efficacy upon

<a more extended scale, and of ascertaining the efficient treat-

tmentof those cases in which magnesia is ineffectual, and in

\which it has even been found to aggravate the complaint.

To bring forward additional evidence in favour of the use of

• From Phil. Trans. 1813. See Phil. Journal, XXVIII, 132.

t For 1813, p. 106.

VoL. XXXVI,—No. l66. G magnesia.
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Second case.

Calculus

voided.

Trial of mag-
lU'si ; ffei

otlier K .;.e-

dies.

had failed, and where the digestive organs had been injured

in consequence of the use of such remedies : the time which

has elapsed since the cure of this and other cases, without a

relapse, is also strongly in favour of this mode of treatment.

Case 2 A gentleman, twenty years of age, who had suffered

from heartburn, and other dyspeptic symptoms, was seized,

on the 1st of June, 1811, with a violent pain in the loins, and

more especially in ihe right kidney
;

and during the night he

passed a large quantity of r-d sand with his urine. On the 2d,

with a view to relieve the pain, which had increased consider-

ably, he took fifqy drops of laudanum, and drank freely of

barley water. The night was passed more quietly
;
but on the

morning of the 3d, he was seized with a violent pain in the

kidney, and with the usual symptoms of the passage of a cal-

culous along the ureter. These continued, with more or less

violence, till the evening of the 4th, when he became perfectly

easy, and remained so till the morning of the sixth, when, with

considerable pain and difficulty, he voided a calculous composed

of uric acid, weighing nine grains. For several successive days

bis urine deposited a large quantity of red sand, and three very

small round calculi were voided.

He w'as now directed to abstain from all kinds of fermented

liquors and sour food, and to take a pint of treble soda water,

(containing three drachms of sub-carbonate of soda,) daily.

Under this treatment he continued to recover, and remained

perfectly free from complaint until the end of August, when

a copious denosit of red sand appeared in his urine : he had

little pain in the affected kidney, but complained of almost

constant nausea, or want of appetite. The soda water was

increased to a pint and a half, and afterwards to two pints

daily, and in the intervals, he drank very freely of barley

water.

Having persevered in this w-ay for ten days without receiv-

ing any benefit, he was induced to make a trial of magnesia,

of which he took one tea-iponnful night and morning in cold

chamomile tea. In about a week the state of his stomach was

much improved, and the deposit in the urine proportionally

dimi-

f
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diminished, and in three weeks every symptom of disease had

disappeared.

In February, 18 1

2

, having persevered in the use of mag-

nesia, with little intermission, I was informed that the sand

had returned, that increasing the quantity of magnesia had pro-

duced no good effect, and that alkalies materially aggravated

his complaint by disagreeing with the stomach, and greatly in-

creasing the urinary deposit.

On examining the sand, I found that, instead of consisting, Ma^uesia im-

as formerly, of uric acid, it was composed of a mixture of the
thf deposit

ammoiiiaco-magnesian phosphate with phosphate of limej he does nut con-

was directed to abstain from magnesia and alkalies, and to adopt ***[j°*

a plan of treatment which it is the object of the second section

of this paper more particularly to explain.

The foregoing is a well-marked case of uric gravel with a

I strong tendency to form calculi, materially relieved by the use

of alkaline remedies : it illustrates their usual effects when

. carelessly persevered in, and shews the advantage with which

magnesia may, in such instances, be employed : it also exhibits

I the effect of magnesia and the alkalies, in producing the de-

I
posit of white sand (or phosphates) in the urine, when the

fred sand (or uric acid) has been removed.

The cases which follow are selected, from among others.

I to explain the best mode of preventing the formation of white

I sand, and to shew the most effectual treatment where it is a

(natural deposit in the urine, or where it has been induced by

(the incautious exhibition of alkaline medicines.

Section II.

The white sand so frequently voided by persons labouring Treatment

tonder calculous complaints, was first analysed by Dr. Wol-^ ^ posit consists

llaston*, who found it composed of ammoniaco-magnesian of am. mat;-

[
phosphate, either alone or mixed with variable proper-

ttiens of phosphate of lime. The use of acid medicines in

• PhIL Trans, ir^.

these
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Case.

theie cases was also first suggested by the same able chemist,
|

but although his valuable observations have been before the

public for nearly tit teen years, I am not aware that any experi-

ments have been made to ascertain what acids are best calcu-

lated to produce the desired effect, or to illustrate their mode

of action.

Since ray former communication, I have lost no opportunity

of attending to this important subject, and hope that the con-

clusions, suggested by the following cases, will be deemed

salislaclory, and that their application in practice may lead to

useful results.
s

Case 1 . A gentleman, fifty years of age, who about ten

years before had undergone the operation for the stone*, was

attacked on the 14th January, 1810, with violent pain in

the right kidney and ureter, which lasted two days ; on the

17 th, these symptoms subsided, and were followed by those of
|

stone in the bladder, which continued for some days, and
Pi.

although he had taken abundance of barley water, and similar ll

diluents, the stone shewed no disposition to pass. On account
|

of his former sufferings, this circumstance rendered him ex- |i

i,

tremely uneasy, and on the evening of the 21 st, he suffered IL

several severe paroxysms of pain, on attempting to make water. I

Under these circumstances, he was desired to take a purge,

composed of two ounces of infusion of senna, two drachms of

tincture of senna, and twenty grains of powdered jalap.-j- In

three hours this began to take powerful effect, and during the

violence of the operation, he was so fortunate as to void the

calculus with his urine. It weighed eight grains. On the 28lh,

• The .>itone extracted consisted ofa nucleus of uric acid, about the

size of a pea, incrustcd with a mixture of the phospliates. It was

broken during the operation, but appeared to have been of the size of

a pigeon’s egg.

f I recommended this treatment in consequence of having heard

Sir Everard Home state a case, in his .Surgical Lectures, of a gentle-

man who suffered a bougie to pass so far into the urethra, that it could

not be removed by any instrument. During the operation of a purge

it was expelled with considerable force.

he
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he again sufiered pain in the region of the kidneys, and voided

much sand, composed of uric acid, with ammoniaco-magnesian

phosphate. He now took three half pints of soda water daily,

which materially increased the proportion of the triple phos-

phate, while that of uric acid was considerably diminished.

Ten drops of muriatic acid were then taken three times a day Exhibition of

in water. The red sand now began to re-appear, and on the

4th of February, he voided a very small uric calculus. The

urine made after dinner contained more or less mucus, streaked

with blood, a symptom which was much aggravated by a slight

excess in wine. On the Cith, he left London, and employed no

medicine until the 12tb, when he returned, in consequence of

having voided a large quantity of the white sand.

Having observed the efficacy of carbonic acid in preventing

the deposition of the phosphates, and having found it less liable

than any other acid to induce a return of the uric gravel and

calculi, I now directed him to take half a pint of water, highly

impregnated with fixed air, four or five times a day, and to

drink cider instead of wine. On the 1 8th of February, his

urine was less turbid than it had been for some months before,

and on the 20th of March, having continued the use of car-

bonic acid, he had no remaining symptoms*.

In August, his urine became again turbid, but by the use of

vinegar and lemon juice at his meals, which acids, he now finds,

have no tendency to induce a return of the red gravel, he suc-

ceeds in preventing this symptom.

Case 2, On the 11th of October, 1812, the operation for Case $. De’

stone in the bladder was performed upon a boy, eleven years

age, and four calculi were extracted, of which the largest was phosphate,

of the size of a small horse bean : they were each composed

* I have several times examined the urine, vrifli a view to ascertain

whether any of the acids which were exhibited, could be detected in

that secretion; but tlie results of such experiments are so much inter-

fered with by the very compound nature of the urine, that I have not

hitherto been able to draw any satisfactory conclusions respecting

them.

of
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of a nucleus or centre of uric acid, upon which the amnnonlaco-

tnagnesian phosphate was deposited.

After the operation, the urine deposited a large quantity of

white sediment, and some small pieces of red gravel were

occasionally voided. He was now directed to take eight grains

of citric acid dissolved in barley water, three times daily j
under

this treatment, the sediment in the urine was considerably

diminished, but did not wholly disappear. The dose of the

Beneficial use acid was gradually increased to twenty grains, by which means
of citric acid,

jjjg sediment was only occasionally deposited, and consisted of

little else than mucus. It was observed, that whenever the

citric acid was omitted, even for twenty-four hours, the sedi-

ment was greatly increased, and this was constantly attended

with frequent desire to make water, and other symptoms of

uritation in the bladder. On resuming the use of the citric

iscid, the sediment always disappeared, and the irritation of the

bladder subsided, and this happened so frequently, that no doubt

could be entertained of the influence of the medicine on the

composition of the urine.

This plan of treatment was continued for three monthsj at

the end of that period, it was found that the urine had not the

same disposition to deposit the phosphates as formerly
j even

when the medicine was omitted, the sediment was small in

quantity, and not constant in its appearance. He was now

directed to omit the use of the citric acid, and occasionally to

eat oranges and other acid fruits. He continued this plan until

the beginning of April, 1813 ;
his urine was then quite clear,

and he had no symptoms of disease.

Cases. Of Case 3 . In the month of October, 1811, a gentleman, thirty-

posit removed of age, informed me, that he had observed a whits

by tlie careful deposit in his urine, during the whole of the preceding summer,
use of acids. .

°

He had taken considerable quantities of soda water, which he

thought increased the sediment, and alkalies in any other form

produced a very obvious aggravation of the complaint.

His urine was at all times clear when voided
;
but after a

few hours, a white powder was observed to separate from it,

and a hlrn of crystalline matter formed upon the surface. The

former
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farmer consisted of phosphate of lime and mucus, the latter

of the ammoniaco-magnesian phosphate.

He was directed to take one drachm of muriatic acid pro-

perly diluted, at divided doses, during the day
5
and it was

proposed that he should pursue this plan for a week ; but it

was discontinued on the third day on account of its acting upon

the bowels, and producing a frequent desire to make water*.

On the 10th of October, he was advised to take two large

glasses of lemonade daily, and to substitute claret for port wine,

a pint of which he was in the habit of drinking daily. Under

this treatment the symptoma produced by the muriatic acid

subsided
; but the appearance of the urine was not at first

improved.

On the 20th, the film of triple phosphate formerly con-

stantly observed in the urine began to decrease, but the white

sand remained as abundant as before
;
he was therefore directed

to take twenty grains of citric acid twice a day, and to conti-

nue the use of acid drink, as formerly.

The additional acid at first disagreed with the bowels
; but

this effect soon ceased, and the sediment was only observed in

the urine voided in the morning; he therefore took another

dose of the acid every night. This plan was pursued with

little intermission until the beginning of December: the depo-

sition of the phosphates gradually ceased, and Ire remained in

perfect health until the middle of May, 1812, when after vio-

lent exercise, and taking more wine than usual, the white sand

again made its ap{rearance in great abundance
;

his stomach

became extremely irritable, and the acids, which he had before

employed with success, brought on considerable irritation in

the bladder. The addition of ten drops of laudanum to each

dose of the citric acid prevented this effect, and he was thus

enabled to continue the acid, which in a fortnight relieved his

complaint.

• In this and other instances the sulphuric and nitric acids were

oeca^ionally substituted for the muriatic
j
but they were found equally

inadmissible.

This
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!.i

1 1

It

This gentleman informed me, that whenever he omitted the

use of an acid diet, or took much w'ine, especially port, his

urine deposited the white sand and mucus, for two or three suc-

cessive days.

Case4 Avery A gentleman, eighty years of age, who had twice

aged patient submitted to the operation for the stone within five years,

similar tr^t- voided with his urine considerable quantities of white sand and

ment. mucus.

From the age of this patient, and the account of his case,

there appeared little doubt that the calculi had been formed in

consequence of a diseased prostate gland, in the manner de-

scribed by Sir Everard Home*, and on examining them, they

were found to contain no uric nucleus, nor indeed had there

been any symptoms of disease in the kidneys, at any previous

period.

This gentleman had been in the habit of taking soda water,

from which he was now desired to abstain, with a view of

putting him upon the acid plan of treatment. He was ordered

to take eight drops of muriatic acid three tjmes a day in two

table-spoonsfuls of water ,• but the third dose produced so

much irritation in the bladder, and consequent increase of his

symptoms, that it became necessary to adopt another treat-

ment.

Lemon juice, or a solution of the pure citric acid, w'hen

given in quantity sufficient to produce any change in the appear-

ance of the urine, had the same effect as the muriatic acid.

As water impregnated with carbonic acid could not be pro-

cured, he was directed to dissolve, in separate portions of water,

twenty grains of citric acid, and thirty grains of the crystal-

lised carbonate of potash, and to take the mixed solutions,

during the effervescence. This quantity was at first only taken

night and morning, but as it agreed perfectly well, it was

afterwards repeated four or five times daily. Under these cir-

cumstances the appearance of the urine was soon improved.

• Practical Observations on the Treatment of Diseases of tlie Pros- f]

trate Glands, p. 39.

and

1
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and both the mucus and the sand were conside rably dimuiishcvi

in quantity. In six weeks, the urine, when voided, was trans-

parent
;
but a considerable deposition of the phosphates took

place, when it had remained some hours at rest. In this state

he left London, and has since informed me, that the sediment

gradually diminished under the usf of the carbonic acid, that

his urine is never turbid, and that the irritation in the bladder

has entirely subsided.

It did not appear necessary to detail the minutiae of the above

cases
;
they have been selected with a view to elucidate the

treatment of the disease, as far as it depends upon chemical

principles, and to furnish the data upon which the following

conclusions are founded.

1. That where alkalies fail to relieve the increased secretion

of uric acid, and to prevent its forming calculi in the kidneys,

or where they disagree with the stomach, magnesia is gene-

rally effectual, and that it may be persevered in for a conside-

rable time without inconvenience, where the tendeni^ to form

excesss of uric acid remains.

2. When the alkalies, or magnesia, are improperly continued,

after having relieved the symptoms connected with the forma-

tion of the red sand, or uric acid, the urine acquires a tendency

to deposit the white sand consisting of the amraoniaco-magne-

sian phosphate and phosphate of lime.

3. The mineral acids, (muriatic, sulphuric, and nitric) dimi-

nish, or entirely prevent the deposition of the phosphates j but

are apt to induce a return of the red gravel.

4. That vegetable acids, especially the citric and tartaric, are

less liable to produce the last mentioned effects, even when ta-

ken in large doses for a long time ; and that carbonic acid is

particularly useful in cases, where the irritable state of the

bladder prevents the ejubition of other remedies.

umniar\

.
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II.

On the Measure of Moving Force. By Mr. Peter Ewart*.

(Continuedfrom p. 66.)

cuU>*in die'*'
two elastic balls equal balls E and F, (fig. 10.) mo-

doctrines of ving with the respecti-ve velocities A C and A B, at right angles
moving loJ'ce.

jQ gggjj strike at the same instant a third elastic ball A,

equal to E or F
; E and F will be brought to rest, and A will

move off with the velocity and in the direction A D, In this

case, the whole amount of the forces of E and F must have been

communicated to A; but the velocity acquired by A is less than

the sumof the velocities of E and F.

1 1. If the directions of E and F be not at right angles, and

if A C=A B (as in fig. 11.) the result will be as follows:

produce A B, and draw the perpendicular D G after the stroke,

the velocity of A in the direction A B, will be
^ ^

^ A B + A G
and E and F will each continue to move in their first directions

. ...
,

. A B X B G*
A B 4- A G.

In this case, as in all others, the velocity and the direction

of the centre of gravity of the system is, no doubt, the same

before and after collision. But that is only one feature of the

case. If we examine all the results after collision, we shall find

that the motion of A is not the same as it would have been if

it had been struck by a mass equal to E+ F, having the same

velocity as the common centre of gravity of E and F before

collision. If, however, we reckon the forces as the masses

into the squares of their absolute velocities, we shall (if they

be perfectly elastic) always find that whatever force is lost by

the striking balls, is gained by that which is struck.

12. Let four equal balls A, B, D, E, (fig. 12.) revolve

about their common centre of gravity, C. Let A and B be

• If BAC be an obtuse angle, the same solution applies, only E and

F rebound instead of proceeding forward.

connected
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connected by a rod of no sensible inertia, and D and E by a Cases of diffi-

liniilar rod, but unconnected with A and B. Let the distance
doctriHes oi

of the centres of gyration of A and £ be twice that of D and moving force.

E, and let D and E make two revolutions while A and B make

one. If the balls and rods be elastic, and the velocity of each

ball 10, and if the rod connecting A and B be struck by the

balls D and E at their c-entre of gyration, the velocity of A
and B after the stroke will be 14, and that of D and E will

’

be 2. If the balls and rods be non-elastic, the velocity of A
and B after the stroke will be 12 and that of D and E, 0.

In the first case, the sum of the products of the masses

into the squares of their respective velocities, is the same

before and after collision
;

but in the second case, that sum is

less after than before collision
;
and it must, I presume, be

admitted, that the rotatory force in that case is diminished by

the collision.

13. If an iron prism A B, (fig. 13 ) moveable on a fixt

centre at A, be let fall on a piece of soft day C, the greatest

mpression might be expected to be made when the clay is

placed under P, (he centre of percussion of the prism. But

:tf the experiment be made, the impression will be found to be

he same, whether the clay be placed at C, D, or E, or at any

other distance from the centre of motion.

14. Let two equal elastic bails A and R, (fig. 14.) be con-

aected by an elastic rod, and be at rest in free space, and let

ijr be their common centre of gravity. If another elastic ball

whase mass is equal to the joint masses of A, B, and the

od, moving with the velocity v in the direction C G at right

ngles to the rod, strike it at G
;
C will be brought to rest, *

nd G will move otf with the velocity v, in the direction C G.

jut if we repeat the experiment, applying the (jjirce of D
rstead of C, the mass of D being equal to that of A or B
nd half the rod

;
and its velocity equal 2y, striking A at its

entre of gyration round the point G, the result will be as

>llows : D will be brought to rest, G will move off as before

•ith the velocity v, and A and B will have a rotatory motion

aout g, with the velocity v at their centres of gyration. In

both
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Casrsof diffi- both instances, the striking forces, if measured by the masses)

cniiyiiithe
into their velocitiesy. are the same; and as the striking balls

(

doctrines of ' ’ °
;

moving force, are in both instances brought to rest, they must have com-)

municated exactly their whole force to the mass which, was)

struck. The results, however, are far from being equal. If

the force of D be no greater than that of C, we shall have

the rotatory motion produced without force, although we have

no reason to suppose that the rotatory can be produced with

less force than the rectilinear motion. ^ '

In order to avoid unnecessary calculations or analyses, I have

stated these cases in the most simple forms I could devise. I

am aware, that there are many who think they may be easily

solved in the usual way, and that some of the cases will be

considered as trivial paradoxes. But if we examine the ex-

planations which have been given of similar cases, we shall

find that there is considerable diversity of opinion about the

V principles by which they are to be explained; and that some

of the solutions are not quite so obvious as, at first sight, they

» appear to be.

Before we enter upon the examination of these particular

cases, it may be proper to observe, in addition to what has been

already noticed, that, in respect to the general question, or in

respect to the existence even of any question at all on this sub-

ject, some of the best recent authorities are the most difficult

to be reconciled with each other.

Few authors, in our language, on the principles of mecha-

nics, have been more generally read and referred to than Emer-

son. From the great analytical skill of this author, one would

have expected something decisive on the long-pending ques-

tion concerning the measure of moving force
;

but he seems

to take for granted, that the measure is the mass into the velo-

city or the momenium, for he scarcely condescends to mention |

the other, and, aft^r a few observations, dismisses it in the S

j

following laconic manner. “ It seems to be a necessary pro- f

perty of the vis viva, that the resistance is uniform. But there

are infinite cases where this does not happen
;
and, in such cases, t

this law of the vii VIVO must fail. And since it fails in so'

many
j

i

i
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many cases, and is so obscure in itself, it ought to be weeded Cases of diffi-

out. and not to pass for a principle in mechanics* .’* ciilty in the

. Mr. Atwood, however, has shewn, that Mr. Emerson him- moving force.

lelf has been led into error by neglecting this very principle

which, he proposes to weed out. In reference to a particular

problem, he says, " In Emerson’s Eluxions, p. l/zf, there is

this problem : The radii of a wheel and axle are given in the

proportion of : a j
a weight w acting by means of a line on

the circumference of the wheel, elevates a weight y suspended

from a line which goes round the axle ; it is required to assign

the quantity when iy x into its velocity generated in a given

time, is the greatest possible.”

.
“ In the solution, the author supposes the momentum of

bodies to be as the quantity of matter into the velocity gene-

rated
j
and, according to the usual doctrine of momentum,

lassumes it as an universal truth, that if a force acts on any

different quantities of matter for a given time, it will always

{generate the same moment, estimated by the quantity of mat-

ter into the velocity. From this reasoning he deduces the weight

bw * ~ /b* ifi i->

y— ^ 2-7 1 X—' when its true value is ^= u’ x vC r~"
n «• aJ a’

I (page 249.) agreeing with the former only in the extreme case,

when Z'=a, that is, when the radius of the wheel is equal to

I that of the axlej.”

Mr. Smeaton, at the commencement of the description of

his experiments on water-wheels, says, “ The word power,

as used in practical mechanics, I apprehend to signify the

t exertion of strength, gravitation, impulse, or pressure, .so as to

: produce motion§.” And near the end of his Experimental Exa-

minalion, we have the following conclusion :

“ It therefore directly follows, conformably to what has been

'deduced from the experiments, that the mechanic power that

• Emerson’s Principles of Mechanics, p. -20.

t Second Edition.

J On Kectilincal Motion, Preface, p.x.
,

§ Phil. Trails. 1795, p. 105.

most.
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Cases of diffi* must, of necessity, be employed in giving different degrees of

docui'nes'of
velocity to tbe same body, must be as the square of that velo-

nioving force, city.” And in the next page be observes, “ It seems, there-
;

fore, that without' taking in the collateral circumstances both of

time and space, the terms quantity of motion, momentum, and
i

force of bodies in motion, are absolutely indefinite; and that ij

they cannot be so easily, distinctly, and fundamentally com- t

pared, as by having recourse to the common measure, viz.
j

mechanic power*,’'

M. De Prony, however, gives a different conclusion, as |

follows : II y a eu des disputes tres vives parmi les mathe- I

maticiens pour savoir si on devoit faire la force d’un corps en ij

mouvement proportionelle ^ la vitesse ou au quarr6 de la vitesse : |

il est bien aise, d’apres toutcequi precede, de r4duire la questioit i|

a un cnonce raisonnable qui en sugg6rera sur-le-champ la solu-
j

tion. Le mot ybrce ne designant qu’une cause dont la nature *

est inconnue, et dont les effets sont les seules choses que nous
I

puissions mesurer, il est clair qui par ce mot mesure de laforce, on
!

ne peut entendre que celle d’unde ses effets
j
or ces effets pou-

|

vant se constderer sous differenls aspects, chacun comporte une i;

espece de mesure particuliere et conforme ^ sa nature. Cela 1

pose, si Ton considere I’effet de la force comme consistant dans [;
%

la destruction d’une certaine sommes d'obstacles ou de quantiles
f

.

de mouvement, cettesomme est proportionnelle ^ la simple vi-
|

tesse. Si onne considere point I’effet de la force relativement I

3 la somme des obstacles vaincus, mais relativement a leur nora-
|

bre, ce nombre sera proportionnelle au quarre de la vitesse

lorsque tous les obstacles seront egauxf. !

“On
j

" Phil. Trans. 1776, p. 473, I

f What is here meant by the sum and number of obstacles, is not I

very ob'vioiis. That explanation has, however, been adopted by varU i'

ons other aiitiiors. It appears to have originated with D’Alembert, li*'

who states it thus : “ Done dans I’^quilibre le prodnit de la masse par ta'

la vitesse, ou ce qui est le meine chose, la quantitt; de mouvement, peut r

reprCseuter la force. Tout le monde convient au«si que dans le

mouvement retard6, Ic nombre des obstacles vaincus est cimroe le

quarrf* de la vitesse
;
easorte qu’un corps qui a fer(u4 ua lessort, par I

example,
|
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" On voit par-1^ que la fameuse question des forces vives

n’est qu'une dispuie de mots qui n’auroit jamais subsi»t6 si Ton

avoit voulu s’enteritre, c’est a dire analyser et definirf."

On the other hand. Dr, Milner, of Cambridge, holds, “ that

it is plain, that if any one contends for the equality of action

and reaction, and explains those terms by the change produced in

the absolute forces of bodies, the dispute is not merely verbal J.”

And again he says, “ some writers have considered this ques-

tion as entirely verbal, and have affected to treat the advocates

oti both sides with the greatest contempt. Such persons save

themselves a great deal of trouble, and have the credit of seeing

farther into the controversy than others; but, after all, I am

I afraid the practical mechanic will receive little information or

I aecurity from such speculations^."

< exenfple, avcc une certaine vitesse, pourra avec une vitesse double

I fermer, ou tout a la fois, on successivement, non pas deux, mais qiiatre

I ressoi'ts seuiblables aii premiere, neuf avec iin vitesse triple, et ainsi

* dn reste.’’ “ II taut avouer cependant, que ro|iinion de ceiix qui re-

I
gardent la force comme le produit de la masse par la vitease, pout

I avoir lieu non-seiilement dans le cas de I’^qiiilibre
;
mais aussi dans

* celui du mouvement retard^, si dansce dernier cas on raesure la force

I non par la quantity absoltie des obstacles, mais par la somme des re-

I sistances de ces m^mes obstacles. Car on iie sauroit douter que celte

I somme de resistances ne soit propurtiounellc i la qiiantite de mouve-

I inent, puisque, de I'aveii de toot le monde, la quantity de mouvement^

I qui le corps perd a chaqiie instant, est proportionnelle au produit de la

I resistance par la dur^e inbniment petite del’instant, etque la somme

( de ces produits est dvideniroent la resistance totale. Toute la diffi-

< culte se reduit done a savoir si on doit mesurer la force par la quantity

I absolue des obstacles, ou par la somme de leurs resistances. - II paroi-

I troit plus naturel de mesurer la force de cette dernier maniere, &c*.’

I But it should be remarked, tliat although equal quantities of motion

I are lost in equal times, it is not universally acknowledged that these

(equal times denote equal quantities of force, or equal quantities of

I resistance. That, indeed, is the very question at issue.

• Traits de Dynamique Discours Prelim, p. JO et 21.

t Arch. Hydr. p. 24.

I Phil. Trans, 17“8, p. 377.

$ Ibid. p. 3*8.

Vot. XXXVI.—No. H Dr.

Cas‘^ of diffi-

cult/ in the

doctrines of

moviag force.
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Casrs of tliffi-

ciilty ii> the

doelriiu’s of

moving force.

I

Dr. Wollaston’s opinion is, that “ the conception of a quan- n

tity dependent on the continuance of a given vis viotrix for a
.
il

certain time may have its use, when correctly applied, in certain

philosophical considerations
j
but the idea of a quantity result-

ing from the same force exerted through a determinate space is

of greater practical utility, as it occurs daily in the usual occu-

pations of men*.” And he concludes his lecture on the force

of percussion thus :
“ In short, whether we are considering

the sources of extended exertion, or of accumulated energy,

whether we compare the accumulated forces themselves by

their gradual or by their sudden effects, the idea of mechanic

force in practice is always the same, and is proportional to the

space through which any moving force is exerted or overcome,

or to the square of the velocity of a body in which such force I

is accumulated.” This conclusion coincides nearly with Mr. B

Smeaton's, but still it remains to be explained how two given
||

quantities of force may^ consistently, be considered as equal to

each other for philosophical purposes, but unequal for aU prac-

tical purposes.

The Edinburgh reviewers of Dr. Wollaston’s lecture adopt adif-

ferent doctrine. In reference to the first passage quoted above, they

say, “ Now, with the judgment here given as to the respective

utiliiy of the two measures of the force of moving bodies,

we cannot entirely agree, though w-e differ from Dr. Wollaston
t

with considerable diffidence
;
and the more, that his opinion

is supported by one of the greatest authorities in practical me-

chanics. of which this or any other country can boast—the late

HJr. Smeatonf.” And after some remarks on supposed errors

of Mr. Smeaton, which I shall have occasion to refer to again,
|

they say, “ To whatever cause, theiefore, the imperfection of

the theory of the machines moved by water is to be ascribed,

it is not to any thing that would be corrected by the introduc-

tion of a measure of force differeiit from that which is com-

monly in usej.” At the beginning, however, of the same ar-

• Hiil. Trans. 1806, p. 15.

t lidiuliiirgh Review, vol. 12, p. l'2 «

^ Ibid, p. ISiG.

tide.
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fide, fliey give i!ie following ojiiinon : "It is no longer douht- f •'

ed, that this force (of percussion) may, wiili perfect truth, ,|„ciriins ot'

be con.si li ieii as proponiotial, t-iiher to the (juantity of Icrcc,

matter niuitipliel into the velocity, or to the quantity of

matter multiplied into the sipiare ol the velocity, acconling to

the nature of the effect which it isdtvitined to produce*.”

On the subject of forces, M. I,apl.icc expresses himself as

follows; “ l.a force pent eire expiimc* par une intinitc lie

functions de la viiesse, qui n’im[>li()ucnt point contr.adiction.

II n'y ell n point, par example, a la supposer proporiionnelle au

c irre pe la \ ilessef.” After slating a h) pothetical example of

force, where the results would he liitK ii lit Irum those ol ex;;e-

riepce, hut w here the sipiare of the velocity is I iken in sense

quite, dilfercnt from that in which it ipp-.ars to have been un-

derstood by every other .author 1 have had an oppmtuniiy of

consuliiiig, he proceeds :
•• I’auiii leutes Ics fonctions maihc-

iuaiii|uemeni pos->ibles, examinons quelle est ecMu rte la n.a-

ture.” And, after reasoning at 'ome length on viiious etfects

of force, lie coiteludes, “ Voila clone deux lois du mouve-

inf ut, savoir, la lois (I’iiii'riie ef rdle dc la force propufii.aniellc

a l.a Vitesse, qui SOI. t (loune.es pat reh'.i rvatioi). b iles soiit les

plus naturelU's ei les plus simples que run pnisse im.igiiu r, et

sans douie, elles detivent de la n.atuie meme de la m.aiicre ;

mats cette nature riant inconmie, ce- lois ne •ont pour nous,

que cles faits observ O', les seuU, au teste, que la n'ceanique

eniprunte de rcx|>e iencej.”

It appears, then, to be the opinion of this distingni-hed phi-

losopher, that, although it m.iy be malliemaiicallv possible for

the force of a Inxl) in motion to be rroportional to tlie sqn.are

of its vdocity, yet M’ch .a principle is inconsistent vv iih the

phenomena of nature
;
hut that the law of inertia .and the law

of force projvirtional to the vehK'ilv, are the most natural and

the most simple principles imaginahli , that they are derived

• Kiiiiiijiiidi Review, vol. f.‘, p. t .0 .

t .Sysleme dn .Moliilf, 3>l. edit. l.iv. Hi tii. 2. p. 141.

t Ihid. p. 1 U.

H 2 from
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I

Ca-oes of diffi-
of niatte-r, and that they are the only ij(

niltv in the which the science of mechanics borrows from experience. x|
doctrines or

'

moviii" force. It oiay be proper to observe here, that M. Laplace adopts p
as first principles, only the two first of Sir Isaac Newton’s laws li

of motion.
,

j

It is surprising, that so many different opinions on this sub- |l

ject should still be held, and it is not easy to understand how
|

so many good reasoners have, from the same data, drawn con- 1

elusions so much at variance with each other.

Fifty years ago, M. D’Alembert, speaking of the science of

mechanics, observed, that “ En g6neral, on a etc plus occupc

jusqua present i augmenter I’edifice qu’& en eclairer I'entree ;

et on a pensc principalement ^ I'clever, sans donner a ses fonde-

mens toute la soHdite convenable*.”

No one will deny that, during the last fifty years, greavt ad-

vances have been/nade in the application of mechanical prin-

cipies iC ihs investigation of the motions of the heavenly Iw- 1

dies. But as far as these principles have been adapted to prac-
|

tical uses, may not M. D’Alembert’s observation be, with some
|

justice, applied to the present state of mechanical science ? or, I

may it not be said that, not only the entrance, but the interior I

of the structure is not very conveniently arranged for the ofcu- I

pations of life. I

But there is anotlier observation of M. D’Alembert, whicih I

has, on the present occasion, still stronger claims on my atten-

tion. He says,
“ mais il semble que la plfipart de ceux qui ont

traite la question de la mesure des forces, ayent craint de la

trailer en peu de mots.’’

Although the censure be severe, it may be just, and I shall

endeavour to profit by it. Some repetitions, however, in dis-

cussions of this kind are unavoidable.

In the observations which I have made, as well as in those

which I have yet to make, on various passages in some of the

best authors on mechanics, I hope to escape the charge of be-

ing, in any degree, disrespectful towards them. I am sensible,

* Trait4 Dyuaniique, Discours prelim, p. 4. '

that
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that any remarks, having that tendency, would ill become me. Cases of diffi-

and could be of no avail in my argument. Anxious as I am to

state distinctly the reasoning and the conclusions which appear to nioving force.

me to be objectionable, I am not less anxious to state them fairly

and respectfully. I am well aware of the disadvantages under

which 1 labour
;
the general prejudice against this subject

being so strong, that a great national institution has absolutely

proscribed the discussion of it*. That circumstance, however,

enhances the value of the indulgence of which I now avail

myself, in submitlir/ t to the consideration of this society.

Proceeding now to the consideration of the particular cases

which I have described, I may observe, that the first two case*

, comprehend, I believe, the chief points at issue, as far as

I they relate to force producing rectilinear motion by the inter-

I vention of levers or wheels, and to motion produced about fixed

. axles.

That the forces of C and D, in the first case, are equal, cannot,

I I think, be questioned
;
and it is not less obvious that their

« effect, if estimated by the masses into the squares of their

1 velocities are also equal.

In the second case, the force of P is twice that of Q, and

I the effect of these forces, if measured by the masses into the

! squares of their velocities, are respectively in the same propor-

I tion.

Mr. Atwood, (as we have already noticed at page 109)

j admits, that the measure composed of the mass into the square

t of its velocity obtains in all cases of rotatory motion about

I fixed axes j
and that the measure composed of the mass into

I its velocity, when applied to the same cases, fails
;
“ a given ’

I quantity of motion thus estimated, being alterable in any as-

' signed ratio.”

But authors on mechanics generally concur in the following

« conclusion : that " a distinction is always to be made be-

I tween the actions of bodies when at liberty, and when they

t

t Tlie Frrnch National Institute has, I nmlerstand, prohibited th*

I reception of all dissertations *n the measure of force.

revolve
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Cases of (ilffi- rev Ive ahoiU a centre or axis. In tlie first case, tlie molinn
cully in the

aoetriiifs or lost is always equal to the motion corrimunicalecl in an oppo-

inoviiig toree.
j.jjg direction ; in the second, the motion lost is to he increased

i

or diminished in the ratio of the levers before it will be equal

to the motion communicated*.”

We do not find, however, that the absolute forces or their

efl'ects, can be increased or diminished by any alteration in the

le'nglhs of the levers. For if the arm HG, for example, be , \

extended to any assumed lenglb, the same velocity will still be |d

jiroduced in m by tlie motion of P ihrougb the .same space. It L

is true the velocity will not be produced in the same time
;
but jU

tlie result will be the same, in wbaiever time, or by whatever |

• coiiiplicalion of levers or wheels, it may be produced.
'

"I'he converse ol ibis case is stilled by Dr. Wollaston as fol-
[1

lows: “ It mav be of i:se also to consider another application
[(!

of the .same energy, and to shew more generally, that the same Ih

quantity of total effect would be the consequence nut only of ||

diicct anion of bodies upon cacli oilier, but also of their in- i|

direct action through the medium of any mechanical advan- I

tage^or disadvantage
;

although ilie time of action might, by [jf

that me.ans, be increased or decreased in any desired proponion. I

For instance, if the body supposed to be in motion w'cre to act It

by means of a lever upon a spring placed at a certain distance if

from the reiilre of motion, the retarding force opposed to it u

be inversely, as the distance of the body from the centre
;

and' ^

since the space through which the body would move to lose its I

w’hole velocity would be reciprocally as the retarding force, the I

angular motion of the lever and space through whish the l

spring must bend, would be the same, at whatever point of !•

the lever the body actedf .” Practical men are much beholden '

to Dr. Wollaston. He is, I believe, the only author, profes- *

sedly on the theoretical principles of mechanics, who has writ-

ten decidedly in support of Mr. Smeatoii’s conclusions; and (I

we have only to legiet, thatj,e has not pursued the subject

farther,
!

• r>r. Miliirr. P!ul. Trans. 17 76, j>. 37 1.

1 I'iiii. Trans. ItiOo, p. VI. I

It'
I

I

I
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If the amount of the force conld be increased or diminished Case* of diffi-

by ^ny variation of the length of the lever, we might expect

to find its measure to be of that indefinite kind which might moving force,

be estimated by the product of the mass into any function of

its velocity. Such a conclusion, however, is rjuite inconsistent

with experience; for under every variation of the proportions

of the lever, the effect, if measured by the mass into the square

of its velocity, is uniformly found to be in proportion to the

moving force by which it is produced
;

if that force be mea-

sured by the pressure multiplied into the space through which

it acts. But if we multiply the mass into any other function

than, the square of its velocity, no such general correspondence

between the force and its effects is to be found.

Mr. Smeaton has well illustrated this principle by many va-

luable experiments on the more complicated cases of the action

of water on mill-wheels, and on force generating rotatory

motion in masses of matter about fixed axes*. •

The Edinburgh reviewers of Dr. Wollaston's lecture on the

force of percussion have urged some strong objections against

Mr. Smeaton’s conclusions. I would willingly excuse myself

from venturing to controvert any thing in a criticism written

with so much candour and ability
;

but some of the argu-

ments it contains are pressed so powerfully against the appli-

cation of the square of the velocity of a body in motion as the

measure of its’ force, that they must, I apprehend, be answered

before that measure can be consistently defended.

In the first case it is argued, that the principle which Mr.

Smeaton understood to be confirmed by the result of all his

experiments, '• is, in fact, abandoned by him at the very outset

of his investigation, in conse<]uence of having included the

time in the measure of the etfect*." Now, I do not see how

this supposed contradiction in Mr. Smeaton's reasoning can

possibly be maintained. The measure of mechanical power

adopted by him consists of the pressure multiplied into the space

through which it acts. In cases where the pressure moves

• See Phil. Trans, for 17.»9 and 1776.

t Ediuburgh Review, vol. Iv’, p. «
through
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Cases of iJjffi- through equal spaces in equal times, it can make no difference !<

docuiilef'of whether the iime or the space be taken as an element of the i|{

moving force, mechanical power
j

and when, in such cases, Mr. Smeaton

takes either of these, it does not follow that be abandons the
||j

other.
j

He does not say that the consideration of the time is neces- n

sarily excluded
;
he only says it is not necessarily included in J

the estimation of mechanical power
;
and be has, at the con- )i

elusion of the passage referred to by the reviewers, taken care
|

to discriminate the particular cases in which the time mayor
|

may not be so taken into consideration. He says, “ but no/e I

i

all this, (relating to the quantity of power expended in raising i

a known weight with an uniform velocity to a known height) I

as to be understood in the case of slow or equable motions of

the body raised
;

for, in quick, accelerated, or retarded mo-

tion, the vis inertia of the body moved will make a varia-

tion*.”

He might, indeed, consistently with his principles, have ex-
|

eluded altogether the consideration of the time in which any I

mechanical effect is produced. For, according to these prin-

ciples, the same quantity of mechanical power is required to I

raise a given weight to a given height, in whatever time it may |
be effected, or whether the motion be equable or not, provided

|

that the velocity of ike tveioju at the leginning and the end of I

the operation le the same\. Accordingly he says, “ from the I

whole of what has been investigated, it therefore appears, that H

time, properly speaking, has nothing to do with the production
i

of mechanical effects, otherwise than as, by equally flowing, it

becomes a common measure j so that whatever mechanical

effect is found to be produced in a given time, the uniform i

continuance of the same mechanical power will, in a double

time, produce two such effects, or twice that effect. A meeba- I

* Pliil. Trans. 1*59, p. 106 . j

t It is, I prc.<ufn«>, hardly necessary to say, that when the motion of
|*

the weight is so quick as to make the resistance of the air er any otlier
f

medium through which it moves, considerable
;

otlier effects, beside* i

the mere raising of tlie weight, must be taken into tlic account.

nical il
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nical power, therefore, properly speaking, is me«surr,.J by Cases of diffi-’

the whole of the mechanical effect produced, whether that of

effect is produced in a greater or lesser time*.” F rom the

context it is obvious, that by “ the uniform contlnua. tee of the

same mechanicalpower,

"

he means a continuance of an uniform

pressure moving through equal spaces in equal tiroes, and he

considers that to be a perfect uniformity of action..

[To be continued )

• III.

The Theories of the Excitement of Galvanic Electricity ex-

plained in Mr. JVilUam Henry's Paper
, compared with the

Phenomena of the Electric Column. By J. A. De Luc,

F. R. S. &c.

To IP'illiam Nicholson, Esq.

SIR,

Your valuable Journal is bex:ome the repository of the

progress of the electric science, and of the opinions on

the agency of the electric fluid in various phenomena. In par- ^a*»anfc*^elfc-

ticular you have favoured me with the publication of many of
^

.
plu'iiomcna of

my papers concerning that science, to which papers I must first the electrio

refer, as a necessary introduction to the subject announced in

the above title.

Your number for June, ISIO, contained the first part of my

Analysis of the galvanic Pile. Having followed this analysis

by a long series of experiments, I discovered in this apparatus

two different operations which deserved to be thoroughly inves-

tigated.

The experiments which I had made for the purpose of fol-

lowing up this first step, were the subject of my paper in your

number for August, in the same year. These experiments,

made on the galvanic pile itself, manifested it clearly in two

distinct operations
j
one, from which originate all the effects of

that apparatus, is to set in motion a certain quantity of electric

fluid, which motion is produced simply by the association, in

• Phil. Trans. 1776, p. 473.

sue-
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Kxcitonicni oi succef sive pairsj of zinc and copper, or silver plates; these
galvanic elec-

. ,
. . . ,

iricitv, and P'*'*'® he mg separated oy some non-metallic conducting sub-
|

ule^el*ectric
other operation, eniirdy distinct from the former,

coluimi. although (.’’wing to it its origin, is to produce chemical effects;

and this dej^f^nds on some liquid being interposed between the

metals in eac b pair
; whence results a particular modification

of the electric' fluid.

Having discc'Vered, by the phenomena of the galvanic pil«

itself, these two idistinct functions, I conceived that they might

be separated in .tn apparatus which, retaining the faculty of

' setting in motion tl'ie electric fluid, should not produce any

chemical effect, since' nothing was required but to suppress the

liquid. 1 made the trial, and this is the origin of the appara-

tus, which 1 have nameii electric column, the effect of which

is to set the electric flu.'d in motion, without any chemical

effects, either in itself, or b>etween its extremities. These pre-

liminaries are, 1 think, sufficient to introduce the subjects an-

nounced in the title of this p.iper.

I'hough the electric column, as a new electric apparatus,

was, in my opinion, deserving the notice of experimental phi-

losophers, I did not flatter myself to see it so much enlarged

and improved as I have been first informed by your Journal of

June last, in which I found Mr. George John Singer’s paper

on his electric column, with an account of its astonishing phe-

nomena. I could not, therefore, but be surprised to find, two

months after, in your Journal for August, the paper of Dr.

William Henry, treating of the theories of excitement of gal-

vanic electricity, in which not only no mention is made of Mr.

Singer’s electric column and its effects, but theories are suc-

cessively offered, which oughno have been prevented by the

description of the phenomena of the new apparatus. I must,

therefore, suppose, that Mr. Henry, when he sent you his

paper, had not any knowledge of those on the electric column

preceding it, in your Journal ever since 1810 j
and I know,

from circumstances communicated to me by Mr. Singer him-

.self, that when Mr. Henry wrote his paper, he could not know

the existence of bis column. 1 herefore, after having detailed,

iu

I
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in tlie following pages, the new liglit which Mr. Singer's appa- Exeitement of

. .

*
. . • , . 1, , V I 'I iralvaiiic eli'C-

ratus has thrown on this subject, I sliall iiave very iuile 'o aod ami

for pointing out the error of all the theories ol the cxciteiuein p-i nenuMia ol

'
,

ti f I li-elric

of galvanic electricity, whicli are the oojeet ot Mi Heine's coiua,,!.

paper.

Mr. Singer Iiad not been inattentive to what I had published

in your Journal concerning my new apparatus; tor he thus

begins liis paper :
“ Ttie renurkable pro;>er(y ot the electric

coliunn invetited by Mr. l)e [.uc, rendered the construction

of that instrument on an extensive scale a desirable object.

Trials were previously made on the cllects of various combina-

tions, to ascertain the most ellicient arrangement.”

Though I was struck by the title of Mr. Singer’s |>a|H*r, on

tlie eftect of twenty tliousiind zinc and silver plates, arranged

.ssan electric colninn, which expressed an i cre.a.se of the ap-

I
paratusmuch beyond my expectation, I was still more astonished

I by the increase of the effect, so uuicb they exceeded what I

t could have supposed of tlie mere increase of ilie number ot

p.airs. This made me w ish to have a direct intercourse with

Mr. Singer; and, h.iving obtained it, to my great satisfacliun,

1 can now. Sir, explain to yon what, though the inventor of

the instioment, I could not understand myself in reading his

paper; because, in describing the effects of liis apparatus, he

has not insisted on the particulars from which depend its asto-

nishing power. And as the causes of that increase of power

arc peculiarly impoitant in the electric science, they cannot

but intjiest the more attentive part of your readers.

1 he principal changes made by this di.stingnished experi-

mental philosopher in tlie electric column are two, one of

which only is mentioned in liis description, and of this I shall

first speak : for which purpose I must return to the steps

which led me to that apparatu.s, as I shall then better explain

Mr. Singer's great improvement in that respect.

The first of these step- is expressed at the end of my paper

in your number for June, 1610, concerning the galvanic pile,

from the experiments which 1 before related, I arrived to this

conclusion— that the dectromotion in that instrument was pro-

duced
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Exciioincut of duced by the mere association of zinc and silver, or copper

tricVty*
plates, separated by a piece of paper

;
that this motion is pro-

plioiionuna of portionally greater when no liquid is used in the apparatus
;

tiu' rloctric

column. but that no chemical effect was then produced. Whence I

concluded, that a kind of pile might be made, producing elec-

tromotion, and no chemical effect.

My following paper, in your Journal for August, related to

another class of experiments made with the same view. It

came into my mind to try whether there would be some advan-

tage to bring the paper closer to one of the metal plates, by

pasting it on that metal. This idea led me to' a great number

of experiments with different metals, the general result of

which was, that a great increase of electromotion actually does

arise from pasting the paper on that one of the metals, which,

in its association with the other, yields to it some electric fluid,

as it is the case of copper and silver, which yield some electric

fluid to zinc.

1 have made various trials for the execution of my devised

apparatus, by pasting paper on silver, and also en copper plates j

but as it was with the view of a great increase of number, I

was discouraged by the time and expence it would require,

when luckily it came to my recollection, that a paper was fa-

bricated in Germany, called in English Dutch-gilt paper, which

afforded together a copper lamina to be applied to a zinc plate,

as well as the paper necessary for its separation from the next

zinc plate, and that the coppered surface of that paper was co-

vered with a kind of varnish which preserves its brightness.

I therefore procured some of that paper, and for a trial I con-

structed a pile composed of my large zinc plates, and of equal

pieces of that paper, which exceeded my expectation, so great

was the electromotion which it produced, comparatively to a

pile of the same number of pairs in which the same metals

were separated by a piece of loose paper.

The large size, however, of the parts of this first apparatus,

and the difficulty of cutting them perfectly equal, was an impe-

diment to that great increase of the number which I had in view.

That consideration induced me to make the pieces much smaller.

m
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in order that they might be cut with a punch. The instrument Excitement of

of this kind which I used was 07 inch in diameter, and there

was also a contrivance for striking a small hole in the centre, pbcuomena of

cloctnc
in order to string them in pairs with a silk thread, in the form column,

of a chaplet. Forming then two chaplets with all the plates

iwhich I had at that time, and associating them by their oppo-

I site sides with respect to positive and negative, they acted as if

: they had formed only one series. I therefore saw no limit to

t the enlargement of that natural electric, machine
; but other

I avocations prevented me from proceeding any further than the

< electric column of GOO pairs of that size described in your

I number for October, 1810, with the detail of the experiments,

r which I had made w'ith that new apparatus.

Such is the instrument that Mr. Singer has enlarged much

: beyond my expectation in every respect ; but before I explain

t the causes of the increase of its effects, I must extract from

Ihis paper one of the most direct proofs that his apparatus

tacts as a natural electric machine, producing a surprising ele^ '

1 tromotion, yet unattended with any chemical effects, either

1 between its extremities, or in itself.

With respect to the electromotion
;
when Mr. Singer applies

1 his column to charge a Leyden jar containing about 50 square

i inches ofcoated surface, its discharge through our body is such,

I that it gives a shock sensibly felt in the shoulders, and by some

I individuals across the breast. This being the same effect pro*

tduced by the common electric machine charging a Leyden jar,

t there cannot be any doubt that the fluid set in motion by the

t electric column, is the electric fluid.

I come now to the proofs, that the electromotion in the

(galvanic pile, the cause of which I have proved to be the same

I as in the electric column, is totally independent on any chemi-

I cal agency, or any chemical effects
;

which characters of the

(galvanic pile depend only on a liquid being introduced between

I the zinc and silver, or copperplates. No liquid being used in

I the column, it must, therefore, be divested, in the first place, of

I
producing chemical effects between its extremities. Mr. Sin-

I

ger has submitted this conclusion to experiments, respecting

which
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Excitciiu'iit of wliich he says, towards tlie end of his paper, “ Various sa'in«

r^dtv fomponuds, tinged wiih the most delicate vegetable colours,

l)iiciioiiicn;i of have been made the medium of communicaiion between the
tlic dcctric

.

periments have been made with metallic sohnions : but in

none of these trials have the smallest trace of chemical effect

appeared.”

those theories detailed in Mr. Henry’s paper, founded on the

hypothesis, that the electromotion in the galvanic pile depends

on its chemical effects. But there is another circumstance

mentioned by Mr. Singer, which, at the same time that it cor-

roborates that proof, exhibits the true nature of this natural

electric machine, proves also, that the electromotion in it does

not depend on any internal chemical effect. He says, in the

conclusion of his paper ,
—

“

The cause of the electric excite-

ment in the column appears to be permanent. I have some

that have been now constructed upwards of two years, and
|

their power is no way diminished; in the cases when the

contrary has happened, I conceive the presence of too much

moisture, and the consequent oxidation of the zinc surface,

must have been the deteriorating cause.”

This is an immediate proof that the presence of a liquid is

not necessary to the electromotion in the galvanic pile itself;

since, on the contrary, too much moisture in the electric co- I

lumn, and the consequent oxidation of the zinc surface, is a
|

cause of diminution. This I have found in the course of my
|

experiments on the galvanic pile
;

for the electromotion ceases

in it, and consequently all the other effects, wdien the surface

of all the zinc plates is deeply oxidated ; so far from that che-

mical effect being the cause of the electromotion in ihegahanic

pile.

I must mention here, that, in speaking of galvanic pheno-

mena, I refer th.em to their otigin, the galvanic pile, as invented fl

by Volta, not to the apparatus which is now much used, the

galvanic troughs. This apparatus has greatly increased the

•lectromotion and some of its effects
; but ike phenomena are '

foluuiu. extremiiies, and the coniac; preseivtd many days : similar ex-

There cannot be a more peremptory proof of the error of 1

too

!
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00 great and complicated to b« so distinctly analysed as in the

iriginal pile. tricity, ard

Returning to the column—a certain degree of moisture,

jowever, is necessary to the electromotion, in order to give a

lufficient conducting faculty to the pieces of paper between

;he pairs of metals. This I have found by experience ;
for,

having dried every part of a column, placing them near the

fire of my chimney when I remounted it in that state, the elec-

tromotion had almost ceased in it
;

but having dismounted it,

and laid all the separate pieces on a table, where they remained

the whole night, acquiring thus the degree of moisture of the

air in the room, when it was made up again, and llie same

degree of electromotion was restored.

After having demonstrated, and I think without possibility

of doubt, from the electromotion in the electric column, and

from the phenomena of the galvanic pile itself, that in the latter

that motion does not depend on any chemical agency, I come

to explain the great improvements made by Mr. Singer in my

joriginal apparatus. This explanation, Sir, is the more neces- -

nary for your readers, since I could not find myself, in his

idescription his column, the causes of the great increase of

its effect
;

especially as he mentions only one, of two essen-

ttial changes he has made, and of this I shall first treat.

This change is expressed in a few words of the following

{passage. “The combination which has been here employed,

(Consists in two disks of paper interposed between each pair of

1 metals, one disk being pasted on the silver, and the other disk

(unconnected with either metals.” The great improvement

(which I am now considering, is that disk of paper unconnected

(with either metals
;

and surely none but those who have often

mounted columns, can understand the effect of that circum-

I stance without an explanation.

This apparatus is unavoidably much handled in its construc-

tion, because the tine and the coppered, or silvered paper

disks are to be set together so as to form on the outside a

I smooth cylinder. But by this operation many paper disks ar*

brought outwards into contact with one another; and wherever

this
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Excii.tinent of this happens, they destroy the effect of each other. I was <

Tiicitv, and 3ware of that effect, and endeavoured to prevent it as much
i

piienoiiieiia as I could, ^

of /the electric
t j i i

colimin. ^ understood, therefore, the benefit resulting from that un-

connected disk of paper, as producing a distance between the

metallic papers
;

but I have only found its great effect by

making use of it, I have placed a piece of thick paper be-

tween the pairs of one of my columns : while 1 mounted it

I saw that these additional pieces prevented the mutual contact

of the pieces of coppered paper
;
and when it was mounted,

I was astonished to find that the electromotion had more than

doubled in that column. Such is one of the great improve-

ments made by Mr. Singer in the electric column, which be

is so modest as not to point out himself,

I come to the second improvement, no less important, made

by the same distinguished experimental philosopher, in the

electric column, which has also much increased its effect : it

is the more necessary to mention it, that he does not speak of

it himself; and it therefore is known only to those who have

attended his lectures ; besides, had he only mentioned it in his

paper, the mere description would not have conveyed the idea

of its effect.
,

Mr. Singer has divided his column into parts of 100 pairs

each, inclosed in glass tubes having bmss caps fixed with sealing

wax at their extremities : brass screws, having a ring outside,

pass through the centre of the caps, and serve, both to com-

press sufficiently the pairs of disks in the tubes, and to pro-

duce the communication between those parts of the column,

as Ji had done in connecting together my chaplets.

Such is the other improvement made by Mr. Singer in the I'

coiumai
;

but, as I have said above, had he only explained it I'

as a part of the construction of his apparatus, the increase of I

electiiomotion which it produces had probably been understood I*

by viery few of your readers. The cause of that increase is, I'

in it' self,' a very interesting object of natural philosophy, as it
f

is c< mnected with some important physical phenomena ;
but I'

for I
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for Us explanation I must recur 6rst, also, to some of my pa- Excitement of

pers In your Journal. jjalvanic elec-
^ ' truitv, and

In your number for October, 1810, I explained the function phenomena of

of the electric colunui as an aerial electroscope. This last pro-

perty, which was manifested by the motion of a pendulum, I

did not immediately discover, considering only that pendulum

in the view that I had intended it at first, to produce the trans-

mission of the electric fluid from one extremity to the other

of that apparatus. The columns which I use for that purpose,

are terminated at both their extremities by a large brass hall

:

these balls being brought to a small distance from each other,

the pendulum is suspended between them, in communication

with the positive extremity of the column : now, its motion

points out, almost to the eye, the transmission of the electric

fluid from the positive to the negative extremity in that inter-

rupted circuit. When the pendulum returns to the positive

ball, it soon recedes from it, is th^n carried to the negative

ball, and so on alternately
;

giving thus the idea of a bucket,

. taking water in one pool, and pouring it into another. That

. this process is a real transmission of electric fluid from one

of the extremities to the other, is proved by the constant

alternating motions of gold- leaf electroscopes, when connected

with these extremities.

By observing some time this interesting phenomenon of the

alternate strikings of the pendulum, I come to take notice,

that they difl'ered in frequency, not only from one day to ano-

ther, but in difierent parts of the same day
;
and I could not

ifind any connection of these changes with either heat or mois-

ture, which had very little variations in my room, as can be

• seen from the tables of my observations, with all their circum-

stances, in the same number of your Journal.

Such is the phenomenon which I attributed to the changes

of the electric sHte of the ambient air, being led to this con-

clusion by the discovery of Volta on the cause of the motions

of the balls in our electroscopes, whish discovery I consider as

i a very important era in the electric science, as arc many others

of that juitly-celebrated experimental philosopher
;

fiw to him,

VoL. XXXVI.—No. 160'. I in
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Kvcitfmont of in particular, is due the consolidation of Dr, Franklin’s theory

plvanic dec- q|- positive and negative electrioities, in a manner which is
fneitv, and ^ t>

plienonieiia of first to be explained.
the dearie

Xhat theory, though true in itself, encountered at first strongcolumn.

oppositions, because it was not well determined. Positive apd
'

negative states of every kind suppose an intermediate or neutrai

point. Dr. Franklin, therefore, fixed one
;

considering the '

neutral point between positive and negative electricities, as

being thp electric state of the ground, which state he supposed a

to be both natural and invariable
;
and as this position w'ss a

supposed also necessary to the theory of plus and minus, it

was attacked under different forms; but especially Dr. Peart, !j

consideiiiig that th«ory as applied to the motions of electro- H

scopes in various cases, compared to a supposed invariable if

electric state of the ground, made against it such objections as h
I

t'l

Y ere never satisfactorily answered. [i

If

But Volta struck at the root of this dispute, by fixing the it

true neutral point with"respect to the motions of the balls in [i

the electroscopes, which discovery spread a great light on the
l{,

atmospheric phenomena. He placed that neutral point in the
|{

actual electric state of the air in which the balls stood, a state

Y'hich was variable, so that a pair of balls remaining them-

selves in the same electric state, diverge differently when trans- |
ported into a place, the air of which is in a different electric

|{

state than the former This being a fact which I have ascer-

tained by various experiments, could not but point out the in-

fluence of the actual electric state of the air on those motions,

which was to be explained.

Volta derived that explanation from a true knowledge of the

influence of the surrounding air on those motions; he proved

that air itself possesses the electric fluid as well as the bodies

which it surrounds
;

that it tends to share it equally with them,

imparting some to those which have proportionally less, and

taking some from those which have proportionally more than

itself.

That discovery ako put an end to all the complicated theories

by which it had been attempted to explain the phenomenon, that

a pair

I

I

it

It
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a pair of balls diverge as well when negative as when positive,

on which the then prevalent theory of y'Epinus introduced the

most uncouth association of hypotheses. Volta put also a

Stop to these fanciful theories, by proving, that it is not by re-

pulsion, that the balls of the elecfroscojjes recede from each

'other, either positively or negatively; but by each of them

being carried towards the air on the outside of them, the elec-

tric state of which differed more from their own than that of

the air between them, as they both contributed to bring it to

their electnic state. This solution, both simtrle and founded
« * ‘

on direct experiments, has removed all the difficulties which

the motions of the electroscopic balls bad prresented at first to

electricians.

It is from that theory which Sig. Volta had explained to me,
’ with many other particulars in our conversation, that 1 soon

I understood the plienomenoii of the electric column, which

I made me add to its first appellation that of aerial electroscope.

'The surrounding air acts constantly to lessen the difference

1 which naturally exists between the electric states of the e\tie-

imities of the column; taking some electric fluid from the

I
positive, and imparting some to the negative, but more or less

• according to its own electric state, which, by its phenomena as

• an aerial electroscope, is found to be variable
;
and this circum-

• stance would afford a new prtxif (if any were wanting) that

thd difference which exists between the extremities of tire co-

llumn, consists in the quantity of electiic fluid.

Tliis preliminary statement was necessary to explain the

t cause of the great increase of power in Mr. Singer s column,

(produced by inclosing each lOOO pairs of plates in a glass tube ;

.and, in this respect again, though having that previous know-

I ledge, I should not have conceived how far this increase ex-

tended, had not Mr. Singer been so good as to send me one

(of these parts of 1000 pairs of his column, the power of which,

(compared to the same number of my column, has astonished

me; but I soon conceived the cause of that difference, which

II now can explain.

The air confined in these glass tubes, has very little commu-

1 2 nication

Excitement o
'

ealvanic elec

tricity, and
phenomena of
the electric

column.
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Excitement of nication with tlie outside air, and has not a sensible agitation in i|

tridiyl^aifd^*^ inclosed space. Thus, the difl'erence of the electric states, M

phenomena of produced by the action of tlje column at its extremities, is
{

the electric

eolunin. almost entirely preserved. Now, the great increase in the
|

difference between the positive and negative states at these extre-
j

mities, resulting only from mere preservation, manifests a much

greater electromotion produced by the simple association of

zinc and silver plates in pairs separated by paper, than appeared

in the column as I had first constructed it.

After this statement of the phenomena of the electric co-

lumn, there rerriains very little more for me to add concerning

the second object announced in the title of this paper, which

is, to compare these phenomena with the theories of the

excitement of galvanic electricity collected by Dr. William

Henry in his paper published in your number for August.

The electfomotion in the galvanic pile is a common object

in all these theories
j
and in all of them it is attributed, though

in various manners, to chemical agency.
_
Mr. Henry is very

fair in his judgment of the theories which he successively de-

tails j
stating the objections which he finds himself against

them, though setting out from the principles of their respective

abthors. Had he, therefore, been informed of the phenomena

of Mr. Singer’s column, which produces more electromotion

than any galvanic pile which has ever existed, without any

appearance of chemical agency, either between its extremities,

or in itself, he would have found the solution of all the diffi-

culties which he has himself pointed out in these theories,

being thus informed, that no connection exists between the

electromotion and chemical effects in the galvanic pile,
j

This interesting question. Sir, will surely be brought to an i

' issue, if you admit this paper in your valuable Journal ;
for I

g

cannot doubt, that those experimental philosophers who shall I

not be satisfied with my arguments on this very interesting
|

point of natural philosophy, will undertake experiments to I

discover my errors
J

andj on whatever side the decision shall I

be final, it will be a fixed step in that science, which will give I

me
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m? «atlsfaction, as the discoverj of real causes, not imaginary,

in the physical phenomena, is my only object.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient Servant,

J. A, DE LUC.
IVindior, Sep. 14, 1813.

IV.

Olservalions on the Celestial Bodies, made in the day-time
;

particularly on the Planet Venus, with , some new Deductions

in relation to that Planet. In e letterfrom Mr.T. U'CK.

rri''HE following communication contains sjsecimens and re-

-IL suits of several hundreds of observ.ations, made with a

view to determine the following particulars.

1. What stars and planets may be conveniently seen in the r.irtirnlar« to

. day-time, when the sun is above the horizon ? hv

2. What degrees of m.agnifying power are requisite for dis- vaucn-.

tinguishing them ?

3. How near their conjunction with the sun they may be

^ seen.

4. Whether the diminution of the aperture of the object

glass of the telescope, or the increase of magnifying power,

conduces most to render a star or a pianet visible in day-light.

Observations, similar to some of those here staled, liave,

doubtless, been made by astronomers, and may prc-bably be

recorded in certain Scientific Journals
;
but as the writer of

this had never seen any of them in those Journals he has had

access to peruse, and as they are not to be found in the largest

systems of astronomy he has consulted, he was induced to make

them for his own satisfaction and amusement, and they are now

communicated for the information of those who may not be

disposed to undertake the same labour, and who have no access

toother sources of information. Some of the observations,

in relation to Venus, it is presumed are original.

The observations were made by means of a small equatorial

instrument, surmounted with a telescope made by W. and S.

.Tones,
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Telescope
)fU4de ute of.

Jones, Holborn, London, The telescope, which originally
||

accompanied the insirumenf, was an achromatic refractor, its
j

object glass being 8 1 inches focal distance, and one inch dia- -I

meter, carrying a magnifying power of seven times It was

afterwards furnished with an eye-piece, which produced a raag-«

nifying power of 45 times, which' it bore with great distinct-

ness. With this telescope and the power last mentioned, seve-

ral of the observations were made. But (he greater number

were made with an achromatic telescope, having its object glass

20 inches focus, and about l|- incli diameter, which was after-

wards attached to the equatorial machinery in place of the

small telescope above-mentioned. , It'was furnislied with mag-

nifying powersof 15, 30,45,60, and 100 times. The in-

strument was fixed in a position nearly fronting the south
;
but

could occasionally be removed to another position fronting the

north-west.

The observations were began about the end of August,

1812, and were continued, as opportunity offered, to the same

period in 1 81 3. The latitude of the place of observation is

about 56° 30' north. The particular observations stated, are

' taken from memorandums noted at the time of observation.

Observations on fixed Stars of thefrsl Magnitude.

. April 23d, 1813. lOh, 15'A. M. the sun being 54 hours
Obse'‘vations '

upon fixed above the horizon, S.rw the star Vega, or a Lyrae, very dis-

tinctly with a power of 30 times. Having contracted the

aperture of the object glass to nine-tenths of an inch, saw it

on a darker ground, but not more plainly than before. Having

contracted the aperture still farther, to half an inch, I perceived

the star, but not so distinctly as before. Tlie sky being very

clear, and the star in a quarter of the heavens nearly op[)osite

to the sun, I diminished the magnifying power to 15, and

could still perceive the star, but indistinctly
;

it was just per-

ceptible. April 22d. Saw Aldebaran at ih. 40' P. M. very

distinctly with a power of 60 j
the aperture not diminished.

Same day, at 2h, 15' P. M. saw Beteigeux, or a Orionis, with a

power of 60, and immediately afterwards with a power of 30 ;

th«
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the aperture in both cases undiirinished. It appeared brighter

than Aldebaran. August 23d. Oh. 12' P. M. saw the star Ca-

pella or a /iuriga:, with a power of 6o, and immediately after-

wards with a power of 30 ;
the aperture undiminished. With

this last power it appeared extremely distinct, but not so bril-

liant and splendid as with the former power. Having dimi-

nished the aperture to nine-tenths of an inch, it appeared on

a darker ground, though, in the former case, it was equally

perceptible. A few minutes afterwards, could distinguish it

with a power of 15 ;
tho aperture being contracted to half an

inch. It appeared very small
j

it was with difficulty the

eye could fix upon it in the field of the telescope
;
but

when it was once perceived, its motion across the field of

view could be easily followed. Could not perceive it when the

diminished aperture was taken away.

, August 10. 9I1. 30' A. M. Saw the star Sirius, with a power

of 60, the aperture contracted to nine-tenths of an inch. Saw

it likewise when the aperture was diminished to half an inch,

but not nearly so distinct. Saw it also when the aperture re-

mained undiminished, but not so distinctly as through the aper-

ture cf nine-tenths of an inch. Having put on a power of

30, could distinguish it distinctly enough through each of the

former apertures, and also when they were removed, but some-

what more distinctly with the apertures of nine-tenths and half

an inch, than without them. At this time the star was2h. 42'

in time of right ascension west of the sun, having an elevation

above the horizon of about 17° 10'
j

the sun shining bright,

and the sky very much enlightened in that quarter of the hea-

vens where the star appeared. There was also a considerable

undulation in the air, which is generally the case in the hot

mornings of summer, which renders a star more difficult to be

perceived than in the afternoon, especially when it is viewed at

a low altitude. June 4th. ih. 30’. Saw Sirius, uith a power

of 30 with great distinctness
;

the aperture not contracted.

The star was then Ih. 50 in time of right ascension east of

the sun. August 24th. ph. 5' A. M Saw the star Procyon, or

« Cants Minoris, distinctly with a power of GO, the aperture

Obstrvations
upon tixpil

siars iu tlic

day-tiiue.
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Obpfrvations

tipon fixed

feiai's in the

day-time.

not diminished. When diminished to nine-tenths, it appeared

rather more distinct, as the ground on which it was seen was

darker. With a power of 30, and the aperture contracted to

nine-tenths of an inch, could perceive it but somewhat indis-

tinctly. When the equatorial motion was performed in order

to keep it in the field of view, it was some time before the

eye could again fix upon it. When the aperture was diminished

to half an inch, it could not be perceived. Saw it when both

the apertures were removed, but rather more distinctly with,

the aperture of nine-tenths of an inch. The difference in the

result of this observation, from that of Capella, above stated,

was owing to the star’s proximity to the sun, and the consequent

illumination of the sky in that quailer where it appeared. Its

difference in right ascension from that of the sun was then

about 2h. 50 in time, and its difference of declination about

4° 50'*^. Procyon is marked by Mackay, in his " Complete

Navigator," as a star between the first and second magnitudes.

Junes. Observed Arclurus, or a Booth, very distinctly a

little before seven in the evening, the sun being about ih, 40'

above the horizon, and shining bright, with a power of 15 ;
the

aperture not contracted. It app-.'ared very small, but distinct.

This star is easily distinguishable at any time of the day with a

power of 30.

Similar observations to the above were made, and frequently

repealed, on the stars Rigel, Cor Leonis, and other stars of the

first magnitude, which gave nearly the same results. The

stars Altares and Formalhaut are not so easily distinguished, on

account of their great southern declination, and consequent

low elevijtion above the horizon.

* The right ascensions, declinations, longitudes, Ac. stated in tliis

paper, are only approximations to the truth
;
perfect accnriicy in

the>i' respects being of no importance in tliese observations. They

are, however, in general, within a minute or two of the truth. Tlie

finies of tlie ob.scrvations, too, are noted, in reference, not to the

fi^troiwmical, but to tlie civil day.

Qlier»

V
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Observalions on Stars of the second Magnitude-

My observations on stars of llie second niatrnitvide have not
'

. . , ,
(ibservations

been so aunwrous as those on stars of the first magnitude- 'I'he upon tixrd

following are extracts of some of those which were made-
da-^time^**

November I2lh, 1812, lh-30' P. M. Saw the star. Altair,

or a AquiUe, with the eight-inch telescope, carryi^^g a power

of 45, the aperture not conlracted- Having contracted the

aperture a little, it appeared somewhat Ic'S distiiu;t. This star

is reckoned, by some, to belong to the class of stars of the first

magnitude. In V/hile’s Ephemeris it is marked as being of

the 2d magnitude. It is obviously less splendid than a Lyras

ora Bootis, aud more brilliant than a OpIiiuLhi.—M.iy 5, 1813,

6h. P. M. The sun being about an hour and three quarters

above the horizon. Saw' Alphard, or a IIydrcc,a star of the 2d

magnitude, with a power of 60, the aperture diminished to

p-lOths of an inch
j
a few minutes afterwards could perceive it,

' but indistinctly, with a power of 30, the aperture contracted as

above. It could not be seen very distinctly with this power till

about half an hour before sun-set. Was then seen rather more

distinctly when the aperture was contracted than without tlie

> contraction.—May 7- Saw the star Dencb,or C Leonis, distinct-

ly with a power of O'O, about an hour aud a half before sun-sef.

—August 20th. Saw Has Alkague, or a Ophivchi, at 4ii. 40'

’ P. M. with a power of ICO ;
the sun being nearly 3 hours above

the horizon and shining bright. Perceived it about an hour

after with a power of 00, with the aperture co: tracted to

p-lOths, and also when this contraction was removed. The star

\ was seen nearly as distinctly in the last case as in the first.

August 27 . 5h. P. M. The same star appeared quite distinct

with a power of 60 ;
the aperture not contracted. Did not

j appear more distinct when the aperture was contracted to

‘p-lOth'of an inch. The sun was tJien more than 2 hours

above the horizon.—August 28th, 7h. A.M. Saw' the star

Pollux, or C Gemini, 2 hours after sun-rise, with a power of 00 }

aperture undiminished.

Similar observations, giving the same results, were made on

the
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Observations
upon fixed

Stars in die

day-time.

the stars Bellatrix, Orion's Girdle, a Androraedae, a Pegasi,

Aieoth, Benetriach, North brown, and several other stars of the

3d magnitude.

All the above stated observations, as well as those which

follow, were made with the 20-inch telescope (unless other-

wise stated) and in every instance the sun was shining bright.

From the above, and similar observations made on the fixed

stars, the following conclusions are deduced,

T. That a magnifying power of 30 times is sufficient for

distinguishing a fixed star of the 1st magnitude, even at noon

d.ay, at any season of the year
;

provided it have a moderate

degree of elevation above the horizon, and be not within 30®

or 40® of the sun’s body. Also, that, by a magnifying power

of 15, a star of this class may be distinguished, when the sun is

not above an hour aud a half above the horizon. Butin every

case higher powers are to be preferred. Powers of 45 and 60,

particularly the last, were found to answer best in most cases, as

with such powers the eye could fix on the star with ease as soon

as it entered the field of the telescope,

2, That most of the stars of the 2d magnitude may be seen

with a power of 60 when the sun is not much more than 2 hours

above the horizon
;
and at any time of the day, the brightest

stars of this class may be seen with a power of 100 when the

sky is serene, and the star not too near the quarter in which the

sun appears.

3.

' That in every instance, an increase- of magnifying power,

has the principal effect in rendering a star easily perceptible,

—

That diminution of aperture, in most cases, produces a very

slight effect, in some cases none at all, and when the aperture

is contracted beyond a certain limit, it produces a hurtful effect.

The cases in which a moderate contraction is useful,are the tw’O

following : 1 , When the star appears in a bright part of the

sky, not far from that quarter in which the sun appears, 2,

When an object glass of a large aperture* and a small degree of

magnifying power are used. In almost every instance the con-

traction of the object glass of the 8-inch telescope, with a power

45, had a hurtful effect. But when the 20-inch telescope

carried
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carried a power of only 15, the contraction served to render the

object tHore perceptible,

. I Observations on the Planet Venus.

My observations on Venus commenced about the end of Observations

August, 1812, about 3 or 4 weeks after her inferior conjunction.
p}*”u"i JVcruis

About that time, between ten and eleven in the forenoon, ‘l'*y

lime.

with a power of 45, she appeared as a beautiful cre^cent, quite

distinct and well-defined, with a lustre similar to that of the

moon about sun-set, but of a whiter colour. The view of her

surface and phase was almost as distinct and satisfactory, as

what is obtained in the evening after sun-set. She was then

very distinctly seen with a power of 7 times. 1 traced the

variation of her phases, almost every clear day, till the month

of May, 1813. As at that time she was not far from her

superior conjunction with the sun, I wished to ascertain, how

near her conjunction with that luminary s!ie might be seen
j
and

particularly whether it might not be possible, in certain cases,

to see her at the moment of her conjunction.

The uniform language of astronomical writers on this point,

gave me no reason to believe that my observations would be

crowned with success. Their expressions, when describing the

phases of Venus, either directly assert, or at least imply, that it

is impossible, in any instance, to see that planet at the time of

her superior conjunction.—Mr. Benjamin Martin, in his

“ Gentleman and Lady’s Philosophy,” vol. 1. p. 54. says, “ At

and about her upper conjunction she cannot be seen, by reason

of her nearness to the sun." That this was not an inadvertent

expression, appears, from the same idea being repeated in

different words, when treating the subject in a more scientific

manner, in his Pkilosophia Britannica, vol. 3. p. 135. “ At her

superior conjunction Venus would appear a full enlightened

hemisphere, were, it not that she is then lost in the sun's blaze,

or hid behind his body.” Dr. Long, in his Astronomy, vol. 1.

book 2. ch. 11. says, " Venus, at her superior conjunction,

j/’ she could be seen, would appear round like the full moon."

A iat*
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Observations ^ late writer on Astronomy, whose diction is more original than
upon the

j>laiiet Venus several other popular writers on that subject, repeals the follow-

time^
proposition in a different form three different times, “ when

Venus is on the other side of the sun, in which she appears in

the same sign with him, she cajinot le seen in the heavens, being

lost in the refulgence of the solar rays,” &c. Bryan's Astronomy,

3d edition, pp. 238. 244. Dr. Brewster, the latest and most

respectable writer I have had access to consult, when describing

the phases of Mercury and Venus, says, " their luminous side

is completely turned to the earth at the time of their superior

conjunction, when they would appear like the full moon,

if they were not then eclipsed by the rays of the sun*." The

same opinion is expressed in similar phrases by Ferguson, in his

** Astronomy explained,” &c. Adams, in his “ Astronomical

Essays,” G. Gregory, in his '' Lectures," and by every other

writer on the subject to whose works I have had access. How
far such expressions are correct will appear from the following

observations and remarks.

April 24, 1813, lOh. 50'. A. M. Observed Venus with a

power of 30 j
the aperture not contracted. She was then about

3l' in time of right ascension distant from the sun. Their

difference of declination 3°. 59 '. She appeared distinct and

weU defined. With a power of 100 could distinguish her

gibbous phase.—May 1, lOh, 20'.A, M. Viewed Venus with

a power of 60 j
the aperture, not contracted. She appeared

very distinct. Saw her at the same time with a power of 15 ;

the aperture being contracted to Q-lOths of an inch. Having

contracted the aperture to i inch, saw her more distinctly. When

the contracted apertures were removed, she could with difficulty

be distinguished, on account of the direct rays of the sun strik-

ing on the inside of the tube of the telescope. The sun was

shining bright, and the planet about 25' in time of R. A. were

of his centre
;

their difference of declination being 3°. —
May 7, lOh. A. M. Saw Venus distinctly with a power of 60 ;

the sun shining bright. She was then about 19' in time of R. A.

Edinburgh Encyclopaedia, Art. Astronomy, p. 655.

and
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aod 4®. 4/^ in Longitude west of the sun. Their difference of Observations

declination being 2®. 18'. 1 found a diminution of aperture

p.irticularly useful, when viewing the planet at the time, even

when the higher jxjwers were with the sun, which happened

on May 25, at yh. 30'. A. M, Her geocentric latitude at that

time, being about iG' S, She must have passed almost close by

the sun’s southern limb. Cloudy weather for nearly a month

after the last observation, uniformly prevented any further

observations, when the planet was in that part of the heavens

which was within the range of the instrument. The first day

which proved favourable for observation after she had passed her

conjunction was the 5th of June. The following is the

memorarrdum of the observation then takai.

June 5th, gh. A. M. Adjusted the equatorial telescope for

viewing the planet Venus, but she could not be perceived on

account of the direct rays of the sun entering into the tube of

the telescope. I contrived an apparatus for screening Iris rays,

but could not get it conveniently to move along with the

telescope
;

and, therefore, determined to wait till past eleven,

when the top of the window of the place of observation w'ould

intercept the solar rays- At llh.20'. A. M. Just as the sun

had passed the line of sight from the eye to the top of the

window, and his body was eclipsed by it, I was gratified with

la tolerable distinct view of the planet w ith a power of 60
;
the

aperture being contracted to g-lOths of an inch. The distinct-

ness increased as the sun retired, till, in tw’o or three minutes

she appeared perfectly w'ell defined. Saw Iier immediately

afterwards, with a power of 30 j
the aperture contracted as

before. Saw her also quite distinct with a pow’er of 15, but she

could not be perceived with this power when the contracted

aperture was removed. At this time Venus was just 3'’ in

longitude, or about 13 in time of R. A. east of the sun's centre,

and of course, only about 2 ^’ from his eastern limb. The

difference of their declination being about 27 ', and the planet s

latitude about 1
1" north.

As I considered this observation of some importance in

ilctenniniog tfie object I had in view
;
and as it might possibly,

br
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by some, be called in question
;
about two days after, I called

in the Reverend J. Jameson, of Methuen, a gentleman of literary

acquirements, to whom I shewed Venus in the manner stated

above, at llh. 23'A M, and, although he is not so much

accustomed, as the writer of this, to look' through telescopes,

he perceived the planet very distinctly with a power of 15, - (a

diagonal eye-piece being used) having also seen it immediately^

before with a direct eye-piece carrying a power of 6o.

June/. lOh. Saw Venus with a power of (30, the aperture

being diminished to^-lOths, the direct rays of the sun not Icing

intercepted ly the top of the window. The aperture having

been further contracted to ^ inch, could perceive her, but not

quite so distinctly. When the contractions <were taken efF,

she could scarcely be seen. She was then 3° 33' in longitude,

and nearly 15' in time of R. A. distant from the sun's centre.

Some fleeces of clouds having moved across the field of view,

she was seen remarkably distinct in the interstices
;

the sun at

the same time being partly observed by them.—June 24th, toh.

A. M. Observed Venus wiih powers of 100, 6'0, and 15. With

the power of 15, aperture 9-lOths of an inch, saw her

distinctly. Having contracted the aperture to half an inch, saw

her more distinctly than with the contraction of 9-tenlhs, She

was then about 35' in time of R. A. east of the sun.—August

19th. ih. 10', P. M. Viewed Vegus with a magnifying power

of 100. Could perceive her surface and gibbous phase, almost as

distinctly as when the sun is below the horizon. She appeared

bright, steady in her light, and well-defined, without that glare

and tremulous appearance she exhibits in the evening when

near tlie horizon. She was then nearly on the meridian. On

the whole such a view of Venus is as satisfactory, if not prefer-

able to those views we obtain with an ordinary telescope, in the

evening, when she is visible to the naked eye*.

The
• The late Mr. B. Martin, when describing the nature and effects of

the solar telescope in his Philosophia Britamika, vol. 3. p. 85. gives the

following relation. “ 1 cannot here omit to mention a very nnuxual

phenomnwn that I observed about ten years ago' in my darkfiicd room.

The window looked towards the west, and the spire of L'liichcster

Cathedral was directly before it at die distance of about 50 or 60 yards.

1 used
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The following conclusions are deduced from the observations OSscrvations

made on Venus. upon the

planet Venus
1. That Venus maybe seen distinctly, with a moderate degree in theday-

r time.
of

I used very often to divert myself by observing the pleasant manner in

which tne sun passed behind the spire, and was eelipsed by it for

some time
;
for the image of the spire and sun were very large, being

made by a lens of Vi feet focal distance. And once as I observed the

occullation of the sun behind the spire, just as the disk disappeared, I

' saw several small, bright, round bodies or balls ruiiuinu towards the

' sun from the dark part of the room, even to the distance of 20 iuches.

' I observed their motion was a little irregular, but rectilinear, and

i seemed aecelerated as they approached the sun. {These luaiiuuut

.
globules appeared also on the other .dde of the spire, and preceded the

sun, running out into the dark room, sometimes more, sometimes le.s.«,

togeflicr in the sumc manner as they followed the sun at its occultatiun.

They appeared to be in general l-20th of an inch in diameter, and

I therefore must be very large lumiiions globe.s in some part of the

I heavens, whose light was extinguished by that of the sun, so that they

• appeared not in open day light
;
but whether of the aieteor-kind, or

V what sort of bodies tliey might be, T eonld not conjecture.”— T was

jalways at a loss, till lately, to conceive what kind of bodies the

' luminous globes here mentioned might be. But in my frequent views

of Venus, when very near the sun, I several times observed a similar

phenomenon. Sometimes one, and sometimes 4 or 5 round luminous

Hbodies, some larger and some smaller than the apparent size of the

planet, moved across the field of the telescope in a rectilinear direc-

Ition. When the equatorial motion was performed in order to search

I for the planet, or to keep it in the field, 1 once or twice mistook one of

Itliesc bodies foi the planet, till its rapid motion undeceived me. I soon,

ihowever, ascertained, beyond a doubt, that these bodies were nothing

iraore tlian birds of different sizes, and at different distances
;
tlie convex

surface of w hose bodies tt-as in such a position as strongly to reflt'ct to the

eye the solar rays
;
their true figure being undistinguishabie by reason

of their motion and their distance. When they were near nud

appeared larger, their shape could be in some measure distinguished.

'Sometimes small winged insects at no great distance from the tele.scope

presented a similar appearance. I seldom or never observed the

pheilomcnon now described, except when the telescope was pointed in

la direction nearly to that of the sun. There can be no doubt that this

wa.s the eanscof the phenomenon obsers ed by Mr. IMartiii
;
and I state

his circumstance, to shew, w ith what caution we should draw con-

clusions
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of magnifying powerj the moment of her superior conjunction

with the sun, when her geocentric latitude> either north or

south, at the time of conjunction, is not less than 3 degrees.

This conclusion is deduced from the observation of June 5th
j

for if Venus may be seen when only 3® east of the sun, it is

evident, and requires no illustration, that she may be equally

well seen at the same distance, either north or south of the sun’s

centre. Nay, the latter are better positions than the former for

such an observation
;
as the direct solar rays can be more easily

and Conveniently intercepted when Venus is north or south of

the sun, than when she is on the east or the west of him. I hate

stated 3° as the limit beyond which she may be seen
j
because I

have not had occular demonstration that she may be seen within

this limit
;

but I am at the same time of opinion, from the

degree of distinctness with which she appear^ at the time

referred to, that she may be perceived when she is distant only

from the centre of the sun
j

provided his rays be properly

intercepted.—In order to view this planet to advantage at any

future conjunction, when in south latitude, it will be proper to

fix a board at a small distance beyond the object end of the

telescope, having such a degree of concave curvature, as shall

nearly correspond with a segment of the diurnal arc, at that

time described by the sun
j
with its lower concave edge at an

elevation a small degree above the line of collimation of the

telescope when adjusted for viewing the planet
;

in order com-

pletely to intercept the solar rays. When the planet is in north

latitude the curvature of the board must be made convex, and

placed a little below the line of sight. The opposite figures

will illustrate my idea
j
where A B (fig. 1) represents the con-

cave curve of the board to be used when the planet is in south

, elusions respecting any unusual plienotnenon, which we have but

once observed, and had no time to examine ;
since the ingenious

matijiematiciaii and pliilosoplier now mentioned
;
seems to liave con-

cluded, that, vhatwasin reality a flight of birds, were ‘‘large Imnixious

globes in the heavens.”—This note, suggested by tlie subject »f this

paper, though not necessarily connected with it, it is hoped will bo

excused.

latitude
j
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latitude; cd a segment of the apparent diurnal path of the ObserTBlioM'

planet
j
and e f & segment of the sun’s diurnal arc. .Fig. 2. nn Vei'iitt'i

rrepreseiits the board to be used when the planet is in north the day-tun*,

daiiiude, which needs no farther description*.—By this means

Venus may be viewed with ease, ' for several hours about the

time of her conjunction, and with considerable distinctness, if

her latitude exceeds 3°, and her elevation above the horizon be

<COnsi< lei able.

The circumstance now ascertained, that Venus may be seen

at the tune of her superior conjunction, may not be considered

as a fact of much importance in astronomy. It is always useful,

however, in every department of science, to ascertain every fact

connected with its principles, however circumstantial and

tniiiute
;
as it tends to give precision to its language, and may

oltimaiely promote its progress, by leading to conclusions which

were not at first apprehended. The present fact may possibly

liead to the determination of the difference (if any) between the

polar and equatorial diameters of Venus, which has hitherto

tfem iliied undetermined. It is well known that the earth is of

I spheroidal figure, lliaving its polar shorter titan its equatorial

diameter. Jupiter has long been known to exhibit a similar

6gnre, which is perceptible by a telescope of moderate power ;

and Dr. Herschel has lately found, that Mars and Saturn are

also oblate spheroids, and has determined the pro|)ortion

oetween their equatorial and polar diameters. As Venus

sevolves about her axis with a swiftness as great as that of the

sarth, it is reasonable to conclude that she is of a similar figure.

It is difficult, however, if not imp>o$sible, to determine this point

oy observation, when she is in those positions in which she has

most frequently been viewed
; as at such times she assumes

jither a gibbous phase, or the form of a half-moon, or that of

I crescent. 1 am, therefore, of opinion, that, at some future

injunction, when her geocentric latitude is considerable, with

I telescopic of a high magnifying pow’er, furnished with a

micrometer, this point might be ascertained. If she is then

• In this description the observer is supposed to be in north latitude. .

VoL. XXXVI.—No. I6b. K viewed
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view'ed at a high altitude, and the sky serene, her disc will i'

appear suffic iently luminous and well defined for this purpose

free of that glare, and tremulous aspect she generally exhibits
?,

in the evening, when near the horizon
;
w hich makes her appear

larger than she ought to do, and prevervts her margin from being

accurately distinguished.

2. Another conclusion from the observations on Venus is :
— 1

That during the space of 583 days, or about ig months, thej^
'1

time she takes in moving from one conjunction with the sun, to:

a like conjunction again, when her latitude at the time of her I

superior conjunction exceed.s 3“,— she may be seen with an .1

equatorial telescope, every clear day, without interruption j ; i

except at the time of her inferior conjunction, when her dark

side is turned towards the earth, and 3 or 4 days before and t

;

after it. When her latitude is less than 3“ she will be hid only o

1 1 days before, and the same time after her superior conjunc- ,J

tion. During the same period she wdll be invisible to the

naked eye, and consequently no observations can be made on '4

her with a common telescope, for nearly 8 months, and some- iC

times more, according as her declination is north or south
;
viz.j

above three months before, and the same time after her superior!*

eoujunction, and above 2 weeks before and after her inferior;*

conjunction
;
except where there is a very free and unconfinedjS

horizon.— It follows,

3. 'Iliat every variation of the phases of this planet, from af

slender crescent to a full enlightened hemisphere, may, on ,

every clear day, be conveniently exhibited. This circumstance!*

I have found extremely useful, when explaining the appearances^

of the inferior planets to young persons, and endeavouring top

convince them of the truth of the solar system. The phases

'

•f the inferior planets, considered in reference to their situa-H

tion with respect to the sun, isj perhaps, the best popular J

argument for convincing a tyro of the truth of the Copernicanp

system.—Having placed Venus ’in her true position on dn

-

orrery, by means of an epherneris, I desire the pupil to mark|

her phase, as seen fiom the earth, which is also placed in its true:

'

poshion. I then adjust the equatorial telescope for Venus, and .

shews*

\
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shew him the planet with the same phase in the heavens. This Observations

exliibition, however, can seldom be made, if we must wait P.’*'

till the planet be visible to the naked eye, which we must do, lheda>-time.

if not furnished with an equatorial instrument. As actual

observations on the planets in the heavens make a deeper and

more convincing impression on the mind of a tyro, than mere

diagrams, or verbal explanations, I consider an equatorial teles-

cope, in conjunction with a celestial globe, and an orrery, as

essentially necessary to every private teaciver of astronomy, as,

independent of its use, now hinted at, it is the best instrument

for conveying an idea of the practical operations of that

science.

4. I am of opinion, that useful observations on the surface

of Venus might sometimes be made in the day-time, with te-

lescopes of great magnifying power, when I consider the de-

gree of brilliancy she exhibits even in day-light. Such obser-

vations might, perhaps, for ever set at rest those disputes which

have ariseti respectitig the time of the rotation of this planet.

Cassini, from observations on a bright spot, which advanced

20° in 24 I 1 . 34 ', determined the time of her rotation to be

23h. 20'. Ot) the other hand, Bianchini, from similar obser-

vations, concluded, that her diurnal period was 24 days and 8

hours. The dilliculty of deciding between these two opinions,

arises from the short time in which observations can be made

on this planet, either hi fore son-rise, or after snn-set, which

prevents us from tracing, with accuracy, the progressive motion

of its spots, for a sufficient length of time. And, although an

observer should mark the position of the spots, at the same

hour on two succeeding evenings, and tind they bad moved

forward about 20° in 24 hours, he would still beat a loss to

determine whether they h.id moved only 20° in all since ti e

preceding observation, or had finished a revolution, and 20°

more. If, therefore, any spots could be perceived on the sur-

face of Venus, in the day-time, their motion might be tract d,

when she is in north-declination, for 12 heirs or more, which

would completely settle the period of rotation. That it is not

jmprobahle that spots may be discotered on her disk, in the

K 2 day-time.
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day-time, appears from some of the observations of Cassini,

who saw one of her spots when the sun was more than eight

degrees above the horizon*. Nor do I consider it altogether

impossible that her satellite (if she have one, as some have

supposed) may be detected in the day-time, wlien she is in

a favourable position for such an observation
;

particularly

W'hen a large portion of her enlightened surface is turned to-

wards the earth, and when her satellite, of course, musl present

a similar phase. If this supposed satellite be about one-third

or one-fourth of the diameter of its primary, as Cassini, Short,

and Montaigne, supposed, it most be nearly as large as Mer-

cury, which has been frequently seen in day-light. If such

a satellite has a real existence, and yet undisLlnguishable in

day-light, its surface must be of a very different quality for

reflecting the rays of light, from that of its primary
j

for it is

obvious to every one who has seen Venus with a high power,

in the day-time, that a body of equal brilliancy, though four

times less in diameter, would be quite perceptible, and exhibit

a visible disk. Such observations, however, would be made

with a greater effect in Italy, and other southern countries,

where the sky is more clear and serene, and where the planet

may be viewed in higher altitudes than in this island.

5. Another conclusion, from the observations on Venus, is,

that a moderate diminution of aperture is useful, and even ne-

cessary, in viewing this planet when near the sun. Its effect

is owing, in part, to the direct solar rays being thereby more

effectually excluded.

In fine, we may fairly conclude, that such expressions of

astronomical writers, when describing the phases of V>nus, as

those quoted above, are but partially true, and therefore ought

either to be laid aside, or qualified, if they would not run the

risk of conveying an erroneous idea. The vague and incorrect

expressions and statements not only in this, but in several other

respects, which abound in several late popular writings on astro-

• See Long's Astronomy, vol. 2, p. 487, or Encyclopaedia Rritannira,

Tol. 2 p, 436. 3d edition.
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nomy, and which have been copied by one writer from another. Observations

without examination, tend to throw diserace on a science, “P®” P*“*

whose leading facts and principles have been so accurately esta- the day-time,

bltshed.

Observations on Jupiter.

This planet is very easily distinguished in the day-time, with

a very moderate magnifying power, when he U not within 30®

or 40" of the sun. The following extract from my memoran-

dums may serve as a specimen. August 28th, 1813. ih. 40'

P. M" saw Jupiter with a power of 15, the aperture not con-

tracted. He appeared so distinct with this power, that I have

reason to believe, he would have been perceived with a power

of d or 7 times. When the aperture was contracted to nine-

tenths, and afterwards to half an inch, there was little percep-

tible difference in his appearance. He was then about 58® in

I longitude east of the sun.

Though Jupiter, when at, and near his opposition to |he

nun, appears to the naked eye with a brilliancy nearly equal to

t that of Venus, yet there is a very striking difference between

tthem in respect of lustre, when viewed in day-light. Jupiter,

iwhen viewed with a high magnifying power, in the day-time,

lalways exhibits a very dull, cloudy appearance
5
whereas Venus

lappears with a moderate degree of splendour. About the end

vof June, 1813, between 5 and G in the evening, having viewed

t the planet Venus, then within 20® of the sun, and which ap-

fpeared with a tolerable moderate degree of lustre, 1 directed

t the telescope to Jupiter, at that time more than 32® from the

ssun, when the contrast between the two planets was very

sstriking, Jupiter appearing so faint as to be but just discernible,

I though his apparent magni'ude was more than double that

tof Venus. In this observation a magnifying power of GO

\was used. In his approach towards the sun, about the end

of July, I could not perceive him when he w'as within 15“ or

116® of his ronjunctiou with that luminary. The.se circum-

V stances furnish a sensible and popular pnx)f, independent of as-

tronomical calculations, that Jupiter is removed at a much

greater
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greater distance from (he sun than Venus
j

since his light is

so faint as to be scarcely perceptible when more than 20' from ||

the sun, while that of Venus is distinctly seen amidst the full
(!

splendour of the solar rays. With a power of 60 I have dis-

tinguished the belts of Jupiter before sun-set, but could never
^

see any of his satellites till the sun was below the horizon.
^

RIy observations on Saturn in day-light have not been fre-
|j

quetit. Have seen his ring severat times before sun-set with a
|||

power of 60 ;
but his great southern declination, and conse-

quent low altitude, for a considerable time past, have been un-

favourable for such observations
;
and therefore no general

conclusions can be deduced from them. The southern decli-

nation of Mars having of late been greater than even that of

Saturn, has also prevented any satisfactory observations on him,

when the sun was above the horizon. With respect to Mer-

cury, I have seen him several times after sun-rise, and before

sun -set, about 10 or 1 1 days before and after his greatest elon-

gation, with a power of 45. I once or twice looked for him

about mid-day, but did not perceive him. 1‘lie air, however,

at the times alluded to, was not very clear, and I was not per-

fectly certain that he was within the field of the telescope

;

and therefore I am not convinced but that, with a moderately

high power, he may be seen even at noon-day.

Such, then, are some of the observations 1 have made on

the heavenly bodies, in the day-time, and the conclusions,

which may be deduced from them. I have been induced to

communicate them from the consideration, that the most mi-

nute facts, in relation to any science, are worthy of being

known, and may possibly be useful. They may, at least, gra-

tify the astronomical tyro with some information which he

will not find in the common treatises on astronomy. Besides

those already stated, the following general conclusions may be

noted. ] • That a celestial body may be as easily distinguished

at noon-day as at any time between the hours of nine in the

morning and three in the afternoon, except during the short f
days in wntter. 2. They are more easily distinguished at a li

high than at a low altitude
;

in the afternoon than in the morn- |

‘"g.
I
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ing, especially if llieir aliiiudes are low : and in the northern Observations

part of the heavens than in the southern. The ditl'iculty f**?'

perceiving them, in the first case, is obviously owing to the the tljy-uiue.

thick vapours near the horizon : in the second case, to the un-

dulation of the air, which is generally greater in the morning

than in the afternoon. This may very evidently be ptr-

ceived by looking at a dutant land object, at those time.s. In

a hot day, through a telescope that magnifies 30 or 40 times:

in the third case it is owing to the northern part of the sky

being of a deeper azure on account of its being less enlightened

jhan the southern, with the splendour of the so ar rays-

Had I not already protracted this communication too far, I

•ntended to have offered a few remarks on the utility of the

equatorial telescope, and the practical uses to which observa-

tions on stars, in the day-time, m ly be applied. I shall only at

present observe, that in accurately adjusting circular and transit

instruments, it is useful, auJ even necessary, for determinirg

the exact position of the meridian, to take observations of seve-

ral stars, which differ greatly in zenith distance, and which

transit the meridian nearly at the same time. But as tlie stars

best situated for this purpose, cannot, at every se.ison, be seen

in the evenings, we must, in certain cases, >Aait for several

months till suc h observations can be made, unless we make them

in the day-time, which can very easily be done, if the instru-

ment has a telescope adapted to it, furn shed wiih such powers

as those above stated. I have also (requeiiily made use of ob-

servations on the stars, in the day-lime, for adjusting a clock or

watch to mean time, when the sun was in a silu.uion bevond

the range of the instrument, or obscured by clouds
;

and

when I did n<rt chuse to wait till the evening. This may, at

first view, appear to some as paradoxical, since the finding of

a siai in day-light depends on our knowing its right ascension

from the sun, and iliis las circumstance depends on cur know-

ing the true time. But if a watch or a cluck is known not to

have varied above seven or eight minutes from the time, a star

of the first magnitude may easily be found by moving the teles-

cope a little backwards or forwards, till the star api>ear j
and

when
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Observations when it is once found, the exact vaiiation of the movement is

nr°VenniFin ascertained, by comparing the calculations which were

the day-time, previously necessary, vviih the time pointed out by the nonius

on the equatorial circle- All this may be accomplished in five

or six minutes. The equatorial, too, is, perhaps, the best in-

strument for teaching a learner the names and positions of the

principal stars. For when the right ascension and declination

' of any star is known, the telescope may be immediately ad-

justed to point to it, which will infallibly prevent his mistaking

one star for another. In this way, also, the precise position of

the planet Mercury, the Georgium Sidus, a small comet, or any

other body not easily distinguished by the naked eye, may bo

readily pointed out- But to enter minutely into these and

other particulars, would protract this paper to an inconvenient

length.

In conclusion, I cannot but express my surprise, that the

equatoiial telescope is so little known, even by many of the

lovers of astronomical science. In several respectable acade-

mies in this part of Britain, and, if I am not mistaken, in some

universities, this instrument is entirely unknown- This is the

more unaccountable, as a small equatorial can be purchased

tor a moderate sum
;

and as there is no one instrument so

well adapted for illustrating all the operations of practical as-

troru-ni)’- Where very great accuracy is not required, it may

occasionally be made to serve the general purposes of a transit

instrument, a quadrant, an equal altitude instrument, a theodo-

lite, an azimuth instrument, a level, and an accurate universal

sun dial. It is to be hoped, the members of the Edinburgh

Astronomical Institution, w'ho are just now erecting an observa-

tory, will not not omit an equatorial instrument as part of the

apparatus they are now furnishing for astronomical observa-

tions.

Should the above communication be acceptable, several

other observations and remarks on kindred subjects may after-

wards be communicated. Mean time I am your’s, &c.

THOMAS DICK.

An

Methven, near Perth, N. B,

lAlh Sep. 1813.
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V.

jIn explanatory Statement of the Notions or Principles vt>oa

which the systematic Arrangement is foutuled, which was

adopted ns the Basis of an Essay on Chemiral Nomenclature.

By Professor J. Bekzelius, ts’e. Received from the

Author
;
in continuationfrom p. 106 of our XXXVth Volume.

IV. On the Combinations of Tellurium with Oxigen, Hidrogtm,

and the Saline Bases.

RITTER, some years ago, discovered lliat telluriom ('oinbinatiom

employed as a negative conductor in the operation
***

ol the pile, combines willi hydrogen, and lorms a brownish

powder, not having a metallic appearance. Davy afterwards

discovered, that lellui ium, saturated with hydrogen, forms a

peeuhar gas, very much resembling sulphuret of hydrogen in

its hinell and other properties. It follows, from the electro-

shemical views we have giveti in this present treatise, that

the principle of acidity is not in oxigen, but that it arises prin-

cipally from the combustibla ra<ltcals of borhes. Now, Mr,

Davy having found, that (he new gas of feilurium and hidro-

gen (lellureium hydrogenii) has the properly of combining

With caustic alkalis, as well as the sulphuret of hydrogen, it

follows, of necessity, that the oxide of tellurium must like-

wise be capable of combi.ning in the form ot acid with alkalies

and saline bases in geiier tl. It was from these considerations

that in my essay upon nomenclature I ranged tellurium with

the most electro-negative metals, without, however, having

an opportunity of examining more coriectly the pro|x*riies of

the oxide of this metal. 1 he kindness of Mr. Geyer after-

wards afforded me an opportunity tp enter into this examina-

tion, Mr. Geyer made me a present of three grammes of me-

tallic tellurium, which had formed part of the portion of tel-

lurium which Muller Von Reichenstein formerly sent to Berg-

man, in order that the latter might determine whether this

body was a particular metal or no.

I found
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of telluritiiu.

i I found this piece did not contain any foreign metal. I

csused it to be dissolved in tlie nitric acid in a phial correctly

weighed : I afterwards caused the acid to be evaporated, and

I heated the residue gently, until it would give out no rhore

nitrous vapour. There then remained in the phial 3 JA5 grs.

of oxide of tellurium
j

that is to say, 100 parts of this metal,

combined with 24'63 parts of oxigen. The oxide of tellurium

is volatile
j

if it is too much heated, it begins to sublimate, and

if any cold body be introduced into the phial on which it is

heated, the latter will be immediately covered with a white

sublimate. The oxide of tellurium is easily melted, and after-

wards, when it grows cold, takes a yellowish colour, and has

a crystalline texture. Heated on a bit of carbon before a bel-

lows, it becomes, first of a citron colour, then orange, and

lastly, a fine red : it then melts and enters the carbon, where

it is consumed, with an effervescence, forming a small greenish

'flame.

The oxide of tellurium, which has been fused, docs not re-

act on paper of litmus. It requires considerable digestion to

dissolve it in the nitric acid, and by which it will not be

carried to a higher degree of oxidation. With the sulphuric,

nitric, and muriatic acids, it forms salts as neutral as those formed

with acids, for the most part with other metals. The muriat

is decomposed in part, when treated with much water, which

precipitates a sub-muriat, but the latter, notwithstanding its

evident base, has the property to turn turnsol very red. The

nitrate of tellurium, decomposed to a moderate heat, until

most of the acid is driven out, affords a while powiier, which,

beii.g well washed with water, re-acts as an acid, exactly as

we see it happens with oxides of antimony, tin, and, like those,

the oxide of tellurium loses that property on being exposed to

fire.

If oxide of tellurium is mixed with saltpetre, and then ex-

posed to the fire, the nitrate of potash at first melts, without

acting on the oxide
j
but at the temperature at which the

latter begins to liquify, it deCompo.ses the nitrate with a violent

i.-ffervescencc, the nitric acid is then driven out, and the oxide

of
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f tellurium dissolves. After it is cooled, the mass vcrr ronch Combiiunions

. \ i-
of lellurmin.

esembles white enamel. This dissolves perfectly ui boiling

vater, and this solution, as it grows colder, deposits a white

low'der, half crystallized. This powder is a combination of

he oxide of tellurium with kali
;
that is to say, it is a tellurate

)f kali. 3 his tellurate dissolves a little in cold water, and if

,t is again dissolved in boiling water, it afterwards separates in

he form of a powder in grains. It Ikh a sharp taste, and a

little like metal, and acts weakly as an alkali on vegetable co*

lours.

The oxide of tellurium dissolves by digestion in ammonia,

and this dissolution deposits, as it grows cold, a white jiowder,

analogous to that just mentioned, and this powder is a tellurate

of ammoniac.

If, on a dissolution of muriate of lime or barytes, tellurate

of kali was poured, this produced a white precipitate, quite in-

soluble. These prec pitates are of tellurate of lime and of

c barytes.

The tellurate of kali precipitates sulphate of copper, with

*a green colour, like a very beautiful emerald. This precipitate

is the tellurate of oxide of copper (lelluras cupricus). When

it is healed, it gives out its water of combination, and becomes

' black. 'It is easily fusible, and in that state forms a black glass.

IHealed on carbon before the bellows, it is reduced w'ith a

(lively detonation, much like saltpetre, and afforded a pale red

'JHetallic button (telluretum cupri). The tellurate of kali pre-

ccipitates the sulphate of oxide of iron, w'ith a reddish colour:

'Solutions of zinc, mercury, lead, silver, .and manganese, with

a white colour. The quantity of tellurium of which I was

in possession being very small, I was not able to produce suffi-

cient from each of these combinations, to examine them more

particularly

To determine the capacity of saturation jiosssssed by the

oxide of tellurium, considered as an acid, I have examined the

composition of the /e/Zura/e q/* lead. On a solntion of neutral

• acetate of lead, I poured tellurate of kali, and I collected the

^precipitate thus produced. The portions of acetate of lead,

which
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of tellurium.

which remained in the liquor not decomposed, had not changed

its state of neutrality, except that it reddened the paper of lit-

mus a little more after than before the infusion of the tellnrate

of kali. The tellurale of lead, being well washed, forms a

whitish powder. When healed, it loses its water of combina-

tion, and becomes yellowish. At a temperature a little higher

it melted and formed a mass semi-transparent, and resembling

melted muriate of lead. Heated before the bellows on car-

bon, this tellurate was reduced with a detonation, and formed

tellure of lead. I caused two grammes of tellurate of lead

to be dissolved in nitric acid, and into that solution poured sul-

phate of natron, which precipitated sulphate of lead, which,

being well w'ashed, and heated hot, weighed T477 gfs. The

liquid, which still retained a little sulphate of lead, dissolved by

the muriatic add, was precipitated by an addition of caustic

kali, until the oxide of tellurium was re-dissolved, and there

remained a sulphate of lead not dissolved, which, after being

made red-hot, weighed 0'033 grs. Therefore, the whole of

the sulphate of lead obtained from two grains of tellurate,

was only 1'51 grs. in wdiich we found \ 5d grs. of oxide of

lead. It follows, therefore, that the tellurate of lead was com-

posed of 42 ?. pennyweights of oxide of tellurium, and of 5/ 3

pennyweights of oxide of tin. The latter contains 4' 105

parts of oxigen, while the former ccntains 6'4 grains, or

X 135x2 = 6'?7
5
that is to say, that the oxide of tellurium

contains twice as much oxigen as the base with which it was

saturated. I have here called it oxide of tellurium, and not-

withstanding it has operated as an acid in the analysed combi-

nation, I have done so, because I do not think it right to give

another name to the same substance.

Telliirefum Hydrcgenii.

Mr, Davy found, in his experiments cn this body, that the

oxide of tellurium, precipitated by means of kali, always

contains a considerable quantity of it, and that the metal which

is obtained from it by this reduction, contains kaliuni. I have

repeated this experiqaent, mixing tellurate of kali with carbon,

and
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ami heating this mixture in a small glass retort. The reduction Combinatiom

was accompanied with some detonation, and I obtained a black
tellurium,

and carbonic mass, which would not liquify. I removed it

into a small glass decanter, into which I poured waier, which

instantly assumed a purple colour, and, in a few minutes, the

deep colour of port wine. There remained a portion not dis-

*ol\ed, of black powder, which, beirg separated from the

liquid and heated, took fire, and continued to burn, forming

on its surface htile globules of metallic tellurium. As the

same thing happened with carburet cf lead, I concluded, that

the powder under the experiments was only a carburet ef tel-

lurium, As in that experiment there was more tellurium than

was necessary for the formation of the hydro-tellurium of kali,

it seemed to follow that, in this latter the tellurium was to the

kalium in a ditferent proportion than in the tellurate. The dia-

•olntion of the hydro-tellurinm of kali was lost by soir.e acci-

dent, and I procured myself a new quantity in the follow ing

manner : I mixed some metallic tellurium with kalium in a

small phial, and heated them together
j

their combination was

attended with a lively combustion, as if there had been sulphur

or oxigen employed, and the alliance of these tw'o metals pro-

duced a metallic ball. I'his ball 1 put into a small decanter

filled with water, and from which all the atmospheric air had

been driven by means of a continued ebullition
j

alter which

I closed the decanter. The metal was dissolved by the water,

without parting with its gas, and leaving a little overplus tel-

lurium not dissolved. The liquor had a colour of red, tinged

with purple, very beautiful. To analyse it, 1 poured it into a

little glass, where I left it exposed to ttie action of the air,

Almost in an instant it was covered with a silvered pellicle of

metallic tellurinin, which augmented in thickness until it fell

to the bottom by its own weight, and was immediately replaced

by anotber. In this manner hydro-tellurium ol kali was com-

pletely decomposed in less than twelve hours, without the

least disengagement of any difi'erent substance. From which

I think myself authorised to conclude, that, in this analysis

there couid not have been any Joss of teiiurium, except the

ex-
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Combinations exhalation of the telluric and hydrogen gases. This was dis- ;
oi ieUnn.m. . . . r . , • 1covered by Mr. Davy, and I have myself had an opportunity to 4

verify in another experiment (on a penetrating odour of the

sulphur and hydrogen gas.) 7'he liquor had deposited tellurium J
which being. correctly weighed, weighed 0'6 grains. The

alkaline liquor, neutralised by the muriatic acid, afforded one J

of oxide of tellurium. I caused it to be evaporated by fire, and 1

I heated the muriat to clear it of the vvater which adhered. It ]

weighed 1'3 grains
;
dissolved by witer it left a residue of i

oxide of tellurium, but in too small a quantity to be weighed.

13 grains of muriat of kali contains 0(5246 grains of kali, in

which there was 0 1 102 parts of oxigen. The 0 6 grains of

metallic tellurium requires to be oxidated, according to foregoing

experiments, 0 147 pans of oxigen. Although this experiment

cannot be called absolutely precise, it proves, however, that in

the hydro-tellurium of kali, the tellurium and thekalium require

the same quantity of oxigen to furm of the first oxide of

tellurium, and of the last of the kalium. When the mixture of I

tellurium and kali is dissolved in water, it is necessary that the

tellurium should be combined with the whole quantity of

hidrogen, disengaged by the water by the oxidation of the

kalium
;

that is to say, that 100 parts of tellurium .should be

combined with ^‘I grains of hidrogen, and that the tellurium of

hidrogen should contain 3 penny we'ghts of hidrogen.

With another quantity of tellurium of kali I tried to precipi-

tate some solutions of sulphas cupricus, of sulphas manganesus,

and of sulphas feriosus. The first gave a precipitate, black aird

voluminous
;
that by the second was brown j

and that by the n

third black. After they were dryed all of them became black.
|

I cannot determine whether they formed hydrotellures or no. li

On polished steel they did not assume any metallic brilliancy, [I

and by fire they quickly changed to subtellurates.
|

Tellurium has, therefore, the properly of forming three !

different classes of saline combinations, that is, (1 .) salts in which

the oxides of tellurium is the base, (2.) salts in which this oxide >

acts as an acid,and(3.) salts in which the tellurium and hidrogen »

act as acids. If in this case the tellurium and the oxigen com- I

bine il
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bine with other bases than alkalis, and the alkaline earths
j
and Combinations

if the metallic oxides are reduced to tellurala mei^Uica, ai the
tellurium,

suiiihur of hidrogen reduces a number of metallic oxides to

metallic sulphats
;

all this remains to be examined.

The experiments prove, in the end, that there is an affinity in

tellurium to the radicals of the saline bases, on which dejrend

as well the acid properties of the oxide of tellurium, as of the

tellurium of oxigen. The proportions in which the radical

combustibles are found united in all their combinations, are

among them in definite ratios, as we know it happens, between

sulphur and those radicals with which it combines, as well in a

combustible as in an oxidated state. We see, therefore, in

this, an ulterior confirmation of what I had said above, as well

on the electro-chemical views, as to the principium aciJitolis.

On the other hand it is evident, that when the tellurium is

combined with lead, silver, gold, Src. it acts, in such combina-

tions, the part of an electro-negative body, as sulphur in the

sulphurs; these combinations are, therefore, the true tellurata,

which, when oxidated, will form telluralesof these metals. Let

us, for example, consult the analyses of M. Klaproth, and we

shall find that the natural tellures of Nagay, analysed by this

distinguished chemist, are composed according to these laws.

The u'eisserz contains in 44'7o gts. of tellurium, 2675 parts of

gold, ig-5 parts of lead, and 6‘5 parts of silver. The quantity

of oxigen required to form oxides with these metals, are, from

what 1 shall have an opportunity to say hereafter, for gold 3 21,

for lead f5, and for silver 0 6'i, or together 5 23. Now we

h.ave seen that 4475 parts of tellurium forms oxide of tellurium

Nvith 11 parts of oxigen, which is the oxigen requisite for

oxidating the other three metals for 5‘33 X 2= 10'66.

The ILittererk, which, perhaps, should be considered tellurate

of lead, or 32 2 parts of telluiium, 54 of lead. The first requires

to form itsoxide7 g0'5 parts of oxigen, and the latter 4'18 p.

which is nearly in the proportion of two to one, so that w'e may

consider (he deviation as an imperfection in tlie analyds. This

mineral contains, besides p pennyweights of gold, penny-

weight of copper, I dwt. of silver, and 3 dwt, of sulphur,

in
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Combinations which the sulphur is proportioned to the total of the other

ot tdhu'iuni. metals
;

Tiir we know that sulphur, comoined with metal, like

tellurium, requires twice as much oxigen to form sulphuric acid,

as the metal to be basifiable oxide. Now, if we add the quantity

of oxigen necessary to oxidate tellurium, and to form sulphuric

acid with the sulphur, it requires 10'7d5 parts, and it we add

together the quantities of oxigen necessary to oxidate the other

metals, we shall havco 567 , or 5 3d7 X 1 1134, which coincides

very well with the calculation, in the mineral named aiirum

graphicum, we find 60 parts of tellurium combined with 30

parts of gold, and 10 parts of silver. The oxigen necessary to

combine with tellurium is 14'8, and that required to oxidate

the gold and silver is 4 34. The analysis of Mr, Klaproth having

been made on very small quantities, I have reason to think that

there is some little error in the result of the an.dysis, and that

these metals are so combined, that tellurium requires four

times as mudi oxigen as the two other metals, that is to say,

that these last are combined with twice as much tellurium as in

the weisserz.

There yet remains one more question to answer. Thesulphuret

liketelluret of hydrogen, are bodies endowed with acid proper*

ties
;
but tbephosphoretand arseniuret of hydrogen, are,as far as

we know, entirely exempt, notwithstanding that phosphorus

and arsenic are more electio-negative than tellurium. This

question is not very easy to resolve, and the only means proper

to attempt to gain a solution, appears to me, by making use of

the previous discovery of M. Gay l.ussac, that gaziform bodies

combine either with equal volumes, or that one combines with

2 or 3 times its volume, compared with the oiher.«. It appears to

me, that this discovery may be employed as a theoretic basis for

the laws concerning chemical proportions. From these theo*

retie considerations, of which 1 hope to be able to make aa

exposition in anotlier memoir, it appears that sul|)hur considered

in the form of gas, combines with twice its volume of hydrogen
j

as it is with oxigen which absorbs twice its volume of hydrogen.

Now, if we consider the oxide of tellurium composed of equal

volumes of tellurium and oxigfen, it follows from what we have

just

I

i

p

i
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just determined on tlie composition of tellurium with hydrogen, Co'ih'Vatlons

that the latter contains one volume of tellurium, and two riunu

volumes of hydrogen. But on considering the experiments of

Messrs. Thenard and Gay Lussac on the composition of the

phosplioret and arseniuret of gaziform hydrogen, as ex.nct, it

follows that there is one volume and a halfof hydrogen combined

with the phosphorus or the arsenic,because in these the hydrogt n

gas which remains, expands itself to one half the original

volume of the compuned gas, Now, if the acid gases necea-

sarily combine with equal volumes of the saline bases, considered

in the form of gas, and if the hydrogen, in the acids hydroge-

aiurets be necessarily in the same proportion to the oxigen of the

aasc, as in water, it follows that sulphuric gas and the tellurate

af oxygen contains that portion of hydrogen, but that the

bhosphoret and arseniuret of hydrogen contain one and half a

ts volume of hydrogen, and that consequently this moiety of a

'olume of hydrogen, which does not separate from the cora-

rination, must oppose itself to the combination. But it
*

pppeais, that we are, as yet, too little initiated in these matters,

o be able to draw conclusions in which we may venture to

»lace confidence. ,

TTke Conclusion has been duly received, and will shortly appear.}

I

No. i66.—VoL. XXXVI. L ]METEO-
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1

Wind. Max. Min. Med. Max Min Med.

7th Mo.
July 20 E 29-51 29-49 29-500 75 56 65-5

21 N W 29.55 2951 29-530 68 57 62-5

22 s w 2955 29-50 29-525 75 58 66-5

23 S W 2950 29 42 29 46c 75 53 64-0

2-1 ' w 2953 29-40 29 465 74 55 64-5

25 S W 29-5-1 2940 29-470 73 53 63 0
26 !

W 2978 29-54 29-660 69 53 61-0

27 w 3007 29-78 29925 75 £1 63 0
28 w 30 - 17 3007 30-120 77 50 63-5

29 E 30 07 29.95 30-010 78 54 660
30 S 29-91 2g-80 29-885 82 60 71-0

31 N W 29-95 29-91 29'230 78 53 65-5

6 th Mo.
Aug. 1 . s w 29-96 29-93 29-945 78 59 68-5

2 w 29-93 2981 29-870 79 56 67-5

3 s w 29-78 29-72 29-750 76 51 63-5

4 N W 29-75 29-55 29-650 73 49 61 0
5 s 29-53 29 42 29-475 71 49 60-0

6 N W' 29-85 29-53 29-690 73 54 63 -'5 '

7 W 29-92 2991 29-915 74 49 61-5

8 s w 29-89 2987 29 880 75 53 640
9 N W 30- 10 29-89 29-995 70 49 59-5

10 Var. 30-10 30-07 30085 76 57 66-5

] i S E 3007 29-98 30025 79 51 65-0

12 S W •2996 29-89 29-925 80 54 67 0
13 N W 30-08 29-95 36015 72 48 600
Id N VV 30 08 29-83 29-955 72 57 64-5

15 N \V 29-83 2978 29 805 76 51 63-5

l 6 N W 29-82 29-80 29-8IO 70 50 600
17 W 29-82 29-78 29-8OO 76 52 64 0
18 N W 30 05 29-82 29-935 75 47 61-0

1

0CO 29-40 29-799 82 47 63-88

Evap.
!
Rain.

!

•48

•32

•56

J'OO

77
•4

•32

•10

•38

•50

•26

•30

•42

•46

2 6 l

t

I

Thr observations in each line of the table apply to a period of twenty-four boars,

bc'iriniiing at 9 IM. on the day indicated in llie first eoluiuu. A dash denotes, ihat

the result is included in the next following observatioN.
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REMARKS.
Notes Seventh Mo. 2'A. ContiruecI lie.ivy rain for above twr>

hours p.m. with distant iliiincler. 24. A tiiunder shower about

three p. nt. Kauibow. 25. Windy, cloudy. Rainbow, broad

diverging shadows on a coloured twilight, with cirrostiaius and
haze to the S. 2f). Fair a. m. At noon began .a steady rain,

with distatit tliunder. In the evening, several distinct nimbi, in

particular, a well-formed one in the N. E. 27. a. m. Cumu-
iostrptus

: p. m. rain, with distant thunder : evening distant

nimbi, and a rainbow : tnucli colour, with broad shadows, in

the twilight. 28. Much dew : cumulus with cirrus At sunset,

a calm air, with large plumose cirri, highly coloured. 2p. A
clear day, the wind passed from S. to E : twilight brilliant,

with dew : tlie new moon shewL-d a well-defined disc at Sh.

30m. p. m. 30. Cumulus, wi.h cirrus passing to the inferior

modifications. In the evening, on theS. horizon, cumulus,

mixed with cirrostr.itus and haze, the twilight of a pink

colour. It lightened frequently before ten at night, very far in

the S. E with the wind S.

.Eighth Mo. 1. Rain at .5 a. m succeeded by a close canopy

of cumulostratus. At sun.set, cirrus with cirrocnmulus
;
twilight

opake, somew’hat orange coloured. 2 Much the same pheno-

mena as yesterday. 3. Some drizzling showers with wind a. m.
sunset very dark, the sky being full of low broken cumuli -.

night windy. 4. a. m. Windy
;
with cumulus, which, p. m.

inosculated with cirrostratus above it. 5. Rain early, the wind

S, In the evening (after .several showers) clouds in various

modifications, the wind W. with lightning to the S. (5. Much
-wind at N. W. with cumulus

; a shower p. m. 8. Cl»-'e

cumulostratus most of the day. R.ain, evening. 9. Wind
brisk at N. N. m. At noon, tlic upper clouds were per-

ceived not to move with this wind, and at evening it fell calm :

lliere were now in the sky rose-coloured cirri, in stri{vcs, from

'S. E. to N. W. with cirrostratus and cumulostmtus in a lower

region : twilight orange, surmounted with rose colour. ) 1. A
stratus after sunset, with cirrostratus remaining above. Small

scintillant meteors now appeared, failing almost directly down,
and seeming to originate very low in the atmosphere. 13. Cirrus

and cirrocnmulus abounded. There was a slight show'er

about noon. 14. Overcast, a little rain after sunset. lO. The
maximum of the temp, for 24 hours past occurred at 9 a. m.
1“. Overcast : windy.

RESULTS.
Prevailing M inds westerly.

Daronicter ; greatest observed elevation, in.
;
least co..jo in.

Mean of llie period v9'799 inches.

Thcrinoineifr ; greatest lieiglit 85t® ;
least 47 ®j

Mean of the perioil, (5 3'88“.

£vap. ration, 3*42 in. Rain fCl in.

L. HOWARD.
Tf.TTENnAM,

I5th, Eighth Mtnth, 1813.
'
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Apparatus
and f-Aoeri-

ments to de-

termine the

specific lieat

ef the uases

A Memoir on the Specific Heat of the Gases- By Messrs. F.

Delaroche Beuard. To which the Prize proposed by

the Class of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy of the

Institute of France, in the year 1811, has been awarded.

Abstracted by the Authors.

(Continued from />.284. Vol. XXXF)
\

Section II.

Apparatus used to cause a regular current of hot gas to pass

through the Calorimeter

I
N order to obtain a regular current of gas, we made use of

the gazometer of Wollaston
;
but in order to heat the

calorimeter to the point at which its temperature would have

been stationary, very considerable quantities of gas would have

been required, which would have in some instances been very

expensive, and at all events the dimensioris of the gazometcrs

would have required to be very great. To obv iate these incon-

veniences, gazometers were constructed of tire same kind, and H

so disposed as to afford two similar currents of gases
j
and

these instruments were so disposed, that the current from one

of them was admitted into the other, without disturbing the

regularity of the current. The gas from one gazometer, before

it arrived at the second, was made to pass through a tube of

more than one metre in length, included in another larger

tube in which the vapour of water was continually circulating.

In this tube the gas was heated, whence it was passed through

the calorimeter, and thence into the second gazometer. When
the lirst gazometer was thus quite emptied, the gas was passed,

back again, and by means of cocks properly tii>persed, again

became heated in its course through the tube surrounded by

boiling water, and was a second time passed through the calori-

meter. I
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meter. By repetition of these means with the quantity of gas

required to fill one of the gazometers, it was possible to keep

up a current of hot gas through the calorimeter for several

hours*.

The apparatus was so disposed that the calorimeter was in a

separate room, the door of which was seldom opened, and in

which, consequently, the air not being agitated, preserved

a temperature varying very little.

Section III.

Means to discover the Qnantily of Ilent which is lost by the

Current of Gas in passing through the Calorimeter.

In heating the gas by the process described above, it is evi-

dent, that whether it is used at the temperature of boiling

' water, or whether it remains a little below it, it will never-

I theless acquire a constant temperature. It seems easy, on a

1 first view., to determine that temperature by placing a ther-

iinometer in the centre of the tube through which the gas

j
passes

;
but on a little attention we shall find, that the ther-

imometer thus placet! would indicate a temperature lower than

that of the current. In fact, the outside of the tube being

•always colder than the current of gas which passes through the

. centre, must consequently act by radiation on the bulb of the

thermometer, and lower its temperature. When a thermo-

meter, with the bulb gilt and polished, has been placed in the

centre of the tube, and which has been less influenced by the

•radiation, it has been kept above a degree higher than the

(common thermometer. This fact evidently proves the influ-

,ence of the coating, and consequently the difficulty of deter-

mining, by means of a thermometer, the temperature of the

I current passing through the tube.

This difficulty in appreciating the temperature of the current

• Tbc ori»iiial IMcmoir, in the Annales dc Chimic, indicates the

meanK we adopted to preveut any alteratiou in the gas during seve*

‘ verai hours experiment.

of

Metliod of

discoveiinc

the liciit lu»t

in passing

through the

caloiimcter.
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Influence of
the tube.

of gaSj at its entrance into the calorimeter, has induced us to

allow the least possible length to that part of the intermediate

conducting tube between the tube tilled with vapour and the

calorimeter; by this means, notwithstanding the causes which

might operate to lower* the temperature of the thermon>eter,

we have, however, sucreeded in keeping it up to a temperature

nearly equal to that of boiling water, and as we were certain that

the real temperature of the current of gas could not be belovv

that of the thermometer placed in the centre cf the tube, nor

superior to that of boiling water, we could not commit any

essential error in estimating it as equal to the medium between

these two temperatures.

On the other hand we were certain, that the current of gas,

in passing through the spiral tube of the calorimeter, would lose

all the excess of its heat, and would go out exactly of the same

temperature as the water with which it is filled. We there-

fore concluded, that the heat left by the current of gas, was

equal to the excess of its temperature at its entrance into the

calorimeter, over that of the calorimeter itself.

Section IV.

Influence of the title employed to re-heat the gas on the tempera-

ture of the calorimeter.

There was an inconvenience in shortening the intermediate

tube, [between the tube filled with vapour and the calorimeter
;

the latter was heated by direct communication, independent of

the heat communicated to it by the gas which circulated in its

interior. To diminish the quantity of heat given by this

means, we employed for this part of the canal a tube of glass,

as being formed of a substance no great conductor of caloric.

• Whatever precaution we could use, we could not, however,

prevent the calorimeter experiencing some influence from the

tube employed to heat the gas : but we endeavoured to ascer-

tain correctly what degree of heat was to be assigned to this

cause
;
and we found it was such as would keep the tempera-

ture of the thermometer 2° 5' above that of the sui rounding

air.

(To le Continued.)
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SCIENTIFIC NEWS.

R. H. Carlisle, F. R. S. F. A. S. Professor of Anatomy

in the Royal Acade-my, and Surgeon to the Westmin-

ster Hospital, will begin his Course of Lectures on the Art and

Practice of Surgery, and the Sciences connected therewith, on

Tuesday, October 12ih, at 12 o’clock, at his house in Soho

The introductory discourse is open to all professional stu-

dents, and the subject to be continued on Tuesdays and Thurs-

days, at the same l.our.

The diseases and accidents allotted to the province of sur-

igeiy will be amply treated of, and illustrated by cases from the

[Lecturer’s experience. A compendious view of the animal

economy wilt be adduced to Illustrate the several processes of

disease and of recovery.

The operations of surgery, and the anatomy of the affected

parts, are to be demonstrated.

The following arrangements have been made for lectures,

\at the Surrey Institution, for the ensuing season :

Mr. J. Mason Good, on the Philosophy of Physics, to com-

rmenee on Friday, the 5th of November, and to be continued

.on each succeeding Friday, Dr. Thompson, on Chemistry,

to commence on Tuesday, the gth of November, and be con-

tinued on each succeeding Tuesday. Mr. Bakewell on Natural

•and Experimental Philo-ophy, will commence early In January,

1614 ;
and Dr. Ciotch on Music, early in February, 1S14.

Squ.ire

On Monday, October 4th, in George Street, Hanover

Square, at the usual morning hours, the Courses of Lectures

will
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will recommence, viz.—On Materia Medica, and Practice of :

Physic, at 8 o'clock
j
and on Chemistry at 5 after g, by George

;

Pearson, M. D. F. R. S. Senior Physician of St. George’s I

Hospital, of the College of Physicians, &c,

Dr. Roget will commence his autumnal Course of Lectures

on the Practice of Physic, at the Theatre of Anatomy, Great

Windmill Street, on the first Monday in October.

Mr. William Thomas Brande, F. R. S. &c. will give a

Course of Lectures on Ch(?mical Philosophy, at the Theatre

in Windmill Street, to commence on the second Tuesday in

October, and be continued on every Thursday, Saturday, and

Tuesday, till the month of May.

Middlesex Hospital.

The autumnal Course of Lectures on Midwifery, &c. deli-

vered by Dr. Merriman, Physician-Accoucheur to this hospital,

and to the Westminster General Dispensary, will commence

on Monday, October llth, at \ past 10 o’clock.

Mr. J. Singer has put to press Elements of Electricity and I

Electro-Chemistry. This work will comprise a summary of I

the present state of electrical knowledge, including the subject I

of Voltaic Electricity or Galvanism, and will contain many ft

original experiments, and a description of some novel articles
[

of apparatus.
j

I t

The Memoir of F. on the Geological System of Warner, will I

appear in our next.
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ARTICLE I.

Introductory Letter to the enming Article upon the Geological

System of IVerner.

To Mr. Nicholson.

B
SIR,

I
F the oj)pooents of Werner in this country have complained

of the tone w hich has sometimes been adopted by his dis-

t ciples, it has," on the other hand, been said, perhaps with

I equal justice, that the doctrines of a mineralogist of such emi-

nence have been often canvassed in a manner too much ap-

proaching to contempt, and not uufrequently censored without

being understood. In the enclosed paper, which was written

a considerable time ago, it is hoped that the subject is dispas-

sionately treated
;

and if the writer has failed to comprehend

the system, it has not been from inattention.

Besides the general reasons for the correct diffusion of doc-

trines that have obtained celebrity, there is a further ground on

which a popular view of the Geology of Werner is at present

to be desired. The progress of the subject has, of late, been

very rapid
;
and the system must undergo considerable modi-

Voi. XXXVI.—No. 167. fication

Conduct of

tl»e disciples

of tVerner

and their op*

pouents.

Advanta?es
of a popular

view of his

system.
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The facts
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tlie state of
tlie {jlohe are
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theories of
formations.
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not himself
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researches.

Dr. Jame-
son’s GeognO'
.sy is the first

English pnb-

lir-ation

;

WERNERIAN SYSTEM.

fication to adapt it to recent discoveries. It will not, there-

fore, be uninteresting to have upon record, in a form easily re-

ferred to, such an account of it as may shew hereafter the

changes it ma) oe thought to require, and enable us to judge

how far they are cun.sistent with the principles upon which it

was originally founded.

F.

Seplember, 1813.

On the Geological System of TFerner:

Although the comparative merit of the Neptunian and Fol~

conic theories of the earth has been, for several years, a subject

of controversy among the mineralogists of Britain, it was not

until long after the geological doctrines of the celebrated Wer-

ner, grounded on the former theory, had been promulgated on

the continent, that they became an object of attention in this

country
j
and even at the present day, the spirit of debate ap-

pears to have confined the views of scientific mineralogists, in

a great measure, to speculations respecting the formation of

minerals and rocks, to the neglect of the more important part

of their subject, the facts presented in the actual appearances

of the globe—a department of knowledge, for the late advance-

ment of which we are highly, if not principally, indebted to

the industry of Werner.

The literary character of Werner himself has been, perhaps,

another cause of the imperfect diffusion of his system
;
from

indolence or singularity, he has always been averse to the pre-

paration of bis writings for the press
j

and the results of his

geological researches having never been made public, except by

lectures, our own knowledge of them has necessarily been de-

rived from borrowed publications of his pupils, of which the

majority have been erroneous, and none complete. It was not,

indeed, until the appearance of Mr. Jameson’s Treatise on

Geognosy, that any correct view of Werner’s method was to

be found in our language*
j and that work, whatever may be

• The account of the method, published in Dr. Thomson’s System

of Chemistry, was avowedly derived from Mr, Jameson.

its
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its literary clinracter, is probably to be regarded as the best eluci-

dation of the subject that lias hitherto appeared.

The object of Mr Jameson, however, has been rather to

promulgate the doctrines of his master, ‘han to discuss their

truth : on several questions, where the opinions of Werner are

calculated to e.xcite considerable doubt, he has either not given

. any statement of the diiliculties that attend tlicm, or passed

very lightly over tlfe arguments by which they arc opposed
;

and though his book has great substantial merit, it must be ac-

iknowledged, that the style and arrangement of it are singularly

ill calculated to render popular the method which he ex-

pounds.

It may not, then, be unuseful to state, in language divested

of technic il peculia ity, the leading facts which constitute the

body of Werner’s geognostic system, and to discuss briefly

some of the theoretic doctrines which he has deduced from

them, referring for authority on both divisions of the subject,

chiefly to Mr. Jameson's publications, and, in a few places, to

the writings of other pupils of Werner, who have distinguished

themselves as .advocates of his opinions.

If Geology* \<no be defined “ that science which teaches

us the structure, relative position, and mode of formation of

the mineral masses of which the crust of the earth is cora-

jvi.scd,” a System of Gt ologif may be considered as compre-

hending, 1st. a description of that structure and position, and

an arrangement of the rocks which constitute the exterior of

the globe
j

2dly, a theory or series of deductions by which

the appeayances so described are to be explained
j
and, as subor-

dinate to the former, systematic nomenclature and descriptive

language, in w’hich the characters and relations of rocks are to

but is net cal-

ri'late<l to

render that

inetiiu'J popu-
lar.

Henre it is de-

sirable to jjive

the leadint;

facts in lau-

guase less

techuical.

A sy.stem of

should
eoiitaiii,

1. Dtsrrip-

tioHS. 2 The-
ory or deduc-
tions.

* The term invented by Werner to distiuffin.sh. a.s he Term »cog-

iates, rational seienee fioni more speculation, upon Ibis subject, has
needless.

c« n adopted in (ierniany and Franre
;
but the acccpt.ation of the

Old already established si < ins, at least in this country, to have been

idicienlly correct to render the introduction of a new one quAeii

ecessai v.

eiiu-

M 2 be
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ContraU of
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lecting Uie

facts.

Highly prais*

cd by Janu-
SUD.

be conveyed. It is evident, that an author extensively ac-

quainted with the facts presented by the structure of the earth,

and skilled in the art of communicating them, may yet fail

eminently in theorizing
;

a task for which fardiflerent powers

are required. The very habit of attention to minuse circum-

stances, which the practice of describing natural bodies must

induce, has a tendency to disqualify for the freer movements of
«

speculation; and the concurrence of precision in detail, with

soundness of general views, is but seldom to be expected in the

history of the human mind. For Werner, however his ad-

mirers claim the praise of excellence in both departments of

his subject, and the correctness of his geological theory, is said

to be not less remarkable than his acknowledged practical skill

in the distinction of minerals, and the developement of th©

relative positions of rocks.

It is to his geognosy, indeed, that Werner is indebted for the

least disputable part of his reputation
;

in “ oryctognosy" Haiiy

is a formidable antagonist, but in geology, regarded as a body

of fact as well as .speculation, there is no rival system to that of

the Freyberg school, and the method of investigation which it

proposes, has been the subject of the highest praise to several

observers well qualified to estimate its value. Humboldt was

guided by it in South America
;
D’Aubuisson, a native of the

country which has produced the system of Haiiy, has ably

supported the Wernerian doctrines
;
and in some recent official

publications by the National Institute of France, geology is

said to be at present elevated to the rank of a real science, and

that elevation is distinctly ascribed to Werner*.

To no person, however, has this geognostic system been the

theme of such unqualified applause as to Mr. Jameson, of

Edinburgh, who has, throughout his various publications, ap-

peared to consider its decisions as without appeal, and by whom

it liad been announced in the first volume of his work on mine-

* Discours sur lesprogres des scieiices, &c. depuis J789--1809 *

and “ Rapports, &c. sur Ics ouvrages adniis au concours pour les prix

decenaairc, &c.”

ralogy.
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ralogy, as “ that most splendid specimen of investigation, the

most perfect in its kind ever presented to the world*.”

Hut, though the labours of tlie author of the system h.ive Distinction;

just'y given celebrity to his name, their value is certainly not
hu*|*rfof'\Vcr

such as to entitle him to this elevated praise. The credit un- <'cr entitle

doubiedlv belongs to Werner of having given a new character cei" britvf**

to the language of mineralogy, though hi> work on the exter- tl'u'un ins
^ ° ^

s(» ciilatiolis

nal chara ters of minerals, is by no means eipial to the Philo- i,iv scLIom

Sophia Botanica of l.iniixus, with which it has been injudi-

cionsly compared
5

he has also much enlarged our knowledge

of the simple minerals, and has formed a valuable foundation

for the scientific history of rocks : but his speculations are

seldom successful
;

in some instances they are almost extrava-

gant—and his System of Geognosy can, at the best, be consi-

dered but as a temporary magazine of knowledge, hereafter

to be employed in the formation of a more philosophic struc-

ture.

The following p.iges will contain a statement, ]. Of <he j„ uj^.

facts developed by Werner’s examination of the earth; and
facts amt thc-

:2, Of his theory of the formation and disposition of rocks
; ory 01 U erner

and finally, some brief remarks upon the classification and "I*!
**‘’ *'’**!’**’

^ ' with remarks.

Janguage which be has adopted or devised.

" At first sight,” to use the words of Mr. Jameson, “ the Tliongb the

'Solid mass of the earth appears to be a confused assemblage
° tlie earth

rrocky masses, piled on each other without order or regularity
J seems, at first

‘Where none of those admirable displays of skill and contrivance

swhich, in the structure of animals and vegetables, so power-

sight, without
order,

ifully excite our attention, and claim our admiration, are to be

observed.” But a more attentive examination soon discovers, examination

that the uniformity in the workmanship of nature, of which *bews, that

tliecharaetcrs,

'•we have an instance in the character and composition of. the compoMtion,

mineral species collected in the most distant quarters of aPonr^o/mi
.globe, extends not only to the combinations of those sub- nerat masses,

'Stances in rocks, but also to the structure and relative position
t,'|e *n!ost*'dis-

' of the masses ih which these combinations are assembled
;

a regions.

* Introd. p. xxii.

fact
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perposition.

Masses called

fonuations;

simple

fact of the utmost interest and importance, for the distinct

knowledge of which, however probable it may have appeared

from analogy, we <ire indebted principally to Werner and his

pupils. His own observations in various parts of Germany,

those of D’Aubuisson in France, of Humboldt in South Ame-

rica, of Mr. Jameson in Scotland, h::ve proved, that rocks, iden-

tical in characters, present themselves in all these regions, and,

to all appearance, in the same relative order of succession.

The basalt.s of Germany, Auvergne, the Isle of Bourbon*, of

Scotland, and of Soudi America, the granite of India, Scot-

land, Siberia
;

the clay-stone and compact lelsparof the Pent-

land hills, near Edinburgh, and those of Saxony, are all, respec-

tively, alike. And greenstone and clinkstone were by Hum-

boidtt found to exhibit, on the lofty ridges of the Andes, the

same features of external aspect and position, as on the summits

of Saxony and of Scotland.

The various relations of rocks thus universal, become, there-

fore, the object of very interesting inquiry, as they must be

attributed to the agency of causes uniform and extensive in

their operation. It is to Werner, also, that we are indebted for

having pointed out the best method of investigating these re-

lations, and for the developement of certain principles respect-

ing them, which must be admitted to be of very general ap-

plication, if it be denied that they hold universally throughout

the surface of the globe.

The leading fact to which this method directs the attention,

is the order of superposition in the masses constituting the exte-

rior of the earth. It has been obsen’ed, that certain strata,

or masses of rock, are generally found together in groups

which have a ccriain unify of structure and position
;

or, in

fte words of Mr. Jameson, in “ determinate assemblages

of similar and ’dis.similar rocks, each of which is charac-

terized as an independent whole by external and internal

relations.” These assemblages Werner has denominated “ for-

matiens ;
simple when the same species of rock constitutes th«

• D’Aubiiisson sur Ics basaltic dc la Saxe, p. 76.

t Tableau Pliysiquc, &c.p. 1, 2, 3, 4.

whole
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whole of the formation
;
compound whein^issin.ilir rocks occur and nm-

in one assemblage. Of the
{
roups which thus exist, some ate P^'****^*

found w th strata parallel to those on which they rest
; in

olheis, the su(-eriot strata disposed at various aitj-le* \siih re-

ipect to those beneath them
;
u hiUt in others ait.wu the incum-

bent mass is placed across the ends of tire mteiior strata, or its

position is “ unconformahle and overlyiirg. " In the technical

language, then, of W erner, oi of Mr. Jameson, •“ the crust of

the globe consists of rock formations of diderent magnitudes,

laid over each other it) certain directions atid his doctrine is,

not that in all places all the formations hitherto discovered, have

existed, or will be fotind
;

but that where they do occur, or in niativc

whatever number, the r relative ortfer alwaysSs the same. His
pii'ition ill

investigations have accordingly been directed to determine roiiip<miul f.ir-

what these “ formations ” are, and what the order of their oc-
not vary.

currence throughout the globe j
and it is the re.sult of these

inquiries which his “ System, " as edited by Mr. Jameson, is

intended to convey.

The observations of Lehman first pointed out the great dis- njsiinctiiai of

tinction which exists ill nature between rocks containing ({jg
forks contaiu-

° mg or{>;uiiiud

remains of organized bodies, and those in which no such pro- rmiain.s, &c.

•duciions are to be found
;
and it was soon remarked, that

rocks of the latter description are further distinguished by seve-

ral peculiarities of structure and position. 1 hey pervade the Rock* con-

-whole of the globe, and are uniformly placed beneath all other

rocks in strata vertical or very • much inclined
5

their structure lowest in siui-

as, in most instances, crystalline, and there occurs among their n^ru’ vi

icomponents scarcely any matter that appears to have been me- <
f'>'t»l-

-V - I 1 L- •
line structure

;

chanically divided. Of the rocks exhibiting these characters, with n<> mix-

vwbich comprehend several “ formations,” W^erner has consti-r nicnis.

uted a class to which he gives the name of primitive, from the Thev.tre railed

lupposed priority of the period during w hich they were pro- pnmuivt fui

nialiciu
:Juced

j
a remarkable subdivision being derived from their re-

ative position
;

for granite, gneiss, mica slate, clay slate, uiih

lome others of less importance, occur w ith a •' coiiforuiaiile’’

irrangernent of their strata
;

whilst primitive trap, the newei

erpentine, the second porphyry, sienite and the aewest gra-

nite,
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nite, are placed above the rest in masses “ unconformable and

overlying.”

Of the primitive, rocks, granite is the most important, and

of that compound three formations are said to have been ascer-

tained. The first or oldest of these is placed decidedly below

all other rocks, the second occurs only in veins in the first for-

mation “ that traverse the oldest granite, but never reach

any of the newer rocks and the third ” appears to be amongst

the newest of the primitive rocks, always resting on some of

the older, and usually in an unconformable and overlying posi-

tion. It sometimes, also, (continues Mr. Jameson) occurs in

veins that shoot from the rock, (a phrase not easily understood)

or in veins that are not connected with any rock beyond the

strata which they traverse.” This third formation affords the

mode in which the Wernerians explain the existence of

those granatic veins, apparently connected with subjacent

masses of granite that occur in certain schistose rocks, and

which are still the object of much interesting inquiry and de-

bate.

Next in order above the primitive rocks occurs a series of

formations, in some respects resembling them, of which grey-

wacke, greywacke slate, and limestone are the most remark-

able, the last-mentioned substance not having appeared before

in any considerable quantity. The separation of this series

from the rocks of the primitive class, with the newest of which
I

they had been confounded. Is due to Werner, who has found-

ed his distinction on their exhibiting much less of a crystalline

structure, their containing organic reqiains, and the occurrence

in their composition of mechanically divided matter. The re-

mains of organized bodies, however, are found in them in very

inconsiderable quantity, and are confined to tho.ee of beings of

the lowest order
j
from which circumstance Werner infers,

that the period of their formation was that during which the

earth was passing from its " chaotic to its habitable state j” and

he has accordingly denominated them “ transition rocks."

In the formations which follow those last mentioned, the

remains of organized beings occur in progressively increasing

quantity.
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quantity, and they are found to rise from the lowest order to ^ni?ed bodies

hose of animals and vegetables of higher rank and more com-

dicated structure. The rocks thus marked are generally strati- pioaching to

l^vcl

ied, the strata are commonly flat or horizontal, and Werner

las given to the class in which he has disposed them the name

if “ Flcetz," from a German word, expressive of these cir-

cumstances.

Bituminous substances first make their appearance in this BitHmen first

“eries of rocks
j

the small proportion of inflammable matter

hat occurs in the newer primitive masses being carbon uncom-

,fined with bitumen.
,

The most important formations of the “ Flcetz” class are, two Flcetz rla'..*,

, , , r -tamistone,
of sandstone, two or limestone, the same number of gypsum, .,

and that assemblage of beds of sandstone, coal, slate-clay, and * ^J.vp''nn, and
tbr indepc n-

utber substances on which the ill-chosen name of “ the inde- dent coal for-

oendeiit* coal formation” has been bestowed
;

to w’hich must

jow' be added, that of the vicinity of Paris, recently described

with great precision by Cuvier and Brongniartf.

The greater number of the British coal districts afford ex-

implesof the “independent coal formation and the agree- tric'.H in van-

. . I , , . .
oils parts of

ment of their structure with tracts of the same formation m tne globe shew

various parts of the globe, confirms the fidelity of Werner’s fidclitvof

Dbservations. The descriptions of the coal districts of Scot- serfations.

land by Williams, and of South Wales by Martin J neither of

whom, it is probable, had beard even the name of Werner,
,

accord precisely with what has been observed in Germany and

France.

• Eigentliche is the German word whirli seems rather to imply sin-

gular, particular. Tiie ttnn yro)nr is also given for it by Mr. Jainesoa,

but he always uses “ indepcndcnl.”

f The memoir of these writers, in which this conntrj- has been dc-

Jciihcd, is unquestionably one of the most valuable geological publi-

cations that has lately appeared, not only as it explains the structure

of a veiy interesting district, but as illiistratiug tlie important prin-

ciple that the more accurate distineiions of zoology can be combined

ii{ geological inquiry, with the characters of rocks and their relations.

I Pliii. Trans. 1806.

Th«
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The regularity and extent of the strata of “ FltEtz rocks,”

are often very remarkable. Cuvier and Brongniart were

enabled to identify, in the Paris formation, a bed of slaty-mar],

not two feet in thickness, but every where presenting the same

characters and relative place throughout a space of more than

ten French leagues in length and four in breadth
j

and Mr.

Jameson has mentioned a bed of coal, “ lately discovered in

the second Floetz limestone, which has been traced for three

hundred miles*.”

But besides the rocks with parallel and nearly horizontal

beds, there is placed in this class another assemblage of consi-

derable importance, the masses of which are “ unconfoiniable”

in their position, and which occur most frequently in detached

and broken siuiimits above the rest. This assemblage has been

denominated the “ newest Floetz trap,” from its connection

with the present class, and from the number of rocks of the

trap-family which it affords, and among its more remarkable

members are basalt, clinkstone-porphyry, amygdaloid, and other

rocks, the alledged volcanic origin of wliich has given rise

to so much controversy j
with coal in vast abundance.

Above all the formations hitherto described, are placed the

accumulatiens denominated “ alluvial," formed evidently by the

agency of water, and some of them arising or receiving

additions from the continued action of the elements even under

our own observation. These constitute the fourth class of

Werner’s arrangement.

The last class in the series is that of volcanic rocks, which

are placed irregularly above all those that precede them. The

connection of volcanoes with the newest Flcetz-trap formation,

to which it is asserted they are confined, is a striking and impor-

tant ciicumstance : but whether they are the agents to which

the origin of that formation is to be ascribed, or have them-

selves originated within it after its completion, is a question

still to be decided.

* Geognosy,' p. 165.

tioDcd.

Tlic place where lliis coal is forind is not men-

Sueb,
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Snch, then, is a general outline of (he series of formation Commenda-

which Werner has ascertained, and the developemcnt of which

constitutes the basis of his geognostic fame : it is fair to hear son.

respecting it the testimony of those who have made this system

their peculiar study, atid a better commentary of this descrip-

tion can scarcely be found than in the following passages of

D'Aubuisson. “
Si ces masses et formations, dont la nombre

est fort considerable, s’etoient trouvees ensemble et dans un

grand elat de regularitc, peutetre les talens d’un observateur

ordinaire auroient ils sulfi pour ces divorses determinations.

Maii^couinie il est rare qn'il y eii a plusieurs dans le meme lieu

;

qu’elles y sont dans un elat de de&ordre apparent, ou I'esprit

derobservateur a toujours quelque chose a redichser ou a sup-

pleer
;
qu’il ne pent les appercevoir que sur une petite ctendue,

et pour ainsi dire sur des points fres distanls les uns des auires ;

il a fallu pour arriver aux consequences qui formenl la geogno-

lie, rassembler, analyser, rapprocher, et comparer un bien

grand nombre des faits eloignees, et sans le nmindre rapports

apparent. Ce sont de pareils rapprochements qui constituent

les decouvertes dins les sciences; et ce n'est gucre qu'aux

hemmes de genie qu’il est reserve de les faire*."

To proceed, however, with the tAeory which has resulted Thcor>.

from the “ rapprochements” here so much extolled.

The solid matter of the present surface of the earth is de- The solid mat-

rived, according to Werner, from the contents of a fluid which
^ posited tiom

• originally surrounded the globe, and held in chemical solution a fluid, and

the various elements of fossils
;
and the diversified accumula-

tions of rocks are ascribed to depositions from this fluid, modi-

I fled by successive alternations of retreat and rising.

From these fundamental positions, another necessarily re- Rocks were

I suits, which, in the school of Werner, is considered nearly as

. an axiom, that the order of superposition expresses that of the perposition.

^formation of rocks.

The reasoning by which these doctrines are supported, is not,

I however, very decisive. Mr. Jameson considers the spheroidal

* Anoales de Chimie, tom. 69, p. 338, &c.

figure
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Original state figure of the earth as a sufficient demonstration of its original

^nfmeii
fluidity. “ '1 his important conclusion,” he continues, “was

have been ' never disputed, the only question has been whether this fluidity

’ was the effect of fire or w'ater,” and that the latter was the

agent, he proceeds to inter, because “rocks which have been

formed or altered by the action of heat, are most distinctly

dilferenl from those that constitute the great mass of the globe j

consequently this fluidity cannot be attributed to the agency of

heat.” “ The only other agent that we are acquainted with,

- that is capable of producing it, is water
j

and we have the

strongest evidence, that this has been the active agen^’*.

and this The “ evidence” here alluded to, is derived from various

fluidity caused appearances of mineral bodies, and from the resemblance of
by water,

their structure to that of substances know’n to have been formed

from watery solution. As the highest mountains are composed

of rocks possessing such a structure, “ we naturally conclude,

that the ocean must have formerly stood very high over the

surface of these mountains —and “ further, as the most

elevated mountains are composed of rocks which extend around

the whole globe, and must have been formed during the same

period of time, it follows irresistibly, that the ocean must

formerly have covered the whole earth, and at the same time.”

Tlie solids
The fluid of which the existence is thus supposed to be

mf'pisetL 10 established, is next presumed to have precipitated the substances

cipitr.ted" Lid which it had held dissolved
;
but no cause has been assigned for

the commencement of this precipitation. From its first deposi-

tions, while yet its contents were held exclusively in chemical

solution, arose the greater part of the primitive class of rocks
;

and after their formation a retreat of the incumbent fluid is

supposed to have begun ;
which was affected, according to

Werner, by a “ gradual diminution" of the water.

This last opinion, we are told, originated in very ancient

times, and was, more recently, supported by Linnaeus and

other philosophers.—But “ it was reserved for Werner to give

this theory stability,"—and his investigations were attended with

fluid to

Juw,. rcti'cated

proofs by
Wtruer.

* Jameson III. p. 7S, 75.

complete
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complete success, for he dlscovcreJ, 1st, that tlie outgoings of

the newer (i. e. superior) strata are gei.crally lower than the

outgoings of the older, and this not in particular spots, but

around the whole globe
;
2dly. That the primitive part of tl.e

earth is entirely composed of ch miral precipitations
;

that

mechanical depositions do net appear until a later period
;
and

:tliat from this point they continue increasing throng!. .dl the

Hucceeding cla.sses of rocks to the newest or alluvial, whn h

Are almost eiatirely inechanical d'"p'^sits*.’’

The hypotliesis of the " gradual diniinulinn of the waif-s,”

is now, in its turn, supposed to be established
,
and it has been

'employed to account for several of the appearances of the

rglobe.

" The next question," says Mr. Jameson, " which natunlly

'presents itself, (an 1 certainly it is not less important than either

xjf those that have been mentioned) is ti e following :—What

liras become of the immense voiuine of water, that c'nce covered

rand stood so high over the surface of the earth ?" To this

question, however, Werner has given no reply, contenting

himself with ini'erring the existence of the fact, from what he

.considers irresistible evidence. Bill on this part of the subject

the argument of Mr. Jameson is not a little singular- “ We
may," he says, “ be fi lly convinced of its truth, and are so,

ulthough we may not be able to explain it. To know from

ilseri’ation that a great phenomena has taken place, is a very

different thing from ascertaining how’ it happened
j

!’’ WJiat is

’here called observation, however, is evidently nothing but

deduction from the appearances observed
;
and so remote from

:be actual evidence of the senses, that we are even told in

unother place, that “ the imp<-)rtant documents for the iliustra-

ion of this great phenomenon, were not to be sought for in the

brmations which have taken place within the limits of human

history^."

But to proceed ;—the mixture of mechanically div ided matter

vith the chemical depositions, would be one of the ed'ccts of a

T*ic diniinn-

t uii of tia:

iiolv.'hlistand-

iii;; tlie

liiti'iriilty cf
i'coiintiiij;

il-

l’s snpposod to

bean tlisei vesl

fact

b'lf- is only a
deductibu.

McCiianiraily

f i nK<t lia;;-

ir.cn . ,

Jameson, p. 7d, 79. I Jameson’s Geognosy, p. S?*, 8 . 7P.

decreasing
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decrensing depth of the fluid. “ As the water diminished in

height, it motion increased, its destroying power reached the

surface of the earth, the crystalline shoots were destroyed, and

thus the first mechanical productions were formed."

Partial return Ifie retirement, however, which had beeun, was not without
ot tile llmd . .

°
.

interruption, for extensive masses of rocks free from organic

remains, and for the greater part of a crystalline structure, are

found reposing upon the ends of the strata supposed to have

been first deposited
;
and it is inferred, that they were produced

by a partial return of the investing fluid, after it had so far

subsided as to admit of mechanical action on the consolidated

masses beneath
;
but not to such a depth as completely to

expose them
;

and still before the creation of animals and

vegetables.

, Kftieat by
whicli tlie

transition

rocks were
f'oriiicd.

Rapid return

of tlie waters
above the

highest lands.

A retreat of more importance, and attended with several

remarkable events, is then supposed to have commenced. The

summits of the original depositions were unveiled
j

the dry

land began to appear
;

and the quantity of mechanically

suspended matter being much increased, the depositions of iliis

period,-—the transition-rocks—receive from its abundance a new

character : and the creation of organic beings having now taken

place, remains of these are also mingled with the substance of

these rocks.

The retirement of the fluid continued with increasing agita-

tion, and the earth had now progressively become inhabited by

animated beings, in greater numbers, and of various kinds ; the

quantity of their remains in the depositions of the next succeed-

ing peiiod, the “ conformable-flcetz-rocks," is consequently

more considerable, and these are found to rise from the lowest

rank'of animated beings, to those of superior order.

But after a retreat, which appears to have reduced the waters

nearly to their present level, and to have been of such duration,

that the land disclosed Iiad been inhabited for a considerable

length of time, a mighty revolution is supposed to have taken

place
;
the waters rising again with tumult and rapidity above

the highest summits of the land, overwhelming the various

beings that occupied its surface, and mingling their remains in

confusion
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confusion witli fragments of the solid matter of ilie globe. To

this great event the rocks df the “ newest floetz-trap formation

owed their birth
;
and it is imagined that these were originally

deposited in continuity around large tracts, if not the whole o(

the earth
;

thougli found at present to occur only in detadicd

and broken portions.

“ It is evident,” says Mr. Jameson, " from the nature and Newest

aositiosi of these rocks, that they have been formed by a vast

ieluge •, the water .appears to have risen rapidly
;

again to have

aecome more calm
;
and, during the period of its settling, to

lave deposited the different rocks of this formation, and lastly, to

aave retired to its former level with considerable rapidity.-—

fbe broken stratification, which is so characteristic of this

'brmation, was occasioned “ partly by the rapid retiring of the

vater. The heaps of trees, the beds of gravel, sand, and clay,

ind their more frequent occurrence in low than high sitoalions,

'heir const.ant occurrence in the lower parts of the formation,

re evident proofs of (he rapid and tumultuous rising of the

vaters
;
the calmness of the water is proved by thevfineness of

he mechanical, and the increasing fineness of the chemical

olution according as we approach to the newer members or

pperpart of the formation.” And greenstone, a precipitate

com a state of solution comjdetely chcnnc.al,” which is

tsually thenppermost rock, is the most ciystalline.” (P. 63. 85.)

The rapid retreat of the waters, after the deposition of the -

tor.iiaiiiiti.

wBtz-trap rocks, must have been attended with very destructive

iJects, and considerable changes must thence have been pro-

Miced, upon what had, previously, been the surface of the globe,

from the succeeding deposition of the ruins of former rocks,

id of other substances .still retained in chemical suspension,

'ose the class of hills denominated altuvicc, whose appearances

*';ry plainly tell the history of their formation. The latest

woluiion which the waters .seem to have acco:nplihhed, was

iw complete; and their subsidence to their present level,

lally exposed a surface, which has been moulded, by the

incessant
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P^rfici’lar

phcnoineua.

Strata
; chemi-

cal or nieclia-
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or liorizontal,

&c.

Dijlocations.

incessant action of the atmosphere, of rivers, and of the sea,
(

into the forms, which it now exhibits*.
i

Such are, in general, the features of Werner's Theory of the Ij

earth : but several important phenomena remain still to be ex- t|

plained
;
among which the appearances of stratified rocks, the \

inflection and dislocations of strata, the formation of veins, and
if{

the eruptions of volcanoes, are some of the most remarkable.

Werner considers strata, as “ particular and individual deposi- i|

lions from a stale of solution or suspension in water j” the i

position being influenced by the mode in which they have M

acquired their solidity. In chemical depositions they would be
j

inclined at various angles, from accidents of crystallization and |i

inequalities of the surface on which that process had begun ;— i

but depositions from mechanical suspension would be more i

nearly horizontal. The strata of the older rocks, accordingly,
j

are much inclined, and the most recent are generally the hast
|

so ;—in rocks deposited during a continued retreat of the fluid,
|

a certain conformity of position is to be observed, but those i

precipitated during its revolutions, are variously and irregularly
|

arranged with respect to the strata over which they repose
3
and i

sometimes they are even broken and disjointed.

But further, some assemblages of strata are so disposed at
|

present, that a change from their original position must unques- I

tionably have taken place
;
and various appearances indicate jj'

their violent, and sometimes even repeated, dislocation, f

• In a general view, Saussure's ideas of the mode of the earth’s '

formation come very near to those of Werner, but his doubtful expres- |

sion of them has more of the spirit of philosophy than the decided

language of the Weineriau school.—“ Nonsvoyons done dans les Alpes,' li

la preuve certaine de la catastrophe, ou de la derniere scene du grande 1

drame de notre globe. Mats nous ne voyons que des indices fugitifs et

probleniatiqucs,des actes precedentes; excepte les preiives de crystalliza- !

tioiis tranquilles dans les terns les plus anciens, qui ont precede la crea-

tion des animaux; et de depots et de sediments dans ceux qui ont suivi |l

eette epoque, avec des preuves du mouvements violentes, comme la
|

formation des breches, des poudingues, la brisement des coquilages, et

la redreisemcnt des couches." Saussure Voyages—§ 2303.

Werner, ji
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Werner, however, is of opinion, that in many instances, the Dislocatioug

position of strata is ascribed erroneously to change, which jn

fact was the result of their original formation ;—where changes

actually have occurred, he ascribes them to ruptures, occasioned

" by the unequal accumulation of rocky matter at the tirtie of

deposition
; by the loss of support, owing to the diminution of

the water, by the disucation of strata caused by the consolida-

tion of crystalline depositions
;
sometimes by earthquakes, and

the softening of strata during long-continued rains*.” Hence

also the formation of veins is accounted for, which “ appear to

have been formerly open fissures
;
and these fissures seem to

have been filled, from above, with the mineral substances they

now contain.”

'i'he wavings, curvatures, and inflections of strata, and of the M'avines, cur-

lamellae of rocks, are supposed to have originated from the

diversified circumstances of crystallization and deposition. But

the causes which gave rise to stratification in general, and which

determined the original fluid to yield, in some instances, thick

.and massive strata, in others very thin yet equally distinct ones,

^sometimes beds of the same material frequently repeated, but

as often contiguous strata perfectly unlike in composition,

'Werner has not attempted to assign
; and they will probably

I be among the last secrets of nature, which geological investiga-

ition will unfold.

The existence of volcanoes is ascribed by Werner, to the com- Volcanos.

. bustionof the coal that occurs in great abundance anu ng the

I newest flettz-trap rocks : the fusion of basalt producing lava j

—

.or, as Mr. Jameson has expressed it, “ we have only to suppose

ian immense body of coal in a state of combustion
;

that its

1 outgoing is covered by a stratum of basalt or wacke
;

that

hollows are formed by the combustion of the inflammable

* These are in fact the causes assigned for the forraation of the

fissures now constituting veins. Geognosy, p. 54<^ :—hut they seem to

apply equally to the purposes here slated, and no other mode of

accounting for the dislocation of strata has been given by Mr.

Jameson.

VoL. XXXVI.—No. 16;. N materials

}
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materials
; that the superincumbent basalt or wacke is melted

by this heat, and flows into these hollows, and that water rushe*

in on the surface of this melted mass, and occasions its explo-

sion*.

(To be continued.)

II.

Cases of diffi-

culty in the

doctrines of

moving force.

On the Measure of Moving Force. By Mr. Peter Ewart.

(Continued from p. gy.)

I
T should be observed, that a weight raised to a given height,

and V docity generated in a given mass, are two very dif-

ferent effects of mechanical power
j

but the measure, com-

posed of the pressure into the space through which it acts,

applies equally to both of them. When velocity is generated,

the mass into the square of the velocity is always in the ratio

of the pressure into the space ; but when a weight is raised

with an uniform velocity to a given height, it has never, I be-

lieve, been contended by any one, that the absolute quantity

of mechanical power necessary to produce that effect, or the

ascensional force, as it was denominated by Huygens, must

be as the square of the velocity with which the weight rises.

Such a conclusion would, indeed, be quite in contradiction to

the principle of the mechanical force being as the square of the

velocity generated.

Mr. Smeaton’s meaning will appear still more distinctly,

perhaps, if v'e attend to the particular case he was treat-

ing of in the passage objected to by the reviewers. His

object was to ascertain the mechanical power of a given

quantity of water moving with a given velocity. In order

to do this, be constructs an apparatus by w'hich it may be de-

* Jameson III. p. 220,

termincd
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termined to what perpendicular heieht a known weight of diffi

may be raised, with an uniform velocity, by the action of that doctrines of

given quantity of wau r
;
and he considers the product of the *“‘*'*“b

weight multiplied into the height to w'hich it is raised
; or, in

other words, the ^iressure into the space through which it acts,

as the proper measure of the effect produced. The current of

the water being uniform, he first ascertains, (by means of a

pump which supplies it,) the quantity w'hich passes in one

Tuinule, and then he makes various experiments to ascertain

the greatest effect that can be produced by that quantity, by

merely multiplying, after every experiment, the weight into

the height to which it is raised in a minute. Now, the time

of one minute is taken merely because it is known that a cer-

tain quantity of water passes in that lime, the effect of which

is to be estimated, being produced in the same time. But the

time is by no means a necessary element in the estimation of

the effect
;

for the height to which a weight is raised by any

other given quantity of the running water, may easily be de-

termined without reference to the time, and the result will be

the same as when the time is considered. Let p, for example,

represent the power, that is, a given quantity of water mov-

ing with a given velocity, and e the effect or the product

of the weight into the height to which it is raised by that

power, without any reference to the lime in w'hich it is raised.

Let p' be any other quantity of water moving (for the sake of

simplicity) with the same velocity, and e' its effect. Now, if

the power be equally well applied in bodi cases, and if we have

adopted a proper measure in estimating the effect, we shall have

jt is obvious, that this equation will constantly be
e e

found by Mr. Sineaton’s methixl, and we must therefore con-

clude, that he has adopted the proper measure of the foice.

But Mr. Smeaton’s reasoning is farther objected to, as fol-

lows :
“ Hi' second general maxim is, that the expcnce of

water being the same, the effect will be nearly as the height of

the effective head, or (as it is expressed in maxim third) as the

N 2 square
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Cases of diffi- square of the velocity of the water. Tliis conclusion seems,

docm'nes'of
quite in favour of the theory of mechanical

Moving force, force, as laid down by our author, and the other supporters of

the vis viva
;
and yet we shall presently find, that it is perfectly

conformable to the other theory, and to those reasonings of

Desaguliers and Maclaurin, which Mr. Smeaton has censured

as leading to conclusions altogether wide of the truth.”

“ Let c be the velocity of the stream, v that of the wheel,

A the area of the part of the float-board immersed in the

water, g the velocity which a heavy body acquires in one se-

cond when falling freely. Then c—

v

will be the relative velo-

city of the stream and the wheel, or the velocity with which

the water strikes the wheel
;
and if we take h, a fourth pro-

portional tog*, (c—v)* and h will be the height from

which a body must tall to acquire the velocity c—v, and will be

(c—n)®

= , Wherefore, by a proposition, well known in Hj-

draulics, the circumference of the wheel is urged by the weight

of a column of water, of which the section is A, and the

{c—v)*, (c—v)®
height and of which the solidity is therefore A X .

Thus far the investigation is applicable to all undershot wheels,

and to all hydraulic engines of a similar construction*.”

Now, before we proceed to the remainder of this demon-

strationf, which is grounded on the supposed certainty of this

last conclusion, let us see how far this theory agrees with the

results of Mr. Smeaton’s experiments.
I

Let w represent the weight of the column, the solidity of

(c—v)*
which is expressed by A X . The value of tv in Mr.

^g .

Smeaton’s experiments, is easily found, and he has furnished
t

* Edinburgh Review, vol. 12, p. 124.
H

f Namely, tliat tlic iiiaximiiiu etfect niutt be produced when f* ".c, (

and that it i« proportional to c^-

data
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/
data by which we can determine nearly the pressure by which Cases of diffi-

the circumference of the wheel is ur^ed. Let p represent

t that pressure
;

then, if the experiments agree with this llieory, moving force.

1 we should always have p=zi». But we shall look in vain to

t the results of Mr. Smeaton’s experiments for this equation. I

• subjciin the comparative values of p and w, calculated from

I Mr. Smealon’s first table of eight experiments*:

Experiment 1. p = 2‘3u>

2. p = 2 3~w

3. p = 2 I5w

4. /) = 2-22W

5. p = 2-I(W

O', p = 2 \\w

7- P = 2Q\w
8 . p = rysu'

And in the 2/th experiment, p. 1 15, we have p = 2‘7w.

If these results be correctly stated, Mr. Smeaton might

truly say, that he found these matters to come out in the ex-

periments very different from the opinions and calculations of

authors of the first reputalionf.

It is true, Mr Smeaton’s maxims agree with some of the

results brought out by the common theory. His maxims, how-

ever, are by no means the most important conclusions which he

has drawn from the results of his experiments; neither can

I agree with the reviewers in supposing, that he considered

• If Mr. Sineafon’s reduction of his fifth experiuient, page Hi, be

couipurcd with the table page 110, it will appear, that he has omitted

to include in the rpiantitics set down in the table, the weight of the

scale, pulley, and counterweight. In finding the value of p, I have,

in each e.xjH'riimnt, taken twice the weight of tiie scale and pulley,

adder! to tlie counter weight, to be equal to lb. which will be near

enough for the purpose of comparison.

It should be observed, also, tliat if the table had been made out in

the same way, the fourth experiment would have given the maximuui

elfcct.

f Phil. Trans, 1776, p. 45'»

these
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}

Cases of diffi- these maxims to be inconsistent with the common theory. If ifi

cultY in tlie
, , , , .la

clocirines of 't were admitted, according to the theory, that the pressure at [I

moving force, the circuiTiference of the wheel is always as Ax(t-—v)®we
’ p,

can hardly suppose Mr. Smeaton to have been so little ac-

quainted with the principles of calculation as not to have been

aware, that the maximum effect must consequenily be as

Axe®. The principle of the fis wm agn^es still more remark-

ably with the common theory in cases of rotatory motion ge-
^

nerated about fixed axes, as I have already observed at page r

117. But although the rotatory force of a body in motion is, t

according to the common theory, as the squaie of its velocity,
,

I do not see why that agreement with the principle of the t

vis viva should be brought as an objection against it. The chief «

object in discussion is to ascertain upon which principle the 1

most consistent explanation of the facts is to be obtained in

cases where the two measures disagree.

It appears to me, that Mr. Smeaton's four maxims on under-

shot water-wheels may all be comprehended in one, expressed

thus : T/iai in cases where the inaximum effect is produced, it is

nearly as the quantity of water multiplied by the effective head*.

But the theory is founded on the supposition, that, in all cases

the pressure at the circumference of the wheel is as (c— v)®,

and if it were so, the maximum effect would, no doubt, be

produced when v = By the mere inspection, however,

of the results which I have slated above, it will be seen, that

the pressure at the circumference of the wheel is not as (c—u)®

and therefore the maximum effect cannot be produced when

the wheel moves with one-third of the velocity of the water.

I have to regret that I cannot at present refer to M. Bossut’s

experiments on water-wheels. It is observed, however, by

M. du Buat, that, according to these experiments, the maxi-

mum effect was produced when the velocity of the wheel was

^ that of the water, which corresponds very nearly with Mr.
|

Smeaton’s conclusions.

• It should be observed, that the niaximuiu effect was not always

produced at the same relative velocity.

From
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From that result, M. du Boat concludes, that the pressure at Cases of

the circumference of the wheel is as After highly

commending the experiments and observations of M. Bossut, moving force.

M. du Buat continues ;
“ Nous avouons ncanmoins, i regret,

qiie, quelque iiombreuses et varices qu’elles soient, elles ne sent

pas encore suffisantes pour etre applicables a tous les cas. Ce

nc sera qu’apr^s en avoir fait de nouvelles sur le racm# plan, et

eii avoir rappottc les resultats ^ quelque loi d’approximation

simple, telle que celle que nous avons expos^e, qu’on pourra

espcrer dedouner des regies pratiques propres ^ guider les arti-

sans auxqufls ces sortes de constructions sont abandonneesf

This observation well merits the atlentic'n of every writer on

theories of hydraulics. Whether we contemplat* the number

and diversity of the theories which have been proposed, or the

still greater number of facts which appear to be beyond the

reach of mathematical explanations, it must, I apprehend, be

obvious, that approximation by experiment is all that can, in

the present state of the science, bo reasonably expected in the

comparison or estimation of hydraulic forces
;
and we have

a convincing proof of the great caution with which such ap-

proximations should be sought, in the mistake into which this

ingenious, persevering, and skillful experimenter has himself

been led, by attempting to generalize too far the results of

some of his experiments. I allude to his peculiar theory of

non-pressures. After very reasonably concluding, that, in

cases where water is descending, as it were, upon an inclined

plane, the bottom of the channel does not sustain the whole

weight of the water, he extends that principle as follow’s ;
“ Si,

par une cause quelconque, une colonne fluide comprise dans

un fluide indetini, ou contenue dans' des parois solides, vient ^

se mouvoir avec une vitesse donnee, la pression qu’elle exer^oit

lateralement avant son mouvement centre le fluide ambiaut, ou

centre la paroi solide, sera dirainuee de toute celle qui est die i

la vitesse avec laquelle elle se meut J” Now this doctrine is obvi-

• Principcs d’liydraul. vol. 2, p. 336.

t Ibid. p. 360.

} Ibid, p, 175.

•usly
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ously untenable. For, when water is moving upon a horizontal

plane, we cannot doubt that the plane must support the whole 4j|

weight of the water. It is never supposed, that a ball loses a Jdj

part of its weight by rolling upon a horizontal plane, excepting >

indeed the amount of its centrifugal force from the centre of d

the earth
5

but that exception does not apply to the case il

in question, for the centrifugal force, whatever it is, must,

according to M. du Boat’s theory, be added to the non-pressure. i

In confirmation of his theory of non pressures, M. du Buat !||

observes, “ Qu’ayant fait mouvoir, i une certaine profondear, |
dans une eau stagnante, un tube vertical ouv^^rt par les deux

;

bouts, dont le superieur etoit hors de I’eau, le fluide s’est main-

tenuedans le tube, plus bas que la superficie du reservoir, d’une

quantite ^-peu-pres egale a la hauteur due a la vitesse avec la-

quelle il etoit mu*.” But he has omitted to take into conside-

ration the cohesion or the lateral action of the particles of the

water upon each other, which has since been so well observed

by M. Venturi
5
from whose experiments, and from those of

Dr, Matthew Youngf, made under the recover of an air-pump,

we may safely conclude, that, were it not for the pressure of

the atmosphere, and the cohesion of the particles, there could

be no depression in the tube, as observed by M. du Buat : and,

had he been aware of these circumstances, he surely would

never have reasoned as he has done on the subject of non-

pressures. But to return to the subject of water-wheels.

It has been attempted to be theoretically demonstrated by

M.de Borda, and afterwards by Mr. Waring, of America, that

the force of the water against the wheel is not proportional to

the square of the velocity with which it strikes the wheel, but I

that it is in the simple ratio of that velocity
;
and that the max-

imum effect is therefore produced when the velocity of th»

wheel is half that of the stream.

M. de Borda, in reference to the labours of others, says.

On ne consideroit qu'une seule palette contre laquelle on

• Principcs d'hydraul. Vol. 2. p. t.'Se.

+ Irish Phil. Trans. Vol. 7. p.63.

«herchoit
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<iherchoit la force du choc du fluide ; mais il falloit observer Cases of diffi-

que dans le mouvemeni dont il' s’agit. Taction du Teau ne
of

sVxerce pas contre une palette isolee, mais centre plusieures moving force,

palettes a la fois, et que ces palettes ferinant tout le passage da

petit canal et otant au fluide la \Uesse qvTil a de plus qu’elles,

la quantite du mouvement perdu par ce fluide, et par conse-

quent le choc qu’cprouvent les palettes, n'est plusproportionnelle

au cai re de la ditVerence des vt'.esses dn fluide et des palettes, •

uiais seulcment i la difl'ercnce de ces vi esses*.”

Mr. Waring’s demonstration is as follows: ‘‘ If the relative

'Velocity of a fluid against a single plane be vjried, either by

' the motion of the plane, or of the fluid from a given aperture,

or both, then, the number of particles acting on the plane in

a given time, and likewise the momentum of each particle,

; being respectively as the relative velocity, the force, on both

I these accounts, must be in the duplicate ratio of the relative

' velocity, agreeably to the common theory, with respect to this

single plane •, but the number of these planes or parts of the

’ wheel, acted on in a given lime, will be as the velocity of the

ynhve\, oi inversely as the > dative velocity •, therefore the mov-

I ing force of the wheel must be in the simple direct ratio of the

relative velocity,” and, consequently, the maximum etfcct

' must be produced when the velocity of the wheel is half that

of the waterf.

But this kind of demonstration cannot, 1 think, be very .sa-

tisfactory. It leads, I apprehend, to this conclusion, that we

may double the power of any undershot water-wheel, (what-

ever may be its velocity) by merely doubling the number of

its floats or planes acted «[)on by the water. Mr. Smeaton,

how’ever, ever found, that no such advantage was to be gained

by that means J.

It mu.st be acknowledged, that the celebrated experiments

of D’Alembert, Condorcet, and Bossut, furnished results in

• Memoircs de TAcad. Paris, 176?j p. 274.

t American Phil. Trans, vol. S. p. 146.

4 Phil. Trans. 1759, p. 124.

«0l-
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Cases of diffi- confirmation of the common theory. But these were made

doetriiles**of particular circumstances
j

they did not comprehend a

moving force, sufficient variety of depths and velocities to afford satisfactory

conclusions as to the general question, and various deductions

of rather an arbitrary kind, were made from the actual pres-

sure before the result which agreed with the theory was brought

out.

On the other hand, we have many experiments which are

quite at variance with the theory. We may, in particular,

refer to those of Don Juan and M. du Buat. The former ex-

posed to a current of water moving with the velocity of two

English feet in a second, a plane of one square foot, immersed

one foot under the surface, and found that it supported a weight

of 15^1b. which is nearly four times the weight it should have

supported, according to the theory*. M. du Buat exposed to

a current, having the velocity of three French feet in a second,

a plane of one square foot, immersed three inches under the

surface, and found that it supported a weight of 19'45 liv.

which, by the theory, should have been only 8'75 livf. M. de

Prony attempts to account for the results obtained by Don

Juan, by the additional pressure occasioned by the surface of

the water over the plane being raised higher than the general

level of the current. That circumstance, however, can ac-

count for a small part only of the difference. M. du Buat

explains his experiments by his theory of non-pressures, which

I have already shewn to be fallacious.

M. du Buat has described other experiments which are con-

sidered by some to accord belter with the theory^. They

were made upon insulated veins of water, spouting from the

perpendicular side of a vessel against a surface not greater than

the section of the vein
;
and from their results he draws the

following conclusions :
“ II rcsulte des experiences qui prece-

dent, que le choc d’une coionne, ou d’une veine fluidc centre

• De Prony Arch. ITydr. p. 3P4.

t Principcs (riiyilrnul. vol. V. p. 218.

t Ibid, p. 142, A:c.

wne
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line surface de merae etendue et direcle, est sensiblement cgal ( a>r?‘ ot diffi-

,
. cully 111 tlio

au produit de cette surface, par la hauteur due a la vitesse. ,ioctrines of

L’inteusitc du choc depend ncanmoiiis eu panic de la liberie

plus au moins grande que les filets ont de se dcvier aux ap-

proches de cette surface
j

mais si la vcine rencontre une sur-

face plus grande qu’elle, qui I’oblige i changer en entier la di-

rection de tons ses filets, la vitesse perdue, ctaut par 1^ augmen-

t6e, la resistance devient beaucoup plus grande*.”

Rut in these cxpetiments, a part only of the vein stiikes the

surface opposed to it, and the force of that part appears lobe

equal to the force assigned by the theory to ihe whole vein.

Of all theoretical propositions, that which was first dcnion-

Btrated by Daniel Bernouilli, in his Hydrodynamics, page 'iQO,

and afterwards more fully by the same author in the Comment.

Petropol. vol. 8, page 120, appears to be tlie most applicable

to Mr. Smeaton’s cases, and comes the nearest to his results.

It is, that when the force of an insulated vein of water is di-

rected perpendicularly against a plane indefinitely large, its

pressure against the plane is equal to the wciglu of a column

of water, of which tlie base is equal to the area of the seetion

of the vein, and the height equal to twice the height due to the

velocity of the vein. But the circumstances of this case are

loot quite the same as those of Mr. Smeaton, and he found the

pressure against the plane to be still greater than the weight of

II column of twice the height due to the relative velocity of the

‘Water and the wheel.
,

The most important conclusions drawn by Mr. Smeaton

from his experiments are (as I have already noticed) not in his

maxims
;

but they are to be found, 1 apprehend, in the two

! following observations, which I shall quote in his own words :

1. “It is somewhat remarkable,” he says, “ that though the

'Velocity of the wheel in relation to the water, turns out greater

! :han one-third of the velocity of the water, yet the impulse of

I'the water, in the case of a maximum, is more than double of

'what is assigned by the iheoryt.

* I’rincipcs (i’liyilraul. vol. C, p. IjO.

t Pliil. Trans. 1739, p. 130.

2. “ We
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2. " We have seen before, in our observations upon the

effects of undershot wheels, that the general ratio of the power

to the effect, when greatest, was 3 : 1 j
the effect, therefore,

of overshot wheels, under the same chrcumstances of quantity and

faU, is at a medium double that of undershot

;

and as a conse-

quence thereof, that non-elastic bodies, when acting by their

impulse or collision, communicate only q part of their original

power-, the other part being spent in changing their figure in

consequence of the stroke*.”

It was chiefly in this last consideration, that he found the

prevailing theory to be defective
5

for, according to that theory,

as it is applied in explaining the collision of bodies, there can

be no force spent in producing change of flgure
;
and it is very

remarkable, that no succeeding writer has, as far as I can learn,

paid any attention to this circumstance.

However much Mr, Smeaton’s valuable observations may

have been disregarded by authors, they have not been lost to,

practical men. Before the publication of the paper which I

have been endeavouring to defend, several mills had been con-

structed under Mr. Smeaton’s direction, in which his chief ob-

ject was to apply the water so that less of its force should be

expended in producing a change of figure, and consequently

more of its force be communicated to the wheel. Altbougli

he had obtained by his experiments results which w'ere “ more

than double of what is assigned by the theory,” yet by com-

paring the effective with the real head, he found that nearly

half the power was, in many instances, spent in producing a

change of figure in the water, before it reached the wheel
5

and still finding (as stated above In the second observation)

that more than half of what remained of the power was spent

in the same way by the manner in which it acted upon the

wheel
;

he determined to apply the water in all cases, so that

it should act more by its weight, and less by its impulse
j
and

the advantage gained by that improved construction was found

to be fully equal to his expectations. It was afterwards so ge-

i

I

I

!

• Phil. Transi 1759, p. 130. 1

nerally

I
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nerallynclopted and improved upon by himself and by

engineers in this country, that although undershot water wheels ilor''iiut‘<

were, about fifty years ago, the most prevalent, they are now

'=*

<^'***0 forcc-

rarely to be met with
;
and wherever the economy of power

is an object, no new ones a: e made. So that all the poinis in

question, as far as they relate to undershot water-wheels, al-

though highly important at the time when Mr. Smeaton wrote

his first paper, are now become matters of mere .‘peculative

curiosity, and, in this country at least, they can no longer be

of any practical use. The question, however, respecting that

yart of the power w'hich is expended in producing a change of

figure, is highly interesting in other points of view, and we

shall have occasion to consider it more fully when -we come

loexamirre the 0’lh, 7 ih, 8th. 9th, Tith, and 13th cases.

Dr, Milner, in allusion to Mr. Smeaton’s remarks on the

theory, observes that, “ It is acknowledged, that the experi-

ments which have been made to determine tlw effects of w iiid

land water mills, do not agree with the computations of mathe-

maticians ;
but this is no objection to the principles here maiiv-

tained. Writers generally projxjse such examples with a view

rather of illustrating the n.ethoOs of calculation by algebra

and fluxions, than of making any useful improvements in prac-

itice. They suppose the particles of the water to move in

straight lines, and to strike the machine w-ith a certain velocity,

aand after that to have no more effect As such suppositions

^re evidently inconsistent with the known properties of a

rfluid, we are not at a loss to account for a difference between

experiment and theory
;
and therefore it slrould seem unreason-

able to assert, that certain .authors of reputation have neglected

the collateral circumstances ot time, space, or velocity in the

resolution of these problems, unle.ss we are able to point out

such omissions*." But if the theory be applicable to specula-

tive objects only, why are its conclasions laid dow n as rules

:to be adopted in practice ? Mr. Smeaton objected to the prac-

tical application of the theory by the distinguished authors

* I'hil. Trans. 1778, p-S7I

which
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Cases of (IffB- which he quoted^ becanse they omitted to take into considera*

docnines*'of
circumstances which render that application inconsistent,

moving force, as Dr, Milner acknowledges, with the facts. When a stream

of water strikes a plane opposed to it, a small number only of

the particles of the water touch the plane, and unless we sup-

pose these particles to be pressed forward by the water which is

behind them, the actual pressure exerted against the plane cannot

be accounted for. But that action of the water is not considered

in the prevailing theory
j
and it is omitted even in the corrected

theory which has been proposed by M. de Borda and Mr.

Waring
;

they appear not to have considered, that when the

number of planes acted upon are increased, the quantity of

water acting upon each plane is decreased in the same pro-

portion
;

neither are the number of planes acted on in a given I

time, ” inversely as the relative velocity,” as stated by Mr. I

Waring.

The Edinburgh reviewers object to Mr. Smeaton’s opinions

upon more general grounds, at pages 126—7—8 , and con-

tinuing to reason as if he had understood the consideration of

the time to be necessarily evcludcd in all estimations of force,

they truly and eloquently observe, that, “ in most instances,

time is a very material element in the estimation of an effect,

or an event of any kind
j
and is, of all our resources, that

which it most behoves us to economize*.”

Now, I apprehend it is obvious, from the whole of Mr.

Smeaton’s reasoning on this subject, that he was perfectly aware
'

that, in most cases of moving force, if the pressure, the time, '

and the ma?iner of its .acting be given, the effects may be ^

found. He observed, however, (as in the two first cases) that

the effects were not always in proportion to the pressure and the
•'

time of its acting. But he found, that if the pressure and the '•

space through which it acts (or when variable, the fluent of the

pressure into the space) be given, the effects may always be

determined without reference to the warmer or the time in

which they may be produced; and finding the total amount *

* EdiaUurgh Keview, vol. 12, p. 128.

of
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of the effects to be, in all cases, in proportion ro the product of Cases of difli-

tlie pressure multiplied by the space through which it acts,
jocVrhies of

whatever nuy be the time or the manner of its acting, he con- moving force,

siders tiiai product to be the principle capable of the most gene-

ral applic..tion. and consequently adopts it as the proper mea-

lure of inechanical force.

With regard to the proper economy of time, I have always

understood, that Mr, Smeaton was fully sensible of its value,

and most exemplary in his punctual attention to it, in all its

various bearings. We can form no notion of velocity, without

taking time as an element of it. As far as it relates, however,

to mechanical power, time would come under his consideration

chiefly in the following manner. If, for example, the object

before him was to apply, to the best advantage, a given stream

of water in producing a mechanical eti'ect, he would first ascer-

tain the quantity of water passing in any given lime, and the

iieight of its fall. He would next inform himself whether

the effect to be produced .should be continuous or intermitting

in its duration. If continuous, he would construct his machine

such dimensions as to receive and apply the power of the

I itream unifor.mly and constantly from hour to hour, and from

Hay to day. But if it were required to produce an intermitting

tjffect, he would construct his machine of larger dimensions,

aa order to avail himself of the quantity of water whicli might

xie reserved during the time tliat no effect was required to be

5 iroduced
;
ami he would take care to 3rrang<? and [»roporlion

.. he whole, so that no more people than necessary should be

;;mployed in attending it. In the latter c.ase, the machine

vould be said to be more powerful than in the former : but

hie word power, when used in that sense, has no reference to

le measure of the effect when compared with the fotx:e by

•hich it is produced. The machine, without the moving

><irce, has no power; and when we speak of the greater or

Kss power of a machine, we only mean to s.ay, that we make

Xie of a larger or smaller instrument to convey the moving

> rce. If we have to Jet off the water from a reservoir, we
i.aow that it will be emptied in Jess time through a largo aper-

ture
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ture or channel, than through a small one; and just so we
know, that by a large and strong machine, a given quantity of

moving force may be conveyed in less time than by a small and

weak one. But if the whole, or any determinate portion of

the moving force be properly applied, the whole or propor-

tionate effect, must jrevertheless be the same^ whatever may be

the portion of time occupied in the operation. And the same

principle bolds good in the application of the elastic force of

steam, or of any other moving force, to produce a mechanical

effect.

In objection, however, to this, the reviewers observe as fol-

lows :
'

“ When it is said, for example, that a bushel of good coals

will give to a steam engine the power required to grind eleven

bushels of wheat, this must always imply a rate of burning

included within certain limits
;

for the fuel might be applied

so slowly that the steam generated would not be of sliength

sufficient to work the mill
;

or it might be made to turn so

fast, that very little effect would be produced. In the same

way, when Mr, Smeaton says, if 1000 tons of water-be let out

on an overshot wheel, and descend thfough twenty feet, it will

grind the same quantity of corn, at whatever rate it be ex-

pended*, the extreme cases of very great slowness, or very

great rapidity, must surely be excepted. But if the extreme

cases must be excepted, it is a proof that, even in the interme-

diate cases, the effect is not constant or invariable in its mag- "

ritude, though the differences may be inconsiderable
;

this, at :

least, is what one would be disposed to infer from that conti-

nuity in the variation of causes and effects, to which there is, 9

perhaps, no exception, either among the works of nature or of i)

artf.”

To these objections it may be replied, that however slow or n

quick the combustion of the coals may be if they be effectually

burnt, the full quantity of heat must be given out, If the
q,

heat be allowed to escape without being communicated to the

• Phil. Trans. 1776, p.474: !j

+ Edinburgh Review, vol. l‘i, p. 129.

water;
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water
; or If, after being comrminicnted to the water, ibe pres- Cases of diffi-

8ure of the steam be not wholly applied in producing the i»*
IJocnin' !'of

tended effect, the loss must be owing to practical imperfections movm^ lorce.

in the construction of the apparatus. Such imperfections must

exist, more or less, in every apparatus, and they will, no doubt,

be greatest in extreme cases. But although the whole heat,

or the whole force, can, iti practice nevei be completely trans-

ferred from one given object to another, yet tl-.eie can be no

doubt of the real existence of both the heat and the force in

their full (]uantities
;

and we can form no iilea of the portion

of time being limited in which the one must bo evolved, or the

other transferred.

A water wheel may be made to move with a velocity so

great, that almost the vshole pressure of gravity shall be em-

ployed in generating motion in the wattr
;
or it may be made

to move so slow as to require a wheel of such magnitude to hold

the water, that almost the whole of the force shall be exhausted

in generating motion in the wheel, and in overcoming the fric-

tion of the machine ; but the*whc)le moving force is, never-

theless, in both cases, exerted
;
and it is immaterial to the

:
principle of its proper measure, whether it be applied in gene-

rating motion in lire water, or in the machine, in overcoming

! friction or in producing any other known effect of moving

force.

Jf it appear that I have insisted too much on this part of my
subject, it should be recollected, that many of the objections

w hich I have been endeavouring to meet, apply not only to the

particular cases under consideration, btut generally to the whole

question at issue. I must acknowledge, too, that I have felt

more than ordinary solicitude that the experience and the con-

clusions of one who has long been looked up to, in tliis country,

as the father of civil engineers, should be duly appreciated.

But it is not necessary, I .apprehend, to resort to complicated

vases for the purpose of examining the points in question. If

the two first cases which I have stated w ere once distinctly

explained and agreed upon, no difficulty would remain in ex-

plaining their various and multiplied applications in machinery.

VoL. XXXVI.—No. 167. O Although
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Cases of diffi-

eolty in tlic

iloct vines of

inovinst force

AUhough t hese cases comprehend much of what relates, in

this question, to rotatory motion, the three follow ing cases apply

more particularly to that branch of the subject.

In rotatory motion it is universally admitted, that four times

the force is necessary to generate the same angular velocity, or

twice the absolute velocity, in the same body placed at twice the

distance from the centre of motion
;
and it is but reasonable to

enquirewhy v.'c must have one measure for rotatory, and another

for rectilinear force ? That inconsistency, (stated incase 3d) is

overlooked in the usual demonstrations respecting rotatory

motion
;

it is, nevertheless one of considerable importance,

and it requires explanation. I have alretidy endeavoured to

show (p. 139) that the explauation which refers us to the pro-

perties of the lever is by n > means sufficient- If, however,

the product of tlie mass into the square of its velocity be taken

as the proper measure of the force of a body in motion, the

explanation is obvious.

The case of the balance beams (case 4th) has been adduced

by many authors in proof of the moving forces being as the

masses multiplied into their velocities. There is no doubt, that

after they have been put in motion, the weights will balance

each other the same as when they were at rest
j

but the ques-

tion is, whether or not the motion of n can be generated by

a moving force no greater than that which generates the motion

0'' m ? If these two quantities of motion can be generated

by equal forces, the same forces should generate equal quantities

of motion in 0 andp
;

but equal pressures applied to A and C
will not produce, in equal times, equal quantities of motion in

the respective weights. Mr. Emerson, by neglecting this cir-

cumstance, appears to have been led into the error pointed out

by Mr. Atwood, which I have quoted at page 128. But if the

weights were attached to, instead of being suspended from the

ends of the beams, the case would then be one of pure rotatory

motion, and would have been included in the 5C)th prop, of

Emerson’s Principles of mechanics, where it is demonstmted,

that unequal quantities of motion are produced by equal forces

in

1

5.
I

t'
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in equal times, and where the individual forces are made out to Ca=cs of ditE-

be as the revolving masses into the s(juares of their velocities.
joctrilies'tV

Jf he had applied the same principles to the solution of the moving force,

problem quoted above from his treatise on fluxions, he would,

no doubt, have brouglu out the true, instead of an erroneous,

result.

In his 56th prop, the forces are understood, in the usual way,

to be modified by the properties of the lever, and then their

relations to eacli other, and to the squares of the velocities

generated, me made out. Rut it is the pressure only that is

modified according to its distance from the centre of motion.

The product of the pressure into the space through which it

acts, remains the same, whether it be taken at the point where

the force acts on the lever, or where the lever acts on the body

which is moved. The force of a body ’in motion cannot be

! considered greater or less, according to the manner in which

it has been produced, and when we see a body in motion, if its

I mass and velocity be given, we never ask by what kind of lever

it has been produced in order that we may judge of its force.

The case of a balance beam was noticed by Sir I>aac New-

ton, near the end of his scholium to the laws of motion
j

but

it is not clear that he considered that case in the same light in

which it has since been taken by De.saguliers and other authors,

to prove that the moving forces of the weights are not as the

squares of their velocities. It may, I apprehend, with greater

rconsistenry, be inferred, that he noticed that case, merely to

• show, that the pressures of the weights balance each other

when they are in motion the same as when they are at rest. It

will be seen, when we come to examine the I4th case, that Sir

Isaac Newton did not consider quantities of motion to be in

all cases in the ratio of the forces by which they are produced.

The 5th case belon.;s to that class of the efllx’ts of force,

which are considered by Mr. Atwood to be disproportionate

'to the forces by which they are produced, which ever way tliey

rmay be estimated, whether by the mass into its velocity, or by

iihemass into the square of its velocity. However strange

1. his opinion may appear, it is perfectly correct as far as it is

O 2 applied
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Cases of diffi- applied to the nieasuie of force composed of the pressure and

doc\^rincs*o^
according to that measure the quan-

nio\ing force, tity of force communicated will be always the same, whether

it be applied at G, D, or at any other point in A B. The pro-

gressiva velocity generated in G, will, no doubt, be the same,

at whichever of these points the force is comnaunicated
;

that

is, the product of the mass into its velocity in the same direc-

tion will, in this case, as in all others, be as the product of the

pressure into the time of its acting
}
and according to that mea-

sure, the whole effect of the force communicated is found in

the progressive motion of the mass, the rotatory motion ap-

pearing to be produced without force. The explanation most

. commonly given of this inconsistency is, that the rotatory

motion, consisting of equal quantities of motion in opposite

directions, balances itself
j

but can it be shown, that equal

quantities of motion in opposite directions may be produced

without force : Such is not the doctrine of Sir Isaac Newton

;

he certainly understood rotatory motion, as well as rectilinear

motion, to be a measurable effect of force. M. de Prony at-

tempts to explain this difficulty, in the application of the pre-

vailing measure of moving force, as follows: Puisque nous

savons que lorsque la resultante des quantites de m’ouvement

imprimees passe par le centre de gravite d’un corps, ce corps,

abandonne a Taction des moteurs, n’a aucun mouvement de

rotation, il faut en conclure, que le mouvement de rotation n’a

lieu que lorsque la resultante des quantites de mouvement im-

primees passe hors du centre de gravite. Ensuite, comme le

mouvement de ce centre est le meme, soit que la resultante y
passe on n’y passe pas, e’est done autour du point ou il est place

pue se fait la lotation, quand il y en a, puisque ce point est le

seul qui ne parlicipe pas i ceite rotation. Il suit de la que

le mouvement de translation est absoluement independant du

mouvement de rotation, puisqu’il est independant de la cause

qui le produit, savoir, la direction de la resultante par un autre

point que le centre de gravite*.”

• Arch. Hydr. p. I7(i.

But
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Bat Iiow can these two motions be independent of each difti

culty 111 till*

other, when they are both produced by the same force ) The doctriiirs of

pressure can neither be increased nor diminished without in*’"“'"'S *«rce

creasing or diminishing, at the same time, the rotatory as well

as the progressive motion
;
and if we attend to the space

through which the pressure acts, we shall have no difficulty in

finding what part of the whole moving force is expended in

producing the progressive, and what in producing the rotatory,

motion

Let E be the centre of gyration of A and B around G. Draw

GF, DH, and El perpendiculars to AB. On El take two

points K and I, so that EK : KI : : GE : GD. Through K
draw KF parallel to AB, and througii F and I draw MN. Then

if we take GF to represent the progressive velocity produced

in G by any force acting at D, KI will represent the rotatory

velocity produced in E in the same time
;
DH will be the

whole space through which the pressure has acted
;
DL will

represent that portion of the moving or mechanical force which

has produced the progressive velocity
;
and LH that portion

which has produced the rotatory velocity, and we shall have

GP : KI* : : DL : LH. These results are so well known,

that it would be superfluous in me to give a demonstration of

them here. The same relations of the moving force to the

eft'ects, and of the effects to each other, take place whether the

force be communicated by impulse or by gradual pressure.

For, however sudden the impulse may be, a determinate space

must be described by the pressure during its action, and if the

pressure be uniform, that space, however small it may be, must

consist of two parts, as described in the figure, having the ratio

to each other of GP : KI*. If the pressure be not uniform,

the fluent of the pressure into the space will bear the same re-

lation which DH bears to the sum of the products of the masses

into the squares of their velocities.

(To le continued-)

METE-
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1813, Wind. Max. Min. Med. Max, Min. Med.
1

8lh Mo. '

Aug. ly N 30- 14 3005 30095 71 47 590
20 N 3014 30 11 30- 125 70 40 55 0
21 N VV 3011 29- 83 29-970 68 56 590
22'N w 29-91 2971 29-810 65 44 54-5

23 30-23 2991 30070 G7 46 56 5

24 N E 3025 30 23 30 240 69 42 55-5

25 N E 30 25 30-23 30 240 70 52 610
26 N E 30-23 30 15 30- 190 G9 48 58-5

2/N W 30 15 30 10 30 125 68 51 590
28 N 30- 1

0

30 06 30080 66 53 59-5

29 N 1' 30-22 30-10 30 160 69 52 60-5

30 \ E 30-26 30 26 30 260 67 53 600
31 E • 30 26 30 05 30 155 70 53 61-5

yth Mo.
Sept. 1 S E 30 05 29-35 29-950 65 56 60-5

!

2 S \V 29-90 29 85 29875 67 48 57 .5

'

3 S 2995 29-85 29-900 7.5 58 665
4 S 29- 85 2975 29 800 73 60 66-5

5 s W 2975 29 25 29 500 70 56 6 50
6 s W 2949 2927 29 380 68 52 600
/ w 2967 2949 2958O 64 44 54 0

8 N w 29- 85 29-67 29-760 56 43 49-5

0 N w 30- 19 29'85 30 020 50 41 45 5

10 N w 30-24 30-19 30 215 61 -19 55 0
11 S w 3ti 24 3010 30-

1
70 70 58 640

12 s w 30 06 3000 30-030 72 51 61 -5

13 N w 30 06 30 05 30-055 63 51 570
1.4 N w 30- 1

8

3006 30 120 64 42 53 0
15 S \v 30 18 30 17 30 175 70 51 60-5

16 N w 3029 30 17 30-230 72 50 610

1

3029 2925 30009
1
u-S

1
40 58-44

Evap.

•24

•irj

•40

2-63

15

4

c

123

Tlip observations in eacli line of the tabic apply to a period of twenty-four hours,

bcf'inninf' at 9 A.M. on the day indicated in the first eohimu. A dash dtPuU'S> that

tlie result is included in llic next following observatioii.
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REMARKS.

Notes. Eighth Mo. I9. Cirrns and circstratus clouds :

rather windy. 20. Cumulostratus : windy. Cirrns clouds,

very red, at sunset. 21. Windy. 22. Cloudy morning, small

Tain : showers and wind : rainbow’ about G p. m. the sky richly

coloured, and the clouds evaporating. 24. Cumulus during the

day ; cirrus at sunset
^
twilight brilliant and coloured with traces of

cirrocumulns and of stratus. ‘2.5. Overcast with cumulpstratus :

twilight opake and coloured. 2G Windy a. m. Cumulostratus

clouds, the remains of which, at sunset, glowed with a succes-

sion of crimson and purple tints on a full orange ground. 27.

Windy a. m. a little rain. 28. Overcast ; much wind, and at

night, rain. 2tj. Cumulostratus clouds chiefly: a shower or

two : the twilight luminous, but opake and surmounted by a

blush of red considerably elevated. 30. a. m. Cloudy.

Ninth Mo. I

.

(at Stratford.) Slight shower at evening, a.

Very cloudy morning. .5. Heavy rain after 6 p. m. lunar halo.

G. Rainy morning ; high wind. J. Much wind still : showery,

(). Very fine moonlight night. 12. Abundance of cirrocu-

mulus, gradually lowering, and arranged in close lines from

S. E, to N. W. 14. A shower in the evening. 16. About 5

p. m. a so/ar huh, of short continuance : the sky at sunset was
(as usual of late) much coloured : there was a considerable

diffused redness above the twilight, and some portions of the

clouds, even against this, varied from the usual indigo colour to

a pale olive green : an indistinct appearance of nimbus in the E.

horizon.

RESULTS.

Provaili'.iij Winds Northerly, with an interruption of some days

eontimiiuice from the southward, prrdueius: for the time a cousidcraWe

depre.<.sion of the Barometer, together with elevation of the wean

teiupenituro, ami rain.

Barometer : greatest height 30’C9 in.
;
least ^9’Q5 i».

Mean of the period ,S0’O09 inches.

Thermometer; trreate.st height 75"; lca.<£ 40";

Mean of tlie period, oS’-tU.

Evaporation, ‘.”63 in. K-sin f-M in.

The observations from the 30th of the eiudilh mouth to the cli.se of

the period are ehiefly tliose of my friend John Gibson, at the Labora-

tory, .Stratford.

L. HOWARD.
Totten H \m.

Ninth ."ilonth, 1813.
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SPECIFIC HEAT OF GASES.

III.

I

A Memoir on the Spetific Heat of the Gases- By Messrs. F.

Delaroche and Bekard. To u'hich the Piize' proposed by

the class oj Mathematics and Natural Philosophy of the

Institute of France, in the year 1811, has been awarded.

Abstracted by the Authors.

(Concluded from p. 142.J

Section II.

Determination of thespeiific Meat of Gas, that (f the Air being

taken for unity.
,

Apparatus
aiiil Lxpeii-

niuils 10 tlo-

ttriimiK UiC

spociJic iieat

01 tiic (jases

The process we followed in the experiments we have

been induced to make on the various gases, being the

same for all, and having been suflicientlj’ explained in the pre-

ceding section, we shall content ourselves in presenting the

results together in a table. With a view to tender them

more easily compared, vve have made som^e corrections, of

whic'i it is necessary to speak:

At first we conjectured, that in the limits of the tempera-

ture in which the experiments had been made, the specific

heat of the gases did not vary; but that small difference in

the temperature had great influence on the measure of the

gas, and in order to be able to compare the results better, we

have supposed, in the fourth column, that all had been mea-

sured at O’:

To b>ing the results obtained with the different gases,

to the same pressure, it w’as necessary to kriow, at least as nearly

as possible, the influence of pressure on the specific heat of

the gases. For wbicl. reason we shall explain, in one of the

following sections, the manner in which we have obtained, by

call Illation, the numbers which compose the eleventh column.

The last column of the table, poir.fing out the excess of the

stationary temperature at which each cunent would have kept

the calorimeter above that of the ambient air, all circum-

stances
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ances being the same, the specific correspondent heats were

ms concluded.

The specific heat of the

air being - - - - - 1 0000, - -- -- - - - l.OOOfJ

That of the same vo-
*

kime of hydrogen 0 9033 or the same weights 12 3401

Carbonic acid - - - ]'25B3 - 0 8280

Oxigen O 97G5 0 8843

Azote 1-0000 1 03 IS

Oxide of azote - - 1-3503 - - - - 0 S8/8

Olefiant gas - - - - 15.530 1-5763

Oxide of carbon - - 1-0340 - - - 1-0805

Section III.

determination of the specific Heat of the Gases ly another

Process.

If, instead of determining at what point every' current of hot

las could maintain the temperature of the calorimeter stationary

ve had proposed to inquire during what time it was neces-

lary to mahe each curient circulate
;

or, in other terms, how

-nuch of each gas was necessary to communicate to our calori-

meter a given number of degrees, supposing that each current

ast the same number of degrees in passing the calorimeter
j

15 it not evident that the specific heat of each of the gases

tvould be found in the inverse ratio of the quantity of gas

wecessary to communicate to the calorimeter the same number

itif degrees ? This consideration would furnish us with another

nrocess to obtain the comparative specific heat cf each gas.

^iiesides, an idea was long since entertained of determining the

ueat which is disengaged underany circumstances, by an analogous

)t>rocess
;

but there was one cause of error to struggle against,

svhich materially affected the correctness of the results . In

poroportion as the materials of the calorimeter itself were heated,

I he air and the surrounding bodies would carry off a part of that

heat. All that excess, therefore, which supplied it with caloric,

k*'as not employed in raising its temperature
j

it became,

therefore.
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therefore, necessary to ascertain the quantity of heat thus lost

and that was almost always very difficult.

It was to obviate this inconvenience, that Count Rumford^

adopted the happy idea of taking his point of departure ^

not at the temperature of the surrounding air, but somewhat^

lower, to which he took care to reduce his calorimeter, and tolH

continue his experiment no longer than was necessary to ac-

quire re-heating, by a term as much above the surrounding tem-

perature as that was above the initial temperature. By this^,

means the healing the calorimeter was rendered independent
j|

of the loss of heat, which might arise from the air 3
for if, |

on the one hand, during the first part of the experiment, this air,

being hotter than the calorimeter, affords it any quantity of heat

w'hatever, in the latter part of the experiment, by an inverse

reason it takes off a quantity nearly equ.al ; we say nearly

equal, for to make it exactly so, it would be necessary that the

division of the times in which the re-heating takes place should

be equal, which cannot always be.

This ingenious modification has supplied us w'ith the means

of determining, with correctness, what quantity of each gas was

necessary tooo^nmunicate to the calorimeter an elevation to a

given temjjerature, supposing that every gas grows cold in the

same degree. The results of these experiments will be seen

in the table.

N. B.

—

1 ®. We ascertained, by two preliminary experiments,

made with great care, and which gave results very nearly the

same, that in the experiments made agreeably to this process,

the tube employed to heat the gas coniuiunicated, in ten mi-

nutes, to the calorimeter, a lieat sufficient to raise its tempera-

ture to 0®,igO j and as the heat thus afforded to the calorime-

ter was sensibly proportional to the time, nothing is more

easy than to correct the results in that respect.

2- The correction respecting the pressure has been made in

a manner analogous to that which has been calculated in the

preceding table.

It results, from what we have advanced, that the numbers

contained in the last column of this table, are in an inverse

ratio

1
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atioof the specific heats, and that consequently the specific

leat of the air being rOOO by the first process 1 0000

[hat of the same vo-

lume of hydrogen 0 8Q3 0’Q033

ilarbonic acid - 1 ’3 11 - -- -- - 1 2583

!)xig(‘n - - 0y74 ------ op/0’5

\zote - - - - 1 OOO 1 UOCO

Ixide azote - - - T315 ------ 1-3503

Dlcfiant gas - - - rOSO ------ 1-3530

Dxide of carbon - - ()’Q83 ------ r0340

Section IV.

Specific Heal of the Vapour of IVater compared tvith that of /Hr.

Aqueous vapour, being an elastic fluid, which cxercisfs Specific Iscai

1 very marked influence on a great number of the phenomena,
to

t is of importance to have some notions of its specific heatj Uiai of air.

out we find that it is almost impossible to operate on this fluid

n a state of purity
j

for it is essential for experiments of this

tind, that tne wdiole of the apparatus should be carried beyond

too®. We must, therefore, when we would seek the specific

leat of this vapour, have recourse to its mixture with the air,

ind it is also necessary that the greater part of the apparatus

oe in a very hot atmosphere, if we wish the vapour to form

1 considerable quantity of the mixture. Our process will very

,*asilv apply to this determination. It was, in fact, sufficient

0 examine comparatively at what term the temperature of the

.'alorimeter was kept stationary—at first, by a current of

Iry air, and afterwards by the same current augmented by all

he va[K)ur which it could dissolve at a determined temperature,

1 condition which was easily accomplished.

This is the result of an experiment made with iJiat view.

'A hot current of dry atmospheric air had raised the tempera-

ure of the calorimeter to 8‘43 above the ambient air, and

<ept it stationary at tliat point. The same current, saturated

A’ith the vapour of water at the temperature of 39°, all other

rircumstances being absolutely the same, ha» constantly kept

th«
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Specific )ieat

of the air

under different

pressures.

the temperature of the calorimeter elevated g®53 above that oa

the ambient air. The difference between these two resuliJ

was, therefore, y°53— 8°43= 1°1 = effect produced by tha

vapours.

The barometer, during the course of this experiment

was at 0 7594 metres. With this result, if we consult the

table of Dalton, we shall find, that the volume of air comparet

with the vapour was as 15 0 to 1. We have seen that the

effect of this vapour was expressed by 1°1
j
and as, in general,

this effect is proportional to the quantity of elastic ffuid which

traverses the calorimeter, it follows, that a current of vapour

equal to the current of air would, under the same circum-

stances, raise the calorimeter to l6°5 above the ambient air.

We may, therefore, from these experiments, conclude, that

the specific heat of air being I'OO - - - - rooo

That of the vapour of water

is, with the same volume, rpG or under the same

weights - - 3/ 13(3*.

We are, however, obliged to confess, that the quantity of

vapour and its effect being very little, and having been multi-

plied by 15 to establish the comparison with the air, a small

error in the experiment may cause a considerable one in the I

result.
I

Section V. B

Specific Heat of the Air under different Pressures.
'

|

The form of our gazometers was such, that we could cause I

air, subject to different pressures, to circulate from one to the

other. It was easy, therefore, for us to heat also beforehand

currents of air under different pressures, and to determine at

what term each of them would maintain the temperature of

the calorimeter stationary.

• This specific heat has been calculated on (he supposition, that the

weight of vapour is to that of air as 10; 16.—Gay-Lussac, Anmlesde

Chimie, tom. 80, jr. 218,

The
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Tl>e following is the result of two coinpnraiive expcrixents

ade on the air at two different pressures.

Acurrent of atmospheric air of 35'9(il litres in ten minutes,

ider a pressure of I '0058 metres of mercury, in coohng from

1°41.5, afforded a quantify of heat sufficient to support the

mperature of the calorimeter to a term more elevated' by

J J'03, than that in which it had been maintained without this

irrent,

Lut the same current of air under the pressure of0 740.‘3,

;her circumstances being the same, supported the temperature

F the calorimeter only 15^423 above that of the ambient air:

le proportion of these two numbers may therefore be taken for

leir specific heats.

These two comparative experiments, repeated with great care,

ive us, after having made all the calculations with resp<*ct to

le specific heat of the air, subjected to a pressure of ()m.7405,

id that of ihe air subjected to a pressure of lm.0059, that of

: l-26(i5.

Taking the medium between the two results, we find that,

he specific heat of the air, (at the pressure of 0 7*fOj)

sing 1 0000 - - fOOOO

hat of the same volume of air.

It the pressure of 1 0058) is - r2396 and the same

’ weight - 0 0126

If we suppose, that the differences between the pressures are

roportional tp the differences between the specific correspon-

;int heats, we may, by means of the preceding results, re-

ice by calculation, the specific heat of the air taken under

iHie pressure, to what it would be under a different pressure,

i ut as it is clear, that the suggestion we here announce ap-

rroaches nearly to the truth, and is applicable to all the gases,

follows, that the differences between the pressures must be

ery small
;
this induces us to believe, that we have not made

ray sensible error in applying, in the preceding tables, a cor-

Mclion founded on these principles.

Sec-
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Section VI.

Dclermifiation oj' the specific Heat of Gas compared fo that of

IHater.

S 1-

First Method.

Sp, ’cific

'<f iras coin-

Iirat In the conclusion we have drawn of the proportions of the

pari'd to wa- specific heat of the different gases, we set off with this pnn-
Iir.

ciple—that this specific heat was proportional to the maxnnum

of the elevation of the teaiperature to which a hot current of

each gas would carry the calorimeter; to connect these specific

heats with that of water, it was sufficient, therefore, to com-

j)are the effects produced by the different gases with that which

a current of hot water, so gentle, that its effect should not be

much more considerable, would produce;

We had obtained a very gentle current of water by means

of a capillary syphon, plunged into a vase full of water at a

constant level. This current was heated by passing through

a tube filled with the vapour of water, and afterwards passed

through ihe calorimeter. Between the tube which heated this

current and the calorimeter, the current passed through a pas-

sage of about fifteen centimetres, where a convenient apparatus

had been di.sposed to lake the temperature very exactly. On
quitting the calorimeter, tlte water passed by a lube formed i»

a point, into a graduated lube, which served to measure the

rate of the current.

From the experiment made by this process it appeared, that

a current of water of 37750 grammes in ten minutes, having

been cooled by 29
°0/ 2 , maintained the temperature of the calo-

rimeter 20°7'3 above that of the ambient air. In com-

paring this result with that obtained with ,the current of air

presented by the first table, taking care first to turn the litre#

into grammes, we find,

Th«

i)
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he specific heat of water being - 1 0000

hat of air is - -

,iecond experiment gave - .
-

- 0-2dti0

- 0 2530

Medium 0’24g8

§ 2 .

Si-cond Method.

Tlie second method cl' ascertaining the proportion of St roud me-

e specific heat of air to that of water, consiaieJ in deter-
**’'*‘^‘

lining, by calculation, the real quantity of heat lost in a given

ne by the calorimeter, when the current of hot air had ren-

red the temperature stationary.- It is, in effect, evident, that

len arrived at this point, the calorimeter loses a qiiaiftity of

:at equal to that communicated by the current. These are

j bases of the calculation, applied to the experiment made on

‘i air, and presented in the first table.

\We know exactly the quantity of copper and tin employed

ibe composition of our calorimeter, and the quantity of water

lutch it contained. Its w'hole mass contained as much heat as

t6‘8 grammes of distilled water.

(On the other hand, we have ascertained by a very careful

pjeriinent, that if, after the current of hot atmospheric air has

Bssed the temperature of the calorimeter to rise to a stationary

imt, we stop the current and leave the calorimeter to the

cs air, it will lose, in twenty minutes, a heat capable of low-

ing its temperature 2°8S7. This number of degrees is not

quantity sought, because, in that experiment, thequicknest

I the cooling will decrease every instant. But this experi-

icit, by means of an e.tsy calculation, may lead us to discover

quantity of heat lost, if the quickness of the cooling had,

itig the twenty minutes, been the same as it was in the

instant. This quantity being repre»cuted by S, we have

A
S=A log. hyp. —

.

B
!
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In this equation, A marks the excess of the temperature of

the calorimeter over that of the surrounding air in the first in-

stant of the experiment, and B that excess at the end of twenty

minutes, supposing the calorimeter left to itself. In making

the application to the experiments made on the air, we see, by

by the first table, that A=lfi°/34, and from the preceding

experiment A—B = 2“S87, and consequently B = i2oS47j

v/hich gives S = S^-'lSyS. Another experiment, calculated in

the same manner, gives for S = 3°2089. The medium of

these two numbers is S = 3®19g2, which marks the degrees

of coolness of the calorimeter in twenty minutes, if the rate

of cooling had been during all that time the same as in the

S

first moment, we should have — = 1“5990 for the same de-

2
crease of heat in ten minutes.

The current of hot air therefore communicated to the calo-

rimeter in ten minutes a heat capable of raising its temperature

to 1 5990. Now, the quantity of air which traversed the ca-

lorimeter in ten minutes was, by this table, 35'99 litres, or

46 800 grammes, and the loss of heat which this air expe-

rienced to produce the effect of which, we have just spoken,

was, from the same table, 72M15. Then, to raise 46" 8<50

grammes of air through 72°415 requiresas rpuch heat as to raise

the calorimeter or 590' 8 grammes of distilled water through

1^5996 ; whence the specific heat of water being 1, that of the

air is 0 2813.

§

Third Method.

The experiments we have made by following the process

Third method.
v^hich the labours of Count Rumford gave us an idea, gives

us a method more simple and direct, and at the same time suffi-

ciently exact to determine the porportion of the specific heat

of water to that of air.

In these experiments the calorimeter contained as much

heat
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beat as 620‘8 grammes of distilled water. Now, it results

From the experiments made on the air, and presented in the

lecond table, that 83’20 litres of air, or 108 32 grammes, in ex-

periencing a lowering of its temperature of 85°, rai-.es the

temperature of the calorimeter or 620 8 grammes of distilled

water at 4* : we find by this, by means of a simple calculation,

that the specific heat of water being J, that of air is0 2697.

The determination of the specific heat of air by these three

processes, leads to results very near to each oilier, and, taking the

medium between these three, we find 0 2669. But in adopt-

tig for the proportions of the specific heat of gas to that of

lir, those to which we have been conducted by our first experi-

ments, we have constructed the following table of the specific

leats of tlie different gases.

Under the pressure of 0 /6,

Specific heat of water - - roOOO

atmospheric air O 2699

hydrogen gas - 3'2936

carbonic acid - 0‘2210

oxigen - - 0’236l

azote - - 0’2754

olefiant gas - - 0'4207

oxide of carbon 0’2884

aqueous vapour O'8470

Section IX.

General Considerations.

These are the principal results to which the experiments de- General consi-

jailed in this memoir lead.
derations,

list. The specific heat of gas is not the same in all, whether

rve have respect to the volume or to the weight.

2d. The specific heat of atmospheric air, considered with

respect to its volume, increases with its density, but following

illess rapid progression. Consequently, considered with re-

Vot. XXXVI.—No. 167. P »pect
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spect to its mass, it diminishes in proportion as the density in-

creases, but yet pursuing a less rapid progression.

The absorption or the disengagement of caloric, which is

disengaged when the air is dilated or compressed, has been

attributed to a change which was supposed to operate on the

specific heat of tlieair; but that explanation rested on a sim-

ple supposition, which our experiments, if they are exact,

have now changed into a certainty.

3d, For equal volumes, the specific heat of the gases is al-

most null with respect to that of bodies solid or liquid,

4th. The little specific heat of the air induces us to think,

that it might be of advantage, with respect to the economy of

combustibles, to make use of machines in which we might

employ the dilatation of air instead of that of water re-

duced to vapour
j

and the more we raised the temperature of

the air, the more advantageous it would be to make use of it.

5th. We have discovered that aqueous vapour has a spe-

cific heat less than that of water. This extraordina>‘y result

has been furnished by an experiment very delicate and very

difficult to make. Whence, notwithstanding all the attention we

paid to it, we dare not affirm it to be correct. It will shew' how

highly interesting it would be to make more numerous expe-

riments on these subjects.

6ih. Again, it appears from our experiments, that we cannot

admit the relation which some philosophers have thought
4

they perceived betw’een the specific heat of the contponent

part*!, nJ of the body which they form. We know that

Dr. Irw’in piesented a theory, in which he sought to ex-

plain the heat disengaged in the combination of two bodies by

the less specili:: heat of the composed body. But Irom our

experiments, water presents an objection against this theory,

which appears to us to be impossible to refute. In fact, we

find, from the table which we have inserted, that a mixture of

oxigeii and hydrogen, in a proper proportion to form water, has

a specific heat represented by O 0,3, w'hile the specific heat of the

water formed by this mi.xtun;, would be 1. Besides, we know

the enormous quantity of heat which is disengaged in the com-

bination
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bination of oxigen with hydrogen. This extraordinary, and,

at the same time, very important, result, cannot be rejected

without carrying the influence of these errors, which we may
possibly have committed in onr determinations, beyond the

limits which it is reasonable to assign them.

If, on the other hand, we pay attention to the small sj>ecific

bent of oxigen gas, we shall perceive, that it becomes very

diflicult to explain, by a change of specific heat, the heat which

is disengaged in combustions in general.

We are, however, far from asserting, that there does not

exist any connection between the specific heat of a compound,

ind those parts of which it is componndecl
;

this is attested by

many facts. In truth, we have seen, that hydrogen is of all

oodies that which has the greatest specific heat
;
and also that

he compound it forms has a specific heat much greater than

ihat of other bmlies. From hence proceeds the great sp<?cific

aeat of water, of vegetable and animal substances, of annuo*

'.ilac, of olefiant gas, &c.

*** T/ie gaxometcr used hy Messrs. Delaroche and Berard is

aot Dr. JFbllaslon's, but appears to have been that employed by

ilessrs. Girard in their hydrostatic lamp.—Note of Dr IWbl-

ixston.

P
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V.

Experiments in Electricity. By Mr. T. Howloy.

To Mr. Nicholson.

SIR,

I
N consequence of repeating and varying an experiment

descrihed in Cavallo’s Complete Treatise on Electricity^*",

I discovered, about four years ago, the followitig experiments,

xvliich, 1 have reason to think, are by no means generally known

to electricians, and therefore an account of them may possibly

deserve to be recorded In your excellent Journal.

The apparatus employed in pet forming them w'ere simply

two pith-balls and a nanow piece of wood eight indies long,

having in the middle of one of its surfaces a small groove

extending its whole length. The pith-balls were three-

eighths of an inch in diameter, and the groove was fitted, as

nearly as it could be, to their curvature, its depth being half

the diameter of the balls. After a jar, containing about l68

square inches of coated surface had been placed at the prime

conductor of the electrical machine, and one extremitv of the

universal discharger had been connected with its outside, the

piece of wood was insulated upon the table of that instrument,

the extremities of the opposite wires of which, without their

balls, were placed at 4^ inches distance from each other in the

groove
;

the w'ires being so adjusted as to lie nearly parallel

with its bottom, but without touching that or its sides. The

charge communicated to the jar was not, in any case, so strong

as to be capable of exploding over the interval in the ciicuit;

but, on the contrary, was always much w’eaker , and though

this observation does not define its strength with precision, yet

it will enable the electrician, who is desirous of repeating the

experiments, to ascertain, by one or two trials, a charge which

will produce the intended effects
;

it may not be improper to

add, that the mode of discharging the jar was by bringing one

* Vol. I, p. V09, Fourth Edition.

ball
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ball of an insulated discharger quickly into contact with the

ball of the jar, and then instantly withdrawing it. In describ-

ing the experiments, I beg leave for the sake of copcisenesi,

to call the wire communicating with the outside of the jar the

negative, and that communicating with its inside the positive

wire.

Experiment 1.

One of the pith balls was put in the groove nearly in con-

tact with the extremity of the positive wire, and the jar was

then cliarged'; when the discharge was made, the pith-ball

instantly ran from the positive to the negative wire, where it

stopped.

Experiment 2-

The pith-ball was phnced nearly in contact with the negative

wire instead of the positive. On discharging the jar, the pith-

ball ran from the negative to the positive wire, where it stopped.

In this instance the ball moved in a direction exactly the con-

trary to that in which it moved in the first experiment.

Experiment 3.

The pith-ball was placed exactly in the middle between the

extremities of the two w'ires, which still remained at the same

distance.

When the discharge w'as made, the pith ball kept its place,

and seemed not to be at all affected by it.

Erpcriiiut 4.

One pith-ball was placed, as in experiment 1, at the positive,

and another, as in experiment 2, at the negative wire. On
discharging the jar, the ball at the negative w'ire ran tow’ards

the positive, and that at the positive ran towards the negative;

the balls met exactly in the middle of the interval, and then

stopped.

This experiment adbrds a pleasing and striking instance of
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two bodies moving simultaneously in opposite directions in the

electrical circuit.

Experiment 5.

The two pith-balls were put exactly in the middle of the

interval, as the single pith-ball w'as in exjjerirnent 3, When
the jar was discharged, no perceptible motion was observed in

either of the pith-balls.

The preceding experiments at the time of their discovery,

were repeatedly performed in order to verify the results
j
and

the interval in the circuit has since been varied from two to

six inches in length
;
experiments 1 and 2 have been made

even with an interval of seven inches
j

and, in every instance,

the results have been uniformly the same as above stated, when

the strength of the charge has been proportioned to the in-

creased or diminished distance forming the interval in the

circuit.

With respect to the cause or causes producing the move-
\

merits of the pith-balls in experiments 1, 2, and 4, I shall, at

present, offer no opinion
}

it is obvious, however, to observe,

that if these experiments had been known either to the elec-

tricians of a former period, who devised and supported, or to

those of the present period, who have adopted and defended,

the hypothesis of two. fluids moving in opposite directions

during the discharge of the Leyden jar
;

that they would have

eagerly brought them forward as strongly favouring that hy-

pothesis
;
and the remarkable circumstance, that the balls in

experiments 3 and 5 are not affected by the discharge, would

undoubtedly have been -Considered as giving additional proba-

bility to the hvpothesis, if not confirming its truth.

Having satisfied myself with regard to the certainty and

constancy of the effects produced in the foregoing experiments,

I wished to ascertain what effects would ensue when the charge

of the jar was sulliciently powerful to pass over the interval

in circuit with an explosion : they were found to be as follow :

When a single pith-ball was placed either at the positive

or
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negative wire ) or in the interval between both
;

it was always

driven by the discharge nearly perpendicularly upwards to the

height of twenty or thirty inches
j

and sometimes descended

at a very small, and sometimes at a considerable distance, from

whence i l was projected. When two pith-balls are placed in

contact with each other in any part of the interval, they are

likewise driven upwards, and often separates! by the discharge,

sometimes falling at a small distance from each other, and at

other times at a greater distance on opposite sides of the

table.

1 am.

Sir,

Your obliged Servant,

THOMAS HOWLDY.
Hertford,

IDctober \Qth, 1813.

VI.

the elementary Particles of certain Crystals: Wil-

liam Hydb Wollaston, A/. D. Sec. li. S. From the Phi-

losophical Transactionsfor 1813.

A MONO the known forms of crystallized hixlies, there is

/r^ . L 1 1
WlietlicT the

tc no one common to a greater number ot substances than rccular octo-

Sie regular octohedron, and no one in which a correstxmdinor hedron or te-
r 3 tialiC'dron be

irfficulty has occurred with regard to determining which mo- Uie pi-iniitive.

ticaiion of its form is to be considered as primitive
; since,

I all these substances, the tetrahedron appears to have equal

t aim to be received as the original from which all their other

I oditications are to be derived.

'The relations of these solids to each other is most distinctly

uhibited to those who are not much conver-iant with crystal-

.graphy, by assuming the tetrahedron as primitive, for this

lay immediately be converted into an octohedron by the

imoval of four smaller tetrahedrons from its solid angles,

ijg. 1.)
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Fluor spar

the most con-

venient for ex-

J

)eriments of

facture.

Neither the oc-

tohedion nor
tctiiiliedron

can be arrang-

ed in slah'e

equilibrium,

The substance which most readily admits of division by

fracture into these forms is fluor spar
j

and there is no diffi-

culty in obtaining a sufficient quantity for such experiments.

But it is not, in fact, either the tetrahedron or the octohedron,

which first presents itself as the apparent primitive form ob-

tained by fracture.

If we form a plate of uniform thickness by two successive

divisions of the spar, parallel to each other, we shall find the

plate divisible into prismatic rods, the section of which is a

rhomb of 72° 32' and 109° 28' nearly
; and if we again split

these rods transversely, we shall obtain a number of regular

acute rhomboids, all similar to each other, having their super-

ficial angles GO“ and ] 20“’, and presenting an appearance of

primitive molecule, from which all the other modifications of

such crystals might very simply be derived. And we find,

moreover, that the whole mass of fluor might be divided into,

and conceived to consist of, these acute rhomboids alone, which

may be put together so as to fit eaeh other without any inter-

vening vacuity.

But, since the solid thus obtained (as represented fig. 2.)

may be again split by natural fractures at right angles to its

axis (fig. 3.) so that a regular tetrahedron may be detached

from each extremity, while the remaining portion assumes the

form of a regular octohedron
;
and, since every rhomboid that

can be obtained, must admit of the same division into one

octohedron and two tetrahedrons, the rhomboid can no longer

be regarded as the primitive form
j
and since the parts into

which it is divisible are dissimilar, we are left in doubt which

of them is to have precedence as primitive.

In the examination of this question, whether we adopt the

octohedron or the tetrahedron as the primitive form, since ^

neither of them can fill space without leaving vacuities, there

is a difficulty in conceiving any arrangement in which the par-

ticles will remain at rest : for whether we suppose, with the

Abbe Hauy, that the particles are tetrahedral with octohedral

cavities, or, on the contrary, octohedral particles regularly

arranged with tetrahedral cavities, in each case the mutual

contact
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contact of adjacent particles is only at their edges
;
and

although in such an arrangement it must be admitted that there

may be an equilibrium, it is evidently unstable, and ill-adapted

to form the basis of any permanent crystal.

More than three years have now elapsed since a very simple Explanation

explanation of this difficulty occurred to me. As in the course
Uifiirnltj isob-

of that time I had not discovered it to be liable to any crys-

tallographical objection, and as it had appeared satisfactory to

various mathematical and philosophical friends to whom I pro-

posed it, I had engaged to make this the subject of the

Bakerian lecture of the present year, hoping that some fuither

speculations, connected with the same theory, might lead to

more correct notions than are at present entertained of crys-

tallization in general.

At the time when I made this engagement, I flattered my-

self that the conception might be deserving of attention from dently cli^co-

its novelty. But I have since found, that it is not ali< gether Hooke.*'^

so new as I had then supposed it to be
;

for, by the kindness of

a friend, I have been referred to Ur. Hooke’s Micrographia,

nn which is contained, most clearly, one tjssential part of the

same theory.

However, since the office of a lecturer is properly to diffuse

dvnowledge already acquired, rather than to make known new

discoveries in science, and since these hints of Dr. Hooke have

bbeen totally overlooked, from having been thrown out at a

[time when crystallography, as a branch of science, was wholly

I unknown, and consequently not applied by him to the extent

which they may now admit, I have no hesitation in treating

ilhe subject as I had before designed. And when I have so

done, I shall quote the passage from Dr. Hooke, to shew how

rixactly the views which 1 have taken have, to a ce tain extent,

c.:orrespondcd with his
;
and I shall hope that, by the assistance

of such authority, they may meet with a more favourable recep-

ttion.

The theory to which I here allude is this—that, with respect T to theory,

tco fluor spar, and such other substances, as assume the octohe- f ctli syiu n-'

dral and tetrahedral forms, all difficulty is removed by suppos- ““d

ing
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Formation
the tetrahe-

dron;

and the octo-

hcdroir.

brought as ing the elementary particles to be perfect spheres, which, by

sibte wMlfCm altraciion, have assumed that arrangement which brings

the solids. them as near to each other as possible.

Instance. One The relative position of any number of equal balls in the
lamina dispos- ^ *

ed to break in same plane, when gently pressed together, forming equilateral
lines at 60°. triangles with ««ch other, (as represented perspectively in

£g. 4.) is familiar to every one
;
and it is evident, that if balls

so placed were cemented together, and the stratum thus formed

were afterwards broken, the straight lines in which they would

be disposed to separate would form angles of 60 '’ with each

other.

of If a single ball were placed any where at rest upon the pre-

ceding stratum, it is evident that it would be in contact with

three of the lower balls, (as in fig. 5,) and that the lines join-

ing the centres of four balls so in contact, or the planes touch-

ing their surfaces, would include a regular tetrahedron, having

all its sides equilateral triangles.

The construction of an octohedron, by means of spheres

alone, is as simple as that of the tetrahedron. For if four balls

be placed in contact on the same plane in the form of a square,

then a single ball resting upon them in the centre being in

contact with each pair of balls, will present a triangular face

rising from each side of the square, and the whole together

will represent the superior- apex of an octohedron
;

so that a

sixth ball, similarly placed underneath the square, will complete

the octohedral group, fig. 6.

The octohe- There is one observation with regard to these forms that

samVVii'ctlier appear paradoxical, namely, that a structure which, in

besran on the this case, was begun upon a square foundation, is really intrin-
foimditfion of

. , , • , • , ...
four or of sicaliy the same as tliat which is begun upon the triangular

tiirte spheres
; gyj jp we lay the octohedral group, which consists of

six balls, on one of its triangular sides, and consequently with

an opposite triangular face uppermost, the two groups, consist-

ing of three balls each, are then situated precisely as they

would be found in two adjacent strata of the triangular arrange-

and i.< r.?r.:n ment. Hence, in this position we may readily convert the

convcrtibif to
ii,(o aj-cgular tetrahedron, by addition of four more

balls
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balls (fig. 7.) One placed on the top of the three that are

uppermost, forms the apex; and if the triangular ba»e on

s^’hich it rests be enlarged by addition of three more balls regu-

larly disposed around it, the entire group of ten balls will then

be found to represent a regular tetrahedron.

For the purpose of representing the acute rhomboid, two Tlie anite

balls must be applied at opposite sides of the sma’lest octohe-

dral group, as in fig. 9 . And if a greater number of balls be

placed together, fig. 10 and 11 , in the same form, then a com-

plete tetrahedral group may be removed from each extremity,

leaving a central ortohedron, as may be seen in fig. 11 , which

corresponds to fig. 3.

Ihe passage of Dr. Hooke, from which I shall quote so

much as to connect the sense, is to be found at page 85 of his

Micrographia.

" From this I shall proceed to a second considerable phc- Pass^e from

nomenon, which these diamants (meaning thereby quartz <.ontainin)?

*

crystals) exhibit, and that is the regularity of their figure. theory.

This I take to proceed from the most simple principle that any

kind of form can come from, next the globular
; for—I think

I could make probable, that all these regular figures arise only

from three or four several positions or postures of globular

particles, and those the most plain and obvious, and necessary

conjunctions of such figured particles that are possible. And

this I have adoculum demonstrated whli a company of bullets,

BO that there was not any regular figure which I have hitherto

met withal of any of those bodies that I have above named

that I could not, with the composition of bullets or globules,

imitate almost by shaking them together.

" Thus, for instance, we find tliat globular bullets will, of

themselves, if put on an inclining plane, so that they may

run together, naturally run into a triangular order composing

all the variety of figures that can be imagined out of equilateral

triangles, and such you will find upon trial all the surfaces of

alum to be composed of.

Nor does it hold only in superficies, but in solidity also
,

for it is obvious, that a fourth globule laid upon the third in
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Union of
other solids

allii il to tile

sphere.

(hystallojrra-

pliic solids

formed by ob-
late spheroids
'I'he obtuse
rlioinboid.

this texture composes a regular tetrahedren, which is a very

usual figure of the crystals of alum. And there is no one

figure into which alum is observed to be crystallized, but

may, by this texture of globules, be imitated, and by no other.”

It docs not appear in what manner this most ingenious phi-

losopher thought of applying this doctrine to the formation of

quartz crystal, of vitriol, of salt-petrc, &c. which he names.

This remains among the many hints which the peculiar jea-

lou'^y of his teiiiper left unintelligible at the lime they were

written, and which, notwithstanding his indefatigable industry,

were subsequently lost to the public, for want of being fully

developed.

We have seen, that by due application of spheres to each

other, all the most simple forms of one species of crystal will

be produced, and it is needless to pursue any other modifica-

tions of the same form, which must result from a series of de-

crements produced according to known laws.

Since, then, the simplest arrangement of the most simple

solid that can be imagined, 'affords so complete a solution of one

of the most difficult questions in crystallography, we are natu-

rally led to inquire what forms w-ould probably occur from the

union of other solids most nearly allied to the sphere. And

it will appear that by the supposition of elementary particles

that are spheroidical, we may frame conjectures as to the ori-

gin of other angular solids well known to crystallographers.

The Oituse Rhomboid.

If we suppose the axis of our elementary spheroid to be it*

shortest dimension, a class of solids will be formed which are

numerous in crystallography. It has been remarked above,

that by the natural grouping of spherical particles, fig. lO,

one resulting solid is an acute rhomboid, similar to that of

fig. 2, having certain determinate angles, and its greatest

dimension in the direction of its axis. Now, if other particles

having the same relative arrangement be supposed to have the

form of oblate spheroids, the resulting solid, fig. 12, will still

b«
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' be a regular rhomboid
;
but the measures of its angles will be

different from those of the former, and will be more or less

obtuse, according to the degree of oblateness of the primitive

I spheroid.

It is, at least, possible, that carbonate of lime and other sub- /^g possibly in

I stances, of which the forms are derived from regular rhom- carbonate of

... Iliac;
i boids as their primitive form, may, in fact, consist of oblate

• spheroids as elementary particles.

It deserves to be remarked, that the conjecture to which and conjertur"

’ we are thus led by a natural transition, from consideration of

the moiit simple form of crystals, w.is long since entertained by

Huyghens*, when treating of the oblique refraction of Iceland

spar, which he so skilfully analysed. The peculiar law ob-

•servable in the refraction of light by that crystal, he found

I might be explained on a supposition of spheroidical undula-

Itions propagated tlirough the substance of the spar, and these,

Ihe thought, might, perhaps, be owing to a spheroidical form of

its particles, to which the disposition to split into the rhomboidal

tform might also be ascribed.

By some oversight, however, the proportion of the axes of Numerical di.

•such an elementary spheroid is erroneously stated to be 1 jq

•

8 ;
but this is probably an error of the press, instead of 1 to

2,8, for I find the proportion to be nearly 1 to 2'87. In fig.

15, F is the apex of a tetrahedron cut from an acute rhomboid

(similar to fluor spar, and the sections of two spheres are re-

presented round the centres F and C. I is the apex of a cor-

responding portion cut from the summit of a rhomboid of

IJceland spar, as composed of spheroids having the same dia-

' meter as the spheres. In the former, the inclination FCT of

[the edge of the tetrahedron to its base is 54“ 44'
;

in the latter,

the inclination ICT is 2d” 15'; and the altitudes FT, IT, are as

the tangents of these angles 1414 to 4f)3 : :2 87 ^ I» which

also expresses the ratio of the axis of the sphere to that of

the spheroid, or the proportional diameters of the generating

ellipse.

• Hii}ghenii Op. Rdiq. Tom, 1. Tract dc Liimine, p. 70.

Hex.
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Hexagonal Prisms.

Oblon<r sphe* elementary spheroid be, on the contrary, oblong, in-

roids would stead of oblate, it is evident, that by mutual attraction, their
give hexagonal •'

priiiiiis. centres will approach nearest to each other when their axes ar«

parallel, and their shortest diameters in the same plane (fig. 13-)

The manifest consequence of this structure would be, that a

solid so formed would be liable to split into plates at right

angles to the axes, and the plates would divide into prisms of

three or six sides, with all their angles equal, as occurs in phos-

phate of lime, beryl, &c.

It may further be observed, that the proportion of the

height to the base of such a prism must depend on the ratio

between the axes of the elementary spheroid.

The Cube.

The cube can- Although I could not expect that the sole supposition of
not be formed spherical or spheroidical particles would explain the origin of
by spheres ui ‘ r i i o

contact; all the forms observable among the more complicated crystals,

still the hypothesis would have appeared defective if it did not

include some view of the mode in which so simple a form as

the cube may originate.

A cube may evidently be put together of spherical particles^

arranged four and four above each other
;

but we have already

seen, that this is not the form which simple spheres are 'natu-

rally disposed to assume, and consequently this hypothesis

alone is not adequate to its explanation, as Dr. Hooke had con-

ceived.

jior by cblate Another obvious supposition is, that the cube might be con-
tpheroids.

sidcred as a right-angled »-homboid, resulting from the union

of eight spheroids having a certain degree of oblateness (2 to

l) from which a r ctangular form might be derived. But the

cube so formed would not have the properties of the crystal-

lographical cube. It is obvious that, though all its diagonals

would thus be equal, yet one axis parallel to that of the ele-

mentary spheroid would probably have properties different

from
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from the rest. The modifications of its erystalline form would

probably not be alike in all directions as in the usual modifi-

cations of the cube, but would be liable to elongation in the

direction of its original axis. And if such a crystal were elec-

tric, it would have but one pair of poles instead of having four

pair, as in the crystals of boracite.

There is, however, an hypothesis, which at least has simpli-

city to recommend it
5

and if it be not a just representation

of the fact, it must be allowed to bear a happy resemblance to

truth.

Let a mass of matter be supposed to consist of spherical Two sets of

particles all of the same size, but of two dilferent kinds, it>
t ari,, all*equal

equal numbers, represented by black and white balls: and let
’ ^ diHon t'tat no

it be required, tliat in their perfect intermixture every black two a»lj icmt

ball shall be equally distant from all surrounding white balls,

and that all adjacent balls of the same denomination shrdl also should he

be equidistant from each other. I say, then, that these con- tilaira'ny nether

ditions will be fulfilled if the arrangement be cubical, and that would
lortn a cube.

the particles vvill be in eqnilibrio. Fig. 14 reprtsems a cube

80 constituted of balls, alternately black and white throughout.

The four blac k b ills are all in view. 'Ihe distances of tlieir

centres being every way a superficial diagonal of the cut>e, they

are equidistant, and their configuration represents a regu-

lar tetrahedron
;
and the same is the relative situation of the

four while balls. The distanc»s of dissimilar adjacent balls

are likewise evidently equal
;

so that the concliiions of their

union are complete, as far as appears in the small group
;
and

this is a correct representative of the entire inass that would be

composed of equal and similar cubes.

Since the crystalline form and electric qualities of boracite Properties of

boiac’ite al-

are perhaps unique, any explination ot properties so peculiar tuded to

can hardly be expected. It may, how'ever, be remarked,

that a possible origin of its four pair of poles may be traced

in the structure here represented
;

for it will be seen, that a

white ball and a black one are regularly opposed to each olhc'^

at the extremities of each axis of the cube.

An hypothesis of uniform intermixture of particle wit* This livpotL^

Voj.. XXXVl.—No. 107. Q ticle^
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sis does not re-

quire physical

atoms, but
only spheres

of energy.

The metals,

whicli are pro-

bably the most
simple bodies,

favour this

doctrine.

tide, accords so well with the most recent views of binary

combination in chemistry, that there can be no necessity, on

the present occasion, to enter into any defence of that doctrine,

as applied to this subject. And though the existence of ulti-

mate physical atoms, absolutely indivisible, may require de-

monstration, their existence is by no means necessary to any

hypothesis here advanced, which requires merely mathemati-

cal points endued with powers of attraction and repulsion

equally on all sides, so that their extent is virtually spheri-

cal j for, from the union of such particles the same solids

will result as from the combination of spheres impenetrably

hard.

There remains one observation with regard to the spherical

form of elementary particles, whether actual or virtual, that

must be regarded as favourable to the foregoing hypothesis,

namely, that many of those substances which we have most

reason to think simple bodies, as among the class of metals,

exhibit this further evidence of their simple nature, that they

crystallize in the octohedral form, as they would do if their

particles were spherical.

But it must, on the contrary, be acknowledged, that w’e can,

at present, assign no reason why the same appearance of sim-

plicity should take place in fluor spar, which is presumed to

contain at least two elements j and it is evident, that any at-

tempts to trace a general correspondence between the crystallo-

graphical and supposed chemical elements of bodies must, in

the present state of these sciences, be premature.

. Note.

Theory of M. A theory has lately been advanced* by M. Prechtl, whick
Preclitl Lf the

a(te,-nnts to account for various crystalline forms from the dif-
conijiressiiM i •/

ofkdftspbeju;. ferent degrees of compression that soft spheres may be sup-

nosed to undergo in assuming the solid state. It is supposed,

* .Journal des Mines. No. !(•#.

that
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that with a certain degree of softness, and of relative attrac*

tion, the particles will be surrounded each by four others, and

will all be tetrahedral, although, in fact, it be demonstrably

impossible that tetrahedrons alone should fill any space.

It is next supposed, that soft spheres less compressed will Objections,

be surrounded by five others, and will be formed into triangular

prisms, comprised under five similar and equal planes. That

they should be similar is impossible, and it is further demon-

strable, that when the triangular termination of such a prism

is equal in area to each rectangular side of the prism, so as to

present equal resistance, according to the hypothesis, then the

triangular faces will be nearer to the centre in the proportion

of three to four, so that the attractions will not be equal as the

hypothesis would require.

A third hypothesis of M. Prechtl is, that the degree of com-

pressibility may be such that each particle will be surrounded

by six others, giving it the form of a cube, which, it must be

admitted, is a very possible supposition.

All further application of the same hypothesis is precluded

by M. Prechtl, by denying that one particle can be surrounded

by more than six others j' although, in fact, it is most evident,

that any sphere, when not compressed, will be surrounded by

twice that number, and consequently by a slight degree of

compression will be converted into a dodecahedron, according

to the most probable hypothesis of simple compression.

y^nnotalion.-^-W

.

N.

Dr. George Fordyce, at the end of his pamphlet entitled

“ Elements of Agriculture and Vegetation," published in

I.,ondon, 1771, has given three plates to show the combination

of bodies by the apposition of the spheres which surround the

particles where the powers of attraction and repulsion are in

equilibrio. He considers the chemical union of two particles

as producing a compound endued with a new sphere of action ;

as.
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as, for example, volatile alkali and acid having formed sal-am-

moniac, becomes a distinct spherical element in his figure, and

affords a new compound with copper.

I would not venture to depart from the wise reserve of the

learned author of this memoir, by speculating upon the crys-

talline forms capable of being produced in combinations of

elements subordinate to each other in simplicity, according to

Dr. Fordyce’s notion, which appears to agree wdth the pro-

cesses of nature
;

nor by considering the variations which

might be assumed, or perhaps deduced from the relative mag-

nitudes, densities, definite proportions in mass and electric pola-

rities (if such can be supposed in simple particles of bodies.)

I would^ only hint, that, though an attempt to establish these

doctrines w'ould undoubtedly be premature, it may, neverthe-

less, be expected, that considerable advantages would be de-

rived from their organization and arrangement.

vir.

Olscrvalions relative to the near and dUtant Sight of different

Persons. By James Wake, Esq. F. R. S. From the Philo-

sophical Transactionsfor\^V6.

Commcnce-
rif-nt of near-

siijlit is early

;

of distant

sight late.

V 11 '(HE fact that near-sightedness most commonly commences

-i- at an early period of life, and dislanr-sightcdness gene-

rally at an advanced age, is universally admitted. Exceptions,

however, to these rules, so frequently occur, that I flatter my-

self a brief statement of some of the coincident circumstances

attendant on these diflerent imperfections in vision, ipay not be

found w'holly undeserving the attenrion of the Royal Society.

Near-sightedness usually comes on between the ages of ten

and eighteen. The discovery of it most commonly ni-i.-cs from

^accident; and, at first, the inconvenience it occasions is so

little, that it is not improbable the imperfection would remain

9ltogelher unnoticed, if a comparison were not instituted with

tha
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lie sight of others, or if the experiment were not made of

joking through a concave glass. Among persons in the in- The lower

jrior stations of societ)’, means are rarely resorted to for
[,'^e'^^iasse*' tor

orrecting slight defects of this nature ! and, indeed, I have uiai-siglit

;

eason to believe the imperfection in such people is not unfre-

[uently overcome by the increased exertions that are made

ly the eye to distinguish distant objects. This, however, is

lot the case, in the present day, with persons in the higher

auks of life. When thc.se discover that their discernment of

listant objects is less quick or less correct tlian that of otliers,

hough the ditTerence may be very slight, inHuenred, perhaps,

)y fashion more than by necessity, they immediately have

ecourse to a concave glass
j

the natural consequence of w hich

3, that tlieir eyes, in a short time, become so fixed in tlie state

equiring its assistance, that the recovery of distant vision is

endered afterwards extremely difficult, if not quite impos-

Sble. Wi h regard to the proportion between the number of

aear-sighted persons in the deferent ranks of society, I have

aking pains to obtain satisfactory information, by making in-

juiries in those places where a large number in these several

lasses are associated together. 1 have inquired, for instance,
^^^^1

ff the surgeons of the three regiments of foot guards, which h s> subject to

lonsist of nearly ten thousand men
;
and the result has been,

Uiat near-sightedness, amongst the privates, is almost 'utterly

nknown. Not half a dozen men have been discharged, nor

naif a dozen recruits rejected, ou account of this imjx'rfection,

; 1 the space of nearly twenty yc.ars
;
and yet many parts of

I soldier’s duty require him to have a tolerably correct view

Iff distant objects ; as of the movements of the fuglem n in

' xercise, and of the bull’s eye when shooting at the target
;

fhe want of which might furnish a plausible apology for a

ilkulker to skreeu himself from duty, or to get his discharge

^fom the service. I pursued my inquiries at the military school youth in the

;t Chcl'ea, where there are thirteen hundred children, and I nuiitary ho-pi-

jund that the complaint of near-sightediTess had never been,io[art‘^eUafi

made among them until I me.ntioned it
;
and i here were then

>:nly three who experienced the least inconvenience from it.

After
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After this, I inquired at several of the colleges in Oxford and

Cambridge
;

and, though there is a great diversity in the

number of students who make use of glasses in the various

colleges, they are used by a considerable proportion of the

but at the nni- whole number in both Universities; and, in one college in
versities many. ^ ^ t , ^ ^ , ,•

Oxford, I have a list of the names of not less than thirty-two out

of one hundred and tw’enty-seven, who wore either a hand-glass

or spectacles, between the years 1803 and 1807- It is not impro-

bable, that some of these w'ere induced to do it solely because

the practice was fashionable
;
but, I believe, the number of such

is inconsiderable, when compared with that of those whose

sight received some small assistance from them, though this

assistance could have been dispensed with, without inconve-

nience, if the practice had not been introduced. The misfor-

tune resulting from the use of concave glasses is this, that the

near-sightedness is not only fixed by it, but a habit of inquiry

is induced with regard to the extreme perfection of vision
j

and, in consequence of this, frequent changes are made for

Explanation glasses that are more and more concave, until at length the near

^'lasses

^
sightedness becomes so considerable, as to be rendered seri-

creases the ously inconvenient and afflicting. It should be remembered,
evil.

I /. - 1 ,

that, for common purposes, every near-sighted eye can see

with nearly equal accuracy through two glasses, one of which

is one number deeper than the other ;
and though the sight

be in a slight degree more assisted by the deepest of these

than by the other, yet on its being first used, the deepest

number always occasions an uneasy sensation, as if the eye

was strained. If, there’ore, the glass that is most concave be

at first employed, the eye, in a little time, will be accommo-

dated to it, and then a glass one number deeper may be used

with similar advantage to the sight; and if the w’ish for enjoy-

ing the most perfect vision be indulged, this glass may soon

be changed for one that is a number still deeper, and so in

succession, until, at length, it will be difficult to obtain a glass

sufficiently concave to afford the assistance that the eye re-

quires*.

*
I have observed, tbatmostof the near-sighted persons with whom

Although
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Although near-sightedness is, in general, gradual in its pro- Near-siphted-

II r , • ness iu tliil-
gress, instances occasionally occur of its existence, m a con-

siderable degree, even in children j in whom it is sometimes

discovered almost as soon as they begin to lake notice of the

abjects around them. This may be occasioned by some de-

gree of opacity in the transparent parts of the eye }
but such

a cause of near-sightedness is easily discovered by an exami-

nation, and is quite different from that state of the eye to which

the term myopia, or near-sightedness, is usually applied ; by

which is simply meant too great a convexity either in the

cornea or in the crystalline, in proportion to the distance of

these parts from the retina. In such cases of extreme near-

sightedness in children, it is sometimes necessary to deviate

from a rule which, in slighter cases, I always follow’, of dis-

couraging the use of spectacles
j
since, w ithout their assistance,

lit would be impossible for them to prosecute their learning

iwith ease or convenience.

Extreme near-sightedness is sometimes occasioned by an Case of dis-

ivident change in the spherical hgure of the cornea, and jig
‘*‘'^‘'prodticing

lassumption of a conical shape. 1 his morbid state of the cor-

nea is not only productive of near-sightedness, but when the

jarojection is considerable, vision is so much confused, that it

iift'ords little or no service, and cannot be amended by any

[glass. The cornea, in most of these cases, is pretcrnatnrally

hin, and not unfrequently it is accompanied with symptoms of

[general debility, under which last circumstance chalybeate

nmedicines, and bracing applications to the eye, have been found

: o afford considerable benefit.

Near-sightedness, to an alarming degtee, has sometimes instance of

nttacked young persons suddenly. A remarkable case of thieJ o r 1 s aLinriinz near-

kcind came under my notice a few years ago, iu a young gen- siibicdut;*.

K have had au opportunity of conversing, have had Iheriqtit eye more

r icar si"lited titan the left
;
and I think it not improbahle, that tiiis

i liffcmiee been the two eyes has bi en oecasioiietl by 'the liabit of n-iing

i siiiale concave hand-glass ;
w Inch, being most eoinniorily applii d to

I he light eye, contributes, agreeably to the remark above-im ntioiied,

l>o render this eye more ucar-sighted ilian the other.

tleniaa
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tleman at Westminster school, who had been attended by Sir

George Baker and Mr. Sutherland^ on account of a variety

of anomalous nervous symptoms. These had wholly left

him before I w^as consulted
]
and the consultation with me

was solely for the purpose of determining whether he might

be permitted to make use of concave glasses, and to return

to the business of the school. The patient’s health at that

time not being perfectly restored, it was thought adviseable to.

send him, for a few weeks, into the country, and to postpone-i

the use of glasses. Tliis advice was followed
j

but in 1011 days

the afflicted youth died suddenly. No anatomical examination'

of the head was permitted by the relatives. It seems, however,

probable, that the near-.sighteduess, as well as the previous in-

disposition, no less than the death of the patient, were occa-

sioned by the pressure of a morbid substance of some kind or

other, on the source of the nerves in the brain.

SCIENTIFIC NEWS,

Oxides produced hy Electricity,

inT’'HE fine figures produced oil paper by the explosion, and

^ consequent oxidation of vaiious metals with an electrical

battery, cannot be effectually represented by engravings. Mr.

Singer has requested me to state, that it is his intemioii to illus-

trate a few copies of his “ Elements of Electricity and Electro-

Chemistry,” with some real specimens of the oxides, struck

by his powerful apparatus'. Those who desire such copies may

have them secured by au early transmission of their names to

Mr. Singer.
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ARTICLE I.

On the Gio/rfical System of If truer.

{Concluded from p. 10'2.)

I
F the preceding exposition appear to have entered too much

into detail, or to have assigned too great an importance to i>lnulc<l lii*

he speculative part of the subject, it must be recollected, that Nation!

he names and descriptive language employed by Werner, have setiur

Titervoven his speculations with his statements of facts ; so

hat in order fully to comprehend descriptions after his manner,

lis theory must previously be understood. Tire conclusions

Iso presented by this theory have been deduced, we are in-

brmed, by Mr. Jameson, “ after deep reflection, and in confor-

mity with the strictest rules of induction* they atford, there-

t»re, a test of Werner’s talents for such enquiries, and the

onsideration of them will help tt) determine the degree of

onfidence with which we may, in general, take him for our

;uide.

In examining the Wernerian theory of the earth, it would Ilattoniaa

re interesting to compare its tenets witlv those of Dr. Hutton,

* Jameson I. Introduction, p. xxii.

VoL. XXXVI.—No. 168. R which
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Extreme diffi

culty of ac-

counting for

tlic retreat of
the waters.

which afford the advantage of very perfect contrast, and are,

indeed, the only adverse opinions which the editor of Werner's

system has taken notice of. But such a comparison is foreign

to the design of the present paper
j
and it has been already

instituted, with much ability and eloquence, in a work ex-

pressly devoted to that object*. Without entering, however,

into any detail of controversy, an impartial observer may be

permitted to remark, that each party on this instructive ques-

tion, seems to have been much more successful in provii g the

weakness of the opposite cause, than in establishing their

own.

But to some of the fundamental principles of Werner there

are very obvious objections, which appear to be insuperable.

The evidence, it is true, for the former submersion of the

globe, and even for the repeated submersion of many parts of

it, is such as cannot be resisted. But waving the objections to

the solubility of all the solid matter of the earth in water, it

seems almost impossible that the dissolving fluid could have

disappeared, according to Werner’s hypothesis, by “ gradual

diminution” only, without any movement of the land. It has

been stated by Mr. Playfair, &c.* that, in order to the disclo-

sure of the parts of the surface now elevated 10,000 feet above

the sea by a retirement of the investing water only, a bulk of

fluid must have been removed equal to more than a seven hun-

dredth part of the whole magnitude of the globe
; and if,

as Werner supposes, the whole earth was submerged at the

same time, the depth of fluid must be increased to more than

double that now stated, and its bulk in a much greater propor-

tion. Where, then, are we to find a place of retirement for

so vast a quantity of matter ? Not in central caverns^
j

for

• “ A compnrative view of tlio Huttonian and Neptunian Systems

of Geology, in answer to the illustrations of the Huttonian Tlrcory of

the Earth.”—I'dinbiirgh, 180“^.

+ Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory, ^ .IT.

+ This was tlic opinion of Dc Luc and De Ijamcthcrie,—Sec Jame-

son, III, p.Tti.

theM
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these are positively disallowed by Werner ; and the mean den- Th**re is no

sity of the earth will not admit of their existence. There is

truly no place of retreat for all this water, if it retained its 'f solidified or

liquid form
;
and It can have disappeared only by means ofsome be pure

permanent change in its condition
j

by being converted into

vapour, or resolved into its elements, or consolidated in some

of tlie denser material of the globe, conclusions, any of

which, if (hey be not evidently absurd, encroach on probability

too largely to be admitted without direct proof—yet these or

other premises, equally remote from demonstration, are essen-

tially connected with Werner's view of this question.

The force of this difficulty is very much increased by the and incoiis-i*.

existenco of wliat are called the overlyinjg formations

they imply, according to Werner, repeated risings and depres- lisiugs, See.

sions of the dissolving fluid. Let us take only the most re-

markable of these, the newest Floetz-trap rocks. For their

production, it is stated, that, after a vast extent of land h.ad

been disclosed, the waters rose again to the height at least at

which these rocks are found. But at the Pic of Tenerifle,

there is basalt at 11,000 feet above the present level of the sea,

and Humboldt found that rock so greatly elevated as 14,/OO

feet at Pinchinea, near the city of Quito*
;
and for every foot

which the fluid sunk or rose, at either of those places, a shell

of corresponding depth must have been moved over all the

surface of the globe. Even supposing the disappearance of

such a quantity of matter to have been accounted for, how

was it again produced ? Was it condensed a second time from

vapour or from gas, or regenerated from the solid form which,

oilierwise, we must suppose it to have assumed ?

But a single return of the w’aters will not be enough for Difficulty

Werner—for several are supposed to h.nve taken place, ^ ^ated
which gave ri.se to the overlying primitive rocks is one of them,

and the newest Floetz-trap formation will furnish many

more. From what has been quoted already, it appears that

the rapid rise, the calming, and deposition during the settle-

• Tableau Physique, &c. p. 143.

R 2 ment
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ment of tlie fluitl, which constituted that formation, have been

inferred from its exhibiting a succession, from coarse fragments

through sand-clay and vvacke, to basalt. But this succession is

sometimes frequently repeated— the hill of Weissenstein in Hes-

sia, forexample*,exhibitsat least three such repetitions. Thecon-

clusions deducible from these appearances in one instance, must

equally result from them in all
;
and however small the change of

level ateach alternation, we shall have to account, in every case,

for a corresponding change throughout the globe
;
unless we most

gratuitously suppose all this to have been efi'ected by internal

- commotion of the fluid, w'hile its surface remained unmoved.

Censure oii Surely the remark of D’Aubuisson upon one of the volcanic

spectilatiu".*^*
hypotheses of Dolomieu, falls with more than equal weight

upon this part of Werner’s speculations, “ Je crois que le

terns est vemi, an il faut retirer au geologues le droit qu’ils se

sont arroge de commander a la nature, de lui imprimer a leur

gre, les mouvernents les plus extraordinaires
; de faire sortir

selon qu’il lesjugent apropos, lies mers de leurs limites, de les

faire aller, venir, de les transporter la ou bon leur semble
j

et

le tout pour expllquer de pures hypothesesf."

Werner’s as- The assumption however, of the immobility of the land,

thTumnob"^^^
whence these difficulties arise, is by no means necessary

of the land ap- for the remaining purposes of Werner
;

for it is plain, that the

hahlc tInu/tW effects w'ould have resulted from the protrusion of the

contrary post- matter, as from the subsidence of the surrounding fluid.

Tile evidence, too, in favour of the aqueous deposition of rocks,

and against their consolidation by heat, rests on appearances

not connected with this part of the subject
j
and though it

be allowed, that the surface has been moved upwards from its

original position, it by no means follows of necessity, that heat

has been the source of the moving power. On the other hand,

the elevation of the land is rendered probable, in a propor-

tionate degree, by the difficulties that would attend its having

been unmoved : while the existence of some mighty subtsr-

* Jiimcsnii, III, p. 201.

I DMubiiissen sur les basaltes, &c. p. 93-4.

raucous
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raucous force is established b/ several well-known phenomena.

And that protrusion actually did take place, seems to be proved

by the undoubted appearances of dislocation exhibited in veins,

and perhaps not less distinctly by the great angular elevation

of certain strata of rocks.

On the question of elevation, however, this conclusion has How far ad-

been controverted. It is, indeed, admitted, that strata, com-

posed “ almost entirely” of mechanically divided matter, must

have been deposited horizontally
;

but the inclined position in

those of partially mechanical formation is ascribed, as we have

seen, to the predominance of components chemically dis-

solved
;
and Mr. Jameson, though he enteis into no detail of

proof, has asserted as a that all inclined strata, with a

very few exceptions, have been i'ormed so originally, and do

not owe their inclination to any subsequent change"*’.”

It would, nevertheless, be easy to point out strata evidently Many strat.i,

composed “ almost entirely" of matter mechanically divided,

which vet are very much inclined. It is, indeed, impossible chaimMlIy <li-

,

'
• , , . . . .. .. vi.l.-a, i.re

to have examined rocks as they exist in nature, without having huk-Ii inclined.

repeatedly observed them. The remarkable appearances at

Valorrine, in the Alps of Switzerland, described by Saussure,

have been selected by Mr. Playfairf as an instance of this de-

scription
;
and they are very well deserving of attention, both

from the celebrity of the original observer, and the prompti-

tude with which his inferences were deduced. The main fact

exhibited at the place now mentioned, too, is- this, that beds

of a coarse pudding-stone, which, from their composition, must

evidently have been formed in a position nearly horizontal, are

actually found to be inclined to the horizon at an angle of almost

99®. The conclusion from these appearances occurred to Saussure

at sight of them, upon the mountain itself
;
and the impression

produced by what he saw, with respect to the probability

• Jameson, III, p. 55-56.

t Saussure. Voyages, 8vo. S, 5 d88, &c. Playfair’s Illustrations,

S HO-41.

of
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Inference of

De Saussure,

that great diis-

locations have
taken place.-

Lapeyronse,
thinks they
could not have
been sudden;

What power
did effect

these ?

of vast changes of position in the strata of the globe in general,

was such, that afterwards, on the summit of Mont-Blanc, where

the strata are vertical, “ placed as he now was,” to use the

words of Mr. Playfair, “ on one of the highest summits of the

earth’s surface, he formed the bold conception, that the summit

on which he was standing had been once buried under the

surface, to the depth at least of one half the diameter of the

mountain*.’’ The strata of Mont-Blauc, however, are en-

tirely crystalline, and therefore, on Werner’s principles may

have been originally much inclined
;

but a philosopher so

cautious as Saussure would hardly have ventured to speculate

so boldly as he did, in the present instance, if the facts on

•which he rested were not correctly ascertained
;
and if the

observations be accurate, the strata at Valorrine must have been

acted on as he supposest.”

It ought, however, to be noticed, on the other side of the

question on the elevation of strata, that Lapeyrouse has stared,

among his “ conclusions,” from observations on the structure

of the Pyrenees, that the appearances of these rnountains do

not allow the supposition, that any sudden or irregular move-

ment had elevated strata originally horizontal^.”

But if this elevation be admitted, it will next be asked, what

power is sufficient to have produced this mighty change ? Here,

however, it seems better to stop, and acknowledge, with Saus-

sure§, that we can, at present, go no further than by attempting

to account for these appearances, to pass into the regions of un-

* Illustrations, § 296.—Saussure, $ 199.

+ It has, indeed, been denied, on the authority of Friesleben, that

the beds in question do really consist of pudding-stone, and the masses

whieh Saussure considered as imbedded, are asserted to be of contem-

poraneous formation with the part in which they occur. But where

there is a question of authority, \ve cannot hesitate to adhere to that

of Saussure
;
nor arc we confined to this particular instance for evi-

dence upon the point at issue.

J Journal des Mines, No. 37, p.66.

^ Voyages, $ 690.

mpported
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supported Speculation. The case is, in this instance, very dif-

ferent from that of the advocates of Werner, with respect to the

disposal of their extraordinary prim?rval fluid. The fact ofelevation

is obvious from the most direct conclusion : whilst the existence

and movements of their fluid, at a period almost beyond the

reach of time, are, at best, but an hypothesis, opposed, as has

been shewn, by the strongest physical objections, and, in

truth, unnecessary for any purpose but that of supporting the

system for which it has been gratuitously devised.

The convert to the Huttonian theory, indeed, will urge us Unuoiii.nn

to proceed in speculation, and will assert that, in his central
iiotatlniisinilc.

fire, there is to be found power adequate to the effects we liave

described, the agency of which or. fossil bodies is demonstrated,

as he supposes, by evidence derived from the appearances of

piinerals themselves. But this reasoning cannot be admitted
j

for the existence of such a heat is not only contrary to the re-

ceived laws of temperature
;

but the action of heat on mine-

ral substances in general, seems to be disproved both by their

individual appearances, and by several of their relations of

position and structure.

This subject naturally leads to the consideration of the theory Opinion of

of volcanoes: for if there continue to act in nature any power
'

_

‘ spcctnig vol-

adequate to the effects just mentioned, it must be sought for canov.sj

apparently in their explosive agency. And here again the

opinion of Werner, that the activity of volcanoes is confined

to the newest Floetz-trap formation, appears to rest on grounds

the most unstable. The effects and phenomena of eruptions,

it is true, are so impressive on the imagination, that several ob-

servers who have witnessed their ravages, have assigned them

an importance, in the present operations of nature, perhaps be-

yond the truth. But the depths from the surface to which not piob.it#l

their power seems to extend, the vast portions of the globe

shaken, almost simultaneously, by earthifuakes, and the mighty

force that is necessary for their effects, which are evidently

connected with some power resembling that of volcanic con-

vulsion, are circumstances sufficient of themselves to prove

the futility of Werner's conclusions, that volcanic eruptions”

are
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Tlic South
American vol-

canoes are of
vast extent.

Volcanoes
emit primi-

tive com-
pomuis.

are to be considered as “ new occurrences in the history of

nature j” and that the volcanic state appears to be foreign to

the earth*.”

It is not in Europe, however, but in the Andes of South

America, that the phenomena of volcanoes may be seen on

the most instructive scale
;
and the effects which there occur

are by no means of that trivial character that Werner’s doctrine

would lead us to imagine. The crater of Cotopaei is no less

than 3000 feet in diameter, that of Rucupechensha about

4,800 feet
;
and the appearance of the surface in the adjoining

countries corresponds with the magnitude of these enormous

engines of destruction. The mountains of these regions being

traversed in various places by crevices of vast depth, attributed

by Humboldt to earthquakes
;
one, for example, at Chota, in

Peru, is more than 5000 feet deep, while their breadth is, in

many instances, so small, that they are compared by that tra-

veller to veins which have not been filled up.

Sir James Hall has statedf , that amongst the erupted masses

of Vesuvius there are some belonging to the class of primitive

rocks
;
and the statement is confirmed by Werner, for granites,

with other primitive compounds, are enumerated among the

substances ejected by that mountainj. A power, therefore,

which, according to theorj', is confined to the newest Flcetz- '

trap formation, the nearest to the surface of the globe^, must

* Jameson III, p. 96.

thus

1 Paper on Heat tinder Compression, Edinburgh Tiansactions.

i Jameson, III, p. 213, 214; I. 56.

f By this restriction we arc cut off from tlic only channel through

which an acquaintance with the inteiior of the globe could have been

hoped for. For Werner rejects, as we liave seen, tlie “ bold concep-

tions” of Sanssure, that the secrets of the greatest depths are to be

looked for in the Itighest mountains
;

and tlic distance from the

surface to which the works of art can penetrate is very insignificant.

The deepest shaft at Kriltenbcrg in Bohemia, goes down 500 fathoms

fJameson, III, 230,) which would bring us nearer to the centre in the

propoition of 1 to about 7000, if it had been sunk at the level of the

sea. Humboldt, however, states, that the deepest European mine is

lit 1338 6 feet in depth
;
and the great mine at Valenciana in Mexico
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hus have torn from their place and erupted, rocksk formed in

he mass below them
j
and though it were denied, that these

iubstances are primitive, the difficulty would not be diminished
j

for they are certainly quite unlike any of the Fioetx~trap fa-

mily, and never could have had a place in that formation and

to suppose that they were torn from the sides of a subjacent

mountain on which the volcano rests, is altogether an assum-

tion as hard to be admitted as the difficulty it is intended to

remove.

It becomes, indeed, a question whether Werner was justified Tl>eohsrrva-

> •. I- r I • L- tions of Wi'V-
in forming any decisive opinion upon this part of his subject.

,), r

His own observations upon actually eruptive volcanos appear

not to have been extensive
;
and he had never examined the u nsiw.

regions where extinct ones were said to exist
j

liis prejudices

with respect to the latter being, in fact, so strong, that he con-

tinued, perhaps still continues, to deny their existence in Au-

vergne, a country which he never saw, in opposition to the

testimony of the most intelligent observers of different schools,

and even after some of the most distinguished of his own pupils

had been compelled to renounce his opinion upon that in-

structive district
;

and as to \o\camc productions, Mr. Jameson

"expressly says, that too little is yet known about them to enable

him to describe them*.

But if the importance of volcanic power, or some analogous objections to

agent, in the formation of the globe, has been too little at- ‘‘’•r James

[tended to by Werner, Sir James Hall has assigned to it effects of tlie extend-

iin the present economy of the mineral kingdom, apparently

mo less remote from probability
;
having gone so far as to infer,

{from his experiments and observations, the still continued and

{transferable agency of volcanic heat as a cause of the indura-

ttion of rocks on successive portions of the interior of the

(earth
;
and thus with much ingenuity endeavoured to remove

lone of the strongest objections to the tenets of Dr. Hutton.

IBut to heat, in any form, as the cause of consolidation, there

Ihe bottom of which is still at a great height above the sea, is only

11693 feet deep.

• Jameson, III, p. 2iS.

ar«
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are still the objeclions derived from the appearances and pto-

perties of minerals, which no hypothesis of this description

can annul. Nor can volcanoes, whatever may have been their

power, be admitted to possess now the didivsive mode of action

thus supposed. If they were still, as Sir James Hall imagines,

the unwearied artificers of revolution and regeneration, ought

they not to be expected sometimes to reveal themselves, aird

to break forth in new and various places ? Whereas the scenes

of their activity are fixed
;
and their immediate ravages con-

fined
; nor have new ones, in any single instance, appeared in

countries which did not bear evident marks of previous volcanic

agency within the reach of historical record.

Werner's ar- The arrangement of rocks, which Werner has adopted, is

rockr”*^”*^
founded on the order of their superposition, in combination

with hi* theory. He forms of them two great divisions,

Jguatic and Ignigenous, and five classes denominated Primitive

Transition, Floetx, uiUuvial, and Volcanic
j
and these are sub-

divided into forty-six sections, of which some, in the Floetz-

class, ai'e “ compound formations,” and consequently include

rocks of several different kinds.

Ilis classes do But though connected with his theory, the classes of Werner

pond”wdth* his
correspond with the stages of deposition, which he

suppose,d supposes to have taken place. The first or primitive class ap-
.stagesofdc-

^

position. pears to do so
;

it is marked by an era in the supposed history

of the globe :--*but from thence to the second and most impor-

tant return of the dissolving fluid, the theory mentions but

one uninterrupted retreat
j

the rocks, therefore, which such

a movement should produce, ought all to have “ conformable”

arrangement
5

and, in point of fact, all those of the second

and third classes, except the newest Floelz-trap formation, do

form in characters and composition a continued series
;
“ Grey-

wacke is a complete sandstone* 5” from thence the admixture

of matter mechanically divided, goes on increasing
;
and petri-

factions, also, progressive in quantity, and in the scale of orga-

nization, pervade the whole. There remains, then, as source*

* Jameson, III, p. 93.

of
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jf distinction between tbe transition and Flcetz-rocks, only tlieir

jeneral relations of position and structure
;
and by neither

loes It appear, that any well-marked boundary can be traced

xitween them
j at least if such distinctions do exist, they have

lot yet been pointed out explicitly
;

whilst, on the other hand,

he newest FIcetz-trap rocks are both in their characters and

lupposed mode of formation, perfectly distinguished, and

)ught, on Werner’s own principles, to have been detached from

he preceding part of the arrangement.

I’o the names of the classes and the descriptive terms intro- Werner's de-

Juced by Werner, it may justly be objected, that many of them are « b^eVnmi-

tre founded upon theory, expressing, conscquentlv, not facts, tu cause

jut opinions
;

not the appearances of nature, but the snppo- e\(irtss opi-

iitions bv which he endeavours to explain them. Of the five I?'"”'
' lact.-i.

:lasscs the denominations of three are of this description

—

brhmlive, transilion, and alluvial
j
and the terms neu’ and o/d,

with those ni first and second, so far as they refer to time,

which contribute to the denominations of several important

divisions of rocks, are constantly employed in describing

them, come likewise under this objection, though they may

appear, at lirst view, merely expressions of fact. The term

formation, also, is evidently theoretic, alluding, not very defi-

nitely, to the supposed progress of nature in the deposition of

rocks, and strictly founded on assumption
j

for it is evident,

that the successive substances in any of the compound, or

even of the simple formations, though now in contact, may

have been deposited at distant periods of time. In describing

natural bodies, all that can, with safety, be referred to, are the

appearances or properties which they present
;
and these, in

the present instance, ought to have been conveyed by terms

such as group or series, expressing only the fact of justa-posi-

tion.

Even where theory is much more free from error than the wlio-

most sanguine admirers of Werner can assert his speculations the -alsnsuage

fniinded on
now to be, the propriety of connecting with it a system ot Ian- theory can be

guage is very doubtful. The rapid progress of modern che-

mistry has been supposed to prove the advantages of names

derived
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Denomina-
tions of rocks
from tli-ir ac-

tual t>osi‘ion

may yeiiiaps,

be tiio most
eligible.

derived from theory. But such terms are injurious in propor-

tion as the speculations with which they are connected are

erroneous
5
and even in chemistry it will, perhaps, appear

hereafter, that they have rather assisted in diffusing a brilliant

system, than advanced the progress of truth. But in geology

to form a nomenclature upon similar principles, is evidently

premature; and, in the mean time, such terms circumscribe

the space through which useful knowledge can be dittused.

Observations stated in language expressing only facts, are uni-

versally intelligible
;

while the writings of Werner's pupils,

stamped with his insignia, are restricted to circulation in their

particular school.

Perhaps, then, after all, the denominations primary*, secon-

dary, tertiary, and volcanic, might still be more eligible for the

classes of rocks. The first term to comprehend the present

primitive class of Werner, the second his transition, Floetz,

and newest Floetz-trap rocks
;

(in which sense the term jecon-

dary is used by D’Aubuisson, and other French mineralogists

of the Wernerian school.) In each of these classes there

might be a corresponding division into conformable and over-

lying formations
;
and the present Flostz might, if necessary,

be further distinguished from the transition rocks. The ter-

tiary class would comprehend the alluvial rocks of Werner,

and ihev'jlcanic those to which he has given that denomination.

And further distinctions or subdivisions might be well ex-

pressed by terms denoting merely order of succession, or well-

marked circumstances of character and composition. By such

denominations nothing hypothetic would be implied
;
-and if,

as is asserted, the theory of Werner be truly grounded on the

phenomena, the arrangement would thus be rendered more

conformable to it, though freed from the objections involved

by terms implying such a connection.

• Without a familiar knowledge of German, it is hazardous to ob-

serve on terms borrowed from that language. Hut Urgchirge, the

original name for this class, appears to signify, not primitive, but very

•Id, of revered antiquity
;

in which sense it conics near to j>rimary.

With
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With respect to compositioii, rocks are divided by Werner

to simple and aggregated the former, consisting of unmixed

nple minerals, are named and described according to his

yctognastic system
;

and to express the structure of those

the latter division, he has framed a new descriptive language,

liich has been very highly praised by his pupils, and to which,

transferred from the original German by Mr. Jameson, per-

ps the strongest objection is the harshness of its terms. The

ecies of aggregated locks are about eighteen in number
j

the

tiple, including those detailed in the formations of the newest

Dctz-trap, are about thirty-five
;

and if the various compo-

nts of the aggregates, tejecting the less important, bt? included

the enumeration, the total number of mineral species con-

tuting the great mass of the globe, will not amount to more

an twenty-five or thirty.

The selection of the compounds which Werner has chosen

• his species of rocks, is founded entirely upon their

portance
i

that is to say, upon the distinctness and extent

the masses which they present in nature, when viewed on

} great scale. Several combinations of the simple minerals

ing thus judiciously considered merely as varieties of the

ire important ones. The propriety of the selection is pro-

rtioned to the extent and fidelity of the observations of this

uralist
j
but several of his species must still be regarded as

ivisional, which future inquiries will modify and improve.

The nomenclature of rocks adopted by Werner, has not been

•y happily chosen. In a branch of knowledge founded, like

• mineralogy of the German school, on materials brought

ether by unenlightened labourers, much barbarism of names

•s naturally to be expected. A reformer must have been

itent to compromise between the principles of correct no-

nclature, and the authority of terms already sanctioned by

tom. Accordingly, in those formed and selected by Werner,

unity of system is not to be looked for
j
some of the names,

haps the best of them, being virtually insignificant, while

ers are grounded on characters extremely variable and un-

oortant. Of the latter description those derived from colour

are

Description of

rocks as to

tlicir composi-
tion.

.‘'pccies of
U'crncrfmnul-
ed upon their

gcomiosliclim-

puriance.

Nomenclature
not happily

chosen
; tenns

authorized by
custom bcin"
necessarily ad-

mitted.

(
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Anangenient
and language,

Tlic Werne-
rian system
cxliibits a
most valuable

mass of facts,

with little of
philosuphical

connection or

explanation.

It places him
very high

among the

cultivators of

science
j

are probably the most unhappy
;
Mr. Jameson having found

it necessary to defend himself for having, in strict conformity

with his master, called a compound green stone, which is actu-

ally red*
j

(the more unfortunately as the red colour of the

felspar is stated to be one of the distinctive characters of sienite

from green stonef ;) and it would be easy to point out similar

instances of incongruity.

The limits to which an essay of this nature is confined, pre-

vent the pursuing into further detail that part of the subject

which relates to arrangement and language, the present object

having been, chiefly, to state the leading features of the struc-

ture of the globe according to Werner, and the principles

which have guided the fabrication of his theory. A compa-

rison of his nomenclature and arrangement with the rules

given by Linnaeus in the department of the Philosophia Bota-

nica, which apply, with equal propriety, to every branch of

natural history, will readily suggest further observations.

To conclude,'— the Wernerian system of geognosy is, per-

haps, truly to be regarded as an elaborate and valuable accumu-

lation of facts, brought together without much philosophical

connection, and attempted to be explained by hypotheses very

feebly supported. It has been useful, and may still contribute

to the progress of the subject, by binding together what other-

wise would have been dispersed
;

but it must speedily give

place to something more correct in its general principles, and

more minutely accurate in its detail. These remarks, how-

ever, are by no means intended to detract from the merit of
|

Werner’s researches, nor to deny to him the credit of hav-

ing produced an era in the science of the earth. The deve-

lopement of the great formations of rocks, and of the con-

stancy of their order of succession throughout the globe, if I

the latter be confirmed by future observations, would be suffi-

cient alone to place him very high amongst the cultivators of

* Miucralogical .Survey of Dumfries, p. 51. 168.

t Geognosy, p. 40.
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jf natural knowledge. These results may he studied without

:onnecting them with any theory
;
and the light which titey

lave thrown upon the structure of the globe will continue to

iiave good effect, whatever may be thought of the speculative

lowers of tlie discoverer.

Let those who are dissatisfied with this restricted praise hut like the

remember, that in chemistry the system of Stahl, once thought Jtahn.ml La-

mpregnable, is now almost forgotten; that even the more
J

° ®
_

L'lve place to
refined doctrines of Lavoisier are hastening to their fall : and that, approiictang

f the credit of a perfect geological theory be denied to Werner, discoveiics.

he period seems not yet to have arrived when any theory of

he earth can be successful. Negative conclusions, indeed,

nay now be deduced, and detach id propositions may be esta-

jlished
j
but before they are connected as parts of a consistent

.vhole, our knowledge of the structure of the earth must be

ncreased by new and large accessions of correct description
;

3ur acquaintance with the laws of chemistry, and of electric

and magnetic polarity, must be much extended
;
and our opi-

iiions respecting the latter obscure but powerful agents, must

orobably undergo a considerable change.

II.

On the Measure of Moving Force. By Mr, Peteu Ewart.

{Continued from p. 97-)

I am quite at a loss to understand why Mr. Atwood exclu- Cases of dirtl-

Med this case from those in which the moving force may be

(estimated by the products of the matter into the squares of their niovin^ force,

velocities. If, in cases of rotatory motion about fixed axes,

I'hat principle “ obtains,” as he observes, “ without exception,”

Miere can, I think, be no exception to its application in cases

)jf this description.

Having gone through the examples of force producing mo-

ion from a state of rest, we come now to the examination of

cases
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Cases of lUfli- enses where motion is destroyed, or where it is transferred from

doctrines ‘of
one body to another.

moving force. It was a favourite doclrine with the Cartesians, and it was

maintained also, though uj)on quite ditferent principles, by

Leibnitz and John Bernoulli, that motion could not be lost

;

for the same quantity of motion or of force, is was said, must

be always preserved in the world, A similar doctrine, applied

to explain the collision of soft bodies, has been supported by

authors of later date
;
and if it were admitted that we have

no indication of the loss of force, unless motion be lost in the

centre of gravity of the system in which the force acts, it

might truly be said that no force can be lost.

It has never been questioned that motion may be generated,

accelerated, or retarded in a variety of ways, and there appears

to be no good reason for supposing that it may not be destroyed

as well as generated.

It was Sir Isaac Newton’s opinion, that motion may bs lost,

and he has given many familiar examples of the manner in

which it is lost.
“ It may be tried,” he says, by letting two

equal pendulums form against one another from equal heights.

If the pendulums be of lead, or soft clay, they will loose all,

or almost all, their motion.” In the same way the motion of

A and B (case 6th) is lost when the spring is compressed. This

case has been so often brought forward, and so much has been

said about it, on both sides of the question, that it may appear

strange that I should produce it again. I shall endeavour to
*

confine my observations upon it in a small compass.

It is very generally understood, and it has been received almost

as an axiom, that if two bodies meet and destroy each other’s

motion, their quantities of motion, and their respective forces,

must therefore be equal. Dr. Reid has given a better enuncia-

tion of this proposition. He says, “ If two bodies meet di-

rectly with a shock, which mutually destroys their motion,

without producing any other sensible effect, it mtiy be fairly con-

cluded, that they meet with equal force*,” Now this is a fair

Essay on Qiiantity—Pliil. Trans, 1748, p. 5l5.

reference
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reiiiience to expetinienCj aud, in the case iwder consideration,

we cortaiuly have a naeasurable, senwblo effect" in the com-

pression of the spring, which cannot be prodnced without

force. But although the ends of the spring meet at E, (fig. 6)

it i.s still held by many that that effect is produced equally by

A and B. If the forces of A and B are really equal, we should

. hflve the same effect produced when we substitute for H another

I hall equal in weight and velocity to A. But the same effect

icannot be produced by that means, an<l if the real effects be

I examined, we shall always find that the spring is less com-

ij>ressed (as measured by the ptessure into the space) by A than

Iw fi in the ratio of l to 2.

It is true the common centre of gravity of A and B remains

^undisturbed
;
but is it necessar)' that we should confine our at-

ttention solely to that centre of gravity ? If we find that the

[motion of a body cannot be destroyed without producing cer-

tain measurable effects of force, and if we find these effects to

bbear an unvarying relation in quantity to the motion destroyed,

[there surely can be no inconsistency in taking the amount of

[these effects for tlie measure of the force of the moving body.

I confess I have never been able to understand M. D'Aletn-

bbert’s distinction between the sum and the number of the ob-

•slacles overcome*. If the obstacles be equal to each other,

lit can make no difference whether their sum or their number

bbc taken as the measure of the force. If they be unequal,

[the sum of their separate amounts must surely be the absolute

[;quantity of resistance overcome, and the proper measure of the

[force by wliich it is overcome. To say (hat the quantities of

rvQsistance, during infinitely small instants of time, must be

requal to each otlier, is assuming a most unreasonable pioitalatum

.

IThe difficulty cannot be removed by taking insensible, instead

tjf sensible, portions of time ; for we h.ive no reason to sup-

ppose, that the pressure into the space approaches nearer to

wqualily in infinitely small, than in palpably large, portions ofj

l;ime.

• See page ISl.

'VoL. XXXVI.—No. 168 . S This

Cases of diffi-

culty in the

doctrines of
nioviojj force.
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Cases of diffi-

culty in the

doctrines of

moving foice.

This compression of the spring is comprehended by Mr,

Siueaton under the term change of figure 5
and he has shown,

by some well-chosen experiments, that when a non-elastic

yielding body, moving with a given velocity, strikes directly

another equal body at rest, exactly half the force of the strik-

ing body is expended in producing change of figure*.

The facts exhibited in the 7th case are similar to those which

Mr. Sraeaton has described as the results of his experiments.

According to the theory, the whole force of A (fig. 7) before

collision, is to be found in the motion o{ A and B after collision.

But if that be admitted, we must suppose the spring to have

been compressed without force : yet we have no more reason

to .suppose that the spring can be compressed without force,

than that a body can be put in motion w'ithout force; and the

amount of the force which has been expended in compressing

the spring, is ascertained by its effects in producing motion in

C and D ; and although these balls move in opposite directions,

it cannot be supposed that their motion can be produced with-

out force.

In this explanation, however, of the action of the spring

on C and D, Mr. Maclaurin understood a material inconsistency

to be involved, which he stated in a treatise that obtained the

prize of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris, in 1724t-

Mr. Maclaurin supposes two equal bodies like C and D, with

the compressed spring between them, to be situated in a space

E F G H, w’hich, together with the balls, “ moves uniformly

in the direction CD with the velocity as 1 ;
and that the

spring impresses on the equal bodies, C and D, equal velocities

in opposite directions, that are each as 1. Then the absolute

velocity of D (which was as 1) will be now as 2 ;
and accord-

ing to the new doctrine, its force as 4 ;
whereas the absolute

velocity, and the force of C (which was as l) will be now de-

• Experimpiits on Collision- Pliil. Trans. 1782.

'f Tl;p “ IJisconrs sur le mouvcmpul” of Jolin Bernoulli was of-

fered for the same prize, but was njtcled, the preference feinggivea

to the treatises of Maclaurin and Maziere.

stroyed
f
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itroyed
; so that thf action of the spring adds to D a force as 3, Cases of diffi-

and subducts from the equal body C a force as 1 only
;
and yet of

it seems manifest, that the actions of the springs, on these equal movni^ tore*.

Ixxlies, ought to be equal
;

(and M. Bt-moulli expressly owns

them to be so) that is, equal actions of the same springs upon

equal bodies would produce very unequal effects, the one being

triple of the other according to the new doctrine, than which

hardly any thing more absurd can be advanced in philosophy or

mechanics*.’’

This argument of Mr. Maclaurin has always been considered

ts the most ingenious and the 'strongest objection that has

aeen brought against the principle of the vis viva. But we

tave the following remarks upon it from Dr. Milner :
“ I shall

jnlyjust observe, that if M. Bernoulli expressly owns, that

r.prings, interposed between two bodies in a space, W’hich is

'tarried uniformly in the direction in which the springs act, will

always generate equal forces in the bodies according to his own

lefinition of the term, he talks more inconsistently than I have

observed him to do. On the contrary, if I could find that he

las answered this famous argument (which Dr. Juiin proposed

wer again in the Philosophical Transactions, vol, xliii. with a

:onditional promise of embracing the Leibnitzian doctrine) by

imply saying, that springs he considers as moving forces, or,

*vhcn the bodies are equal, as accelerating forces
;

and that

heir actions are equal, when in equal times they generate equal

elocities, but not necessarily equal forces in the equal bodies;

should not make the least scruple to own, that I thought his

!*easoning solid and conclusive, and his distinctions a full answer

O' every objection of that sort.” To this. Dr. Mi’ner has

lodded the following note : “ No doubt Mr. Maclaurin refers

3 the following passage of Bernoulli: La force du choc, ou

l e Paction des corps les uns sur les autres, depend uniquement

! e leurs vitesses respectives
; or il est visibles que les vi-

•;sses respectives des corps ne changent pas avant le choc,

' oil que le plan ou I’espace qui les conlient soit sans mouve-

• Account of .Sir Isaac Newton's Discoveries, book 2, chapter 2.

S 2 ment,
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Cases of difn- mentj so'it qa'il se mouve uniformement, Buivant, une direc-
r.ulty in the ,• i / , - . , i

doctrines of donnee, ics vitesse respectives seront done encore les

moving force, memes apresle choc. This quotation puts the matter beyond

dispute. It is plain, Bernoulli, though he makes use of the

word action, is only speaking of the motion lost or communi-

cated, and the relative velocities of the bodies
;
there is not the

most distant hint at the change in their absolute forces."

In addition to this, I would, with great deference, observe,

that by the term equal actions of the spring, as used above by

Mr. Maclaurin, pressures only are meant: but M- Ber-

noulli held that the motion of a body cannot be produced by

mere pressure. Unless the pressure act through some portion

of space, no motion can be produced
;

and if, together with

the pressure, we take into consideration the space through

which the pressure acts, we shall find that, while the motion of

C lias been transferred to D, the whole force of the spring has

also been communicated to D. This will become more obvi-

ous in examining the 8th case. It should be observed, too, that

when Mr. Maclaurin sets out with supposing the bodies to be

in motion, and the spiring to be in a compressed state, he refers

to a previous application of force, of which he takes no farther

notice, although a part of this previous force is afterwards ex-

jiended or given out, in producing the changes which he de-

scribes.

It is true our researches must be limited chiefiy to relative

niotiofi“-Of absolute motion we know but little. But is not

the motion of the space EFGH with the velocity as 1, relative

motion with regard to some supposed point, as much as tbo

final motion of D is relative motion ?

If the compressed spring be disengaged while the bodies

are at rest, the motion of the bodies is acknowledged to

be produced by the force of the spring: but when the sp-ice

EFGH and the bodies are supposed to be put in motion before

lire spring is disengaged, there is, according to the prevailing

theory, no motion produced by tire spring. There is merely

a transfer of motion from C to D, and we have only the .same

Biotion after, that we had before, the actiou of the spring.

Is
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Is there not some inconsistency in supposing the spring to pro- Cases of

Uuce motion in one case, but none in the other
? doet'r/nts of

If, instead of the unequal pressure of a spring, an uniform nioTiug forte,

pressure be applied, as in the Sth case, the various quantities of

mechanical force expended at different periods of the operation,

will be more distinctly shown
j

for, the pressure being con-

stant, each portion of space through which it acts, will express

the quantity of mechanical power which has been expeuded in

that space.

In its passage through a space=EH= J EF (6g. 8) an uni-

form resistance lias been opposed to A, which would bring it

to rest in a sjrace = EF. When it has arrived opposite to H,

it has therefore lost half its velocity
;

and B having arrived

opposite to I by the action of an equal pressure through a

V

space = FI = ^ EF has acquired the velocity —
;

and KH,

'eqnal ^ EF, will consequently be the depth of the penetration

of c into A. Now, if A be a nonclastic soft mass of clay,

vfbr example, we know that it cannot be jx'netrated without

iforce
;
nor have we any reason to suppose, that the force which

*has been expended in producing the penetration, can ever be

restored. We therefore cannot expect to find in the motion of

A and B, after collision, the same quantity of force which they

had before collision. If, however, the pressure into the space

tthrough which it acts be taken as the measure of the force, we

'Shall find that a compound effect has been produced by A in its

'passage through the space = EH, that only one-third of the

iforce which A has lost has been communicated to B, and that

the other two-thirds of that force has been spent in producing a

cchange of figure in A. These proportions are obvious from

the mere inspection of the diagram. We may suppose A to be

.« ranch harder substance than clay, so that the space represented

tby EF may be very small
;

but the pressure being propor-

tionally greater, the product of the pressure into the space will

utill be the same, however small the penetration may be.

Any explanation, however, which takes into consideration

the force which is expended in proilucing a change of figure.

II
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Cases of diffi- is strongly objected to by all those who hold that the product

docirines of
velocity is the proper measure of the force

moving force, of a body in motion. They contend that “ all the experiments

which are usu.illy brought to determine the impressions made

upon soft bodies, as snow, clay, &c. are absolutely un6t for the

purpose.” That “ the circumstances which take place in the

production of these effects, are such as we can never discover.*’

And that “ the directions in which the particles recede, the

velocities they acquire, their mutual actions upon one another,

^ and lastly, the time in which these effects are performed, are

all beyond the reach of computation*."

To this it may be replied, that if only the pressure and the

space through which it has acted be determined, it would be

quite superfluous to enter into any farther computation of the

circumstances above enumerated, in older to estimate the

quantity of mechanical force expended in producing the im-

pression. For, whatever may have been the relative directions,

velocities, or mutual actions of the particles during the time

that the impression was making, no internal motion remains

after the impre.ssion is completed ; and the force can have been

spent in no other way than in compressing the particles toge-

ther, or in overcoming their tenacity. To take a familiar ex-

ample.-— If a quantity of corn is to be ground, a considerable

quantity of motion must, no doubt, be produced before that can

be effected ;
but after if is ground, there is no mo e motion in

the flour than there w'as in the corn before it was ground, and

the whole force employed must have been expended iii over-

coming the tenacity or cohesion of the particles of the corn.

In answer to the very common objection, that the quantity of

force expended in producing an effect of this kind, cannot be

precisely ascertained, it may be observed, that in real practice,

3uch quantities of force are estimated with quite as much pre-

cision as the force necessary to generate a given velocity in a

given mafs, in projecting a cannonball, for example. The

application and measurement of mechanical force producing

• Dr. Pdilner. PluhTrans, 1770, p. 353.

changes
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changes of figure, are, indeed, the chief occupations of prac- Cases

tical men in the construction and management of machinerj’. doctrines of

The force spent in producing change of figure in the colli-

sion of bodies, was noticed by John Bernoulli in his dissertation

De vera notione virium vivarum, as follows. Si corpora

non sunt perfecte elasticn, aliqua pars virium vivarum, quae pe-

riisse videtur, consumitur in compressione corporum, quando

perfecte se non restituunt
j

a quo auteni nunc abstrahimns,

concipientes, compressionem illam esse similem compressioni

e'astri, quod post tensionem factatn impediretur ab .aliquo reti-

naculo, quo minus se rursus dilatare posset, et sic non redderet,

sed in se retineret vim vivam, quam a corpore incurrenfe ac-

cepisset : unde nihil virium periret, etsi periisse videretur*.”

From this passage, and from various other passages in his

works, relating to the doctrine “ de conservatione virium viva-

rum,” it appears, that Bernoulli thought it necessary to maintain

that no force could be lost, and that even in the collision of non-

elastic bodies he considered the change of figure to be such,

that the force which had been expended in producing it might

be recovered by the restoration of the figure, or by some other

means. Why he considered it incumbent upon him to main-

tain such opinions, or upon what foundation he understood

them to rest, it is hard to say. Experience famishes us with

nothing which can justify the conclusion, that the force spent

in producing change of figure in nonelastic bodies, can ever b«

restored.

I believe Mr. Smeaton was tlie first who subjected to actual

admeasurement the force spent in producing change of figure

in the collision of nonelastic bodiesf. He appears to have been

led to this investigation, not by curiosity merely, but by a con-

viction of the insufficiency of the prevailing doctrines of

forces to account for the facts which were constantly presented

to him in his ordinary occupations, and particularly, as 1 have

before observed, in the action of water on water wheels. It is

BernoDlli’s works, vol. iii, p SSo.

f Phil. Trans. l78?.
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C.^cs of diffi- yery reniarkabiej that while Mr. Soicaton's other dissertations

doc/rines ©f principles of moving force, have met with considerable

moyicg force, attemion abroad as well as at home, this last treatise on the

collision of bodies, (which he himself considered a most im-

portant one, as containing the best confirmation of his former

conclusions) has been almost totally neglected by all succeeding

writers. It is impossible for me to do justice to it by giving

an abstract of it
3
but I would earnestly recommend the entire

treatise to the attention of all those who take an interest in

investigations of this kind.

With regard to the collision of bodies, which are supposed to

be perfectly hard, as well as none^istic, Mr. Smeaion under-

stood a contradiction to be involved in the very supposition of

the existence of such bodies. It has never been contended,

that any such are to be found in nature. But it is very generally

argued, with Mr. Maclaurin, that “ there is the same objection

(of non-existence) against admitting and treating of bodies of

a perfect elasticity*,” In reply to this I would observe, that

the objection does not appear to be of the same weight against

perfectly elastic, as .against perfectly nonelastic bard bodies.

For we have substances which approach very nearly to perfect

elasticity ;
but we can find no substance of which the qualities

approach to hardness and nonelasticity united. In general,

the elasticity increases as the hardness increases, and no sub-

stance has ever been produced that can be called hard, without

possessing, at the same time, great elasticity.

It does not appear that the possible existence of a perfectly

hard nonelastic body was qbyious to the first discoverers of the

laws of percussion. Hu)gens appears to have understood n

hard body to be one that is perfectly elastic. His O'lh law of

peicusslon is as follow.s : “ Summa productorum factorum a

/ mole cujuslibet corporis duridMcla. in quadratum suae celeritatis,

eadem semper est ante et post occursumeorumf

M. Laplace cousiders that " Ce principe” de la conservation

* Account of Sir Isaac Newton’s Discoveries, p. 9?,

t I’hiJ. Trans. 1669, p. 928.

des
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desjorces v’wes ii’a lieu que dans les cas, oil les mouvemens C4»e« of diffi-

des corps chaiigeut |)ar des nuances insensiblcs. Si les mouve-
joctri'ncs'^f

mens eprouvent des changemens brusques, la force vive cst di- moving force,

nilnuce d’une quantile que Ton determinera de cette mani-

cre >” * and taking it for granted, in the usual way, that

where the change of motion is sudden, ihe bodies must be non-

elastic, he investigates the motions which are known to result

from the collision of nonelastic soft bodies* But that conclu-

sion is not justified by experience
j

for the characters of elas-

ticity are often the most apparent where the changes of motion

are, at tar as we can judge, the most sudden.

The suppobitiot) of the fpssible existence of a perfectly hard

body, appears to involve another inconsistency which J will

endeavour to state in a few words. The resistance, or pressure,

against c (fig. y) being increased, and the depth of its prenetra-

tion being diminished, in pnoportion as tire hardness of A is

increased, it follows, that if, by suppiosiug A to be perfectly

hard, the depth of tlie penetration be reduced to noUiing,

the pressure must be increased to infinity. That is, the

pressure mu«t be infinitely great to communicate even tlie

smallest finite quantity of motion. But I believe the " law

of continuity” is not so much objected to now as it was for-

merly, and few will be disposed to contend, that a body may,

from a state of rest, arrive at any given velocity, without pras-

siiig through the iutermediate degrees of velocity between that

and rest ;
and consequently few will now contend for the pws-

sible existence of a prerfectly hard substance.

If, instead of a nonelastic soft substance, we supp>ose A to

be a hollow spliere filled with a dense elastic fluid, and c to

pass through a hole in the side of the sphere, so as to move

without friction and be uniformly pressed outw’ards by the

fluid. A will tlien rep>resent a pierfectly elactic body.

It may be proper to observe, that although we supipose c to

make no penetration into B, we do not suppiose B to be pierfectly

bard. We only suppose it to be so much harder than A, that

the penetration shall be very small when compxnied with the

f M^chaniqne cfleite, vol I. p. 5?.

pene-
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Cases of difS- penetration into A. If we were to suppose A and B to yield

doc\mies*^of
explanation of the phenomena as when

moving force. A only is supposed to be penetrated, will strictly apply
3

only

the diagram would be a little more complicated

Let us now suppose the first part of the operation in the

collision of A against B, to be the same as already described

in the case of a soft body, and supposing them to be in the situ-

ation as represented at No. 2, let us observe what must follow.

When A has arrived opposite to F, as represented at No. 3,

c will have returned to its original place with respect to A,

and B will have arrived opposite toG (FG being =c EF), A
will be at rest, and B will have acquired the full velocity v.

Now, it is obvious, that if A had not moved on from its posi-

tion No. 2, c would, in this last part of the operation, have

acted upon B only till it arrived opposite to L (FL being

= f EF), and its final velocity would have been only ^ f v

But A having moved on to its place No, 3, c will have acted on

B till it has arrived opposite to Gj and the force which has

been lost by A in its passage through the space = KF, as well

as the force of c through a space = HK, has been comniuni •

cated to B. In other words, the force which, in the first part

of the operation, had been expended in producing the change

of figure, has, in the last part of the operation, been repro-

duced by the expansion of the figure to its original state, and

has, together with the remaining force of A, been communi-

cated to B, If this explanation be applied to the change of

motion produced in C and D fig. 7> as referred to at page 185,

it must be obvious, I think, that when C is brought to rest, the

force which it has lost, and the force of the spring, have both

been communicated to D,

1 In the collision of unequal masses, the distribution of the

force is rather more complicated. Let M (fig, 15) be im-

moveable, and filled with a dense elastic fluid, so that N,

moving with the velocity v, and meeting with an uniform

resistance, would be brought to rest by driving the cylinder C
up to O. Then, if we suppose M, = 2N, to be in free space,

'

and if we divide OP, = OR, into nine equal parts, and make

OS
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OS _ J OR, it will be obvious, that when N has arrived at Case* of diffi-

V rulty in the

S', its velocity will be —, and M will, at the same time, have

V
moving torce.

arrived at 2', and will have acquired the velocity —, and the

3

penetration of C into M will be 4 OR. In this part of the

operation, then, N has, (on the principles adopted in explaining

the last case) lost, or rather given out, 1 of its force ; of tl>e

effects of which are found in the acquired motion of M, and

^ in the change of figure of M. In the next stage of the ope-

ration N will have arrived at O' and be at rest : M will have

V
arrived at 4‘5, and will have acquired the velocity— . And

3

lastly, when M has arrived at 8', it will have acquired the

velocity j v, and N will have moved back to S", and will have

V
re-acquired the velocity — , and the balls will be at the same dis-

3
tance they were at first when N struck C. Inexplalning these facts

by tlie common theory, it is admitted, that N has communicated

to M a greater quantity ofmotion than it had
j
that inconsistency,

however, is supposed to be removed by saying, that the motion

of N being in the contrary direction, it must be deducted from

the motion of M, and the remainder will be equal to the ori-

ginal motion of N. Bvit we know that a body cannot be put

in motion, in any direction, without force, and as the final

motion of N, as well as that of M, must have been derived

from the original force of N
;

it appears that the motion of N
should be added to, instead of being deducted from, the motion

of M, before we can properly compare the effects with the

force by which they have been produced. If N had remained

at rest at O', M would have been acted upon by C till it arrived

at 9^ and the whole original force ofN would have been found

in the motion of M, which would finally have acquired the

I
•

velocity v' 2 *

This last explanation is given by Dr. Wollaston as follows.

“ But tliere is one view/’ he obsenes, ** in which the com-

parative
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Cases of diffi- parative forces of impact of dilFerent bodies was not examined
culty in the i c i •

doctrines of omeaton, and it may be worth while to show, that when
moving force, the whole energy of a body A is employed without loss in giv-

ing velocity to a second body B, the inipelus which B receives

is, in all cases, equal to that of A, and the force transferred to

B, or by it to a third body C, (if also communicated without

loss, and duly estimated as a mechanic force,) is always equal

to that from which it originated.

“ As the simplest case of entire transfer, the body A may

be supposed to act upon B in a direct line through the medium

of a light spring, so contrived, that the spring is prevented by

a ratchet from returning in the direction towards A, but ex-

pands again entirely in the direction towards B, and by that

means exerts the whole force which had been wound up by

the action of A, in giving motion to B alone*.”

In the explanations which I have offered of the phenomena

which occur in the collision of bodies, I have supposed all the

changes of motion and of figure to be gradual, uot instauta-

neous
; and it may be objected to these explanations, that they

cannot be applied to cases of instantaneous impact. But I be*

iieve it is now generally admitted, as I have already observed,

that impact cannot be perfectly instantaneous, that some small

but finite portion of lime must pass during the operation* j

and if this be so, the changes of motion must occupy also

some portion of space. Now, if we suppose that portion of

space to be magnified by means of lenses, we cannot doubt that

W'e should see all the changes of figure, as well as of motion,

distinctly in their order, the same as they actually appear when

they are gradually produced in extended spaces, and the same

explanations may be strictly applied to the changes which take

place in the smallest as well as in the largest spaces.

The 9th case is stated merely to show, that we cannot form

a gust estimate of tlie forces of bodies in motion, by attending

solely to the quantity of motion of their common centre of

1

• ' • Pliil. Trans, 1806, p. 19.

• . 1 . See Hutton’s Dictionary, art. Force, vol, I, p. 496.

gravity >
\
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gravity
;
and that, in cases of composition of motion, where- Cnses of diffi-

ever there is a loss of mechanical force in any direction, there of

must be a corresponding change offigure, which may always moving force,

be estimated upon the principles adopted in the preceding cases.

In the 10th case, the quantity of motion of A (fig. lO) after

collision, is the same as that of the common centre of gravity of

E and F before collision. But the whole forces of E and F are not

exhibited in the quantity of motion of their common centre of

gravity. The motion of A, however, is the whole effect pro-

duced, and if we estimate its force by its mass into its velocity,

W'C cannot account for the tot.al loss of the forces of E and F

;

but if we estimate all the forces by the masses into the squares

of their separate velocities, the .agreement between the forces

and their joint effect is obvious. ‘

I have alrc.idy adverted (page 134) to a statement of a case

of composition of motion made by M. I.jplace, in which a

hypothetical relation of the force of a body in motion to the

square of its velocity is adopted, ami where the supposed effects

would be quite at variance with those of experience. It will,

perhaps, bef^etter uwlerstood with a reference to this lOth case.

M. LapKic© says, “ La force pent etre exprim6e par one

iniintt6 de» fonctions de la vifesse, qui n’ impliquent pas contra-

diction. II n'y en a point, par exemple, a la snpproser prepor-

I tionrelle an c.'irr6 de la vipesse. Dans cette hyjrothdw, il cst

facile dc determiner )e mouvement d’nn point solicite par un

nombre quelconque de forces, dont les vitesses sent conn ties
;

I car si Ton prend sur les directions de ces forces, ^ partir de lenr

' point d« coocurs, de droites pour representer leurs vitesses, fet

I ki Ton determine sur ce memes directions, en parrant du mftme

point, de nouvelles droites qui soient entreellcs, coromes les

I carres des premieres
;
ces droites pourront reprfisenter les forces

leUe-mSmes. En les composant ensnite par ce qui precede, on

.aura la direction do la n'isultante, ainsi que la droite qui Tex--

prime, et qui sera an carre de la vitesse correspondante, comme

la droite qui represente une des forces composantes, est au carre

)«« sa vitesse. On volt par D, comment on pe«t determiner le

ZDouvement
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I-

Cases of diffi- mouvement, d’un pointj quelle que soil la fonction de la vi-

clocf,.’ les of P
moving force. Now, If AB (fig. lOtb) be produced to G, and AC to H,

r

%

making AH : AC® : : AG : AB®, and if we complete the rec-
,,

tangle, and draw the diagonal AI, we shall have a diagram of
^

the construction described above by M. Laplace
;

and, if I
,i

understand him right, he concludes, that if the forces of E

and F are respectively as the squares of their velocities, AI

must be the resulting direction of A, and the square of its
^

vJocity must be to AI as AB® • AG. If, by the force of a

body in motion, being as the square of its velocity, it were
• • •

^

meant, that the pressure exerted in bringing it to rest in a
^

given time, must be as the square of its velocity, the result
_ ^

must, no doubt, be such as M. Laplace describes. I cannot
^

find, however, that this meaning has ever been applied to the

principle in question. Such a hypothesis could not be enter-

tained, indeed, fora moment, without setting aside the incon-

trovertible explanations and conclusions of Galileo. In answer

.0 ihe objccllon implW/m ,he reasoning ofM. Laplace, against
.

J
the force being as the square of the velocity, I can only repeat

what 1 have already so often repeated, that it is not the pres-
^

sure exerted in a given time, but the pressure exerted through

a given space, that is understood to be universally as the mass

into the square of its velocity
j

and I may add that there i«

nothing hypothetical in this conclusion. Being derived from,

an induction of facts, it must stand or fall with the facts on
. I

which it Is grounded.

In the next case, where the angle BAG (fig. 1 1) is riot a

right angle, the results after collision are, in two respects, dif-
^

ferent from the last. E and F are not at rest after collision, . J

and the quantity of motitji of A is not the same as that of the

common centre of gravity of E and F before collisionf. This

..

• Systeme du Monde, p. 141

.

+ In describing this case at page 123, I Lave omitted to state, that

K and P are supposed to move with equal velocities; but it will be

obvious, from the figure, and from the results which are given, that it

was so understood.

case.
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aae> or rather the converse of it in a less sinaple form, was Cases of diffi-

irst explained by John Bernoulli, in the eleventh chapter of

lis “ Discours sur le Mouvement," and the solution which I moviU' force.

lave given (page 123) will be found to agree w iilt his. In his

welfih chapter, however, he extends his solution to the case

vhere a bill D (tig. IG) strikes any number of pairs of balls,

he balls in each pair being equal and at equal distances from

he line of direction of the sttiking ball. But that solution, as

t has been justly observed by Mr. Robins, will be true only

vhen the same lime is taken up in t'onimunicaiing motioti to

dl the balls*,” and that cannot take place unless a peculiar

nodidcation of the elasticity be adapted to the respective masses

tod positions of each pair of balls at their points of contact

;

md even then the results will not always be as they ate laid

lown by M. Bernoulli, His solution, therefore, was not,

what he understood it to be, a general one.

Cases of this description appear to have been imperfectly

anderstood at the time when M. Bernoulli wTote, In the “ His-

oire de I’Academie Royale” of Paris, for the year 1/21. p. 84,

he following case is stated. Two equal balls moving with

;qual velocities, are supposed, as in the eleventh case, to strike,

Lt the same instant, a third ball at rest
j
and the directions AC

ind AB of the striking balls E and F, are supposed to be such,

bat w'e shall have AC or AB = 2 AH. That is, that the

bbsolute velocity of E or F, before they strike A, shall be equal

<.o twice the velocity of their cotnmou centre of gravity. And

tt is concluded, that AD will re[)Tcsent the velocity of A after

he stroke.

It appears, also, that some of the most obvious effects of

I lasticity in the collision of bodies were as much misapprehended

."hen as the motion of the bodies after collision. In the same

1-epartment of the valuable work last quoted, for the year

I 728, the same subject (sur la force des corps cn mouvement)

’» resumed, and at page 77 there is the following statement.

“ Un corps, qui a une vitesse ^ parcourir d'un mouvement

* Koblu's Tracts, vol. 3. p. tS6,

uniforme
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('n^es of diffi-iiniforme 1 pied en 1 minnle, parcourra 2 pleda en 2 minutes/

docfrines of*^
infinite de pieds en une infinite egale de minutes ; il a en

moving force, soi de qnoi se mouvoir elernelJement, quoique sa force soil finie,

il faut seulement qu’il ne rencontre point d’obstacles. Je sup-

pose cette force telle que quandil se sera rafi pendant 1 minute,

tofijonrs appliqne ^ un ressort qu’il fermera ^ la fin, et clont Ja

base, qui repond ^ I’ouverture qu’il aura efie d’abord, ait etc

de 1 pied, cette force soil entierement ccnsura6e, et je suppose

eiisnite qu’au lien de ce ressort on kvi en donne k fermer deux

consccutifs egaux ^ celui-B. Il ne peut Ics fermer sans les

appliquer tous deux Ton contre I’autre, sans reduire'a rien leur

base commune double de la premierej c’est-a-dire, sans pa'rcou*
‘

rif un espace de 2 pieds. Greet espace, il fie le peut paircourir

qtt’en 2 minutes, done dans la primiere minute il 'ne peu/avoir

fermc qn’i de tni chacun des deux ressorts,’iet a la fin de'^ la' se-

conde il les aura entierement fermes tous et sa force sera

consumee.’

Mr. Maclaurin has given, in his Treatise Of Fluxions, page

431, some ingenious solutions of the problems where two or

rrtore bodies at rest are struck at the same instant by another

body moving with a given velocity in a git^en direction, 'it is

remarkable, however, that the consideration of the time was
'

omitted by him in the same way that it was omitted by M. Ber-

noulli
j although the oversight of the laftef had been pointed

out by Mr. Robins fourteen years before Mr. Maclaurin pub-
’

lihihed his solntions
j
which appear to be defective also in the

following respect. The resulting mdtiiins are first given on the

supposition, that the bodies are hard and nonelastic, and from

these results are deduced the motions which are supposed to

result from the collision of elastic bodies. But M. D'Alembert

has shown, that in all cases where the bodies which are struck

are not equal to each other, and similarly silnated with respect

tO' the direction of the striking body, the supposition of hard

bodies leads to erroneous results with respect to elastic ones*.

* Traite dc Dynamiqnr, p, 234—5.

and
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and it is remarkable, that the cases selected by Mr. IVfaclaurin of diffi.

- , , . cultv 111 the
are all of that description. docin. es of

i^'ar be is from me to say, that the oversights of that excellent “ovuig force,

philosopher and profound mathematician, or that the omissions

or oversights of any of the distinguished men to whose woihs I

have referred, ar^ of much inrportance when compared wiih

the numerous benefits which they h.ive rendered to science.

I only wish to show, that the principle which appears to me

0 be capable of general and correct application. Las been con-

demned on insufficient grounds
;
and the circumstance of such

1 man as Maclaurin having been led to erroneous conclusions

)y reasoning from the supposed action of hard bodies, affords

he best argument for rejecting that doctrine.

M. D’Alembert appe.ars to have been fully sensible of the

liffirulties which attend tlie solution of problems of this *de-

;cription
;
and, from his general reasoning respecting them, at

well as from the demonstrations of some of them which he

aas given, it is obvious that, without considering the pressure

and the space through w'bich it acts, as well as the lime of its

acting during theproCMv, if 1 may so call it, of collision, the

csulting velocities and directions of the bodies, alter collision,

.•aniiot be determined.

I have selected the case which I have slated (as I have selected

II the rest) as being the most simple of its kind : and the

olution w'hich 1 have ofiered is also simple
;

being derived

rom examining the pressures and the spaces through which

tiey act in producing the motion of A.

The 12th example is stated for the purfxase of showing, that

11 cases where quantity of motion, in one direction, forms no

lart of the subject to be considered, there is in the collision of

ion«elastic bodies, a positive loss of force, in whatever way it

lay be reckoned ;
and if that loss be estimated by examining

^le pressures and the spaces through which they act, a change

If figure, corresponding to the force w hich has been expended,

•ill be found.

The 13th case was proposed to me by my friend Mr. Dalton,

I) whose candid encouragement I have been much indebted in

VoL. XXXVI.—No. i68. T ih*
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Cases of diff-

ciilty in the

doctrines of
moving force.

the prosecution of this enquiry. It is stated in order to show^

that the same-effect is produced by the same force, whether

it act by gradual pressure or by sudden percussion. If the

piece of clay be placed so near to A as to touch the prism when

it begins to fall, the whole impression will be produced by gra-

dual pressure. In estimating the force in this case, a practical

man thinks of nothing but the quantity of mechanical force,

or the pressure into the space, necessary to raise the prism to

the given height
;
and as the same quantity of force will always

raise it to the same height, he concludes, that the same eflect

must always be produced by its fall, although the times in which

these equal effects are produced may be very different. If,

instead of a piece of clay, we place a much harder substance,

a block of iron, for example, under the prism, we shall hav«

an impression produced on the prism as well as on the block
j

and, unless the centre of motion be of a very permanent kind,

we shall, when the block is placed near to A, have a change

of figure in that centre also. But still, if all these changes of

figure could be accurately measured, by the pressure and the

space expended in producing each of tliem, their sum would

be equal to the whole change of figure produced on the clay,

or on any other comparatively soft substance, placed under P.

There are many very complicated cases of this kind, such as

the hammering and rolling of metals, which may, I appre-

hend, be all distinctly explained upon the same principles.

In the 14th case the same effects are produced by percussion,

which, in the 5th case, are produced by gradual pressur®

through sensible spaces
j
and we must either admit, that the

moving force of D (fig. 14) is greater than that of C, or con-

clude, that the rotatory motion is produced without force. It

may be said that there is, in both cases, only the same quantity

of motion in one direction. I must observe, however, that Sir

Isaac Newton understood the sum of the viotkms of the two

bodies to include the rotatory, as well as the progressive, mo-

tion. “If two globes,” he says, “ joined by a slender rod,

revolve about their common centre of gravity with an unifoim

motion, while that centre moves on uniformly in a right lino

drawn
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drawn in the plane of their circo'ar motion, the sum of the Cases of diffi-

motions of the two globes, as often as the globes are in the° doctrines of
right line describeJ by their common centre of gravity, will movitii; force.

be bigger than the sum of their motions when they are in a

line perpendicular to that line*.” On this passage we have

the following note from Dr. Horsley. “ The contrary seems

to be true, that the sum of the motions will be greatest when

the rod connecting the revolving bodies is perpendicular to the

right line along which the common centre of gravity is moved.

But in either way the different quantity of that sum of motion,

in these two positions of the rod, equally makes for our author's

assertion. Of which, perhaps, there is yet a more striking

proof in the prodigious generation of motion by the collision

of elastic bodies in certain arrangements, vid. Huygens De motn

corporura ex percussione." But this is obviously an ovcrsiglit

of the learned editor
j

for, if he had bestowed a little more

consideration on the case, as it is distinctly stated by the

illustrious author, he would not, wo must presume, have given

a commentary so mucli at variance with the text. When A
is perpendicular over B, B is at rest, and A only is in motion

with the velocity 2v. The whole quantity of motion, when

the balls are in that position, is therefore expressed in the usual

way by A X But w’hen AB is in a horizontal position, the

common centre of gravity of A and B is moving horizontally

with the velocity r, and each ball is moving round that centre

with the same velocity v. The sum of the motions, when in

•hat position, must therefore be A + B.y-f A.t’-f-R t' : and I

.hink it will not admit of a doubt that Sir Isaac Newton under-

stood the case in that light. But although the motion is exhi-

oited in such various quantities according to the positions of the

od, it cannot be questioned that the quantity offorce most

remain the same under all positions of the rod. While the

motion continues uniform, there certainly can be no variation

f theforce. It appears, therefore, (as I have before observed,

'). 1/3) that Sir Isaac Newton understood, that* unequal quan-

• ilorslev’* Newton, vol. 4. p. 258.

T 2 titles
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Cases of diftl- tities of motion might be derived from the same quantity of

docHncs*«f
It must be acknowledged that from some expressions

moving force, of Sir Isaac Newton, in alluding to this and some other cases,

it might appear, if these expressions are taken individually,

without reference to his general doctrines, that he supposed a

variation of force to take place in this case. That supposition

has been noticed by Mr. Bernoulli with a degree of unfortu-

nate asperity peculiar to himself, and very inconsistent, it

must be confessed, with the character by which philosophical

discussions ought to be distinguished. From the context, how-

ever, it is obvious, that Sir Isaac Newton could not mean the

casual expressions in question to be strictly applied as relating

to variation of force in the cases which he mentions. For, if
/

they can be so applied, they must be indiscriminately applied

to cases which have no resemblance to each other. The /bree

which is expended in overcoming the cohesion of pitch*, for

example, can never be seriously compared w'ith any supposed

change of jbree in the case under consideration. Yet, accord-

ing to Mr. Bernoulli’s acceptation. Sir Isaac Newton must

have meant that there was, in both cases, the same kind of va-

riation of JoTce.

If D be a non-elastic body, we shall then, indeed, have a

variation of the force similar to that which takes place in the

motion of the pitch. A portion of the force will be expended

in producing change of figure, and the results after collision

will exhibit four distinct effects of moving force, namely, a

change in the progressive motion of D, a change of figure in

D, a progressive motion in G, and a rotatory motion in A and
* V

B'. For D w'ill move on with the velocity — , and its figure

2 V
will be changed, G will move on with the velocity — , and A

V 4
and B will revolve around G with the velocity — . I'hat is,

4
cne-fourth of the original force of D will remain with it after

collisiofi, one half will have been expended in changing the

figure

* See Horsley’s Nevvlou, voI,‘ 4, p. 25^.
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figure of D, one-elghlh will have produced the progressive Cases of dilfi-
j

motion of G, and one-eighth the rotatory motion of A and B.
J

But if these effects must be estimated by the product of the force-

mass into its progressive velocity, the change of figure, as well
'

as the rotatory motion, must be left wholly unaccounted for.

If the more complicated cases of this description, where *,

the force is neither communicated in the directions of the cen-
!

tres of gravity, nor in those of the centres of gyration be ex-

amined on the same principles by which 1 have attempted to fi

explain the fifth case, and the case before us, it will be found,

that the force expended in producing change of figure, added to

that which is exhibited in the motion of the bodies after col-

lision, will always be equal to the original force of the striking

body.

Having stated, more fully, perhaps, than is consistent with

the due limits of a paper of this kind, various opinions and

explanations relating to the examples of force which I have

oftered to the consideration of this society, I wish to ob-

serve, that the terms pressure, force, moving force, momentum,

&c. are used by different authors, and sometimes even by the

same author, with various meanings. It is probable, therefore,

that I may not have understood them, in all instances, in their

proper, or even in their intended, meaning*. I have been care-

ful, however, to give, in most cases, the authors’ own w’ords
;

and in all cases I have given such references that any mistakes

of that kind may be easily detected by those who are disposed

to examine the subject.

• Since page loO was printcil, I have noticed, that the following

pas.sagc (line 17 )
“ that tlie niaxiimiiii etlcct must consefpieiitly be as

A X c*" sitoiild be corrected thus, “ that tiie maximum effect of a given

quantity of water must consequently be as c*. I wish to observe, also,

that, although the reviewers admit that t'lcre is a great difference be-

tween the tlieoretical conclusions, and the acknow ledged results of ex-

perience, they appear to consider the theory to be nncxceptionable.

To that I could reply only by stating, at some length, the difficulties

which attend the application of the theory to practice.

That
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That great misunderstandings respecting the subject under

consideration, have arisen from the various senses in which

• the terms have been taken, must be acknowledged. But it

cannot, I think, be reasonablj' contended, that the whole has

been merely a dispute about w’ords.

Soon after it had been shown by Huygens, that the ascen-

sional force of a body in motion is as the square of its velocity,

that principle was extended and brought forward in a manner

very unfavourable to its general reception. It was adduced by

Leibnitz* as an argument against Des Cartes ;
and afterwards

by Bernoulli and othersf, as a principle which must supplant

or supersede some of the leading doctrines of the Newtonian

philosophy. Great opposition was naturally excited by these

last pretensions
;
and, as it is invariably the case in intempe-

rate controversies, the advocates on both sides were led into

many inconsistencies. It soon became quite a party question,

and the prejudices against oije side became so strong, that if

any one ventured to consider the absolute force of a body in

motion to be as the square of its velocity, he was pitied or con-

demned as if he had lapsed info a dangerous heresy. It is to be

regretted, that these prejudices, if such they are, are not yet

entirely removed. For myself, I must acknowledge, that it is

a matter of some concern to me, that, in consequence of the

explanations which I have thought it necessary to adopt in en-

deavouring to understand this subject, I have, by some of my
very good mathematical friends, whose favourable disposition

it is my wish to conciliate, been considered more in the light of

a perverse schismatic than in that of a patient enquirer j and

I intreat that the two great length of this, 1 fear tedious, dis-

cussion may be ascribed to my desire to merit the latter rathef

than the former appellation.

I cannot help thinking, that if this rejected principle had

been first produced, not in opposition to, but as, what I believe

it really is, an extension of the Newtonian doctrine of force^

* Act. Enid. Lipsae, 1686, p. 161.

t Works, vol. iii.

it
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it would have been zealously cultivated, and miglit have proved Casps of ditS-

higlily interesting to mathematicians, as well as of essential joctiim-s of

service to practical men, in explaining those variations of force, t'*'*^^*

to the useful application of which their operations are chiefly

directed.

If we wish to trace the history of this measure of force

to its origin, we must go back to Galileo. It was first

demonstrated by him, that the spaces described by heavy

bodies, from the beginning of their descent, are as the

squares of the times, and as the squares of the velocities

acquired in those spaces
;

and he first distinctly explained all

the phenomena of the motions of bodies uniformly acce-

lerated or retarded by constant forces in their simple, and like-

wise in their compound actions. The law of continuity ap-

pears also to have originated with him. It is most extraordi-

ri.Try, that both Mr. Robins, and Mr. Maclaurin have spoken

of this law with great disapprobation*
j

and that, although

it had been distinctly stated by Galileo, nearly a hundred years

before the time they wrote against it, they considered it as

a new and a visionary doctrine produceil by Leibnitz or his

followen, forthe purpose of controverting the arguments which

had been produced in support of the supposed collision of hard

bodies. Galileo appears to have been fully sensible of the im-

portance of the law of continuity, and to have been aware, also,

of the objections which might probably be brought ag.ninst it.

In his first dialogue he supposes a difficulty to arise in the mind

of one of his speakers, who states it thus. “ Id est, quod non

satis capio, cur necesse sit, ut mobile quietem deserens, et

motum inclinatione naturali sublens, omnes transeat gradus

praecedentis tarditalis, qui inter queracunque certum velocitatis

gradum, et statum quietis, inteijecti sunt To which the fol-

lowing remarkable answer is given : “Non dixi, nec ausim

dicere, naturae ac Deo impossibile esse, velocitatem illam quam

dicis, immediate conferre : sed hoc affirmo, quod id natura de

facto non praestet. Si vero praestarct, ea operatio naturae cursum

• Rollins’ Tracts, p. 171-5.— Maclanrin’s .Accotmt of Sir Isaac New-

tou's discoveries, p. 92-3-

exce-
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Cases of diffi- excederet, ac proinde miraculosa foret*”. This short, but com-

dootVi'iu-s' of
pi'chensive, argument contains every thing that can be urged

moviii<j lorco. in support of any of the principles which are termed Jaws of

nature
;
and it is not easy to understand upon what grounds

of experience or analogy this principle of continuity has ever

been rejected.

The laws of uniformly accelerated or retarded motions hav-

ing been demonstrated by Galileo, the same principle was ex-

tended by Newton to motions produced by varying forces,

where the acceleration or retardation cannot be uniform
;
and

in the 39th prop, of the first book of the Principia, it is demon-

strated, that when a body is urged in one direction by a vary-

ing force, the square of the velocity which it has acquired in

any given space, measured from the beginning of its motion, w'ill

be as the curvilinear area w'tiich is formed by the aggregate of

the increments of the space drawn into right lines denoting the

pressures exerted at each increment.

As far, therefore, as tire measure of force, which is com-

posed of the pressure into the .space through which it acts, can

be applied to the estimation of the forces of moving bodies,

it is, properly speaking, the doctrine of Galileo and of New-

ton.

But we have seen, that the same principle has been still far-

,
ther extended, and applied to explain the phenomena of force

producing changes of figure in masses of matter.

No indications of force are more constantly presented to our

notice than those- which consist of mechanical changes of

figure. The fabrication of every thing that is useful or con-

venient to us, is accomplished chiefly by the application of

mechanical force to produce change of figure. The grinding

of corn, the expressing of oil from seed, the sawing of timber,

the hammering and rolling of metals, the driving of piles, are

all examples of mo\ing force producing changes of figure;

' and although, in all these cases, the efteets pioJuced are cf a

co.uplicated kind, yet the moving forces by which they are

• Dia'.ogiis e’e Sjsteniate Mun li. Lnpduni, 16J1, p.'ll. Tli’S wts

fir t pubiished at Florence in lo32.

produced
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produced, may be estimated with tolerable precision. The Cases of Jiili-

force expended in driving piles into tlie earth, has been exa* <Tf

mined by many mathematicians. In this case, the whole force

of a body in mo'ioa is supposed to be expended in driving the

pile, and this quantity of force is understood to be as the height

from which the body falls, or as the square of its velocity. Rut

there appears to be a material inconsistency in this application

of tiiM prevailing theory. For there is, in fact, no ditference

in kind between tliis case and the 8th case which we have be-

foreexamined
;
although, inthatci.se, there is, according to

the theory, no force expended in driving the cylinder into the

ball of clay. I do not .see how this inconsistency can possibly

be removed, but by adopting Mr. Sineaton’s explanation of the

collision of non-elastic bodies.

I am aware, tliat many object to the comparison of changes

of figure with changes of motion, as etfects of force. Our

knowledge of both, however, appears to be acquired by the

same means. They are both protlnced by pressure acting

through some portion of space
;
and there appears to be no

difficulty in estimating the forces by which they are produced

by the same measure.

Of all tlie various terms that have been adopted in explaining

the phenomena which we have been examining, none has been

so uniformly used with the same meaning as the word pressure.

All our notions of force appear to be derived from pressure, as

it is perceived by the sense of touch. By balancing and com-

paring all other pressures with that of gravity, we obtain a

common measure of pressure. Although pressures are ba-

lanced by pressures relatively at rest, under an almost infinite

variety of circumstances, their most intricate combinations are

distinctly explained and estimated by the application of a small

number of general principles, and upon that subject no diffe-

rence of opinion exists.

If pressure be applied to a mass of matter at rest, but free

to move in any direction, the ma.ss is put in motion. But that

motion of the mass implies motion of the pressure
;

for, un-

less the pressure follow and act upon the mass through some

portion
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Cases of diffi- portion of space, no motion can be produced. If it be clear

movinj force, action of pressure through a portion of space, it is not less ob-

vious, that the mechanical compression, or the mechanical

separation of the parts of a mass of matter, must be produced

by the same means
j
and when we speak of the resistance of

inertia in one case, or of that of repulsion or cohesion in the )

other, we only mean, that the exertion of pressure through

some portion of space is necessary to overcome the resistance i

in either case. Although we suppose the resistance in the i

different cases to proceed from different causes, we find no dif- ]

ference in the means by which the resistance is to be overcome ;
l

and by taking the pressure conjointly with the space through t

which it acts, we obtain a common measure for this description i

of force.

When we speak, therefore, of the force by which the motion
j

or the change of figure, of a mass of matter is produced, we c

mean something more than simple pressure balanced by pres-
1

sure relatively at rest. In the latter case we have to consider
;

only the pressures as they are balanced by each other, without «

any reference to motion- But in the former case, no effect
5

can be produced unless the pressure act through some portion
^

of space. If the pressure be increased in the same ratio that n

the space through which it acts is diminished, or vice versa, the
,

same effect will still be produced. The space, therefore, com-
j,

pensates for the pressure, and the pressure for the space
;
and,

when taken together, they constitute a determinate measurable
jj

quantity of moving force, capable of producing effects of vari- <

ous kinds, but in determinate quantities, which are always
^

proportional to the moving forces by which they are pro-
|j

duced,
jj

The term force is often indiscriminately used to signify sim-
^

pie pressure, as well as to denote the compound quantity of

force by which the motion of a body is produced. The “ force

of gravity,” for example, (meaning quiescent pressure) and the

force of a body in motion," are very common expressions.

But thesQ two descriptions of force are as different in kind, as

culty in the

doctrines of
that the motion of a mass of matter must be produced by the

linee
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lines are different from surfaces, or surfaces from solids
; and Cases of diffi-

they have been distinguished by various authors by different
* T- .1 r 11 • ... docrniies of
terms. J* rom the following proposition it appears, that Galileo moving force.

applied the same meaning to impetus which was afterwards

applied by Huygens to ascensionalforce. “ Mobile grave de-

cendendo acquirit euin impelum, qui illi ad candem aliitudinem

reducendo sutficiat*.”

Leibnitz and his followers adopted the distinctive terms,

tis ntortua and vis viva. Dr. Wollaston prefers impetus to vir

rii’a, but he sometimes uses energy in the same sense. T he

Edinburgh reviewers approve of Dr. Wollaston’s application of

the term impetus
;

but they propose to apply the same meaning

to energy, which is applied by Sir Isaac Xewton to vis impressa,

namely, the pressure multiplied into the time of its action.

Mr. Smeaton uses the term mechanic power to expre.ss the

product of the pressure into the space through which it acts,

or the product of the mass into the square of its velocity. In

bis definition of power (which I have quoted at page 120) he

refers only to its effects in producing motion. But we have

seen, that he understands the same measure to be the proper

one, whether the force be expended in producing motion or

change of figure, and he concludes, that the effects of force

“ cannot be so easily, distinctly, and fundamentally compared,

as by having recourse to the common measure, viz. mechanic

powerf.”

If this principle be capable of such general application, it

is desirable that it should be denoted by a distinct term, in order

to obviate ambiguity or misapprehension. The compound

term moving force has been commonly applied, by various au-

thors, to signify the action of moving pressure, as distinguished

from quiescent pressure
;
and, from its general use in this ac-

cept.ilion, I have been induced to adopt it.

It is sometimes, indeed, used tor motive force, or the pres-

•ure uncombined with time or with the space through which

* Dialo. de Syst. Mond. p. 12.

t Phil. Trans. 1776, p 473.

it
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Cuses of diffi terms need not be confounded, and if

do'^f'”^

tlip 7noyi»^ybrfg were defined to be “moving pressure producing

moving force change of velocity, or change of figure in masses of matter,”

it could not be easily misunderstood. For, if the moving force

be estimated by the ^changes which it produces, the space
'

' through which the pressure acts, as well as the pressure, must

be taken into the account. In the above definition it is neces-

sary to adopt the expression change of velocity,” in prefer-

ence to “ change of motion because change of direction is

included in change of motion, and change of direction cannot

be estimated by the pressure combined with the space without

reference to the time. The centripetal force which retains a

body in a circular orbit, is similar to quiescent pressure
j

the

pressure at the centre moves through no space, and therefore

there is no change of velocity
j

but if the revolving body

approach or recede from the centre, any given space, the pres-

sure moves through the same portion of space, and a corres-

ponding change of velocity is produced Excepting change

of direction, however, the above definition and measure of

moving Jorce apply to every case of moving pressure of which

we have any experience.

The pressure taken together w'ith the time of its direct action,

bears a constant relation to an important class of the pheno-

^ mena of moving force producing motion in masses of matter.

But when the pressure is applied indirectly by levers, or other

means, or when a change of figure is produced, the velocity

of tlie pressure being different from that of the mass which

is moved, this relation is no longer preserved. In cases of that

description, the sum of the changes produced by the moving

force, is not in any constant ratio to the time of its action. If

this statement be correct, the relation between the effects of a

moving force and the time of its action, cannot be reduced to

a general formula. It can only be considered as an individual

character or property of one class of the phenomena of moving

force, a property of great importance, no doubt, but still not

a general property. The duration, therefore, of a moving

force
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brce cannot be taken generally as an element in the estiraalion of jlifli'

° ^ cultj lU the
)f its quantity. doctrines of

If we attempt to estimate some moving forces by their dura-

:ion, and others by the spaces through which the pressure acts,

—according to particular circumstances which may appear to

56 more favourable to the application of one measure than the

)ther
j
we cannot avoid the inconsistency of sometimes con-

duding that a given quantity of moving force may be considered

greater or less, according to the nature of the efi'ecl it is intended

:o produce.

(To be concluded.)

III.

Additional Remarks on the state in which Alcohol exists in Fer-

mented Liijuors. By William Thomas Bkande, Esq, F.

R. S. Philosophical Transactions, 1813.

T
IHE experiments and observations contained in this paper, State of alco-

are intended as supplementary to a communication on the
cd'iiquoM**^"*

iame subject, which the Royal Society has done me the ho-

aour to insert in the Philosophical Transactions for the year

1811 *.

On that occ.asion, I endeavoured to refute the commonly

received opinion respecting th(; production of alcohol during the

lisiillation of fermented liquors, by shewing, that the results

bf the process are not affected by a variation of temperature

•qual to twenty degrees of Fahrenheit’s scale
j

that is, that a

imilar quantity of alcohol is afforded by distilling wine at 180®

and at 200°.

I also conceived that any new arrangement of the ultimate

dements of the wine, which could have given rise to the for-

nation of alcohol, would have been attended with other symp-

xjcus of decomposition, Uiat carbon would have been deposited.
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pate of alco- or carbonic acid evolved, which in the experiments alluded to,

cd liquors, Upon such grounds I ventured to conclude,

that the relative quantity of alcohol in wines, might be esti-

mated by submitting them to a careful distillatinn, and by as-

certaining the specific gravity of the distilled liquor with the

precautions which 1 have formerly described.

This conclusion may be objected to, by supposing that the

lowest temperature, at which the distillations w'ere performed,

was sufficient for the formation of alcohol from the elements

existing in the w’ine
;
but it is not easy to conceive how this

should happen, without some of those other changes which I

have just noticed.

It has been stated, in my former paper, that the separation

,
of alcohol from wine, by the addition of subcarbonate of pot-

ash, is prevented by the combination of the alkaline salt with

the colouring-extractive, and acid contained in the liquor, I

have also shortly noticed some unsuccessful attempts to sepa-

rate these substances by other means than distillation.

In prosecuting the inquiry, this difficulty has been sur-

mounted, and I shall proceed to shew, that alcohol may be

separated from wine without the intervention of heat, and that

the proportion thus afforded is equal to that yielded by distil-

lation.

When the acetate*’, or subacetatef of lead, or the subnitrate

of tinj are added to wine, a dense insoluble precipitate is

quickly formed, consisting of a combination of the metallic

oxide, with the acid and colouring-extractive matter of the

wine, and when this is separated by filtration, a colourless

fluid is obtained, containing alcohol, water, and a portion of

• Sugar of lead.

f Formed by boiling two parts of sugar of lead with one of finely

powdered litharge, in six parts of water. The solution should he pre-

served in well closed phials, as it is rapidly decomposed by attracting

carbonic acid from the atmosphere. Even while hot, a portion of car-

bonate of lead is formed in it.

t Prepared by dissolving protoxide of tin in cold dilute nitric acid.

the
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e acid of the metallic salt, provided the latter has not been State of alco*

, j ,
. . I 1 . • t 1 hot ill lernieat-

Ided in excess, in which case a part remains undecomposed, Hquors,

The acetate of lead and the subuitrate of tin produce the

jsired effect of separating the colouring and acid matters, in

le greater number of instances, but they are less rapid and

Jrfect in their action, and not so generally applicable as the

ibacctate of lead*, which is the substance that I commonly

nployed.

The following experiment was made with a view to ascertain

le effect of this salt.

Twenty measures of alcohol, specific gravity ,82500, were

lixcd with eighty measures of distilled w'ater coloured with

igwood, and rendered slightly acid by supertartrate of pot-

ih. Four measures of a concentrated solution of the subacc-

ite of lead were added to this mixture, and the whole poured

pon a filter. A precipitate was thus collected of a deep purple

olour, which appeared to consist of oxide of lead combined

dih tartaric acid and the colouring-extractive matter.

The filtered liquor was perfectly transparent and colourless,

nd afforded, on the addition of subcarbonate of potash, 19,5

icasures of alcoholf.

Finding

• The effect of Utis salt upon colouring matter, was first pointed out

) be iny iMr. E. M. Noble of Chelsea.

t Pure nibcarboiiate of potasli, obtained by igniting the carbonate,

.•as employed in these experiments. I found tliat about 19,5 parts of

cohol were separated in the conrse of four honrs, by the addition of

) parts of the suhcarbonalo to a mixture of 20 parts of alcohol by

»<asure with 80 of distilled wat«>r, and tiiat ho further separation took

Mce. The alcohol b alw.ays slightly alksKne, probably from containing

.small poriion of the solution of subcarbonate, or of pure soda, but as

I is did not interfere with tlie object of the experiment, it was not parti-

Ljlarly attended to.

' When the buhearbonate was added to a mixture of four parts by

1 oasurc of alcohol with 96 ef water, no separation was effected —

A

I ixture containing 8 percent- of alcohol afforded about 7 parts—oo«

I 'iitaiiiing 16 percent- about 15,5, and where the proportion of alcohol

I'.ceeded 16 per cent, the quantity, indicated by the action of tlic sub-

ii.rbonate, was always within 0,5 per cent, of the real proportion con-
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State of alco- Finding that the separation of alcohol by subcarbonate of

!;d\i"juors?^"
* potash from mixtures of spirit and water, was nearly com-

plete, and, that ccjlouring extractive matter, and tartaric acid,

might be removed from such mixtures by tlte subacetate of

lead, I proceeded to examine wine by such modes of analysis.

The following results were obtained by these, and other

comparative experiments.

1 . One part by measure of a concentrated solution of sub-

acetate of lead, was added to eight measures of common port

wine : the mixture having been agitated for a few minutes, was

poured upon a tilter.—The filtrated liquor was perfectly colour-

less, and the addition of dry subcarbonate of potash effected a

-rapid separation of alcohol*.

] 00 measures of the wine thus treated, afforded 22,5 mea-

sures of alcohol.

2. Eight ounces of the wine employed in the last experi-

ment, were distilled in glass vessels, as described in my former

paper.—The specific gravity of the distilled liquor at the tem-

perature of OO” was 0,97530, which indicates 22,30 per cent,

by measure of alcohol of the specific gravity of ,8250.

3 Eight ounces of the same wine were introduced into a

retort placed in a sand heat, and the process of distillation

was stopped when six ouneds had passed over into the receiver.

After the vessels were completely cooled, the portion in the

receiver was added to the residuum in the retort. The specific

gravity of this mixture (ascertained with proper precautions)

was ,9884, that of the original wine = 0,9883t-

tallied in the mixture. So that in the examination of wines containing

loss tlian 12 per cent, of alcohol, the method described in the toxt is

somewhat exceptionable. The above experiments were.inade in glass

tubes varying in diameter from 05, inch to 2 inches, and acciiratciy gra-

dilated into 100 parts.

• When any cxcers of the snbaeetate had been employed, a portion

of carbonate of lead was thrown down ; but lliis did not inlcrfcre with

ilie subsequent separation of tiio, alcohol.

t Thus experiment was suggested in the Edinburgh Review for No-

feinber, tail.
Whe»
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When care was taken to prevent tbe escape of vapour, no Stale of ako-

hange of specific gravity was produced in the wine by three

jpetilions of the above process.

Similar experiments were repeated upon Madeira, Sherry,

ilaret, and Vin de grave, wines ditfeiing in the relative pro-

orlions of alcohol, colouring matter, and acid, which they

antain, and the results were as decisive
j

so that 1 conceive

is amply proved, by experimental evidence, that no alcohol

ybrmer/ during the distillation of wines, and that the whole

uautity found, after distillation, pre-c.xisted in tbe fermented

(]Uor.

It has been frequently a.sserted, that a mixture of alcohol

id water, in the proportions I have stated them to exist in

u’ne, would be much more effect ual in producing intoxication,

id the general bad effects of spirituous liquors, than a similar

uantity of the wine itself. But this is true to a very limited

<tent only : when brandy is added to water, it is some time

sfore the two liquids perfectly combine, and with alcohol this

more remarkably the case, and these mixtures are warmer

> the taste, and more heating, if taken in this state of imper-

ct union, than when sufficient time has been allowed for their

jrfect mutual penetration.

I have also ascertained that distilled port wine tastes stronger,

id i.s more heating than the wine in its original state, and that

lese qualities are impaired, and the wine reduced nearly to iti

igiiial flavour, by the addition of its acid and extractive

latter. With claret, and some other wines, containing less

cobol and more acid than port, these circumstances are more

adily perceived ;
and lastly, if the residuum aflbrded by tbe

siillation of 100 parts of port wine, be added to 22 parts of

cohol and 88 of water (in a state of perfect combination,) the

ixinre is precisely analogous in its imoxic.iting effects to pert

ine of an equ.il strength.

In the table annexed to my former paper, it appears that the

pr.ige quantity of alcohol contained in port wine amounts

23,48 per cent. ;
but two of the wiues there alluded to are

'onger than any I have since met with, and were, at that

VoL. XXXVI.—No. 16;. U time.
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State of alco-

hol in feimcnt-

eil liquors.

Introduction

to the letter.

time, sent to me as " remarkable strong and old port.” I have
''

lately examined a number of specimens of the better kinds of

port wine in common use, and the results of these experiments

lead me to place the average strength at 22 per cent, of alcohol

by measure.

A port wine procured for me by Dr. Baillie, and to which no

brandy had been added, afforded 21,40 per cent, of alcohol

:

another specimen of a similar description, put into ray hand*

by an Oporto metchant, contained only I9 per cent, j
it is th« '

weakest port wine I have met with. ^

The other results given in the table, agree perfectly with '

those of subsequent and more extended experiments.

IV.

Letter from Mrs. Agnes Ibbetson, shewing that the Spiral i:.

H'^ire is the causes of all Motions in Plants.

To Mr. Nicholson.

SIR,

SOME late discoveries which I have been so fortunate as to
i

make by means of the compound microscope, have so

completely substantiated the evidence before adduced, to prove 1

that the spiral wire is the cause of all motion in plants, that I

shall Jiow venture to collect all the facts into one general view,

and thus give a complete idea of the mechanical force in plants,

their various kinds of motion, (little known) and the mecha-

ni.sm by which they are directed
;

the consequences of that

motion, and the cause of its duration and cessation
;
and this

description being accompanied by drawings exactly copied from '
.

plants dissected for the purpose, so as to lay bare the muscles,

and shew the direction of their levers and pulleys, (for such

they may properly be called) will render the whole, I flatter

my.self, so plain and evideiit, as to banish doubt from the mind,

nd prove the truth of two general botanical propositions 1 have

long
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long been labouring to shew : viz, that the spiral wire is the

cause of all motion in plants
;
and that there is no such thing as

perspiration in plants.

That the regular motion in plants is little, or not at all Motiou of

, . ,
... . , iilants little

known, is but too true, for to examine it, requires a degree of ^nown.

attention few will give, and a constant watching of plants that

scarcely any will bestow; but the most regular instrument is

not more exact in its daily motion than the leaves of most trees,

especially those which have long i>eduncles : the necessities of

each leaf arc a certain portion of light without which it decays :

there is not any thing (darkness excepted) which so soon destroys

it, as being in too close contact with other leaves
;
nature has,

hereforc, bestowed two gatherers for the regulation of its mo-

tion, one adjoining the stem, the other the leaf, and at the ter-

Tiination of each gatherer, is pl.iced a ball on w hich the jiedun-

:le or leaf turns as on a pivot, which carries each nearly two

birds of a circle by means of the elongation and contraction of

he spinal wire. But they do not move alike: the gatherer ^lotion of tlir

lext the leaf moves perpendicularly, andean, therefore, raise

ir depress the leaf to prevent its reposing on others, or injuring

hose beneath it by usurping too much light : while the gatherer

idjoining the stem, whose motion is horizontal, can follow the Horiznnti*l

laily course of the sun
;

or by spreading to one side or the

ither, adapt itself to catch those gleams of light that pass

KJtween the different leaves and offer a fa\oarable situation :

nd such is the admirable delicacy of the spiral wire, that each

Iteration of light, though ever so trifl'ng, produces a new effect

n the tender mechanism which governs the whole, and renders

i capable of moving to that situation best fitted for it. But it

) not the gatherer of the leaf .alone which governs the mul-rib

nd side rib: each of these spires h.ive a bail which forms their

entral point
;

in which the muscles meet, and to which they

II adhere, either to make the leaf flat and straight, or to draw

into a concave or convex form, as the situation of the .atmos- Concave or

here pro|>els.
com ex,notion

It must be observed also that there are only two moments in

1C existence of a leaf in which it can turn its back to the sun :

U 2 when
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when the leaf is first formed or rather developed, it always

presents its back to the light to contract the muscle, and dry

the pabulum
j
but when this is effected it changes its posture

directly, and never turns again but in a storm of wind
j
then

the spiral being more exposed at the face of the leaf than at the

back, if it retained its usual posture it would be liable to tear

. the mid-rib to pieces
;
but being much contracted by the wind,

Vinda vioioKt it bends inwardly into so concave a form that the spiral is greatly
edectoii tJicm.

, , , , , , .

shaded, and not exposed to such extreme agitation : it may

alw’ays be remarked, that the leaves ofthe new shoots are almost

double the size of the old ones
;

this is caused by the relaxation

of the spiral wire while all the pabulum of the leaf is still wet

:

in the elm, I have known it quite double the usual size- la

shewing the various management of the leaves, I must notice

that every leaf has not the same mechanical force. There

appears in all the vegetable tribe a regular scale which rises,

according to the plant, from the highest to the lowest mechanical

power
;
the sensitive plants are at the top of the scale, then the

diadelphian tribe, which open and shut their leaves with every va-

riation of temperature
j
and so violent are the motions which the

first frosts of autumn produce on the spiral in the mid-rib of the

leaf in a cold morning, that they often remain half unclosed the

whole day, while in the summer they are bent back many degrees

beyond the horizontal ninety : it is this extreme tension of the

sjiiral that prepares their decay, still it would not destroy the

leaf stem did not the top of the oil at the same time render

aierhanism them more rigid, and liable to break. Ne.xt to the mechanism of

the diadelphian tribe, may be classed those immense leaves

that generally belong to pentandrian dygynian plants
;
when the

leaf is very large, it is necessary to give great length and scope t»

the spiral wire, its force being always proportioned to the

Jength of space it reaches to effectits motixm—this tribe, there*

ibre, b-’ve a sort of basket work, (see Fig. 3,) at the lop of the

leaf, which is twisted into various forms, and through all of

which ihe spiral wire passes- In all trees and shrubs the mus-

cles are situated in the last row of the wood, nearest the pith,

Jjut in all plants that rise each year from the earth, they are

,
found
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found next the alburnum, by which means they are more laid

open to the influence of the seasons, and the perpetual changes

of the atmosphere : this, probably, would be too exposed a situa- Different

for the winter, but causes the vegetable tribe to be more easily
*'tua'>onoftfce-

. . .

^
»pirat.

moved and acted upon in summer, autumn, or spring
;

in all

plants whatever, the spiral wire, when rising from the root, as

soon as it arrives at a branch, detaches a number of these mus-

cles, and they divide and run up each leaf and flower branch,

and the quantity is admirably adapted to the size of the leaf it

lifts and governs—as in the cabbage leaf, they are in sets as

thick as a packthread, and have not only great strength, but

art adds much to their force, for they are most admirably

looped and twisted to support and catch each other, at:d curi-

ously balanced in power, and fixed by means of those little

green balls under which the spiral appears to run, and round

which they are often wound, with many a slip knot.

If the large leaves of the arctium lappa are examined, and

their mid-ribs dissected, it will plainly appear that the spiral

runs by impulses} which, when much agitated, seems to draw

.and stop like the moment-hand of a watch. But this is only

when a storm or quick changes of the atmosphere produce vio-

lent agitation ; then the motion is indeed excessive, and in Convnhinn*
°

’
.

ofthespiia*
starts

}
this has been observed by many in the mimosa sensitiva, wire,

for when the leaves are made to change their position it is

always with a jerk—and the knots formed in most spiral wire

•admirably accounts for this—indeed the motion of vegetables is

>a!l of this kind, tliough in a greater or lesser degree, according

to the number of balls and knots they possess. This is only to

Be known by those who will take the trouble acutely to observa

and watch plants
}
but is best seen if the spirals are taken out of

their cases, and exposed naked to the atmosphere : then they

vCan be compared only to a riggling worm, and the spiral woufd

‘be taken for one if placed where the air could reach it
}

it is

really beautiful, if along piece isobt.aincd, to see it wind and start

• as the various insensible changes of the atmosphere aflect it }
it

•will be asked, as they are insensible, how I know it is that cause

•which acts } 1 can know it only by observing how excessive ia

the
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the effect of each change of the thermometer on it, and how

breathing on it even at a distance lifts it up, nay, convulses it,

' nearly ten minutes after one should suppose any immediate

effect must be passed if then the spiral wire can be taken out

of the plant, and in this situation exhibit all the motions of the

leaf} and that the refuse remaining after this dilapidation is

perfectly inert
;
surely I may say that the spiral is the cause of

the motion ; and if this same wire is affected, in a superior

Answers to Ik- degree, and answers to all the variations nf the barometer and
variation of
tl)e barometer tliermometer, so as to be visibly affected at the same time, and,

ami iheniio- indeed, so much mere sensibly than either as to contract and
meter. '

,

^

dilate when no changes in those instruments are produced, but

to be affected highly when any alteration of either takes place ;

may I not then be allowed to say that the spiral is governed by

light and moisture, and is the cause of motion in plants ? Heat

and light, I believe, never appear witliout causing a great increase

of moisture in the air, for I never could augment the light

greatly on the solar microscope, without producing a steam on

the glass. I shall not add the mechanism of more sepile leaves

lest I tire my readers
;
but before I close the subject of leaves,

I must notice that their mechanism is not in any thing more

marked than their manner of decaying : the effect of the cold

on the gatherers ; the distortion of the leaves in those parts

marked by the muscles, are so many proofs of their being the

cause of the contraction. Bui no sooner do the hairs disap-

pear, and the oil with them, than the very rigidity the frost

brings, renders the spirals more liable to break, they crack with

the first wind, and the leaves fall to the ground : but before they

fall they shew (though still on the tree) that something is

wanting to them, that they once possessed •, they can neither

turn, nor lift themselves up, but hang a dead weight, unable

to screen their back from the sun’s rays, or protect their face

from the piercing wind, but falling on each other, increase the

decay by the general contact. And this is caused by the

breaking of the spiral wire, the natural consequence of its

rigidity : I shall now turn to the mechanism discovered in the

flowers. -

Ilcchnuical
force shewn
in decaying.

There
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There are few flowers that in passing from the slate of a Mechanical

r?ery young bud to a seed-vessel, do not change their position

five or six times. Thus, in the geranium, when the bud first

iiirisesout of the stalk, it is neces^av^ly upiight •, but before

i;he flower stalk has increased two inches, the flower has

•. varied 180 degrees, and is become perpendicular downwards.

'.Then it begins again to rise, and is a full grown bud at QO

lidegrees, and perfectly displays its corolla at l6o degrees. After

remaining a little time in this situation, or between this and

1180 degrees, it changes and declines
;

and, before the pericar-

jpium has perfected its seed, it again falls to the earth*
;

and

'SO necessary are each of these variations to the completion and

Ihealth of the whole, that if it is impeded in turtiing, it dwin-

Jdles away, and the seed vessel drops off. I have frequently

ffastened it so as to ptevent its change of direction, but decay

was the invariable consequence of this unnatural opposition.

'Most of the diadelphian flowers vary in the same manner, some

rgenera in an exactly contrary position, many of the pentandria

very much, and almost all the syngenesiau scarcely at all. Some

flowers change only three times : thus the variety is prodigiousj

but if they alter not in stem, the motion of their corollas is

Ithe triumph of mechanism, and of the power of the spiral

’wire. To watch the variation of a flower, and compare it McHian^m of

with the barometer and thermometer, is really an experimeiit

* Tliis should serve as a direction to all drawers of (lowers to imitate

nature in the situation ofthe plant and its posture, as well a« its folds, Ac.

&e.; since, to plneea dower inarccliningmanner that should heotherwise,

and to paint a leaf hanging tlown that should be up, is to deform nature.

How often have I seen a single lampanula made to face the heavens,

and a lathuras to hang down. A deeandria prostrata (as it turns in

its perpemlieular position downwards) lets its leaves fall with it, and

its flowers obey the same impulse, exactly contrary to what it should

appear. How exquisitely just are the last volumes of Dr. Sims’if beau-

tiful work (the Botanical Magazine) in this respect ! He strictly con-

forms to the laws of nature
;
and, till they arc well known, it is easy

never to place a flower but as it is seen to hang
;
and thus banish all

confusion and deformity till the posture of all plants arc as well known

as their beauties.

well
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well worth attending to
;

the flowers are so infinitely the most

susceptible instruments
j
not a change of moisture but they

indicate it before the quicksilver can move
j

not an increase

of cold but the corolla will signify it. For the flower, in its

extremely delicate mechanism, keeps pace with the variation,

while our instruments only follow it. But the corolla may be

said to obey the massy vapours
j

for it alters with them, and

will not only indic.ste the sun’s concealment, but sometimes the

passing over of each fleecy cloud. In watching a milkwart, I

have seen it put on and off its little cap three times in half an

F.tfpctof a hour; and it is curious, before a thunder storm, to go round
thundei Sturm.

your microscope, and see the preparation your whole gar-

den makes for it, w'hile our instruments alter not till its effect

has teen impressed on the air, and has produced a general

change. But the most ext.'aordinary variation of the spiral

wire alone is shown in or preceding them. Its univer-

sal and continual trembling at this time, must have some cause

well worth inquiring into it has always, indeed, been one of

the strongest reasons with me for attributing its chief manage-

Ellcctof great jj)oot to moisture. In a great flood last spring, in three days

the water rose to a prodigious height, so as to endanger one

On the spiral whole street in the suburbs of Exeter. At tliis time I placed

under my eye a quantity of spiral wire taken from a geranium,

and fixed it in my compound microscope
;

its constant trem-

bling attracted my attention, and made me watch it very ex-

actly. This agitation lasted a whole day
;

it was never still a

single moment while I observed it, which I did conlinunlly
;

and its elongations and contractions were accompanied with

starts which involuntarily made me imitate it. It was then.

Effect of the that I first observed the strong effect of a flood on the

barometer, barometer. Mine is of the clock kind, and, I believe, a very'

good one. Three times in three days it rose from 28” 30' to

29® 33', and its quickest motion admirably tallied with the most

hasty movement of the spiral wire. Surely, it is iiardly pos-

sible to bring a stronger confirmation that both are directed by

Iffect on the the same cause, and managed by the same powers. The fold-
cuiu.la.

corolla also appear to me strong proofs of this truth.
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They are always marked and outlined by the spiral wire : what,

then, but its contraction can guide those plants, and preserve

those folds, in the admirable order in which they are laid ?

View the stapelia, particularly the cavipanulata. Could any

thing but this muscle preserve this washy corolla in such ad-

mirable order, and arrange its pointed tops so even and exact

when going to close
;
or could any power but the spiral shut the

petals of the asclepias variagata one by one, and fold them

down With the same spring observed in the muscles ? But it is

in vain thus to multiply evidence
j

not a single motion of a leaf

or corolla (if watched with care, and minutely examined)

that is not move convincing than all ! can write on the subject.

Tlie purpose of this letter is merely to point them out, and en-
dfiicc.

deavour to prevail on botanists to seek them, I dare not ha-

zard at once to show all that may be known of their mecha-

nical powers, but would fain tempt a more philosophical me~

ckanic, and a better chemist, to view what a plant (^tvcll dissect-

ed) will present to the astonished senses, and then to explain it

better than I can.

1 have shown, that in all plants that rise from the ground
spiral wire cn

yearly, the spiral runs next the alburnum at the exterior of the twiniugpl.mt*,

wood, instead of within it, as in trees. Now, in all twining

plants much motion is requisite, anti therefore w’heii dissected,

a superabundance of the muscles are discovered. Indeed, the

tendril is formed of little else
;
but to be assured of this, it

must be taken entirely to pieces, for they are all concealed in

their cases
;

these must be laid open ere the interior can be

developed
j

then the tendrils will be found loaded with them.

'1 he letter given by Mr. Knight, in the Philosophical Trans-

actions, is, in every respect, most admirable, except in the

ciu.se to which he attributes the motion, which I c.annot (though

with all the humility neces.sary in venturing to differ from so

great a man) help controverting. It is his opinion, that the Supposed

twisting of the tendril is caused by the pressure of the stick on
of

the side of the tendril, which, driving the juices to the con- ttuJrils.

trary side, swells the opposite part, and thus turns it. Now,

if the juices could change their situation, I caunot conceive

. that
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Real cause.

Various ten
driis twine
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Curious ten-

drils taken for

perspiration.

that the increase of one part would contract the other
;

but I

believe it ’will be found, that the tendril hardly ever fails to turn

htf'ore the stick touches it
;
and I am sure, that the vessels are

all longitudinal ones, and cannot, therefore, send their juices

to the other side without twisting and spoiling the tendril, and

therefore becoming incapable of turning
;

whereas all the

motion explained by Mr. Knight may be effected by a spiral

wire taken out of its case, and exposed to the atmosphere. It

will turn to the part from which the light proceeds, change its

side as the light is altered, and be equally repelled by a black,

ordrawm by a white paper
j
and as all that remains of the

plant, when the spiral wire is taken from it, is perfectly inert,

there can, I think, be no doubt, that it is the spiral wire that

causes its motion. Examine the tendril of the cucumber

when it first appears, with all its buds in their aggregate state ;

it never varies from the figure, fig. 5, and yet it can have been

subject to no pressure, nor turned round any form. The vine

runs on an inch or two straight, and then changes its direction,

when, if it does not meet any thing round which to twine, it

forms its first circle at the point, and then runs up into a long

spiral exactly resembling the muscles of the plant, and turning

the same ivay. Why does the convolvulus arvensis so trouble

gardeners ? because it strangles each plant
;

its slender stalk

twines round each flower like a tendril, and the convulsive move-

ment is caused by the quantity of spiral wire conquering the

rest of the stalk, and making it obey the natural direction of

the muscles. It is almost the same by the black bryony j

but, if dissected with care, the tendrils will be found within

the cuticle, already curled. But, what is still more convincing,

view the backs of innumerable leaves, particularly the phascolus

vulgari, on which are found a quantity of hairs of the tendril

kind, attended with a sort of instrument in the shape of a bot-

tle, of which I shall give a sketch. Not one of them sur-

rounds an object, yet they all wind in a perpetual circle
j
(see

fig. 7) and, as they are perfectly clear, the spiral wire may be

seen winding through them, directing their figure and guiding

their motion. These w'ere formerly taken for perspiration.

By
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By the sketch 1 have given, it may easily be conceived how Twi^tiit by

perfectly unlike they are to bubbles of water; and, indeed,

all that were taken for that secretion were as different in lot in

a'f various in figure.

1 may now turn to my last anniment, which embraces aho r«n»i.atii*n of

, . . r I . . . . ... oil ill tin- r nil at
the perspiration or plants. I lia\c satd, that t!ie *imal wire

is formed of a middle vessel, which is {v,rlly filled with oil,

which humects and lubricates the wire to pa-vent its being

injured by friction
;

but from whence could that oil come ?

Oil is certainly to be found in many plants, but completely pure

and adapted for the purpose. I had not, indeed, the smallest

idea of finding it
;

conceive my transport at the discovery.

I Observing in the gatherers of the rose, the maple, and the

. acacia, some vessels that run directly from the hairs at the exte- Vessilspassing

rior of the gatherer to the spiral wire in the middle of it, 1

was most curious to see what liquid they conveyetl, as I h,ad

generally observed, that the vessel passing from these, instru-

ments merely carried the juices within the cuticle, and thus to

the wood where the liquid seemed to mix with the sap, or

sometimes stopped in the bark. But I had never noticed any

that pierced to the middle of the gatherer. What, then, could

they convey ? It was oil, pure oil, which was received by a I’ilh'^ with

I most curious and pointed vessel like fig. 6 , apparently received

from the atmosphere, and entering the hair full of a clear li-

quid, which it seemed, by its additional weight, to force down

througii the different valves into the interior of the plant. I Fonnatiou of

do not suppose it is oil which is first received into the inslru-

ment from the air, but perhaps only a dense vapour or matter,

which having, in some of its parts, a .stronger atiinity with

the liquid already in the hair on its entrance, is decomposed,

the part strongly attracted passes to the liquid below, while the

oil remains, and, pressing down the second valve, enters the o

interstices pure and unmixed. This is conjecture only, but

it is assisted by the appearance of the hair For the first di- Extreme bcau-

vtsion is cloudy and mixed, while the oil below is perfectly clear, *y clear-

iicss ot the
and thus continues passing down from valve to valve, forcing the hairs,

liquid before it till they both enter the plant, and leave the

interior
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interior of the hair, so smeared and dirty, so like a glassf

that has had the oil within it, that it is impossible for a moment

to^doubt its identity. But, if the smallest unbelief with re-

spect to the nature of the fluid can remain after seeing if, which

I should conceive impossible, keep it in a dry Situation for a

day, and it will arrest the oil, make it grow foetid and black,

it will smear and dirty the hair within as it disappears and

enters the plant, and leave no doubt on the mind. I now find

that they are to be discovered in almost every plant : but in

the melon and cucumber they are best seen, and most beauti-

ful
}
for the oil is so very clear, and the hairs so very transpa-

rent, that it is impossible to view them without astonishment

and admiration. But it is not oil alone that is thns admi-

nistered
;
many liquids and juices are poured into the plant by

this means; innumerable combinations formed, if we may

judge by the variety of colours a single vegetable will often

protrude. And it was all these that were taken for the perspi-

ration ! Does it not prove how greatly the philosopheis of the

last age were mistaken for want of applying a microscope to

the objects they beheld ? Too ready to form a system, instead

of to enlighten a fact, they went on building edifice on edi-

fice, without considering that their foundation was not secure.

But it is difficult for great minds to apply to minute objects.

That all they called perspiration are figures of different forms,

certainly intended to draw moisture to the vegetable, rather

than give it out

:

for that a plant should be capable of yielding

oxigen all day, and water also in such quantities, alwa)'S ap-

peared to me against common sense
;

since it bad besides to

nourish itself, and to form all the various combinations neces-

sary to its existence. Bat when we contemplate the reality of

its formation, behold it not only receiving from the root that

quantity of sap required to form its ever-increasing wood, with

innumerable glutinous bladders protruded round the root to

assist in creating the blood of the plant
j
when we see the

instruments covering the cuticle of the leaves and stems, not

more various in their form than beautiful in their colours, an-

nouncing, by the many juices they bring to their assistance, the

variety
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v.mety of gases they produce, then, indeed, we see a more

rational system
;
where so many combinations must be required,

where such variegations are discovered, we behold the exact

preparation for them
;

instead of a constant flowing of liquid

without use, and without limit, fit only to weaken the plant,

they receive from the atmosphere a never-ceasing repletion of

matter
j and they give us, in return, oxigen, which purifies the

air we breathe, and bestows health and vigour on every living

being.

I am, Sir,

Your obliged Servant,

AGNES IBBETSON-

Reference to the Plates IV. and y.

Fig. 1 . A view of the manner in which one of the lotuses

is fastened to the stem by the gatherers of the leaf.

Fig. 1. The same subject reduced.

Fig, 2. The manner in whicli a branch is always fastened t*

the stem by the spiral wire over the wood, and under the bark ;

its appearance when the bark is stripped off-

Fig. 3. Manner of twisting of the spiral wire to lengthen it

out at the top of the leaf.

Fig, 4. View of the gatherer, to shew how the hairs con-

taining oil are fastened on, and how they communicate with

the spiral wire.

Fig. 5. Tendril of the cucumber before it twines round any

thing.

Fig. 6. One of the hairs greatly magnified which holds the

oil at AA, the gatherer.

Fig. 7 . The tendrils which cover the leaf, with the bottles

drawing moisture at their pointed ends from the atmosphere.

Fig 8. The spiral wire, showing the middle B. which con-

tains the oil.

METE-
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III.

METEOROLOGICAL JOURNAL.

1813. Wind. Max. Min. Med.
1

iMax. Min. I Med. Evap.
]

' Rain.

Qth Mo.
Sept. 1/S E 30 22 30-11 30- 165 72 56 04 0

ISS h 30- 1 1 30 01 3006c 70 40 58 0
i

19 E 3001 29-92 29'96;: 72 43 57 5
1

20 N i- 2990 29 89 29-895 66 45 55-5 • I

1

21 N E 29-9! 29 87 29'89( 70 50 600 -29

22 N
1

29-96 2990 29 93c 68 48 58 0
23 N E 3001 29-96 29 985 64 54 590
24 N E 30' 1

1

30 01 30-060 66 47 56-5 1

25 N E 30- 1 1 30 03 30070 62 51 56-5 •20

20 N E 3003 3001 30020 67 47 57 0

27 £ 3001 29-9-^ 29-975 66 44 55-0
*

28 N E 60 47.*^9 9^ *j\j \j

29 N E 30- 12 — 62 47 54-5 •21 1

30N E 30- 12 29-84 29-98O 62 40 51-0 — ’

10th Mo.
Oct. 1 N, E 29-84 29-O8 29-760 61 41 51-0

2 N E 2970 2967 29-685 59 49 54-0 '

3S E
.^1 S b F

29 80 29-70 29 750 02 48 55.0 •21

5 W 29-78 29 65 29715 66 54 Oo-o
6S W 29-80 29-77 29-785 66 52 590
;S W 2952 29-47 29495 65 51 580 —
8 W 29-73 29*46 29-595 60 54 57-0 2-50

9 Var. 29-43 29*42 29-425 61 49 55-0

10 s W 29.44 29-15 29-295 65 45 55.0 — 4 (

n w 29-46 28-93 29-195 60 48 54-0 — —
12 S W| 29-75 29-55 29650 60 41 50-5 — ^—
13S w 29-55 2934 29-445 58 52 55-0 — 45
14N \V 2962 2952 29-570 58 34 40 0 •29

15 S 29-581 29-21 29395 51 33 42 0 •28 •47

30-22 28-93 29-752 72 33 55-23 1-19 3 93

Tlio observations in each line of the table apply to a period of twentj-fonr hours,

bej'innin" at 9 A. M. on the day indicated in the first coluimi. A dash denotes, that

the result is included in the next following observation.
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Notes.—Ninth Mo. I9, 20. Breezes by day: much dew. 2!.

Cloudy quite to sunset : a few drops of rain. 22. A breeze a.

m. bringing clouds
: p. m. a sudden shower : rain in the night.

2.2. Windy; showers. 24. Much wind. 25. Windy
;
cloudy.

2(j. Overcast a. m. clear p. ni.
;

a luminous twilight, with cir-

rus and cirrocumuius. 27. Morning twilight somewhat co-

loured : forenoon overcast : clear p. m. and at sunset fascicular

cirri, arranged from W. to E. the wind E. nearly calm : after

these appearances, lightning, far to the S. E. and S. W. 28.

Cloudy with a few drops. 30. A pink tw'ilight, with dense

coloured cirri. Eor three days past a steady N. £. breeze, with

pretty much sunshine.

Tenth Mo. 1. Overcast a. m. wind N. After sunset cirrocu-

muius passing to cirrostratus
;

a corona round the moon, and a

small meteor which went W, 2. Overcast most of the day
;

a

few drops p. m. 3. Cirrus with cumulostratus : twilight opa-

que and orange coloured : the roads have become of late exces-

sively dry, and the dust raised from them floats in great quantity

in the air. 4. Early this morning began a steady rain, which
continued till after sunset. 5. Fine day : lunar Italo. O'. Cloudy.

7. A considerable storm of thunder and lightning early this

morning, followed by much rain. 8. Fair, a. m. wet, p. m. 9.

Fine day. 10. Wet, with a fair interval. 11. Wet a. m. fair

p. ni. 12. The reverse of yesterday. 14. Fair. 15. Very wet.

RESULTS.

Prevailin'? Winds F.asterly and drying, to tlie first quarter of the

Moon
;
soon after wliieh tircy became W esterly and brought nineh

rain.

narometer : greatest height ;W'.2 in.
;
least 28‘23 iB.

Mean of the period 29-752 inehes.

Thennonieter : greatest heiglU 7i" ;
least .53®;

Mean of the period, jl-Sd®.

Evaporation, i-19 in. Kain :V95 in.

The rain of the 4th instant liavin:? put the conclusion to a fair season
of some weeks conlinnaiice, I availed myself of the opportunity of a
journey made immediately after it to ascertain, as far as I could, its

extent.

I found that it had rained from morning to night on that day all the
w ay between London and Yoik

;
also (by information from other tra-

veliers) as far North as the Tyne, and over the narrow p-art of the

island from (Cheshire to Northumberland, it having been likewise a
very wet day on the South eoast; I conclude that probably the whole of
Fhiglaud was on this occasion irrigated at once, from an Atlantic cur-
rent, which, during the |»revalence of the Easterly breeze just before,

had taken possession of tlte higher atmosphere
; and which on that day

arrived, in its progress of subsidence, near enou>,li to the earth to part
with its electrieitv, and displace the lower stream of air.

L. HOWARD.
Tottenham,

Tenth Month, 1813.
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V.

Observations relative to the near and distant Sight of different

Persons. By James Ware, Esq. F. R. S. From the Philo~

sophical Transactionsfor 1813.

{Concludedfrom p. 216.)

Ttn’simpcrfec- seldom alike in the two eyes,

tion issekloni and a few cases have come under my observation, in
alike in botli

, i j j ..

eves. which one eye of the same person has had a near, and the

other a distant sight.

Whether the been said by Dr. Porterfield*, that the pupils of iiear-

piinil 111 near- sighted persons are more dilated than those of others. This,
sighted eyes be ^ ‘ .

diluted. ' however, does not accord with the observations I have made in

such cases.

It has also been commonly believed, that the size of the

pupil is influenced by the distance of the object to which the

attention is directed, this aperture being enlarged when the

object is far off, and becoming more and ihore contracted as it

is brought near. But though the activity of the fibres of the

iris is sometimes sufficient to be visibly influenced by this cir-

cumstance, yet, in the greater number even of thpse cases

where the dilatation and contraction of the pupil are power-

l»,.f,babiy not
;

influenced by a difference in the strength of the light, the

nutqiiery? distance of the object considered alone produces so little effect

upon it as to be scarcely perceived. That it has, however, in

general, some degree of power on the pupil is highly probable
;

and an extraordinary instance of this kind exists, at the present

time, in a lady between thirty and forty years of age, the pupil

of whose right eye, when she is not engaged in reading or in

working wiih her needle, is always dilated very nearly to the

.. rim of the cornea : but whenever she looks at a small object,

traction of the nine inches from the eye, it contracts, within less than a mi-
'

*'*r oi^cc'ts nute, to a size nearly as small as the head of a pin. Her left

• coiiteiu-

» Treatise on the eye and tlie manner of vision, vol. 2, p. 38.

pupil
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pupil is not affected like the right
;

but in every degree of

light and distance it is contracted rather more than is usual in

other persons. The vision is not precisely alike in the two

eyes, the right eye being, in a small degree, near-sighted, and

receiving assistance from the first number of a concave glass,

whereas the left eye derives no benefit from it. This remark;^

able dilatation of the pupil of the right eye was first noticed

about twenty years ago, and a variety of remedies have been

employed at different times with a view to correct it j but

none ol them have made any alteration. It should be men-s.iigularcon-

tioned, that, in order to produce the contraction of the pupil,

the object looked at must be placed exactly nine inches from

t the eye j and if it be brought nearer, it has no more power to

produce the contraction than if it were placed at a remoter

I distance. It should also be mentioned, that the continuance of

I the contraction of the pupil depends, in some degree, on the

1 state of the lady’s health
;
since, though its contraction never

I remains long after the attention is withdrawn from a near ob-

jject, yet, whenever she is debilitated by a temporary ailment,

ithe contraction is of much shorter duration than when her

1 health is entire*.

Dr. Wells, in his ingenious paper, published in the second Facts relating

ipart of the Transactions of the Royal Society for the year of di'latation*of

the pupil, &c.

• Several instances have come niuler niy notice, iu which the pupil

i(of one eye has become diluted 10 a ereat degree, and has been inca-

I
pable of contracting on an incrci»se of light, whilst the pupil of tlie

other eye has remained of its natural size. In some of these, the

eeye with the dilated pupil has been totally deprived of sight, the dis-

ordcr answering to that of a perfect amauroais
;
but in others, the dila-

ttation of tlie pupil has only occasioned an inability to di.<tinguish mi-

innte objects. Reading has been accomplished with difficulty, and

I'convex glasses have afiorded very little assistiuce. Though objects

,\at a distance were seen with less inconvenience than those that were

isiear, these also appeared to the atfeeted eye mucli less distinct than to

tlhe other. Mostof the persoas to whom I allude had been debilitated,

Iby fatigue or anxiety, before the impoTfectien was discovered in the

light
i
and in some it ha^ been preceded by affections of the stomach

land alimentary canal.

VoL. XXXYI.—No. 1G8. X 1611,X
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Facts relating ISl I, has taken pains to ascertain whether the power by which

ofdHatati^on^of
adjusted to see at different distances, depends, in

the pupil, &c. any degree, on the faculty in the pupil of dilating and con-

tracting
;

and whether its fixed dilatation has any influence in

preventing an accurate view of near objects. This last men-

tioned eflect Dr. Wells relates to have taken place remarkably

in the case of Dr. Cutting, whose pupil being fixed in a dilated

state by the action of the extract of belladonna, perfect vision

of a near object was removed, as the dilatation advanced, from

six inches (which was the nearest distance at which Dr. Cut-

ting could distinctly see the image of the flame of a candle

reflected from the bulb of a small thermometer) to seven

inches in thirty minutes, and to three feet and a half in three

quarters of an hour. My eldest son, who has a very extensive

range of vision, has made a similar experiment on his right

eye with a similar result. Previous to the application of the

belladonna, he could bring the apparent lines on an optometer

(like that improved by Dr. Young from the invention of

Dr. Porterfield, and described in the Philosophical Transactions

for the year 1800 ) to meet at four inches from the eye
j
and,

by directing his attention to a more distant point, he could

prevent them from meeting till they were seven inches from

the eye, after wliich they continued apparently united the

\i hole length of the optometer, which was twelve inches*. He
could see the iir.age of a candle reflected from the bulb of a

small ihermometcr, five-sixteenths of an inch in diameter, at

the d;sta>ice of three inches and three quarters from the eye j

and he couid also see the image at the distance of two feet

seven inches. The belladonna produced a conspicuous dila-

tation of the pupil in less than an hour
j

after which, on view-

ing the apparent lines on the optometer, he was unable to

• Tlie tHo lines that are perceived on looking throuch the slits of

an optometer, cross each other precisely in the point from whence the

rajs of light diverge in order to be brought to a focus on the retina.

And their apparent union, before and after Ibis point, is occasioned

by the unavoidable thickness of Ute line drawn on the optometer.

make .
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make them meet at a nearer distance tliau seven indies, or to F.ict« relating

gain a distinct image ot the candle retlected by the bulb of the ,a •'01 dilatation oi

tbei monieter nearer than this distance
j but he could discern the iiuinl, stc.

it at two teet ten itiches from the eye, whicli was three inches

further than he was able to see it before the belladonna was

applied. During the time of the experiment on the right

eye, the left eye possessed its usual range of vision, but the

sight, when both eyes were open, was rather confused, in con-

sequence of the unetjual foci of the two eyes ; and it did not

become clear until the pupil of the right eye recovered its usual

power of coni lading, which power was not acquired till the

third day after the application of the belladonna.

It is remarkable that a ditferent etTect is sometimes produced

on a near-sighted eye by the application of the belladonna,

from that which it has on an eye that enjoys a distant sight.

Dr. Wells made an experiment of this kind on a friend of

his, who was near-sighted
;
and he informs us, in the paper

above referred to, that, in this instance, the nearest point of

perfect vision was moved forwards during the dilatation of

the pupil, whilst its remote point remained unaltered. 1 have

made a similar experiment on the eyes of several such persons
j

and though in two of these the result appeared to be similar

to that which has been mentioned by Dr. Wells, yet, in the

greater number, their sight, like that of those w'ho were not

myopic, has become more distant as the pupil became more

dilated. In one gentleman, in whom the lines of the opto-

meter appeared to meet at four inches and a quarter from

the eye, the pupil, in half an hour after the application of the

belbdonna, became completely dilated
j

and, in consequence

of this, the sight .at first was confused
;

but both on that day,

and for two days afterwards, it was evidently more distant,

and the apparent lines on the optometer could not be made

to meet nearer than seven inches from the eye. In a young

lady, seventeen years of age, whose right eye was so near-

sighted that the apparent lines on the optometer met at two

inches and three quarters from the eye, these lines, when the

pupil was dilated (which took place, in a small degree, in

less
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less than half an hour) could not be made to meet in

less than three inches and a quarter
;

and, on the following

day, the pupil being more dilated, the lines did not meet till

they were at the distance of nearly four inches. In a third

instance, viz. that of a lady of forty-five years of age, who

had been remarkably near-sighted from her infancy, and for

many years had used concave glasses of the fifteenth number

(which number is ground on each side upon a tool, the radius

of which is only three inches) the sight was become so con-

fused in both eyes, that she saw nothing distinctly, and was

unable to read letters of the size that are used in the printed

Transactions of the Royal Society, either with or without a

glass. In this case, after the pupils had been dilated by the

application of the belladonna, the sight was so much improved,

that she was able to read a print of the above-mentioned size,

at the distance of two inches with either eye. I do not

insist, however, on the present case, because, though there

was not any visible opacity in the crystalline, this sometimes

exists, in a small degree, without being perceptible even to an

attentive observer
;
and it may be doubted whether the amend-

ment in the lady’s vision were not occasioned solely by tho

_ retraction of the iris from before a part of the crystalline that

was not yet become opaque
j

it being well known, that the

outer part of this lens not unfiequently retains its transparency

for some time after an opacity has commenced in the part that

surrounds its centre.

It is evident, that near-sightedness has no dependence on the

greater or smaller degree of convexity possessed by the cornea,

when this circumstance is considered alone
j

since the length

of the axis of the eye, from the cornea to the retina, and the

greater or smaller degree of convexity in the crystalline hu-

mour, must be also regarded, before the distance of accurate

vision can be determined.

It is no less evident, that near-sightedness is not necessarily

occasioned by a morbid protrusion of the whole eye; since

some persons are born with eyes of this description, and otheri

acquire the peculiarity, when further advanced in life, in con-

sequenc*
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quence of a morbid accumulation of adept at the bottom of

the orbit without either of them being more near-sighted than

those who are free from this imperfection,

I have seen many instances in which old persons who have instances of

been lone accustomed to use convex glasses of considerable adjintmcnt
°

.
for perfect vt-

power, have recovered tlteir former sight at the advanced age sion havinp

of eighty or ninety years, and have then had no further need of

them. Dr. Porterfield was of opinion, that in such cases

the amendment is occasioned by a decay of adeps at the bottom

tof the orbit
;

in consequence of which the eye, from a want

• of the usual support behind, is brought, by the pressure of the

muscles on its suWs, into a kind of oval figure, in which state

the retina is removed to its due focal distance from the flat-

tened cornea. But if a morbid absorption of adeps at the bot-

I tom of the orbit were sufficient to restore the presbyopic to a

j

good sight, it might be expected that a morbid accumulation

I of adeps in this part w'ould produce a presbyopic or distant

( sight. This, how’ever, has not happened in any of the cases

I that have come under my notice. On the contrary, in some

such persons a degree of near-sightedness has bt*en induced

by the accumulation : and in others the sight, with regard to

I distance, has not been afl'ected by it. It appears to me more

probable, that this remarkable revolution in the sight of old

I
persons is occasioned by an absorption of part of the vitreous

humour ;
in consequence of which the sides of the sclerotica

are pressed inward, and the axis of the eye, by this lateral pres-

sure, is proportionably lengthened. An alteration of this

kind is also sufficient to explain the reason why such aged per-

sons retain the power of distinguishing objects at a distance, at

the same time that they recover the faculty of seeing those

that are near, since the lengthened axis of the eye leaves the

power by which it is adjusted to see at different distances

precisely in the same state in which it was before the lengthen-

ing of the axis took place*.

Although

• Dr. Yomig, in the paper to which I alluded in page 38, ha« de*

•cribed a great number of ingenious experimeuts devised by him to
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Varions cases

of imperfec-

tion in the

power of focal

arljiistmcnt in

the eye.

The ervf falline

baniours ap-

peai s iiuii-ipcn-

Sii l)i<; to tlie,

(li'itant vision

at (liti'eient

distances.

Although old persons lose the power of distinguishing cor-

rectly near objects, and require for this purpose the aid of con-

vex glasses, they usually retain the sight of those that ate dis-

tant, as w’ell as when they were young. Instances, however,

are not wanting of persons advanced in life, who require the

aid of convex glasses to enable them to sec- near as well as dis-

tant objects. Ur. Wells is one of these. He informs us, in

the paper to w'bich I have more than once adverted, that when

twenty years younger, he was able, with his left eye, to bring

to a focus on the retina, pencils of rays which flowed from

every distance greater than seven inches from the cornea ;

but at the age of fifty-five, he required not only a convex glass

of six inches focus, to enable him to bring to a point on the

retina rays proceeding from an object seven inches from the

eye, but likewise a convex glass of thirty-six inches focus,

to enable him to bring to a point parallel rays. There are

also instances of young persons, who have so disproportionate

a convexity of the cornea or crystalline, or of both, to the

distance of these parts from the retina, that a glass of consi-

derable convexity is required to enable them to see distinctly,

not only near objects, but also those that are distant 3
and it is

remarkable, that the same glass will enable many such per-

sons to see both near and distant objects} thus proving, that

the defect in their sight is occasioned solely by too small a

convexity in one of the parts above-mentioned, and that it

does not influence the power by which their eyes are adapted

to see at distances variously remote. In this respect s^uch

persons differ from those who have had the crystalline humour

removed by an operation
}

since the latter always require a

gla.ss to enable them to discern distant objects, different from

that which they use to see those that are near. This circum-

staiice, in my apprehension, affords a convincing proof that the

crystalline humour is indispensably necessary to enable the

eye to see at different distances. It is also worthy of remark,

sliow.that tlic faculty of scritig at different distances is produced by

a i)o\ver in the crystalline humour, to beeome more or less convc.v,

according as the object is more or less distant from the eye.

without
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that persons wlio have had the crystalline humour removed,

have had less power to ascertain the distance of an obj;.ct when

they look through a conveK glass, than when they view it

without this assistance
;

in consequence of which such persons

seldom make use of glasses when they are w’alking : and the

inconvenience of glasses is particularly experienced w hen they

• descend a flight of steps, or pass over uneven ground.

Near sighted persons do not appear to possess the same Near-sif;litcd

lexteut of vision that is enjoyed by those who have a distant
' to liave a U.s*

sight. Being near sighted, I have repeatedly endeavoured to ranee of focal

.. c •• ailjustuicut.
ascertain my own range of vision ; and I find, by examining

the focus of my right eye through the abovementioned opto-

I meter, that I see two converging lines, which appear to meat,

'with very slight variations, at the distance of three inches from

I the eye; and no effort I am able to make can keep these

dines united further than the distance of four inches and a

• quarter. They then separate, and continue to diverge. With

I my left eye, the lines do not appear to meet nearer than four

I inches, and they continue united as far as five inches and a

quarter, after which they also separate and diverge
;

so tliat

(he range of distinct vision in me does not extend further than

i an inch and a quarter in either eye; and within these dis-

Itances I always hold a book when I read.— I find also the

I following rule, for determining the concavity of the glass

(that is best adapted for near sighted persons, to be perfectly

• correct with respect to myself, and, I believe, it may be safely'

I adopted by those who, from distance or any other cause, are

unable to suit themselves at the shop of an expert optician.

’The rule is this. Multiply the distance at which the person to

ireads with ease, (which, with my left or best eye, is five in-
ot spectacles

.ches,) by that at wh ich he wishes to read, which may be said to for near-sighted

Ibe twelve inches
;
divide the product, sixty, by seven, the diflFer-

lence betw’een the two, and it leaves nearly nine inches for the

ifocus of the concave glass that shall produce the desired effect.

'I'his is the exact concavity of the glass that I am obliged to

I use, to enable me to read with ease; and it answers to that

liold under the name of No. 0 ;
which, I am informed by Mr,

Blunt
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Changes in the

«r£aa of light-

Blunt the optician, is a double concave glass, ground on a
/

tool of eight inches radius on one side, and eleven inches on

the other, the mean between which is very nearly nine inches.

With a glass of this description I can read the smallest print,

but to distinguish distant objects I am obliged to look through

that, denominated No. 9, by opticians, which is ground on a

tool of nine inches radius on both sides. In this respect, my

eye has varied from what it was a few years ago, when I was

able to distinguish both near and distant objects correctly,

through No. 8. This is ground to a radius of eight inches on

one side, and six inches on the other, and with it I can still

read a type like that in which the Transactions of the Royal

Society are printed ; but am unable to distinguish through it

many distant objects, which I formerly used to see distinctly*

Hence it appears, that my eyes have a confined range of dis-

tinct vision, extending only to an inch, or an inch and a

quarter
;
and that they remain nearly in the same state in

which they were many years ago with regard to near ob-

jects, but have lost a part of the power which they formerly

possessed, of adjusting themselves to distant ones. In this

last respect, they differ from the eyes of those who have natu-

rally a distant sight
;

since, as such persons advance in life,

they usually retain the power of distinguishing distant objects,

but lose that of seeing those that are near.

(To be continuedj
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\ On the Measure of Moving Force. By iVr. Peter Ewart.

{Concluded from p. 261.)

^PnpiHIS principle of moving force may perhaps be illustrated Cases of diffi-

-IP in some degree, by comparing the phenomena of force
docm'nes^of

'with those of heat.— Metals and fluids having been observed to uioviug force.

<«xpand and contract according as their temperature is increased

oor diminished, it was for a long time understood that (empera-

tture was the measure of heat. After it had been proved by

IDr. Black that bodies of equal temperatures contain unequal

qquantities of heat, it was no longer contended that temperature

rrould be taken generally as the measure of heat. Yet tempe-

r.'ature is a most important property of heat, and in cases where

Ihhe temperature and the heat increase and diminish in the same

fatio, the temperature may be used as the measure of the

Meat.—In cases of moving force, where the space described by

1 1 constant pressure, and its duration increase in the same ratio,

;hhe duration may be taken as the measure of the moving force.

Of absolute motion or of absolute heat, we know little,---

A.ur researches are chiefly directed to relative heat and to relative

Supplement.-—VoL.XXXVI.—No. i6p. Y motion.
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Cases of diffi- motion.—In the estimati n of deflecting forces, the duration
cully in the , . , ...... i

doctrines of becomes an important element.—In investigating the pheno-

moving force, mena of liquefaction and evaporation, temperature becomes an

e.ssential consideration. Yet there appears to be no more

reason for taking duration as the general measure of moving

force, than for taking temperature as the general measure of

heat.

It has been shown (page 18/) that if a given non-elastic

body, moving with a given velocity, strike an equal non-elastic

body at rest in free space, half the moving force of the striking

body is expended in producing change of figure
;
and in the

same manner it has been shown (page 197) that, when the

mass of the striking body is half that of the body which is

struck, two thirds of the moving force of the striking body is

expended in producing change of figure.-

Upon the same principles, the following general theorem is

easily made out.—If any non-elastic mass A strike another

non-elastic mass B at rest in free space, (the direction of the

stroke passing through the centres of gravity of A and B,) the

original moving force of A will be to that part of it which is

expended in producing change of figure, as A-fB : B, and to

the remaining moving force of A and B after collision, as

A+ B: A*
The practical application of this principle is exemplified in a

variety of instances.—In driving piles— if the weight of the

ram be very small in proportion to that of the pile, a great part

• The following is a demonstration of this. Let the velocity of

VA before collision : then
' A-fB

jion. The moving force before collision will beAo®, and that after

/ Av \* A’

Ia-hb; A-fB

=r the velocity of A and B after colli-

n will be A 0 ®, and that after

v'^. But these two quantities are ascollision A-fB

1

:

--

>

bence it appears that the fractional part of the moving force
A *7“ 13

found in the motion of the bodies after collision is —^-

g ,
consequently

B
tjie part which is spent in producing change of figure is ~— '

A-fB

of
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of its moving fore# is expended in bruising the pile, and the rases of diffi-

progress of the pile into the earth is very small. The heavier

the ram is in proportion to the pile, the greater is the progress moving force.

of the pile, by the application of the same quantity of moving

force.—On the other hand, if the object be to produce a change

of figure in the substance which is struck, in hammering iron

for example, if theanvilbe light in proportion to the hammer,

the intended effect is not'produced in the same degree as when

the anvil, or the mass which is struck, is heavy in proportion to

the hammer which strikes it*.

If a non-elastic body strike a non-elastic machine moving

with a uniform velocity (such as the float of an undershot

water-wheel) the maximum effect of moving force will be

communicated to the wheel when the part of it which is struck

moves with half the velocity of the body which strikes it.

Let A (fig. 17) be a non-elastic soft mass, uniformly

penetrable by the cylinder c, and moving in the direction /VB

with such a velocity v that it would be brought to rest by driv-

ing the cylinder up to F against an immoveable obstacle— If

instead of an immoveable obstacle, we suppose B to be the

float of a water-wheel moving with an uniform velocity v,

and to be struck by c at F
j

in that case when B has moved

through a space FH = ^ EF, A will have arrived at G, EG
being = fEF, and will have lost half its velocity. In this

operation ^ of the moving force of A has been expended in

changing the figure of A, ^ remains with it when moving on

with the same velocity as B, and the remaining i has been

expended in pressing B through the space FH, and it is easily

demonstrable that if the velocity of B be either greater or less

than I V, it will be pressed by c through a space less than FH.

And whether A be uniformly penetrable by c or not, the same

relative velocity of A and B is required in order that the greatest

possible quantity of the moving force of A shall be transferred

• Examples of moving force similar to these are referred to by Mr.

Leslie, in his excellent work on heat, p. iSS. He explains them,

however, on different principles.

Y 2 to
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Cases of difii- to B*.—It would be too much to say that this explanation may

docuin^^af applied to the action of water on a water-wheel, but it is

moving force, remarkable that these conclusions agree very nearly with the

results of Mr. Smeaton’s experiments. (Sec page lOo.)

The exp«nditure of moving force in overcoming the cohe-

sion of the particles of fluids is always exhibited under very

complicated circumstances
;
but the amount of it may in some

instances be estimated with considerable exactness. When a

jet of water issues from an orifice of a particular construction,

it has very n«arly the same velocity which a body would acquire

in falling freely through a height equal to the depth of the

orifice under the surface of the water.-—In that case, therefore,

a very small part only of the moving force is expended in

changing the figure of the water before it reaches the most

contracted part of the orifice.—But if the orifice be constructed

so that any separation of the particles of the water from each

other takes place, although they may be brought together again,

and completely fill the most contracted part of the orifice, yet

* To nit.tlicmatiral readers it may perhaps be acceptable to have

tlie problem in a more general form.

Problem. Given two non-elastic bodies, A and B, such that A,

moving with a given velocity, v, shall overtake B, moving witli a vari-

able velocity, .r, in the same right line
;

it is required to tind x, such

that the increase of moting force feund in the motion of B after the

stroke may be a maximum.

.Solution. Lety =» the velocity of B after the stroke. By meclianic*

Ar-f-B.v

A-PB
-y ;

and per question, By’—-Ba;^=maximum, That is, B.

^ -Bx’ =
3 I

Ai-PB

A+B
maximum.

In Unctions 2 Brx— (A-p2B)2xx

maximHin. Reduced, 2 Bex— (A-p2B).r’

0
,

or Be = (A+2B)x, & x

n.Q.E.
A-P2B

r.

Cor. 1. If Bbe indefinitely greater than A, then its velocity after the

stroke will be the same as before, 8c x —iv, which is tlic case in the

text.

Cor. 2, If R »= A, then x *•

Cor. 3. If A be indefinitely greater than B, then x =s o.

there
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there is invariably a considerable loss of moving force. In

other words, a portion of the moving force is expended in pro-

ducing this separation of the particles of the water
;
and that

portion may be estimated by deducting from the whole moving

force which the water would acquire in falling freely through

the height of the head, that portion of moving force which is

found to remain with the water after it has issued.

The following important proposition relating to this subject,

is laid down by Daniel Bernoulli, in his Hydrodynamics, page

2/8. If a jet of water I (fig. 18l issue from the side of a

vessel A, with the velocity which a body w’ould acquire in fall-

ing freely from the surface B to C, he says the repuUion of the

water in the opposite direction to the jet will be equal to the

weight of a column of water, of which the base is equal to the

section of the contracted vein, and the height equal to 2 BC.

This question respecting the amount of what has been

termed the " reaction of the effluent water," derives additional

interest from the circumstance of its having particularly engag-

ed the .attention of Sir Isaac Newton, and from his having

given a solution of the problem in the first edition of the

“ Principia,” which he materially altered in the succeeding

I editions. In the first edition (book 2d, prop, 3/) he infers, that

I the reaction is equal to the weight of a column of water of

which the base is equal to the area of the orifice, and the height

I equal to that of the surface of the water above the orifice. In

Itbe succeeding editions, the subject is more fully discussed in the

:30thprop. of the second book, where he infers (cor. 4.) that,

>when the area of the surface B is indefinitely large compared

>with that of the orifices, the reaction is, what it was afterwards

in a different manner demonstrated to be by D. Bernoulli. Sir

Ilsaac Newton further observes, that he found, by admeasure-

:ment, the area of the orifiee in a thin plate to be to that of the

^section of the contracted vein, at the point of its greatest con-

ttraction, in the ratio of /TI I nearly. He takes the reaction,

tlherefore, to be greater than what he understood it to be when

Hie published the first edition, in the ratio of 1 nearlj*.

He refers, however, more to experiment than to theory for a

solution

Ca?cs of difti-

Ciiky in the

docirines of
moving force.
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Cases of diffi- solution of this question; and many valuable experiments

docnines'of have since been made on effluent water
;

yet I cannot find that

moving force. results of any direct experiments have been published which

go to determine the precise amount of this reaction.

Sir Isaac Newton suggested (Principia, first edit. p. 332) a

method by which the reaction may be easily measured. If the

vessel be suspended like a pendulum, he observes, it will recede

from the perpendicular in the opposite direction to the jet.—

I

have made some experiments on a vessel suspended in that

manner, and in order to ascertain the reaction as accurately as

possible, I made use of a balance beam furnished with a per-

pendicular arm of the same length as the horizontal arms, as

represented at fig. IS. The scales were exactly balanced, and

the end of the rod D made just to touch the side of the vessel,

—The orifice was then opened, and the water in the vessel was

kept uniformly at the same height by a steam falling gently on

the plate E. The scale F having been raised by the reaction of

the jet, weights were put into it till itUvas brought exactly to

the position in which it was before the orifice was opened. The

diameter of the vessel was 7 inches, and the height B C exactly

3 feet. I tried orifices of various diameters from ,35 to .7 of

an inch. Their exact diameters were ascertained by a micro-

meter, and the time carefully observed in which 30lbs. ofwater

were discharged through each orifice.

When the orifice was made in a thin plate (srV of an inch in

thickness,) I found the re-action to be greater than Sir Isaac

Newton’s first conclusion, in the ratio of 1-14 to 1. There

was some variation in the results of the experiments. The

greatest reaction, how'ever, was as l'l6 to 1, and the least as

1‘09 to 1, which fall far short of Sir Isaac Newton’s last

inference. The velocity of the water at the orifice (ascertained

by observing the time in which 30lbs. were discharged) was

less than that which a body would acquire in falling freely from

B to C, in the ratio of '6 to 1

.

I found no constant ratio to subsist between the diameter of

the contracted vein and that of the orifice
j
and observing con-

siderable opacity in the jot at the contracted vein, I concluded

it
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it to be divided into a number of different filaments, and I gave Cases of diffi.

-culty in the
up all hopes of ascertaining the actual area of the section of doctrines of

the stream at that place by measuring its diameter. After force,

repeated trials I found that when the water issued through a con-

tracted hole, of the shape represented at G, the jet was quite

transparent, and the reaction (taking the mean of 12 experi-

ments with 4 different orifices) was less than the weight of a

column of water of twice the height of the head and diameter

of the smallest part of the hole, in the ratio of '665 to 1 . The

least reaction was as '65 to 1, and the greatest as '86 to 1. By

measuring the quantity of water delivered in a given time, I

found the velocity of the jet, at the smallest part of the orifice,

to be less than that which a body would acquire in falling freely

from B to C, in the ratio of ‘Q-i to 1 . The highest ratio was

as '95 to 1 , and the lowest '89 to 1 *.

From these results it appears, that when the contracted vein

is not opaque, and when its velocity is nearly equal to that which

is due to the head, the reaction is nearly equal to what it was

concluded to be by Sir Isaac Newton and M. D. Bernoulli
;
and

the great apparent difference between Sir Isaac Newton’s first

and second conclusions arises from his having been misled by

) fome experiments to which he alludes. He says—

“

Per

I experimenta vero constat, quod quantitas aquae, quae, per foramen

* circulare in fundo vasis factum, dato tempore effluit, ea sit, qus

t cum velocitate praedicta,” [viz. the velocity due to the head]

‘ non per foramen illud, sed per foramen circulare, cujus

• diaraetrum est ad diametrum foraminis illius ut 21 ad 25, eodem

I tempore effluere debetf.” We must presunrse, however, that he

1 refers to experiments made by others
;

for if be had made

I them himself, he would, no doubt, have arrived at the same

I results which have since been so well established by various

• Although these experiments were made since this paper was read

Ibefore the Society, I have taken the liberty to insert the results, because

tthey afford a good illustration of the principle which I have endcavour-

i«d to support,

f Principia, edit. 3 lib- 2, prop. 3(5.

authors.
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Cases of diffi- authors, and he would have stated the above ratio to b« as IQ'S
culty in the

doctrines of nearly.

moving force.
jjjg demonstration of the reaction requires that the velocity

at the contracted vein shall be equal to that which is due to the

head. Now that velocity cannot be determined by measuring

the imperfectly contracted -vein in cases of water spouting

through a hole in a thin plate.

We may safely indeed infer, that, in such cases the velocity

is considerably less than what is due to the head. For, the jet

being opaque, some moving force must be expended in separat-

ing the particles from each other, and the distance to which the

jet from such an orifice is projected on a horizontal plane, con-

firms that inference. The demonstration, therefore, of the

reaction can be properly applied to such cases only 'as those

where the water, issuing through a tube properly contracted,

acquires the velocity nearly which is due to the head, and in

those cases the experimental results agree, as I have slated,

remarkably well with the demonstration.

These results agree also with the explanations which have

been given of moving force. If we suppose the velocity of the

jet to be equal to that which is due to the head, and the vessel

to move uniformly in the opposite direction CD with the same

velocity, the water will be at rest as it issues.

Let a represent the area of the smallest section of the orifice.

Then while the vessel has moved through a space = 2 BC, a

quantity of water represented by ox2BC has descended from

B to C, and has been brought to rest. But the reaction is = a

X 2 BC, and this multiplied by 2 BC, the space through Avhich

it has acted, gives ax '2 B Cl* for the amount of the moving

force produced, which is exactlj' the quantity of moving force

necessary to raise the column a x 2 BC to the height BC, and to

project it with the velocity 2 BC. For, a moving force

=ax2BCxBC will raise that column from C to B, and an

equal moving force will generate the velocity 2BC in the same

column, therefore 2a x 2BC x BC =a x 2 B CP is the whole

moving force necessary to restore that column to the place and

condition
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in which it was before it began to descend
;
and as no moving Ca.>cs of difli-

force has been expended in producing change of figure, that
'of

quantity of moving force must be found in the reaction of the moving lorcr.

water through the space which the vessel has moved while the

water descended and was brought to rest.

Upon the same principle an easy and simple explanation may

be given, r apprehend, of the action of the hydraulic machine

called llarker’s mill. Let AB (fig lo) be the perpendicular

tube, and BC the horizontal arm
j

let v express, in feet per

second, the rotatory velocity of the arm at the orifice C, and let

the water be supposed to issue with the velocity due to the

pressure. Putg= 167'— feet.

If BC be a cylindrical tube, and if q represent the quantity

of water it contains from B to C, the centrifugal pressure upon

QV^
a section of the arm at C, will be —

J

: and whatever the
4- BC

length BC may be, the diameter remaining the same, q being as

BC, the centrifugal pressure at C will always be as v*
;
and it

will be equal to the pressure of a perpendicular column of water

whose heiglit in feet is Then if h express in feet the
4

r*
height AB of the water in the vertical tube, A+— will be the

whole pressure at C
;
and if a express in feet the area of the

most contracted section of the orifice, 2flf h
)

will ex-
\ 4 " /

press the reaction, which being multiplied by v, the space

/ \

through which it acts in a second, gives 2av^ h

total moving force of the arm in a second. But a part of this

moving force is expended in producing the rotatory motion of

the water, and in raising it to the height— . For, if we sup-
4>r

pose a perpendicular tube CP to rise from the arm at C, the

surface of the water in that tube would stand at P, PR being

Now if instead of letting the water esca^^ at C, it be

allowed
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Cases of diffi- allowed to flow over the perpendicular tube at P, and fill

cioct^/ne/of another similar perpendicular tube adjoining it, and issue from
moving force, gjj orifice at the bottom of that tube, the effect must be the

same as if it issued at C, and a moving force must be expended

at C, sufficient to generate the velocity y, in the water which

passes, and also to raise it from R to P.

The pressure at C being equal to the weight of a column of

water whose height is h +
4g

(that is = AB + PR,) the

velocity with which the water issues will be
j

or

V 4gh-\-v-. Let V express that velocity, then aV will express

y®
the quantity of water which passes in a second

j
and 2aV—

will express the moving force necessary to generate the velocity

V, in that quantity of water, and to raise it from R to P. That

quantity of moving force being deducted from the total moving

force of the arm, leaves 2 av — 2 «V~for the
V do; Ag

iffective moving force of the arm in a second.

That this is the efl'ective moving force, may be shown also in

another manner, as follows :

The aisolule velocity of the water after it has left the

fV v)*
machine will be V

—

v, and L will be the head which
^g

would produce that velocity ; which being multiplied by aV,

(V—y)®
the quantity of water delivered in a second, gives aV

4g
for the moving force which remains with the water after it has

left the machine.

If that be deducted from aYh, the whole moving force of the

water, there will remain aVA—aV for the effective

moving force, which will be found to be equal to 2dy
^

— 2aV the effective moving force stated above.

The
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The theory of this machine has occasionally occupied the

attention of many distinguished mathematicians, and M. Euler doctrines of

has given two elaborate treatises on its principles in the memoirs
lorcc.

of the Berlin Academy for 1750, p. 311, and for 1751, p. 27 1.

His demonstrations relating to this subject are very compli-

cated, and they do not appear to have been adopted by succeed-

ing authors.

Mr. Waring, of America, has given quite a different theory,

twhich has been approved of by several good writers on

[hydraulics. He concludes that the greatest effect will be pro-

duced when the velocity of the orifice is half that of the issuing

vwater
;
and that this effect will be nearly the same as that of a

Vwell -constructed undershot water-wheel*.

The explanation which I have offered of the action of the

'.water on this machine is different from any other that I have

lhad an opportunity of consulting. I offer it, therefore, merely

jas an attempt to solve an intricate problem.

If it were possible for the water to issue with the velocity duo

I to the pressure, it is obvious, if my explanation be right, that

:although a very large proportion of the moving force of the

Twater may be communicated to the machine, moving with a

.moderate velocity, the maximum of effect can only be obtained

tby an infinite velocity. But when the water issues with a

vvelocity which is less than what is due to the pressure, as must

jalways be the case in practice, the velocity at which the

tmaximum of effect is produced, may be found as follows. It

>should first be ascertained by experiment how near the issuing

'.velocity can be brought to that which is due to the pressure.

iFrom the experiments which I have made, I have been led to

^conclude that no greater issuing velocity can possibly be obtain-

ced from a machine of this kind than what is due to *8 of the

{pressure. If this conclusion be correct, it follows that,

\whatever may be the issuing velocity of the water, a moving

t force, equal to ^ of the moving force which is necessary to

{generate that velocity in the water, when falling freely, is

• American Philos, Trans. voL 3. p. 191 and 192.

expended
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Cases of cliffi. expended in producing change of figure
j

that is, in forcing the

docYrinU* of
through the tubes and through the orifice C

;
and if the

moving force, velocity of the machine be such that PC == 5AB, the issuing

velocity will be equal to the velocity of the orifice, and the

whole moving force of the water in descending from A to B

will be expended in producing change of figure.

For, the head due to V, the issuing velocity, will in this case

be PR, which is also the head due to v, the velocity of the

orifice. We shall therefore have V = v j
and if CP represent

the total moving force necessary to raise the water from C to P,

CR = AB will represent that part of it which is expended in

producing change of figure. The greatest velocity, therefore,

that the orifice, when the machine meets with no resistance, can

acquire, will be V4gx 4h.

When the velocity of the orifice is less than that, V will be

(treater than v : and V

—

v, the absolute velocity of the water
&

after it has left the machine, will be Vs (4"A+v*)— v. The

head or the moving force expended in producing that velocity

will be ^/-s ^1
'

The moving force expended in producing change of figure

will be Noisr when the sum of these two

quantities, or V'S {4gh-\-v^)—v +2 a mini'

mum, we shall find v = —l)=:6 3056^'ir for

the velocity of the orifice when the machine produces a maxi-

mum of effect
j
and in that case the above sum becomes

=4472/1.

We shall therefore have h— ’447211 = *5528 h for the

maximum of effect, supposing k to represent the whole mov-

ing force of a given quantity of w'ater descending from A to B.

This effect is considerably greater than that which the same

quantity of water would produce if applied to an undershot

water-wheel, but less than that which it would produce if

properly applied to an overshot water-wheel.

Respecting
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Respecting the maximum of effect produced by machines, I Cases of d.ffi-

•wish to observe, that in the actual construction of machines it joctriues'of

is necessary to aim at a maximum quite different from that moving torcc.

which is usually proposed in books on the theory of mechanics.

This will perhaps be best explained by examining the simple

case where a given weight P, (fig. 20) connected with another

W, by a string passing over the pulley F, descends vertically

and raises W, without friction, from the horizontal line AC
along the inclined plane AB. If we make AB : BC : : 2\V : P,

W will be raised to B in the least time* ;
and upon this princi-

ple, the maximum of effect in machines is usually deraonstrat-

red in theory. In practice, however, the object is not merely to

:raise W to B in the leait time, but to raise it with the least

texpenditure of moving force. When it i.s raised in the least

ttime, P must descend through a space = AB, but when it is

rraised with the least moving force, P descends through a space

= |AB only. For, if we make BD = 4^B, and let W
aascend along any concave surface DEB, of which BD is the

cchord, it will be raised to B by the descent of P through a space

= BD, and it will be at rest when it arrives at B. This is so

lobvious, that it would be superfluous to give a demonstration of

iit. It appears then, that twice the quantity of moving force

vwbich is absolutely necessary to raiseW to B, must be expend-

fed if it is to be raised by P in the least time. To determine the

C2urve by which W will ascend from D to B in the least time, is

ssn intricate problem, and I do not know that it has ever been

ssolved i
but a practical approximation to it in any particular

cease m.iy be easily found. A well constructed steam-engine

ffor raising water exhibits in every stroke a practical example of

^he same problem. At the commencement of the stroke, a very

kjreal pressure of steam is thrown upon the piston, and this

[pressure is gradually diminished, so that at the end of the

(stroke there is a considerable preponderance in the opposite

i.iirection. la consequence of this regulated pressure of the

• Ifthc ascent be mailc iu the least possible time, W must asccud not

Mlong the plane AB, but along a concave surface AGB.

steam,
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Cases of diifi Steam, the motion of the machine resembles the uniform

doctrines ^of
of ^ pendulum, and the moving force of the steam is

inoviiig force, applied to the greatest advantage.

By proceeding on the principle that when W is raised to B

in the least time, the maximum of effect is produced, many

erroneous conclusions have been drawn respecting the proper

construction of machines. It is laid down for example, on

this principle, that “ In an overshot water-wheel, the machine

will be in its greatest perfection, when the diameter of the wheel

is two-thirds of the height of the water above the lowest point

of the wheel*.” But it is very well knowm that there would

be lost, by that construction, nearly one-third of the moving

force of the water, which is saved by making the wheel one-

half larger in diameter, and by making its velocity much less

than what is required by the above rule.

It should be borne in mind, that the mechanical effects pro-

,duced by means of machines, consist, almost invariably, of

changes of figure. Even when a given mass is raised with an

uniform velocity to a given height, a change of figure only is

produced. For, if the mass were pressed to the earth by the

elastic force of a spring instead of a force of gravity, we should

not hesitate to say, that a mechanical change of figure is pro-

duced when it is raised. Changes of figure of this kind being

easily estimated, the raising of a given weight to a given height,

has long been adopted as a convenient common measure for

almost every kind of moving force. If the rule, quoted above,

for the construction of an overshot water-wheel, had been tried

by this measure, its fallacy would have been apparent.

Dr. Wollaston has described a case of collision and change of

figure, which has been understood to prove, that the force of a

body in motion may be properly estimated either by the dura-

tion of its action, or by the space through which it acts, accord-

ing to the particular views which may be taken of the pheno-

mena. C (fig. 21) is supposed to be a ball Of clay, or any

other soft and wholly inelastic substance, suspended at rest, but

fr««

• Gregory’s IMcchanics, vol. 1, p. 447,
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fr«e to move In any direction with the slightest impulse
j
the

two pegs, O and P, to be similar and equal in every respect,

and to meet with uniform and equal resistance in penetrating Cj

the weight of A to be double that of B, the velocity of A raov-

ling in the direction AC, to behalf that of E, moving in the

opposite direction BC, and A and B to strike their respective

pegs at the same instant. The result will be as follows. C
will remain unmoved^ A and B will be brought to rest in the

isame time, and the peg P will be found to have penetrated C
twice as far as it has been penetrated by O. This case appears

to me to admit of the same explanation as some of those which

we have already examiivcd. It is considered by many, however,

to show distinctly, that the forces of A and B arc e«)ual. If

we confine our attention solely to the circumstance of C remain-

ing at rest, we must no doubt conclude, that the opposite forces

of A and B are equal
;
but if we attend to all the results of the

lexperiment, we cannot consistently draw that conclusion. It has

.often been asserted by the advocates on both sides of this ques-

ition, that we can judge of forces only by their eftects
j
yet it has

been contended by M. D’Alembert*, and by many other good

wvriterson dynamics, that the estimation of forces by their total

.^effects, involves a metaphysical question which ought not to be

-mixed with experimental investigations of physical facts. It

:may be safely affirmed, however, that nothing can be more

'Strictly grounded upon experiment, than conclusions derived

'from the examination of mechanical changes of figure.

This term, as has been already observed, includes every

ichange of figure which requires moving force, or pressure acting

I through some portion of space, to produce it. Whether it be

ithe repulsion or the cohesion of the integrant parts of bodies, or

the attraction of masses to each other, that is to be overcome,

.mechanical change of figure is produced
;
and we have seen, in

.various cases which have been examined, the uniform relation

which subsists between determinable quantities of change of

:figure, and the moving forces by which they are produced. We

find

Cases of
culty ill till*

cloctriiii'.s of

nioviii" foice.

• Trait£ de Dynjuniqne, Disc. Prelim, p 22.
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Cases of diffi- find by experience, that when a body in motion is retarded or

liocni'uos of i^rought to rest, either a change of figure is produced, or a

niovinn; force, quantity of moving force, equal to that which the body has

parted with, is communicated to some other body or system of

bodies. It has been supposed, indeed, that A and B, in the

' case stated, may be brought to rest without any change of figure

being produced. That supposition, however, is contradicted by

universal experience, and in point of fact w'e may, with as

much consistency, suppose that a body may be put in motion

without force, as that two bodies moving in opposite direction#

may destroy each other’s motion without producing change of

figure. It appears then, that if any metaphysical consideration

has been improperly mixed with this question, it is the supposed

possible existence of perfectly hard non*elastic substances. But

unless we have actual proof of the existence of such substances,

we can have no evidence derived from experience to justify the

inference, that A and B may be brought to rest without pro-

ducing change of figure. When a physical experiment of any

kind is made, it is generally understood, that unless all the

results be collected and examined, erroneous conclusions may
be formed. If an experimenter reject some of the results which

he obtains, on the supposition, that sometimes they may not

occur, although in fact they constantly occur in determinate

quantities, he cannot reasonably demand assent to general con-

clusions drawn from so partial an examination of the facts. If

this reasoning be well founded, we cannot reject the considera-

tion of the changes of figure produced by A and B
j
and if we

have no experience of a mechanical change of figure being pro-

duced without moving force, nor of bodies destroying each

other’s motion without producing mechanical change of figure,

we cannot, in the case before us, consistently do otherwise than

estimate the absolute forces of A and B by the respective

changes of figure produced by each,

I shall now conclude my observations with a simple applica-

tion of the principle which I have endeavoured to support, to the

resolution ofcompound moving forces.

If we suppose BAG (fig'. 22) to be a right angle, and three

strings,
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rings, AB, AC, and AE, in the same plane, to be united at Cases

A; tlie strings AB and AC to be prolonged to a leoglh j^Vrines of

indefinitely great, when compared with the diagram, and the force]

end of each of the three strings to pass over a vertical pulley. If

tire parallelogram be completed, and if three weights m, n, and

«, which are to each other as AD, AB, and AC respectively, be

suspended by the respective strings AE, AB, and AC, they will

balance each other, and the strings will coincide in direction

with the diagonal and sides of the parallelogram. If the weights

be set in mntion, by taking from m an indefinitely small part

of its weight, n and o will descend raising m, and the point of

junction of the strings will move in the direction AD. When
that point has arrived at D, the weight m will have ascended a

space equal to AD, n will have descended a space equal to AB,

and 0 will have descended a space equal to AC. The (piantity

of moving force, therefore, is, on one side m.AD, balanced on

the other side by n.AB+ o.AC
;
(he moving force of each string

being as the weight suspended to it multiplied into the space

through which it has moved. So that in this case, where the

parallelogram is right angled, the moving forces in the dif-

ferent directions are as the squaies of the diagonal and the

respective .sides of the parallelogram.

When BAG is not a right angle, let the parallelogram be

completed, and the weights suspended as before, and draw DF
and DG (fig. 23) perpendiculars to AB and AC. If the weights

be set in motion, the point ofjunction of the strings will move

in the direction AD, and when that point has arrived at D, the

weights w, n, and •, will bav’e moved through the spaces AD,

AF, and AG respectively. Tlte moving force, therefore, is

on one side m.AD balanced by n.AF + o.AG on the other side ;

or the moving forces in the different direefione are respectively

as the square of AD, the rectangle AB. AF, and the rectangle

AC. AG.

This conclusion, however, involves the geometrical proposi-

tion, that the square of AD is equal to the sum of the rectangles

AB. AF and AC AG, a property of the triangle which is

demonstrated in the first prop, of the fourth book of Pappus j

SuFft£MENT.-—VoL, XXXVI, No. I6S. Z and
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cB*lty*in^tl!e^
prop, unfolds, as he observes, a general principre,

doctrines of including the properties demonstrated in tlie I. 47, and VI. 31,.
morii^ foice,

Euclid. For the following concise demonstration, I am
indebted to my friend Dr. Roget. Draw BH and Cl perpen-

diculars to AD. Then the triangles ABH and ADI' being

similar, AB : AD : : AH ; AF. Alro ACT and ADG being

similar, AC : AD : : AI (=HD) : AG. From these propor-

tions we obtain the following equations AB.AF = AD.AH
and AC.AG = AD.HD, which being added together, give

AB.AF+AC.AG = AD.AH+AD. HD = AD, (AH+HD)
= AD**.

t

Various other interesting and useful examples might be given

of the application of the measure of moving force, which con-

sists/ of the pressure multiplied into the space through which it

acts
}
but I believe I have already exceeded the proper limits of

a dissertation of this kind, and doubtful as I must be of the

favourable reception of the reasoning which I have adopted, I

am more disposed to curtail than to lengthen it.

By way of recapitulation, however, I wish briefly to observe,

that we appear to derive all our notions offorce from pressure as

it is perceived by the sense of touch, and that in all cases where

neither the velocity nor the figure of the body pressed is changed

by the pressure, we have only simple pressure balanced by

pressure, the various combinations of which have long ago been

explained and demonstrated in the most satisfactory manner.

But in all cases where either the velocity or the figure of the

body pressed is changed by the pressure, we have examples of

moving force, which may be properly represented by a

rectangle j of which the pressure forms one side, and the space,

through which it acts, the other side : and however various and

complicated the changes of velocity and of figure may appear,

they must all be derived from determinate quantities of moving

force. We may have changes of rectilineal velocity in various

directions, changes of rotatory velocity, and changes of figure,

• The same proposition is demonstrated in the II. 19. of Profe.csor

Leslie’s Elements of Geoxuetiy.

all
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a/1 produced at the same time by a given quantity of moving
gf

force
;
and it is certainly a desirable object to determine what c’ byiii the

i- 1 1 . 11 - 1 1
-di.ctriiifs of

portion of that quantity has been expended in producing each of moving force,

these different effects. 1 have endeavoured to show that all

these changes may be distinctly explained and estimated, by

examining the pressure and the space through which it acts in

producing them.

In objecting to the opinions of many eminent writers on

mechanics, I have ventured much. Although this has not been

done inconsiderately, I am sensible there aftj in the arrangement

of my arguments some faults, and others which have escaped

ray observation, will no doubt occur to the reader. But if ray

endeavours to make this essay more free from imperfections

than it is, had been successful, it would still be unreasonable to

expect it to obtain more attention than has been paid to the

arguments of the illustrious men who have preceded me in the

same track of investigation. If I have succeeded so far only as

to show, that the prevailing doctrines of force, especially in

their application to practical purposes, involve some dithculties

which are unexplained
j
and if I have offered any inducement

to men of science to re-examine this question, my chief object

will in a great measure be accomplished.

II.

On a new phenomenon of the Electric Column, produced ly the

Sun-rays,

To JVilliam Nicholson, Esq.

JFhidsor, Nov. 8, 1813^

SIR,

SINCE the date of ray paper published in your number of

the 1st of October, I have found a new and interesting

phenomenon produced in the electric column, by the sun’s rays

Z 2 falling
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Former ap-

paratus rci'cr

red to.

falling upon it, which 1 shall describe, after having explained

why I have observed it but lately.

In my paper published in your Journal for October, 1812,

1

have given the figure of an apparatus connected with my first

electric column, indicating, by the difference in tlie frequency'

of the strikings of a pendulum, a remarkable effect of the

difference in the electric state of tire ambient air
j
for which'

reason I added to the first appellation of that instrument, that

of aerial electroscope.

Exposition of I intended to follow the same observations in an easy manner.
t*»e same.

I,ur*rer appa-

ratus accord-

iiic to Mr.
Singer’s

method

:

by placing the column on a table separated from that on which '

1 am differently emploj’ed. The apparatus of the pendulurw

requiring to be steady for its original function, I was induced t»

fix it, with the column, on that table
;
and for reasons of con-

venience, I fixed it in a situation that prevented' me frona-

observing the phenomenon which is now my object,*
,

In the course of the summer I have constructed*'a‘new'

electric column of HXIO pairs of zinc plates and ‘pieces of

Dutch-gnilt paper about 2 inches square, with the addition

made by Air. Singer of a loose piece of paper between the pairs,

the importance of which I have explained in my former paper.

The power of this column is so much greater than that'of the

first, that it produces the oscillation of a pendulum consisting of

a gilded pith-ball, 4-lOths of an inch in diameter, suspended by_

a thin silver wire 5 inches long, communicating, like the former,

with the positive extremity of the column ; the gilded ball,

thus suspended, comes down botvieen the same large brass balls,

one in connection with the positive extremity of the column,

the other with the negative.

This apparatus being finished,' it was to have been fixed on

the same table
;
but as it promised more interesting observa-

tions, I placed it opposite to my window, at a certain distance

from it. The frequency of strikings was at first too great to be

regularly counted
j
but having means of changing the distance

between the large balls, I found by trials, a distance at which

the strikings continue every day, the •w'hole off the 24 hours,

Iii«re»icd frft. This phenomenon of the column interested roe, as affording
,

with a diffvr-

tUt CXpOkUTC.

8 new
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a new kind of pbysicfil perpetuum mobile, with the circum- qnfnry of

stance that it exhibits almost to the eye the electro-motion in

the column, explained in my former pa|^er, by comparing the

pendulum to a bucket which, when filled with electric fluid by

its communication with the positive extremity of the column,

transport tliat fluid to the.negative
j
and, by the property of the

column, producing again its motion towards the positive

extremity, there is thus a perpetual circulation of the electric

fluid by the alternate strikings of the pendulum, which are

only more or less rapid in different days, and different parts of

each day, according to the electric state of the ambient air;

and these changes were at first the only object which I had in

view in continuing to observe them ; but afterward a new

1
phenomenon attracted my attention.

My window is turned towards the south, and the distance at occasioned bv

(which my apparatus is from it, prevented the sun from shining

ton the table in summer, because as it was too high
;
and this

(continued till the beginning of October
;
but at last its rays fell,

rnot only on the table, but on the column itself
;
and then 1

observed so great an increase in the frequency of the strikings,

tthat it became a new object of observation, which, however, is

mot often possible, at least in my roora^ because, in this season,

fthe sky is frequently cloudy, or so hazy as to w eaken the rays of

tihe sun
;
but during many days I have been able to make tlie

ifoHowing correspondent observations.

* Before the sun shines on the column, w'heti, however, its

rays begin to fall on the table, I count the number of strikings

n one minute : they never exceed 15, and very often they arc

jnly 12. But when the sun’s rays fall on the cmlumn itself, I

.aave often countt3d 25 ;
then when the sun retires, the number

liminishes and returns to that of the morning.

This phenomenon might be supposed to depend on the The Kpbt does

Hifferences of heat produced by the sun’s rays in the column
j

“

iivhicli is a question of natural philosophy deserving notice, as it

•lafes to the important object of the effects of die sun’s rays in

j»e atmosphere
;
of which I sliall sjienk, after having removed

aat explanation by a direct exi>eriaicnt oa the column itself.

related
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A

but by an
increased

qn;iiitity of

elecu'icity.

De Saussnre’d

observations

on tUc daily

changes of
atinospberic

electricity.

related In my former paper, which proves that the increase of

heat, far from increasing its power, diminishes it, by drying the

papers, and thus lessening their conductive faculty. This experi-

ment is related in my paper on Mr. Singer s column, at p. 103

of your Journal for October, in the following manner.

“ Having dried every part of a column, by placing them near

the fire of my chimney, when I remounted it in that state,

” the electremotion had almost ceased
;
but having dismount-

“ ed it, and laid all the pieces separately on a table, where they

“ remained the whole night, acquiring thus the degree of

moisture of the air in the room, when I mounted it again,

the same electro-motion was restored.”

I’his experiment proves, that the effect of the sun’s rays on

the column cannot be attributed to an increase of heat
j and

there remains only one explanation, that of the production of a

new quantity of electric fluid by the sun’s rays. This con-

clusion will carry me farther, as it recalls M. De Saussure’s

observations on the atmospheric electricity, related in the 2d

vol. of my work Idees Sur la Meteorologie, p. 41 1, correspon-

dent with my observations on the progress of heat ia the

atmosphere in the course of the day, detailed in the same work.

M. De Saussure, to whom experimental philosophy is

indebted for many important discoveries, made his observations

on the atmospheric electricity with an apparatus which I had

seen before I left Geneva, and which I must first describe.—

He had erected, on a terrace projecting considerably from his

house in front of a plain, a mast about IQO feet high, having at

the top an insulated metallic rod, from which a metallic wire

descended down al most to the level of the terrace,whence it passed,

for insulation, through a glass tube in the wall of a summer-

house, and was there connected with a pair of pith balls, mov-

ing at a proper distance from a scale, and their degrees of

divergence indicated th« degrees of the atmospheric electricity.

M. De Saussure gives the general results of his observations

as follow's. " In winter, the season in which I have observed

“ most regularly the electricity in the serene air, it appears to

me that the period in which it is the w'eakest, is between the

time
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*'• time of the evening dew and sun rise : it then increased by

** degrees, arrives, sooner or later, but always before the

middle of the day, to a certain maximum, whence it seems

" gradually to decrease, till the dew falls again.”

After having related these observations of M. de Saussure, I author’*

compared them, in the same work, with my observations on the obsenrations
' 00 the atioos-

changes of heat in the atmosphere during the same periods of pheric change*

the day, in clear weather. I was led to these observations in

my attempt to measure the heights by the barometer, which I

have related in my work, Recherches sur les modifications de

I’Atmosphere. There I first proved, that the unsuccessful

attempts of former experimental philosophers, which had

finally produced among them the opinion, that this measure*

ment could not be submitted to any rule, on account of un*

known changes in the nature of the air, was principally owing

to their not having taken notice of a cause on which greatly

depends the degree of density of the air, viz. the difference of

heat ;
and that the attempt to make this measurement would be

always unsuccessful, if the actual temperature of the air was

not introduced as a datum in the formula.

When I had discovered this necessary condition, it imme*

diately reconciled together many of my observations which gave

very different results at the same height on a mountain
;
because

I could judge, from other circumstances, that the temperature

was different. Therefore, with the view of accurately determin-

ing the effect of the differences of heat on the pressure of that

column of air which produced the difference of height in the

barometer at the foot, compared with that in certain parts of the

mountain, I often observed the correspondent changes of heat

•nd of differences of height in the barometer, from sun rise

to sun set. Thus I found generally, in clear weather, that the

heat increases in the atmosphere from sun rise to about 1 o’clock

in the afternoon, and then diminishes gradually till sun-set.

This coincidence, with respect to periods, of the progress of The changes

heat in the atmosphere, and that of atmospheric electricity

observed by M. De Saussure, appears to me of great impor- have an agree-

tance in meteorology. Thence we learn, that the sun’s rays
™e^riods!

form
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format the same times in the atmosphere, two fluids most

essential in all the phenomena on our globe’s surface : the fluid

which produces heat, the appellation of which among natural

philosophers from time intiraemorial, was fire, or its correspon-

dent in all ^languages both ancient and modern
;

and the other

fl.tjid, unknown till the beginning of last century, which has

. been called electric fluid, from electrum, the Latin name of

yellow amber, which has the property, when rubbed, to pro-

duce the motion of light bodies, as do the bodies containing

more or less electric fluid than the ground.

Inferences Dr. Herschel, in his important analysis of the rays of tiie

nahiMl^e^ects separated by the prism, has proved, that some rays beyond

niaydej)endon the red rays of the spectrum, produce heat without being

light, visible; and Dr. Wollaston having observed the spectrum at

emitted trom the opposite side, has found some ravs, also invisible, which
the sun and

.

'

hereafter tobc produce chemical effects. These two invisible rays undoubled-
^j.bservcd.

produce, in the atmosphere, some kinds of unknown

fluids
;
and thus manifest to us a store of future discoveries, in a

field where we more and more perceive the want of known

causes, to account for , known phenomena. Struck by the

number of effects that the sun beams must produce in the

almo.spbere, I have represented them, in a metaphor, as a

bundle of c,uises (in French. rrr? faisceau cL causej which, when

more studied and by new discoveries, will disclose many

mysteries in which the physical phenomena of our globe are

still involved.

But _we are already informed, by the correspondence of the

periods of the day in which heat and electricity increase and

diminish in the atmosphere, that the ;sun beams form in -it two

of the fluids the most efficient in terresli ial phenomena, fire and

the electric fluid
;

in which these beams, being united with

some other substances, lose the faculty of being perceived by

our sight
;

as fire, being united with water in the aqueous

vapour, or steam, loses the faculty of being perceived by the

thermometer.

Such are the results of experiments and observat’rons concern-

ing the origin of these fluids, shewing how light enters into,

their composition
j
but we have also in their decomposition, a

farther
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fartlier proof that they contain it. They ere both ot" wch a

nature, that they are decopjposed wlven too much <;u>mpreibed,

in which case some of their ingredients are inaiiifeslcJ.

We have again on this object todirectus, the anaU>gy between An»loi;ic:il

steam, fire, and the electric fluid
j
for as the whple of the com-

position of steam is known, it illustrates the correspondent

phenomena of the two other fluids. Steam is compo»ed of fire

and water in an elastic form; and when it is com|iressed in a

metallic barrel, as, for instance, in that of the air guu, in which

the air compressed is always mixed with aqueous vapour, which

the strong compression decomposes, the fire diseugagtd heats

the barrel, and the water is collected on its sides and at the

bottom.

Here we see the whole process, which explains, by analogy,

the known phenomenon, that w'hcn a bar of iron is hammered,

and thus the fiie contained in its pores is compressed, its heat js

increased, till at last it glows, by ^ho decouxpo-dtion of seme of

the particles of fire. This is the rcitson why the same bar,

when it luTs cooled, cannot bo made again to glow by hanuuGi-

ing
;
because it cannot be farther compressed : and fro<n tome

effect produced by a new' combioation of the matter ol fiie with

the iron, this becomes brittle.

Thus also, when the eJ«ctric fluid becomes sod-Ji^ as lo Coctricity^

^patk, a part of it being decomposed, light is emiued
;

and I

•liave proved directly, by an experiment related in p..42'3,pf th«

list vol. of my work, 1 dees Sur la.Meteorologic, that when the

;ffectric fluid emits sparl\^, Its quantity is diininbbed. For this

;ixperimeot, I used two large jusplated brass disks, having com-

parable electrometers : the disks were so disposed as to .front

;;ach other at a small distance. 1-madc one of these disks to

immmunicate with the rubber of .an electric machine, aod the

Dolher with a small prime conductor, by which means, one of

: he disks became positive,, at the expense of the otlier, renderevi

negative to the same degiee, as shewn by the eleoUooieters,

t.nd in thatstato I .separated the disks tVom the el«actric m^hine.

Each of the disks. Ivtd a moveahle boll
; aad these baijii.were-Tt.f o.'iper;-

t'.ept, hy springs, at a certain distaace from each ptbpr, whilts“^“'

thtf
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the disks were in the position above described j but the balls

could be brought, by a silk thread, to meet together
;
and then

the positive disk, by a spark, was reduced to the same electrical

state as the other. If, therefore, the same quantity of electric

fluid remained in the disks afier the last operation, the positive

compensating the defficiency of the negative, both electrometers

would have been reduced to zero of their scale
;

or the electric

state of the ground
;

but it was not so, both disks were

negative of many degrees, as shewn by the electrometers.

Being thus informed, that when the electric fluid emits light in

sparks, a part of it is decomposed, we are certain that light

enters into its composition.

These facts, aided by the discoveries which almost daily

increase in experimental philosophy, may, in time, lead to some

explanation of the new phenomenon which is here my princi-

pal object
j that of the increase of power produced in the

electric column by the sun’s rays falling upon it j
since I have

proved above, that this increase of power can only be attribut*

ed to the formation of new quantity of electric fluid in the

column itself
j which quantity is soon distributed, through the

air, to the surrounding bodies, when no more is produced in it

by the sun’s retreat. But this being an essential phenomenon,

which would not readily be admitted by experimental philoso-

phers, if ascertained by only one observer, I shall adduce some

observations even more striking than mine, made afterward by

another experimental philosopher.

Other facts by You have mentioned. Sir, in the same number of your

res^pwting*toe
3^ Hanoverian gentleman, Mr. Haussmann, but only

increase of on account of his having undertaken the construction of my
dcctricitv bv
tfie solar hygrometer, and published very useful hygroscopic tables,

flsht. But as bis attention had been engaged by this instrument from

its importance in meteorology, be wanted to study at the same

time the phenomena of the electric column, and by degrees be

has constructed one much more powerful than mine, being com-

posed of 10,000 pairs of plates, inch square; and he has so

settled the parts of that column on an insulating board, that the

fpparatusmay be transported, without any disturbance, wbere-

ever
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•vcr it is convenient for particular observations. He has also

«n apparatus for the pendulum
;
but for the purpose of bis

observations, it is not necessary that it strikes constantly : his

ball is heavier than mine, and he only connects it to the column

for particular purposes

.

Having communicated to this ingenious experimental philo- H^uss-
° o ir r nianu’s large

•opher, the new phenomenon produced by the sun’s rays on the column afford-

column, he found in it, first, the explanation of a phenomenon
ji*|„^iarto\bat

which had surprised him. His column is usually kept in a first related,

room of a north aspect, where the sun shines only in the morn-

ing
;
and he had remarked, that till a certain part of the morn-

ing, the pendulum did not strike
;
but it began at once to strike

very fast, then ceased
;
which striking and ceasing to strike

corresponded, for the time, to the sun shining, and ceasing to

shine on the column. Mr. Haussmann has made many observa-

tions on other phenomena produced by his column, promising to

afibrd results deserving to be published by himself, which,

therefore, I will not anticipate, but remain to my object.

After my communication of the new phenomenon, Mr.

Haussmann haviag found in it the explanation of the above

related phenomena, he resolved to make a more complete

experiment. Taking the column from his room, where the

pendulum did not strike, he transported it on an outward gallery

where the sun was shining : very soon the strikings were so

rapid, that he could not count them ; but they also soon

ceased when the apparatus was carried back to the former

room.

Thus, therefore, the production ofa new quantity of electric General

fluid in the column,by the son beams, is, I think, ascertained, at
*’®™**’^**

least to a degree deserving the attention of experimental philo-

sophers
;
and I hope it will have the effect of multiplying this

apparatus, and increase the number of its obsen-ers. This

phenomenon certainly opens a new road of investigation in

one of the most important branches of natural philosophy, that

of the influence, in the phenomena of our globe, of the sun’s

rays, both directly, and by the already ascertained formation of

two
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two of theifluids, most essential in these phenomena, the finid

which produces heat, and the electric fluid.

1 consider as a circumstance promising great advantage in

forwarding experimental philosophy, a correspondence nouf

established between Mr. Singer and Mr. Haussmann, as these

two experimental philosophers do not stop on the superficy of

I the phenomena, but having followed them as deep as the present

means can permit, they are able to devise new means of explor-

ing their still < hidden parts, and thus to dispel many errors

which had crept into natural .philosophy, by hasty and un-*

warranted conclusions.

I have no doubt that this favourable change will be seconded

by Mr. Singer’s ^work, announced in the. same number of your

Journal as being put to the press, under i the) title of Elements

ef Electricity and Electro-chemistry j because I know, , by oui

conversation when Mr. Singer came to Windsor, that he has

followed these experiments, not only with all the known instru-

ments, but with many of' bis own invention.

I have the honour to be.

Sir,

Your most obedient, humble servant,

J. A. DELUC. *

. . III.

I

Letl^erfram JV. H. Jf'Q.llaston, D. Sec.- B,.S. together mth
n Report of Mons. Biol, offhe^ j7uperial tInstitute of Frauce^

upon Feriscopic, SpeclaUef^

. d'o Mr- Nicholson.

If ;

.
• ...

i]I N the loyth lunmbcrv>of .your Journal (for February last)

JE k.yiour correaponileDt'Mn;.Jones .renewed his attack upon tlie

pei'iscopic construction of spectacles, maintaining, as before, that

the
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be principle, on which that form of glass is recommended for

pectacles, is not new, though all his quotations prove, that it

vas unknown to the authors on whose opinion he so confidentljr

dies, and though it evidently is not even yet rightly understood

>y himself.

I have hitherto thought it wholly superflous to make any

inawer. Those who understood the subject would certain-

ly not expect any reply from me
j
those who did not, wouldnot

ae benefited by any attempts of mine at further illustration;

ind to Mr. Jones himself, it is probable that my silence would

be far more satisfactory than any explanation that I could give.

I do hope, however, that the following report from M, Biot,

will gratify those who are best acquainted with the merits of

the question by its fairness and perspicuity
;

that the authority,

of one so justly celebrated as a mathematician, will be received

as conclusive by those who do not feel themselves competent to

decide on such subjects
;

and that possibly even Mr. Jones

liiimself, if his “ dultf to his professional intrrest*” should again

i.mpel him to write upon the sul^ect, may at least acknowledge*

..l»at a philosopher of the first eminence in France, probably

txrrites without any prepossession liable to warp his judgment, *

itnd that he may perhaps evert feel persuaded, that there must

:^e some advantage in the periscopic construction, which he has

•iverlooke*!, when one so peculiarly skilled in optical science as

^V1. Biot gives such decided testimony to the superiority of this

k:ind of spectacles.

I hope you will find that I have fairly translated the whole of

be report
;
but as it is possible that I may in some irrttancefl

\

* Seevot. 34. p. lOl.—^The l?b<'rafr^ of Mr. Jones mnst beacknow-

-eds«fd in avowing liinisetf the champion of the professional interest

Lgainst an intriuler who has presnrtcd to recommend, as an improv c-

nent, a inode of ronstnictien, which is necessarily far more costly, on

1 ccouiit of tlie thickness of glass that must be employed, on account of

le qaantity of this gla^ that mnst be ground away by liaid labour,

nd more especially on account of the very small number of large

Casses that tan be anranged by the side of each other on a snffa^e of

41bII radius, so as to bo ground at die same time with the same tool.

havt
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have misinterpreted the strict meaning of the author, I beg

you will refer those who may wish to see the original, to the

Moniteur of the 21st of September last.

I remain.

Sir,

Your obliged and obedient Servant,

W. H. WOLLASTON.

Ntyv. 20th, 1S13.

Observations on a new Kind of Spectacles, invented by Dr.

Wollaston.

Every one knows that those whose eyes are too convex, can-

not see distant objects distinctly, because the pencils of rays of

light intersect each other in the eye before they reach the re-

tina. On the contrary, those whose eyes have too little con-

vexity, as is generally the case in old persons, cannot see with

distinctness those objects that are at a short distance, because

the rays converge towards a point that is beyond the retina.
'

The former defect is remedied by the use of concave glasses,

which remove the focus of rays to a greater distance
; the

latter is relieved by convex glasses, which have the effect of

shortening the focus.

But those who have recourse to common spectacles, cannot

see with distinctness any objects which are not nearly in the

direction of the axes of the glasses. Objects seen remote from

the centres, are distorted and confused by reason of the obli-

quity of the rays of the surfaces of the glass, which occasions

a degree of irregular aberration. Hence, with such glasses,

the view can embrace but a small number of objects at a time.

The head must be moved in such a manner as to direct the axes

of the glasses to each object in succession, with great incon-

venience in very many instances.

It is now some years since Dr. Wollaston proposed a remedy

for this defect by a very simple invention. He remarked that,

sine*
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ince the pupil of the eye is of very small size, it is, in fact,

>ut a very small portion of a spectacle glass that is employed

n any one position of the eye, though its several parts may bo

ised in succession when ajiy lateral motion is given to the eye.

rle thence inferred, that the form usually given to such glasses,

hough well adapted for other uses in which the rays from all

»rts of the glass are to be collected into one focus, is cot the

jest for spectacles
;
but that the best construction would be

hat which would give to all parts, separately, the same power

>f assisting the sight when the eye is turned to each of them

n succession. Dr. Wollaston was thus led to the obvious con-

tusion, that the form should be {iomUe) convex without and

.oucave within, so that rays coming to the eye would pass

nearly at right angles to the surface of the glass in ail directions.

These glasses were called by the inventor periscopic, and the

jxclusive sale of them was secured to Messrs. Dollocd, by pa-

isnt.

My attention having been some time since drawn to this sub-

ject by au article in Nicholson’s Journal, I proposed a trial of

.hem to Al. Cauchoix, well known as a skilful optician in gene-

lal, and more particularly by the large achromatic lenses which

se has lately made of flint glass manufactured in France by

11. Dartigues. 1 requested his opinion on the subject; for,

uough our theory should direct the artist, his assistance and

uperience are necessary to confirm our results. M. Cauchoix

f?ry soon made several pair of periscopic spectacles of different

:ocal lengths for the purpose of trying their merits. For,

Uough Dr. Wollaston had given no measures for the different

tarvatures of the surfaces, M. Cauchoix, who is conversant

tilth the theory, as well as with the practice of his art, bad no

-•fficulty in discovering such combinations of curvature as

t ould answer his purpose. In those which he made first,

k»e exterior surface was nearly concentric with the eye. The

tapil might then be turned to any extent on each side, and see

nearly) as w’ell as through the centre. The field of view

uined by this construction is really surprising, and it would

iLquire a person to be for some lime trained to the use of the

commoB
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common defective glasses, to be fully sensible of all the supe-

riority of these. For ray own part, I have not been accustomed

to wear spectacles commonly, and have only used them occa-

sionally for seeing distant objects
j but for the last three mouths'

I have regularly used the periscopic glasses, and I now shall

never employ any others.

Tiiere was, however, one inconvenience iu those first cort-

structed by M. Cauchoix, w'hich would be felt by those who

are in the habit of wearing spectacles constantly. In looking'

towards a candle, particularly in a theatre W’here there are

many lights, there appeared a variety of reflected images, be*

side the principal object viewed, which occasioned some con*

fusion. This arose from a combination of reflections between
’

the surfaces, which, in consequence of the degree of difference ’

of their curvatures, occasioned a distinct image to be formed^

on the retina after two reflections. M. Cauchoix has, how*’

ever, happily succeeded in removing this inconvenience alto-

gether
j by making the inner surface ' of the glasses less con-

cave^ than'he'did at first, so that whatever light may enter the '-

eye after reflection ishio longer brought to a focus, and'*cori-

sequenlly is not perceived. We have then a larger field thati

with common spectacles, without introducing any new incon*

veiiience.

During the last three months M. Cauchoix has made trial*

of- these spectacles on a great number of persons, and even
'

upon one so short-sighted, that he could not see beyond the

distance of 2^ inches, which is certainly a case of extreme

ihtortstghtedness. AH these persons agree in making the sarafe^

favourable report. The trials made by elderly persons requiring^

tire assistance of convex glasses, have also been attended w'itb'

just the same success.

I am the' more particular in noticing these trials of some'

months’ contimJance, because it is by continued trial alone that

we can be certain of the goodness of spectacles, and in general

of- optical instruments that do not magnify much. The eye’

• As they haVe been' made fVolii the first by Messrs. DoHond.

ha»
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lias a certain flexibility and power to accommcdate itself for

a short time to a glairs that does not quite suit it. But if the

same degree of etFort is to be long continued, the eye tires

and complains of an imperfection that was not at first perceived.

It appeared to me, that so indisputable an improvement upon

an instrument generally used, and, indeed, so necessary to

many persons, deserved some public notice, and I advise those

who ever use spectacles to make trial of these. If they are

as well satisfied as I have reasoa to expect, they will derive a

further gratification from reflecting, that the science which thus

adds to our enjoyments of the objects immediately around us,

is the same that has made us acquainted with the remotest parts

of our solar system, and given us some conception of the im-

mense extent of the universe.

^
(Signed) BIOT,

Member of the Imperial Institute^

IV.

Dbservallo7is relative to the near and distant Sight of different

Persons. By James Ware, Esq. F. R. S. From the Philo-

sophical Transactionsfor 13\3.

(^Concludedfrom p. 288.)

I
T appears to militate also against the common obsen’ation.

that as near-sighted persons grow older, they become less Changes in the

'lear-sighted j
since my eyes, on the contrary, are more near-

ighted, at the age of fifty-five, than they were at twenty-five;

1 nd I am now' obliged to employ deeper concave glasses than I

.'hen used to see distant objects, though I am not able to see

I istinctly through them, things that are near*.

The

• It seems difficult to establish any rule (and, perhaps, there may be

I one) according to which these changes in the eye take place. At

SUPFLEMENT.—VoL. XXXVI.—No. I69. A i
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Changes in the The alteration which has taken place in my range of vision,

organ of sijit.
^ reason to believe, is not unusual. Dr. Wells, in his

paper on this subject, mentions the case of a gentleman, who,

like me, was near-sighted, and whose sight, as he advanced

in life, had undergone a similar change. The following is also

an instance of this kind that is still more remarkable. Mr. L.,

sixty-

fifteen years of age I perceived that many persons saw distant objects

better than myself
;
but the difference being productive of no incon-

venience, I did not use concaves till about six years afterwards, and

have never used tliem at all but at the theatre, where 1 cannot see fea-

tures without them, or when travelling in the country, or upon similar

occasions. The same virtual focus has conslanlly suited me
;
and

now that my eye has lost its power of adjustment by age, it would

be attended with pain to use either a shallower or deeper glass, lliis

focus, ascertained by the distance at which the divergent light from

the sun, after passing through the lens, and falling upon paper, forms

a circle of twice the diameter of the lens itself, is about three feet
j

which is the shallowest number of the opticians but one. At all times,

before the age of thirty, the habitual distance for reading with the

naked eye was six inches, and, when employed upon minute subjects,

four. Rather before fifty, it became necessary to use convex glasses,

and at present, (sixty) vision at seven inches and a half distant is

effected by the assistance of lenses of eleven inches focus. Distant

vision by the naked eye requires a distance of tsvo feet. The time at

which the power of focal adjustment was lost was not nolicedj but

from varieus circumstances this must liavc happened soon after the age

of fifty. No effort can now alter the distinctness of objects either

way by the change of which the eye was formerly capable, though

spectacles seem less necessary in the morniug than later. The power

of inclining the optical axes of the eyes appears likewise to have un-

dergone some change : for the separation of objects by squinting is un-

comfortable if carried beyond tw'enty degrees. The act of squinting,

however, is in itself uncomfortable with a single object. For if two

objects, for example caudles, be thus made to afford three images by

the coincidence of the two inner images, the eyes will acquire a str.te

of repose, altlioiigh tlie axes be much more inclined. In this in:u:rier

1 can produce the coincidence at sixty degrees, whether with distant

candles, or by single vision of an object, at the distance of U‘6 inchei

from the cyc.«, w hich is also the distance from pupil to pupil, when the

axes are parallel.— \V. N.
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sixty-six years of age, who has spent a great part of his life in the fcUnges in the

West Indies, and whose sight, when he was young, enabled

him to see both near and distant objects with great precision,

I began, at the age of forty, to experience a difficulty in reading

and writing. He immediately procured convex spectacles of

I the first number sold by opticians, which glasses are usually

ground to a focus of forty-six or forty-eight inches, and by the

aid of these he continued to read and write with ease, (distin-

fguishiug perfectly in the usual way, all distant objects without

Ithein) uuiil he was fifty. At this time he first began to per-

ceive an iiulistinctuess in the appearance of things at a distance
j

and, on trying with different glasses, he discovered that, by

Hooking through a double concave glass of the sixth number,

(which is ground to a radius of eight inches on one side, and

eleven inches on the other,) he was enabled to see distant cb-

]jects distinctly. He has continued to use glasses of this de*

scription for the purpose of seeing distant objects from that

lime to the present
j
but is obliged to remove them whenever

he reads, and still to employ the first number of a convex glass.

In this instance a presbyopic w*s changed to a myopic sight,

without any known efficient circumstance to produce it. In

the two following cases a similar change took place, and in

them it was attributable to known causes. A woman, about

fifty years of age, of a full habit, w-ho, for several years had

been obliged to make use of convex glasses, in order to read a

small print, was seized w'ith a dimness in the sight of the right

eye, accompanied with a small degree of inflammation. The

sight of the left eye having been long imperfect, this affection

of the right" eye occasioned a great depression of spirits. Re-

course was necessarily had to copious evacuations, by means of

which the inflammation and dimness of sight were soon re-

moved j
but afterwards the patient was much alarmed on find-

ing thattlie spectacles she had L een aceustoroed to wear, instead

of atfording their usual assistance, confused her sight. Upon

this discovery, she was induced to look through her hus-

band's glasses, which, in consequence of his being near-sighted,

were double concaves of the fifth mvnber, and ground to a

radius
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Changes in the radius of eleven inches on each side. These did not assist her
organ ot sight,

looking at near objects
j
but by their aid she saw much more

distinctly those that were distant
; and, on attempting to read,

nothing more was now necessary than to bring the book a little

nearer to her than she had been previously accustomed to place

it. The second case occurred in a patient of the same age,

who, in the course of the last year, was attacked with an in-

flammation in both eyes. By the use of leaches and cooling

medicines, it was speedily removed, and afterwards she was

much gratified by finding that the necessity for using glasses

when she read, which had existed many years, was removed
;

and that she could see both near and distant objects correctly,

without any extraneous help. The amendment in this lady’s

sight continued, however, only a few weeks
j

after which she

was again obliged to use the same convex glasses in looking

at small near objects, which she had used before her eyes be-

came inflamed. In addition to these cases, I beg leave to add

the information I have received from an eminent mathematical

instrument maker, about fifty years of age, who has long made

use of convex glasses to assist his sight in reading. He tells

me, that when he has been employed many hours together,

for several successive days, in looking through a double mi-

croscope that magnifies twenty-eight times, (in order to enable

him to mark the degrees on a small brass plate,) he has after-

wards been able, repeatedly, for a few weeks, to read without

his glasses
;
but then the amendment gradually ceases, and he

is soon obliged to return to the use of the same glasses that he

had worn before.

In the instances that have been mentioned, the distant-sight-

edness affected persons who were considerabty advanced in

life : but in the three that follow, a similar affection of the

sight occurred in those that were young j
and a like good effect

was produced by the use of evacuating remedies. One of these

was a boy, eight years old, who suddenly became presbyopic,

and had repeatedly been punished at school on account of his

incorrect and defaced writing : the real cause of it, at that

time, being unknown to his master. After the presbyopia had

continued
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continued a fortnight, and different local applications had been Changes in the

used, without producing any sensibly good effects, the lad was

cured by the application of leaches to the temples, and the ad-

ministration of a few purgative medicines. I’he other instances

occurred in two daughters of the same family. The eldest,

twenty years of age, had never been able to do fine work
;

and,

for three years, had been greatly assisted by convex spectacles.

The youngest, a girl of fifteen, had become presbyopic about a

year ago, and since that time had been obliged to use spectacles

whenever she read or worked with her needle. The young

person last mentioned, in the course of six weeks (during

which time she totally abstained from the use of glasses,) was

completely relieved from the necessity of using them by the

application of two leaches to each temple twice in a week.

'The former, in the same space of time, experienced much re-

lief from a similar treatment, but was still unable to do fine

work without glasses, partly in consequence of the long con-

itinuanceof the infirmity, and partly on account of her not

having abstained, with equal steadiness, from the occasional use

• of them.

From the preceding statement the following inferences may

I be deduced.

First ;
near-sightedness is rarely observed in infants, or

(even in children under ten years of age. It affects the higher

(classes of society more than the lower
;
and the instances are

Tew, if any, in which, if the use of concave glasses has been

ladopted, increasing years have either removed or lessened this

(imperfection.

Secondly j
though the usual effect of time on perfect eyes

jibe that of inducing a necessity to make use of concave glasses,

in order to see near objects distinctly, yet sometimes, even

after the age of fifty, and after convex glasses have been used

many years for this purpose, the eyes have not only ceased to

derive benefit from them, when looking at near objects, but

they have required concave glasses to enable them to distinguish,

(With precision, objects at a distance.

Thirdly
5
though the cause of this change be not always

known,
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known, yet sometimes it has been induced by the use of eva-

cuating remedies, particularly of leaches applied to the temples,

and sometimes by looking through a microscope, for a conti-

nued length of time in several successive days.

Fourthly
; instances are not uncommon, in which persons,

far advanced in life, (viz. between eighty and ninety, whose

eyes have been accustomed for a long time to the use <}£

deeply convex glasses, when they have read or written, have

ceased to derive benefit from these glasses, and they haye

become able, without any assistance, to see both near and

distant objects almost as well as when they were young.

Although it be not easy to ascertain the cause of this amended

vision, it seems not improbable, that it is occasioned by an ab-

sorption of part of the vitreous humour, in consequence of

•which the sides of the eye collapse, and its axis, /lom the

cornea to the retina, is lengthened, by which alteration the

length of this axis is brought into the same proportion to the

flattened state of the cornea or crystalline, or both, which it

had to these parts before the alteration took place.

Additional
In the same volume of the Transactions, Sir Charles Blagden

facts respect- ^3* given an appendix to this paper. He was not near-sighted
ing tlie

jji yj. years of age, when he learned to read, but was
changes which / b »

take place in perceptibly so at nine or ten. He did not become uncom-
the eve l)v Sir

Charles’ Blag-
^o^'f^^ly near-sighted till beyond thirty, when the number two

or three of the opticians suited his eyes. Since that time,

during a few more years, the near-sightedness increased till he

was obliged to use No. 5 ;
and at 'this point his vision has

Other obser
stationary between fifteen and twenty years. Sir

vatioiis on the Charles also mentions an observation on the vertical fluting of

distance \n*
a marble chimney-piece, which, in the judgment derived from

near objects habit, seemed more remote when the eyes were made to pro-

duce a coincidence of different flutings by widening the angle

of* direction of the optical axes. This circumstance, combined

with others, mentioned in Priestley's Optics, and elsewhere,

shews

from the posi-

tion of the

optical axes.
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shews how greatly our inferences respecting the distances of

near objects, is governed by a perception of the degree of con-

vergence of those axes. When, at the distance of sixteen

feet, I cause two windows which are eight feet asunder, from

centre to centre, wholly to coincide by squinting, the eyes be-

come quiescent, and I see three windows, of which the middle

one is most distinct, and seems smaller and nearer than the

others. And so likewise, when I view the two straight legs

of a pair of chemical tongs, held upright at seven inches dis-

tance, and produce a coincidence by increasing the convergence

of the optical axes, the middle of three legs, which then ap-

pear, seems nearer than the others; and if I attempt to touch

it by advancing a finger sideways, I find the finger arrive* at

the point of convergence, or of single vision, at about three

inches and a half distance from the eyes. But, on the con-

trary, when the coincidence is produc' d by directing the sight

to a remote object, the midille leg ; ppears much larger and

more distant. This last experiment is less easy to be made than

the other, because it is very unusual for us to pay attention to

near object while the orgai s of perception are adjusted to a

remoter one. Among the familiar instances in which the

estimate of distance from the inclination of the optical axes

comes into operation, may be mentioned the great difficulty

of bringing two pens or pencils, or small rods, at once into

contact, one being held in each hand, and the ends moved hori-

eontally to each other, while one eye is conversed or kept

•hut
;
and the very great advantage to which [)ers{>ective paint-

ings are viewed by a single eye, or through a tube or instru-

ment which allows one eye only to be used. In either of these

cases, the mind can derive no assistance from the position of

the optical axes
;

and in the latter the habitual judgment

from the apparent magnitudes, situations, and tints of object,

is permitted to give life and reality to the scene, without any

controul from that position, which would tend to shew that th*

whole lay in the same plane.—\V. N.

ERRATA.
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The author of the paper on the Wernerian System has sent

Oie the following corrections and addition.

Page 150 line 12 the comma after " Pentland-hills.”

151 4 for '‘strata disposed,” rear/ “strata are

disposed.”

152 l6-i; dele the comma after “ veins,” and insert

one after “ granite."

153 12 and 1 for “ two of sandstone,” read
marginal note. J “ three,” &c.

154 15 for newest flcetz-trap,” read “ new'est

flcetz-trap formation.”

15Q 31 for ** alluvicc,” read alluvial,"

Note, to be added at foot of 227, by reference from line 4.

f The propriety of separating the transition rocks from those

of the floctz-class, appears, in fact, to rest on the practical ne-

cessity of distinguishing formations of such extent and impor-

tance from the remaining members of the arrangement. By

the remarks in the text, it is not so much intended to deny the

convenience of this separation (to judge correctly of w’hich

would require more extensive opportunities of observation than

the writer has enjoyed) as to shew, that upon this point the

arrangement is at variance with the theory, and that, even in a

practical view, it may require more distinct elucidation than

it has yet received.
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NATURAL PlirLOSOPHY, CHEMISTRY,

AND

THE ARTS.

VOL. XXXVI.

ARTICLE I.

Jddilional hints and remarks respecting the Equatorial Telescope,

and on the visibility of stars in the day-time. In a Letter

from Mr. T. Dick.

To n^illiam Nicholson, Esq.

SIR,

The equatorial instrument was contrived, about the middle r e
‘ Invention of

of the last century, by Mr. T, Short, F. R. S. an ingenious tlie equatoriaL

i optician, and improver of the reflecting telescope
j at least, he

I is generally allowed to have been the first who adapted a teles-

icope to that machinery. Mr. G. Graham, F, R. S. had indeed

{previously invented an instrument on a similar principle, which

{goes by the name of the astronomical or equatorial sector
j but

iits use was limited to finding the difference in right ascension

«md declination between two objects, the difference of which

Appendix. Vol. XXXVI,—No. 1/0, Cc is
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is too great to be observed by the micrometer. Mr. Short’s

instrument seems to have consisted of a complicated apparatus

several parts of which are not essentially necessary to an equato-

rial
j
and, therefore, must have been very expensive.

Heliostati: B. Martin in his “ Gentleman and Lady’s Philosophy,”

have^been^a
when. describing the heliostata or planetary

substitute to clock, a complicated and very expensive piece of machinery,
^e^qua^tori^^.

equatorial telescope will cost more than double

uivented first, the price of this machine.” He alludes to it as consisting of

hropk and S.
” ^ large and complicated system of wheel work j” which,

Oravesande. however convenient in some respects, is certainly not essentially

necessary for producing the requisite movements of the equato-

rial circles. He also intimates, that the heliostata, which was

intended to fix the images of the sun, moon, and planets in

astronomical observations, was designed to succeed the equatorial

telescope as its substitute. But I have not learned that the

heliostata has ever come into general use
;

for although it

accomplishes one object which cannot be effected by the

equatorial, viz., in fixing the sun and planets during an observa-

tion, yet it cannot be applied to the same general purposes*.

Short’s Equa- The difterent circles in Mr. Short’s instrument seem to have

been about 6 or 7 inchesf in diameter, and were divided by

nonius into 3 minutes of a degree, and one minute of time.

The telescope adapted to the machinery was aGregorian reflector.

Though the heliostata can sever .supersede the use of the equatorial,

it would form an useful appendage to it, or to any telescope mounted

on a polar axis
j
as it must be pleasant, and in many cases useful, to

view the heavenly bodies in a quiescent state
;
particularly, when we

wish to delineate a map of the moon, or the spots and phases of the

planets. I have not heard, however, of any movement of this kind

I'.aving been introduced into any of the public observatories in the

Itritish empire, except in that belonging to the Trinity college, Dublin,,

which is furnkshed with a variety of excelletit instruments on a grand

scale.

t This estimate is formed from the proportion betw een the diameters

of the circles and the length of the telescope, as represented in tiie

C))gr;uing referred to in Martin’s Philosopliy.

iMviflg
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having its great speculum ] 8 inches, focal length
;

a kind of

telescope by far too unwieldy for circles of the above dimen-

sions. An engraving, with a brief description of Short’s e<]ua-

torial, may be seen in Martin’s System of the Newtonian Philo-

sophy, vol. 3, p. 399, and in the same vol. p. 89, a representa-

tion and description of the heliostata.

The late ingenious Mr. Ilamsden, in the construcion of the R.i,„s,ion i

instrument which he called the Universal Equatorial, seems to

have considerably simplified Short’s equatorial, and at the same

time to have rendered it more accurate for astronomical observa-

tion. This instrument at once serves all the purposes of an

equatorial, and also for observing particular phenomena in the

heavens
;
having .a telescope furnished with magnifying powers

extending from *14 to U)8. A figure of this instrument may

be seen in theKncyclopredia Rritannica, vol. '1, Art. Astronomj'.

Still, however, this excellent instrument was too expensive to

be brought into general use; and to this circumstance, perhaps,

is to be attributed the re.ason, why the equatorial is not as

generally known as the theodolite, or tlie astronomical

telescope.

The most simple instrument I have seen, comprising all the Simplest ai

apparatus essentially requisite for equatorial movements, is that

represented in plate 20 of Adams’s Astronomical Essays, 1st

edition ;
but the substitution of plain sights instead of a

telescope, detracts considerably from its accuracy and general

use, and prevents its possessor from making many of those

observations which can only be made by means of an equ.atorial.

The instrument referred loin the “Celestial Day Observations,”

published in your Journal for October last, is an improvement

on that described by Adams, by the addition of an achromatic

telescope^ and other adjustments; and as the circles are divided

into 3 minutes of a degree, and 30 seconds of time, it is still

more accurate than even Short’s equatorial. This instrument,

however, in its original state, as it came from the maker’s, was

not fitted for making observations similar to those recorded in

the article referred to ; as the telescope, though it had an

C c 2 excellent
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A'^arious

improvements
proposed to

render this

instillment

more exten-
^ciy useful.

excellent achromatic object glass, was furnished with but a very

small degree of magnifying power. My chief design In staling

these circumstances, is, with all due deference to their superior

skill, to suggest to Messrs. Jones, or any other gentlemen

who manufacture such instruments, that, by a slight addition,

and variation, they might be made much more interesting to

students of astronomy, and capable of more general and ex-

tewsive application
;
and their moderate price might induce

many who have a taste for astronomical science to procure such

an instrument, who, otherwise, might never have thought of

purchasing a similar apparatus on a larger scale.

The improvement to which I allude, is the substitution of a

larger telescope, in place of the small one which generally

accompanies the instrument, furnished with four eye pieces of

different magnifying powers. The achromatic object glass

(which should be a very good one) might be from 17to22

inches focal distance, and about 2 inches, or nearly so, in

diameter. One of the eye-pieces might be a diagonal one,
A

carrying a power of about 20 times; another an erect eye-

piece, having a power of 30 ;
and two astronomical eye-pieces,

with powers of 60 and 80 times. It would not be necessary

that cross-wires should be connected with any more than one of

the eyc-pieccs
;

as the higher powers would be chiefly used for

viewing celestial phenomena by day or by night
;

in which- case

the want of the wires is rather an advantage. It will be

obvious, too, that in a telescope of such dimensions, furnished

with such powers, instead of the sliding tube at the object-end,

which produces a tremor in the instrument when adjusting the

glasses to distinct vision, the adjustments should be made near

the eye-end, by teeth and pinion, as in the larger sort of

achromatic telescopes. It will also add to the general utility of

the instrument, if one of the eye-pieces be furnished with one

of Cavallo’s pearl micrometers, which will add but a few

shillings to the expence.—-The chief objection that can be made

to this suggestion will probably be, that the telescope would be

too large and unwieldy in proportion to the dimensions of the

equatorial
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equatorial circles. Tliis may be obviated by making the tube of

the telescope of thin brass, and by placing the object end a

little farther from the point of suspension than the eye-end
;

and by making the horizontal circle a little larger in diameter,

and of a very considerable thickness
;

or by merely exteuding-

the screws which support the instrument to a greater distance

from each other. But even though tliese piecautions were not

taken, no great inconveniency will happen j
as the telescope

may be set to a very high elevation, vsithout any danger of

overturning the instrument. To prevent all possible danger of

this kind, the adjusting screws which support the instrument,

may be let into a socket, fixed on the pedestal, about half an inch

deep, and a slight degree wider than the diameter of the

screws, they may also be attached, hy means of a silk cord, or a

flexible piece of brass, to strong brass pins, fixed near the top of

the pedestal.-—That all the above suggestions may very easily

be brought into effect I have experimental proof.

Such an instrument, I presume, could be atforded for iG ENtiinato tliat

guineas. The data on which I proceed in this estimate are

these: the instrument alluded to above in its original state, afiprded for 16

, . . . r 1 . Kuiiiias.
previous to its receiving most of the improvements now sug-

gested, cost 13 guineas: allowing 2 guineas for the value of

the small telescope, will reduce the expence of the equatorial

circles to 11 guineas
;
and allowing 5 guineas for the larger

telescope now proposed, which is certainly not below a just

estimate, the amount will be, as already stated, l6 guineas,

which is not much above tlie price of a 2^ feet achromatic

telescojre mounted in brass. Nor ought it to form any objec-

tion to this proposal, that thcic would be fewer orders for

larger instruments of this kind •, as gentlemen of fortune to

whom 80 or 100 guineas is no object, and the directors of

public observatories, will always prefer instruments of the

largest and most acciv'ate construction
;
and most of those who

might purchase such an instrument as the above, would probably

have never thought of purchasing any other instrument ol the

kind. I know several gentlemen who would probably put-

eha-'v
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chase such an instrument, but would not order one without the

improvements now described, nor incur the expence of one

on a larger scale.

Enumeration The advantages of a small equatorial, with the improve-
ot the mime- ° t > r

rous and ex- tnents now suggested, are—It serves as an universal angular

ta"e!Tof^the”'
^ll the purposes of common trigonometrical

instrument so surveys and measurements,— It forms a portable observatory for
improved.

ascertaining, within a small degree of the truth, the right as-

censions, declinations, and other relative positions of the hea-

venly bodies, and for viewing their various phenomena.—It

serves as an universal sun-dial, from which, by a single obser-

vation, and without any calculation, the true time may be found

to 30 or even 13 seconds: and therefore forms an excellent

regulator for adjusting the public clocks of any town or village.

Ey this instrument the position of the meridian may be found

from only one observation, and the telescope directed to point

at any planet or star, however distant from the meridian,

either by day or by night
;

an object which cannot be effected

by any other instrument. It will, of course, serve for detect-

ing the planetary bodies, and most of the stars of the first and

second magnitudes, in the day-time. Being furnished with

astronomical powers, it serves for viewing the lunar mountains

and cavities, the solar spots, the belts and satellites of Jupiter,

the phases of Venus, the ring of Saturn, and other celestial

phenomena
;

and therefore supersedes, in a great measure,

the use of any other astronomical telescope. It has also this

peculiar advantage above a cqmmon telescope, that there is no

occasion to alter the vertical direction of the telescope, in

order to keep the object in the field of view, the apparent diur-

nal motion of the heavenly bodies being easily followed by the

simple application of the hand to a screw, which enables us

to view them, for a length of time, with greater steadiness

and ease. It is often difficult, when a high power is used, to

point a common telescope to an object in the heavens. This

difficulty is avoided in the equatorial, by adjusting the telescope

to the declination of the body, and when the equatorial motion

is
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is performed, the object will immediately appear in the field.

When any unusual phenomenon, such as a comet or a new star,

appears in the heavens, its true place may, by the machinery

of this instrumeflt, be immediately found. Being furnished

with a micrometer, it will serve for measuring the apparent

diameters of the sun and moon, and the larger planets
;
and

for ascertaining the distance of any terrestrial object, whose

dimensions are known. Being furnished with an erect eye-

piece, it will serve as a day -telescope for viewing any object

on sea or land, which lies within the range of the instrument.

In fine, it will serve most, if not all the purposes of the largest

cquatorials, except in those degrees of precision which are

peculiar to instruments constructed on a large scale.

In order to secure all these advantages, in the use of this p«rn-,anent

instrument, with the least trouble, it will be proper to have
‘ adjustment.

it placed on a steady pedestal, of a proper elevation, at a .south

window, where there is a pretty free horizon. The pedestal

should have an Iron pin, of about half an inch long, in each

foot, to sink into corresponding holes in the floor, to prevent

the instrument, after having been adjusted to the meridian,

from being shifted from its position. The circle of altitude,

too, should generally be kept fixed at an elevation correspond-

ing to the co-latitude of the place, to prevent the trouble of

adjusting it at every celestial observation. The equatoriai being

thus placed and adjusted, will form a pleasant and useful pri-

vate observatory, and the observations will be made with taci-

lity and dispatch.

In conclusion, it may not be improper to remark, that
.\dvantaees cf

hints now given are intended merely to recommend the use of a cheap equa-

a moderate- priced equatorial to those who make the study of
^^*^'**"

astronomy a part of their amusement at leisure hours, and who

aim at no more than a near approximation to the truth in the

results of their observations, from a conviction, that this ex-

cellent instrument Is not so much known as its general utility

demands. The exquisite precision of modern astronomical

observatioDi requires the use of the largest and nicest instru-

ments
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The visibility

of a star in

the (lay-time

is as the mag
magnifying
power.

iiucry. The
cause? Not
augmentation
of sight nor
darkness of
ground.

ments which can be constructed^ and which can be ex-

pected to be found only in large public observatories, and in

the private ones of gentlemen of fortune. But even with this

abatement, the general advantages just now pointed out are

sufficient to recommend a small equatorial possessed of the

improvements suggested, to every private academy, and to

every student and teacher of mathematical and astronomical

science.

Query, respecting the visibility of stars in the day-time;

It is a fact deduced from every observation I have made on

stars in the day-time, and which, I presume, accords with the

observations of others, that in proportion as the magnifying

power of a telescope is increased, it is rendered more easily

distinguishable, and that without a certain degree of magnify-

ing power, a star cannot be rendered visible in day-light.

Query. What is the reason that the magnifying power of

telescopes produces this effect ?

In regard to the planets, a probable solution might be given

from the consideration that the telescope augments the appa-

rent'size of the object, and presents a larger surface to the

eye, which is partly the reason why t!:e moon is visible in the

day-time. But this reasoning will not apply to the fixed stars,

as no telescope is found to augment their apparent size, or

make them resemble planetary disks. I am aware, that it may

be said, that the telescope excludes almost all the light except

what corAes from the star
j
and that by increasing the mag-

nifying power, the ground on which it is seen becomes darker,

forming a greater contrast to the light of the star. That these

considerations are not sufficient to account for the effect, I am

pretty much convinced from the following experiment. I

have frequently directed a long tube, blackened on the inside,

with a small aperture at the object end, to a star about sunset,

when it was easily seen with a very small degree of magnifying

power, but could never perceive it through the tube, though I

was
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was sure it was pointed directly to the star. That the darkness

of the ground on which a star is seen, is not, of itself, sufficient

to account for the effect produced by magnifying power, ap-

pears from the following circumstance, viz. that by diminishing

the aperture of the object-gla.ss, we may produce as dark

a ground as we please, but this contraction of aperture will Observation,

not serve to render a star visible, if a small power be applied :
b

1 nay, the diminution of the aperture beyond a certain limit, pre- iiavc the dcu-

vents a star from being easily seen, which would otherwise be

iquiteperceptible. I am, therefore, induced to conclude, that v.l,at cnifiing

•some additional reasons must be assigned why iP^gnifying

I
power produces this effect. To ascertain these rea.ons is the

po\\i r,.>o long
object of tins query. a.« the apt r-

For similar reasons 1 should wish to be informed if the fact
exceeds

tllC pupil III

I is established beyond a// don/'/, that the stars are visible in thetlntoriiKrcai-

I day time from a deep well or pit, or from the bottom of a appca'l'^suf-

I high tower. This fact has been asserted by many respectable ira>on

... 1 , j . 11 1 r "*'y “ pl'.' '*'*

writers, both ancient and modern, and IS so generally taken lor cal point (or

granted, that reasons have been assigned to account for the
,° =* facc'slioiibl

I effect; but none of those wliose works I have seen, who be nioic \iu-

i allude to the fact, ever .assert that they themselves, or any

I their literary friends, have witnessed this phenomenon. Have i,c really

.any of* your numerous scientific readers or correspondents seen

I the stars in the day-time from a deep pit? Are miuers, col- wells, ac.

liers, and subterraneous surveyors, who have opportunities of

making such observations, known to have Irequently observed

them? If so, arc smrdl stars distinguishable in such a situ-

ation ? Or, is it only when a star of the first magnitude hap-

pens to pass near the zenith that such a phenomenon is ob-

sefved ? If the fact is unquestionable, the stars should, in my

opinion, for a similar reason, be seen when we look up through

a long strait chimney staik, or through a long tube, where the

rays of light are prevented from striking on the inside by the

interposition of proper apertures. < Is it a f.ict, as has been

.asserted, that Tycho Bvahe,-the Danisti astronomer, frequently-

set in a deep pit and contcmpl.ited the stars in tlie day time as

reflected from a mirror which was placed before him ?

An
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An answer to the above queries, if they are deerned of suffi»

cient importance for philosophical discussion, will oblige.

Sir,

Your most obedient Servant,

T. DICK.

Methuen, Perthshire,

ISIov. \6th, IS 13.

II.

A Method of '{rau’ing extremely fine Wires. By William

Hyde Wollaston, M. D. Sec, R. S. From the Philoso-

phital TransuLliou'i for 1813.

Wire of .500
Musschenbroek, that an artist of Angsburgh

fectto agr..in Ji- drew a wire of gold so slender, that five hundred feet of it

V. eiglied only one grain
;

but the method by which this was

cflected is not mentioned
j
and indeed it has been doubted

whether it could really have been done. I shall, however,

shew, that a wire of gold may, without much diflSculty, be

obtained finer than that spoken of by Musschenbroek, and that

wires of platina may be drawn much more slender, with the

utmost facility.

Process for Those who draw silver w’ire in large quantities for lace and

“'/‘"'‘S. "ire embroidery, sometimes begin with a rod that is about three

that fineness, inches in diameter, and ultimately obtain wires that are as

small as of an inch in thickness. If, in any stage of this

process, a rod of silver wire be taken, and a hole be drilled

through it longitudinally, having its diameter one-tenth pari

Gold wire. of that of the rod
j
and if a wire of pure gold be inserted, so

as to fill the hole, it is evident, that by continuing to draw the

rod, the gold within it will be reduced in diameter exactly in

the same proportion as the silver
;

so that if both be thus

drawn out together till the diameter of the silver is of an

inch, then that of the gold will be only j and of suc^

wire five hundred and fifty feet would be requisite t© weigh

one grain.

For
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For the purpose of removing the coating of silver that sur-

irouncis it, the wire must be steeped fora few minutes in warm

initrous acid, which dissolves the silver without danger of doing

any injury to the gold. And though it might be diiHcult in

this manner to preserve any considerable length of such wires,

i

it is of little importance for any of those uses to which it is

1
likely to be applied.

Jn my endeavours to make slender gold wires by the method

I jabove described, the difiiculty of drilling the central hole in

ja metal so tough as fine silver, was greater than I had exjxjcfed,

, jand I was induced to try whether plalina might not be sub-

sstituted for the gold, as in that case its infiisibdity would allow

ime to coat it with silver without the necessity of drilling.

Having formed a cylindrical mould one third of an inch in Vci v fi;K \wre

I idiameter, I fixed in the centre of it a plalina wire previously

1 >drawn to the of an inch, and then filled the mould with

<isilver When this rod was drawn to -y'-, mv plalina was re-

I educed to and by successive reduction 1 obtained wires of

and each excellent for applying to the eye-pieces

I cof astronomical instruments, and perhaps as fine as can be

I luseful for such purposes*.

Since this had been the primary object that I had in view,

11 should have thought my time ill bestowed in pursuing far-

! tther the practical application of a method to which there seems

I :no limit, except the imperfections of the metal employed.

! IBut as I found by trial the tenacity of these wires to be greater

than was to be expected in proportion to their substance, that

! ^circumstance excited some doubts regarding the correctness of

I the estimate by which their diameter had been deduced.

(Other wires were consequently drawn with the utmost care,

I las to the quality and substance of the platina employed, and

I .as to the proportional reduction of its diameter in the process

I of wire-drawing.

• No vprv accurate observations can be made with a telescope

' shorter than thirty inches, and at that distance
^ s«T of an inch sub-

tends only one second of a degree.

The
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Experiments
chiefly relat-

ing to the tena-

city and ina-

naeementof
such wires.

Management.

\

The extremity of a platina wire having been fused* into a

globule nearly one-fourth of an inch in diameter, was next ham-

mered out into a square rod, and then drawn again into a wire

.^3- of an inch in diameter. One inch of this wire duly coated

with silver, was drawn till its length was extended to 182

inches, consequently the proportional diminution of the dia-

meter of the platina will be expressed by the square root of 182, ,

so that its measure had become--^-— = ~ . The specific

gravity of the coated wire was assumed to be 10,5, and since

the weight of 100 inches was 114 grains, its diameter was

inferred to be -
5
-^-

5
- of an inch, or just eighty times that of the

platina contained in it.

With portions of the platina wire thus obtained, and succes-

sively reduced in diameter, I had an opportunity of repeating

the trials of its tenacity with greater confidence in the justness

of the estimate, and the results shewed generally (though with

some accidental exceptions) that the process of wire-drawing,

which is well known to improve the strength of metals within

moderate limits, continued also to add something to the tenacity

of platina, even as far as --g-.J-ir- of an inch, which supported

grain before it broke
;
but the wire on which these expe-

riments were made, began then to be impaired by repetition of

the operation
;

so that although I afterwards obtained portions

of it, as small as
3^,- 0 of an inch in diameter, it was in many

places interrupted, and I could place ho reliance upon any trials

of its tenacity.

There are some little circumstances in the management of

these fine wires, which it may be of advantage to describe for

the assistance of those who would apply them to any useful

purpose. When the diameter is not less than or

* lam indebted to my friend Dr. IMarcet for the simple and easy

method by which the fusion was elfccted. A piece of wire, about six

ineiics long, liaving been bent to an angle in the middle, one half of

its length was held in tlie flame of a spirit lump impelled by a curreut

of oxigeii, and its extremity was thus fused in about half a Hiinutc.

of
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' inch, the difficulty of seeing and applying them in short

jces is not considerable
;
but when their diameter is farther

duced, and their length as much as an inch or more, the

ghtest current of air is sufficient to defeat all attempts to lay

is therefore necessary to retain a part of the silver coating at

ch extremity, which, at the same time that it assists in finding

e end, also serves to stretch the wire with a certain moderate

nsion, and affords the means of attaching it in any required

>sition.

The method that I have found most conveaient, is to bend a

>rtion of the coated wire into the shape of the letter U, with

nail hooks at its upper extremities. In this form it will con-

miently hang upon a wire of gold or of platina, with the

west part immersed in nitrous acid, till the coating of silver

removed from that part. It may then, without difficulty, be

fted from its place, by one of the hooks alone, to any other

illtuation, or suspended by it, with the other hook downwards,

as the means of attaching a small chain, or other series of

nqiial weights in trials of its tenacity.

Mil explanatory Statement of the Notions or Principles upon

u-kich the systematic ylrrrangement is founded, which was

adopted as the Basis (f an Essay on Chemical Nomenclature.

By Professor Berzelius, &:c. &c.

(Concluded from p. 137-J

V. Oxides of Gold.

E come now to such metals as afford no other bases with Oxides ofgold.

! 3ining with other oxides, seldom contain oxigen in a multiple

lold of an object so difficult to see, and so impossible to feel.

I If.

oxigen, than such as are salifiable, and which by com-

of
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Fonnrr state

merits of ox-

ides of Gold.

A uric oxide.

of that contained in the oxide combined with them. We shall

begin with the oxides of gold.

Several chemists have endeavoured to determine the compo*

sition of the oxides of gold, but with very ditferent results.

M. Proust, for example, found in one experiment, 8-57 per

cent, and in another, 31 per cent, of oxigen in this oxide.

Richter found that it should contain 20-^- per cent. And

lately, M.Obeikampf found that the oxide of gold contains

10 per cent, of oxigen. It is known that it is very difficult to

produce this oxide in a state of purity, and that part is reduced

during the time of washing as well as while drying. In order

to obtain a more decisive result than those of my predecessors,

I thought it proper to follow a different method.

1. O.xidum auricum- I call by this name the ordinary oxide

of gold, because I found that gold has also a salifiable oxide,

contains less oxigen, and which I therefore call oxiduiu auro-

sum.

I dissolved pure gold in the nitro-rauriatic acid, and afterwards

evaporated the solution to dryness, and until the dried mass

began to give out oxymuriatic gas. The neutral muriate thus

produced was dissolved in water, and I afterwards digested it

with mercury, of which the weight was exactly determined,

and did not exceed ,the half of that of the dissolved gold. I

continued the digestion during four days, triturating from time

to time the gold which had precipitated. When the gold ap-

peared to contain no more mercury, I decanted the fluid, and

washed the gold repeatedly, until the water, by boiling a few

minutes, on the metallic powder, did not acquire a yellow

colour. I then dried the gold at the temperature of fused lead,

and aftejwards put it into a small gkiss retort, in which 1 exposed

it to a red heat, to ascertain with certainty whether the gold

contained mercury or not;. I then found that a small quantity

of mercury had risen in the neck of the retort, TJiis I weighed,

and subtracted its weight from that of the mercury employed to

precipitate the gold. The experiment w'as made twice. In the

first, 9,335 grammes of gold were precipitated by 14,29

grammes
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.grammes of mercury; and in the second, 6,557 grains of Oxides ofgold,

1

fgold by g,35 grains of mercury.

Now Dr. Seft'crom has examined in my laboratory, and

I
'while I was present, the exact composition of the oxides of

fmercury, and has found that 100 parts of mercury combine

with 7,9 to 7 >99 parts of oxigcn, to produce the red ox;de.

IBut it is evident that in the foregoing experiments, mercury (

'should form the red oxide, because the quantity of gold dis-

isolved was in such excess, as necessarily to decompo>e the

I insoluble muriate of the oxidule, if this were formed. In adopting

ttherefore, the first of these two conclusions of M. Seft'irom as

' tthe most correct, it follows that in the foregoing experimentj,

1100 parts of gold gave to the mercury, in the latter 12,003,

I jand in the former 12,0/7 parts of oxigen ; .igreeing so nearly

I ttogether, that I consider these e.vpeiiiuents as sufticiently

I (accurate-

It therefore appears that the oxide of gold is composed of

This analysis is confirmed by the experiments of M- Ober-

1 Jkampf, on the sulphuret of gold obtained by precipitating the

imuriate of gold with sulplunic gas a'ul hydrogen. He found

ithat 100 parts of gold wer»' combhicd with 24,39 part* of

' I sulphur, which coincides almost er. .ctl with the calculation,

laccording to the chemical proportions-

Whilst making these experuvet.ts, I obsened that the oxide

I t of gold has the property of combining with a greater quantity

of the muriatic acid, than is required to neutralize it. In which

(case the muriate, with excess of acid, crystallizes in large prismatic

crystals of an orange colour. The crystals are easily soluble ia

'water, and the solution has a bright yellow' colour, Exposed to

Iheat, they immediately dissolve in their water of crystallization;

land if the heat be continued, the maria* c acid is separated,

land the crystals are dried into a mass o a deep ruby colour,

'which being dissolved in water, gives to it a red colour rcsem-

Ibling that of a solution of the red oxide of iron. As it struck

Gold S9.225

10,7/5Oxigen

me
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OxJdesofgold. the difference between these two muriates of gold

might be caused by different degrees of oxidation, I examined

the yellow muriate by decomposing it with mercury. It is the

latter of the two foregoing analyses, from which it follows

that the difference i& occasioned by the excess of the acid, and

by the water, which are not contained in the red.

2, Oxidum aurosum. If the neutral muriate of gold be

exposed in a glass vessel to a heat a little above that of boiling

water, it begins to give out oximuriatic gas. If left in the

same temperature until it no longer continues to discharge the

oximuriatic gas, the residue will consist of a saline straw-

coloured mass, in which no traces of metallic gold can be

discovered by means of the microscope. This salt is not soluble

in water
;

or, in case the red muriate has not been entirely

decomposed, the water takes up that portion and becomes of a

yellow colour, leaving the new-formed salt undissolved. In

this latter case the mass is converted into powder by the action

of the water, and the straw-coloured salt forms very small

crystalline grains, which do not communicate to water any

.appearance of dissolved gold. If, on the contrary, the water

and the straw-coloured salt be left to macerate, the latter is

decomposed and yields a considerable portion of metallic gold,

' while a red muriate (rnurias auricus) is dissolved by the water.

Boiling water occasions this decomposition almost instanta-

neously.

The explanation of this phenomenon is very easy. The

muriatic acid which is extricated, together with a portion of

oxigen before combined with the gold of the muriate, leaves

behind a muriate of an inferior degree of oxidation- The same

thing happens with the muriate ol the oxide of copper, and

likewise (as w'e shall presently see) with the common muriate

of platina. The rnurias aurosus is decomposed by the water,

because this having a strong affinity with the rnurias auricus,

it contributes to the formation of this latter, whereby the whole

quantity of oxigen combined with the gold in the rnurias

aurosus is concentrated in a part only of the metal. Thus the

oxidum
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exidimi aurosuin is decomposed and converted into metallic Oxidesofgold.

gold and oxiduin auricnm.

A portion of murias aurosus, perfectly fre« from any murias

auricus, was decomposed by boiling water. The metallic gold

produced was well washed and heated, in order to get rid of

any moisture. The solution of the murias auricus, formed by

this decomposition, was precipitated with murias ferrosus, and

the metallic gold well washed and dried. On examining the

weight of these two portions of gold, I found that of the for-

mer to be exactly double that of the latter, which result was

also confirmed by a careful repetition of the same experiment.

It follows, therefore, that the oxidum aurosuni contains a quan-

tity of oxigen sufficient to form oxidum auricum with a third

part of the gold which it contains. That is to say, the gold in

the oxide in icum, is combined with three times as much oxi-

,

gen as it is in the oxide in osum. So that the composition

of the oxidum auricum being known, that of the oxidum auro-

, sum consequently becomes

Gold 9(5,13 UX),(X)0

Oxigen 3,87 4,026

Here then we have the first instance of a ratio which

irises suddenly from 1 to 3. And this circumstance seems to

I
prove that gold possesses an intermediate degree of oxidation,

• incapable of becoming saline, because not formed previously to

I the oxidule.

In order to discover the properties of the oxidum aurosum,

II poured on some newly-prepared murias aurosus, a quantity of

(caustic alkali. The muriate immediately produced a beautiful

jgreen colour, and detached a green pow'der, the lightness of

(which occasioned it to be suspended in the liquor. When the

iliquor became clear, it was of a green colour, shewing that the

rexcess of the alkali had dissolved a portion of the oxidule. The

coxidule thus formed, was of very short duration. In spite

(of the pains I had taken to place the phial containing it in a

.dark room, I found that in half an hour this was covered with

a brilliant crust of gold
j

and after some hours had elapsed.

Appendix. Vox.. XXXVI.—No. 170. Dd the
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Oxidcsofgold. the whole quantity of green oxide was converted into a blackish

brown powder, being evidently a mixture of gold and oxidum

auricum. The latter of these was separated by means of the

muriatic acid which received from it a yellow colour.

The gilded phial, in the foregoing experiment, when held

agflinst the light, appeared to be covered with a semi-transpa-

rent pellicle of a green colour. In another phial, gilded by

the spontaneous decomposition of the oxidum auricum, the

colour of the metallic pellicle, when held against the light,

was purple
;
and in a third phial, where the rays of the sun

had dissolved a portion of the muriate of gold, and gilded the

surface of the phial, the metallic pellicle was, under the same

circumstances, void of colour. The different shades of colour

in the metallic pellicle seem therefore to depend on a small

portion of the reduced oxide contained in the metal; For if

the gilded phial be heated to a red heat, the colour of the pel-

licle disappears.

Ey the foregoing experiments, it is proved that the oxidum

aurosum may exist without being combined with the acids j

and that in this state it has the form of a powder whose colour

is a bright green
;
but that it suffers a still quicker decompo-

sition than the oxidum auricum. I have reason, however, to

believe, that the oxidum aurosum is, in a small degree, more

durable than the foregoing experiment seems to indicate. For

in some little time after I had finished this series of experi-

ments, I found that the caustic lixivium I had employed, con-

tained a small quantify of alcohol, by means of which it had

been rendered pure. The College of Medicine of Stockholm,

ordered me, towards the autumn of 1811 , to procure for it

the preparations of gold employed by M. Christien for the cure

of the venereal disease. One of these preparations was the

submuriate of the oxide of gold; which preparation, until M»
Oberkampf shewed the contrary, had been considered as a pure

oxide. I obtained it by precipitating some neutral muriate with

a portion of the forementioned caustic lixivium, which I still

had left. Having left the glass containing the mixture during

five or six hours in a heated room, I found the precipitation

entirely
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entirely eftected, forming small crystals of the most beautiful Oxides ofirt Id.

metallic brilliancy, and extremely light. The liquor in which

this metallic powder was suspended had much resemblance to

the avanturine. Its tetherous smell proved that the reduction of

the gold was owing to the presence of a small quantity of al-

cohol. I have related this experiment, because it furnishes us

with the means of reducing gold, with its true colour and

metallic brightness, to a state of the greatest possible mecha- N- B-

nical division. If mixed in this state with a little of the solu-

tion of gum arabic, it may be employed in miniature painting

and may be burnished. In the preparations of gold of M. Chris-

tien, I employed it instead of the metallic gold reduced accord-

ing to the prescription from an amalgam of gold by the means of

a concave mirror.

3. Gold combined with tin. Purple of Cassius.

(a) A solution of neutral muriat of gold, mixed with a

solution of murias stannosus, diluted with a small portion of

water, produced a precipitate of a deep brown, almost a black,

which had no trace of metallic brightness. After it bad been

placed on a filtre and well washed, 1 caused it to be dried. When

examined by crushing it on a polished steel plate, it appeared of

a metallic brightness, .and of a pale yellow colour. On being

melted with borax, it produced a metallic button, almost white,

or approaching to a yellow. This metallic button, when dis-

solved in the nitro-muriatic acid, gave a solution of a yellow

colour, and containing tin. It also afforded a great quantity of

the oxide of tin, not dissolved. The precipitate was therefore

a metallic alloy of gold and tin; and in ihe expeiiment

by which they were produced, the mutual affinity of the gold

and the tin had caused a reduction of a portion of the tin, of

the murias stannosus, by means of another portion of the

same. (b) A solution of muri.ite of gold, mixed with

an extremely dilute solution of the muria.s stannosus, produced,

first of all, a red liquid, from which a purple precipitate was

slowly deposited. Ihis precipitate, on being washed and

diied, was entirely soluble in caustic ammonia, and conse-

D d 2 quently
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Oxidesofgold. quently does not contain any trace of the above-mentioned me-

tallic alloy. All hundred parts of it, when dried and heated

to a red heat, in a small glass retort, produced 7'6 parts of

pure water without the extrication of any gaziform body.

The residue in the retort has now the colour of brick-dust,

exactly the same as is obtained by a mixture of the aurum

fulminans with sulphate of potash or silica, when the gold has

been reduced by heat. Whence it seems to follow, that the

powder which remained was nothing but a mixture of metallic

gold with the oxide of tin. The brick-dust coloured powder,

when treated with the nitro-muriatic acid, gave a solution of

gold, from which the murias ferrosus precipitated 25'5 p. c.

of metallic gold. The oxide of tin, not dissolved, weighed

66 5 parts. The loss of O’S parts mast be attributed to the

oxide of gold dissolved with the gold.

When I caused the purple not decomposed to be digested

with heat, the oxide of tin was dissolved of a yellow’ colour;

and the metallic gold remained. The solution seldom shewed

any traces of gold, but it contained both the oxidum stanneum

and the oxidum stannicum. These experiments prove, that

the purple of Cassius is a triple combination of the oxide

of tin (probably of the intermediate oxide) with the oxide

of gold and water. The action of heat, together with that

of the muriatic acid, produces a reduction of the gold, by

means of the intermediate oxide of tin, (oxidum stanneum)

which is converted into an oxide in waximum (oxidum stanni-

cum*.) The reason why the purple is only formed in very

dilute solutions, seems to be, that in a more concentrated solu-

tion, the muriatic acid has a stronger tendency to preserve its

neutral combination with the oxide of tin. For which reason

it is, that only the metallic alloy is precipitated. But wheu

the solution is very dilute, the combination of the two

acids

• It is necessary to observe here, that there is, in vol. XXXV, p.

1G2, an error as to the nomenclature of the oxides of tin. The ter-

mination in cww should be employed for the intermediate oxide, and

the termination in icu7n for the oxide in maximum.
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acids of gold and of tin is precipitated for the same reason O.\itlesofj;old.

as the oxides of bismuth and of antimony are precipitated by

water. Still, however, this operation is not so simple as that

the mere action of the water can be supposed to cause the

production of the purple. For a mixture of the spirit of

Libavius with muriate of gold cannot be precipitated by

water
;

and if caustic alkali be added, this will precipitate a

combination pf oxide of gold and oxide of tin. This combi-

nation is not, however, the purple of Ctissius. The preci-

pitate is of a deep brownish blue, and preserves iliis colour

when dried, and even when heated to a red heat. If precipi-

tated with heat, it changes its colour, and becomes of a reddish

hue, and contains a mixture of oxide of tin, at the maximum,

with a metallic alloy of gold and lin. Hence it appears,

that the purple is not composed of oxidum auricum and oxi-

dum stanneum, the gold being here combined with a less por-

tion of oxigen than in that oxide-

In order to understand the nature of the purple of Cassius,

it will be necessary to attend to the circumstances under w'hich

it is produced. These are

—

1 . The mutual and very strong

affinity existing between gold and tin. 2 . The partial reduc-

tion of the oxide of the murias auricus, by means of the mu-

rias stannosus. And 3. The addition of a quantity of water

sufficient to diminish the affinity of the muriatic acid to the

oxides with which it is combined. Respecting the first of these

circumstances, we have seen that it is on the mutual affinity of

their radicals that the affinity of their oxides depends, and

that this follows from those electro-chemical principles

which were explained at the beginning of this memoir. We
have seen, that the black precipitate produced in the murias

auricus by the murias stannosus, is a metallic alloy of gold

and of tin
5

and it seems very probable, that this alloy con-

tains those two metals combined in the same proportion as they

are in the purple. By way of shewing the strength of their

mutual affinity, I shall mention the following experiments.

A portion of the black metallic alloy, mixed with sulphur,

and melted over the fire, did not suffer any decomposi-

tion
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O.videiofgold. 6on- The metallic button was of the colour of brass, and

contained a large portion of tin. Moreover, the purple also,

when melted with saltpetre, gives the same metallic alloy,

the tin detaching itself from its oxigen and combining with

the gold. I dissolved this alloy in some muriatic acid,

mixed with a small portion of the nitric. The solution depo-

sited a small quantity of the oxide of tin
;
and, after having

filtered, I evaporated it to dryness, increasing the heat suffi-

ciently to convert the murias auricus into murias aurosus.

This I was led to do by the opinion that the tin would

evaporate in the form of spirit ofLibavius. I was, however,

disappointed
5

for, on pouring water on the mass, which was

of a dingy yellow colour, I obtained a solution of murius au-

ricus, mixed with murias stannosus, the remainder consisting

of a greenish powder undissolved. 1 washed this powder,

^nd then macerated it with water. In its decomposition it

deposited some metallic gold of a blackish colour, and pro-

duced a yellow solution. This solution contained also tin in

a large proportion. In these experiments the combination of

the two metals was owing to their mutual affinity
j

(a) in

the metallic alloy
j

in the purple; (c) in the muriate

of the oxide
;

and (d) in the muriate of the oxidule
;

or, in

short, in all the forms of combination common to the two

metals. It therefore follows, that the mutual affinity of the

two metals is the momentum primum for the production of the

puiple.

The momentum secundum consists in the partial reduction of

the-oxidum auricum, which, in this case, should produce an

oxide of a degree intermediate between the oxidule and the

I

oxide, where (as we have already seen) a member is wanting

in the series. This oxide would be of a purple colour, and

would constitute the oxidum auricum. It is evident, that

the purple cannot contain any of the oxidum aurosum, because

this is of a green colour, both in its solution witlr the caustic

alkali, and in that with the double muriate of oxidum stan-

nosum, "and oxidum aurosum, while the purple, in its solution

with ammonia, is of a red colour. It also appears, that the

purple

r
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purple colour given to animal and vegetable treated with the mu- Oudes ofjold*

riate of gold, is owing to this degree of oxidation. Tiie third

circumstance (being the presence of a large quantity of water)

tends to weaken the affinity of the muriatic acid. I'he purple

varies in the intensity of its colour according as the liquid is

more or less diluted
j and with its colour its composition also

varies. Not, however, that there exists more than one pro-

portion constituting the true combination
;

but that, when

the quantity of water is too small, the precipitate contains a

considerable portion of the black metallic alloy, and when

the quantity is too great, a quantity of the white oxide of tin

is precipitated with the purple, and gives a greater brightness

and transparency to its colour. This will immediately appear

on pouring some of the muriate of tin into a large quantity of

water, when the oxide of tin will be gradually deposited in the

form of a vidiite voluminous, semi-transparent powder.

As to the problem, how is the purpleformed P its most pro-

bable solution seems to be the following. The murias stannuaus,

diluted with a quantity of water sufficient to diminish the affinity

of the muriatic acid to the higher degrees of oxidation of the

tin, reduces the murias auricus to the state of an inter-

mediate oxide of a purple colour (oxidum aureum.) A por-

tion of the oxidum stanneum, formed by this reduction of the

oxide of gold, combines with the oxidum aureum
;

and, as the

acid can no longer hold them in combination, they are pre-

cipitated, whilst another portion of the oxidum stanneum re-

mains in the solution, in form of a supermuriate. If this

explanation be the true one, it follows, that the real composi-

tion of the purple must take place in such manner as that if

the oxigen in the oxidum aureum be = 1, that of the oxidum

stanneum will be = 6, and that of the water «= 3.

I very much regret, that I have not been able to contrive any

experiment whereby this point might be put beyond doubt, and

the existence or the non-existence of an intermediate oxide

clearly established.

FT.
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pla- Vlt The oxides of Plalina.

Platina has two oxides, of which however one only has beeti

hither known to us. I took some platina obtained from the

triple ammoniacal muriate, and, having dissolved it in the

nitromuriatic acid, I evaporated the solution to dryness. I

then dissolved this dried mass in water, and again evaporated

to dryness, in order to get rid of any excess of acid. The

dried muriate was then reduced to a powder, and in the next

place exposed to a considerable heat in a sand bath, where I let

it remain as long as it continued to give out oxymuriatic gas.

It was thus reduced into a pulverized mass of greyish hue,

which by candle light seemed rather inclining to a red. This

powder was not soluble in water, which, indeed, had scarcely

any effect on it. In some experiments the water assumed

a yellowish tinge, owing to some of the muriate of the oxide

remaining undecomposed. I also observed, that when the

muriate of the oxide of platina was obtained by means of

common water, containing a small quantity of muriate of

natron, this and the oxide of platina remained undecomposed

at a temperature which decomposes the murias platinicus. But

in this case the double muriate is entirely, separated from the

murias platinosus by means of water.

The greyish-green powder (or murias platinosus) obtained

by this process underwent no immediate change on being

exposed to the air. But after the lapse of some months its

surface became black. Heated to a red heat it is decomposed,

and gives out oxymuriatic gas, leaving a residuum of metallic

platina. It is scarcely soluble in the muriatic acid, to which it

however imparts a red colour, and from which it may be preci-

pitated by means of an alkali. When macerated for a length

of time with the muriatic acid, the murias platinosus is gradu-

ally converted into murias platinicus, -and is dissolved. At a

temperature equal to that of boiling water, the same change is

produced by the nitro-muriatic acid. But neither the sulphuric

nor the nitric acid occasion in it the slightest change.

fa.J Oxidum platinosum. If the murias platineus be di-

gested with a solution of caustic alkali, the muriate become*

black,
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black, and the alkali abstracts the muriatic acid from it
;
the Oxides oC pla-

decomposition, however, proceeds but slowly. If the alkali

be in excess, this will dissolve a small quantity of the oxidule

and assume in the first place a dusky-green colour, changing

afterwards to the blackness of ink. On boiling the mixture a

part of the oxidule is decomposed, and there are formed

metallic platina, a double sub-muriate of the oxide of platina,

and kali which is dissolved in the fluid. Theoxidum plati-

nicum, when freed as far as possible from the muriatic acid and

the alkali, forms a black powder, which suffers no alteration

from being dried. If the black ley wliich is above the

oxidulo be neutralized by the sulphuric acid, the oxidum

platineum is precipitated of a brownish colour, but which

appears black when taken on the filtre. If the black oxide

be heated till it becomes quite dry, it then gives out

w'ater in the first place, and afterwards oxigen gas, leaving

as a residuum metallic platina. It is, therefore, an hy-

drate of the oxidum platineum. By cold digestion with the

muriatic acid, the hydrate undergoes no alteration ; But if

they are boiled together, the hydrate is decomposed and pro-

duces murias platinicus and metallic platina. The sulphuric

acid does not combine with the oxidum platineum in a dry

state
j
but if the solution of the oxidule in an alkali be precipi-

tated by the sulphuric acid in excess, a blackish solution is then

formed,which appears to oxidate by degrees in the air, and then

becomes of a more red colour. The concentrated nitric acid

dissolves the oxidule not yet dried, the solution being of

greenish brown, and when evaporated black. It contains a large

portion of the oxide of platina. The concentrated acid also

dissolves the oxidule in a moist state. Ihe fluid is of a

greenish brown, and affords on evaporation a gummy mass of

the same colour, which 'is soluble in water, but does not deli-

quesce. The oxidum platineum does not combine with the

carbonic acid, for the alkalized sub-carbonates decompose the

murias platineus with effervescence. With the muriatic

acid and ammonia the oxidum platineum produces a double

muriate. I have not been able to produce it by a direct com-

position^
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of pia- position
;
but 1 obtained it by decomposing the double muriate

of the oxide plarinic and ammonia in a small retort, 'The

double muriate ot the oxidule followed the gaziform pro-

ducts, and was condensed in the receiver, mixed with mu-

riate of ammonia, from which I separated it by means of

water. It inay also be obtained by exposing the double muriate

of the platinic oxide to nearly a red healj for the double

muriate of the oxidule is always formed before the platiua is

reduced. The muriate forms an insoluble powder whose

colour is composecj of yellow, grey, and green. It suffers no

alteration from the concentrated acids; neither does the caustic

alkali detach any ammonia from it. But when heated in a

retort to a red heat, it is decomposed and yields water, muriatic

acid, muriate of ammonia, and metallic platina.

The platineous oxide detonates sharply with burning char-

coal
;
but the muriate of the oxidule remains undecomposed

by charcoal only, although it will burn briskly if some sugar

or other substance containing hydrogen be added, exactly as

we know to be the case with the muriatic acid.

For determining the proportions of the component parts of

the platineous oxide I adopted the following method, I made

some platineous muriate very dry and then decomposed it

by heat in a crucible of platina nicely weighed. I after-

wards repeated the same experiment in a retort, in order to
*

ascertain whether the muriate contained any water of combina-

tion. But it gave out only oxymuriatic gas. Ten grammes

of the platineous muriate left a residuum of 7,33 gr. of me-

tallic platina. But we know that oxymuriatic gas is composed of

100 parts of dry muriatic acid, and of29,454 parts of oxigen gas.

The muriate consists, therefore, of

Oxidule of platina / r3<^'cal 73,300 _ 79,375
\ oxygen 6,075

^

Muriatic acid 20,675

Whence it follows that the oxidule should be composed of

Platina 92,35 100,000

Oxygen 7,65 8,287

(h.) Oxidum Platinicum. I digested 20 grammes of mer-

cury.
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cur-y M uh a neutral solution of the muriate of the oxide of OxiiUs of pla-

platina, and I changed the solution as often as the intensity of
*'''**'

its colour diminished. When a fresh solution, after being

boiled during several hours with the metallic precipitate

produced by the mercury, suffered no change of colour
;

I then

dccaiAed it and washed well the powdry precipitate, after

which I dried it in a heat above that of boiling water. It

weighed 10,885 grammes. Exposed to heat in a weighed

retort it gave mercury (but whiclt in spite of all possible edul-

coration contained traces of the muriate of mercury). It gave

no water. The platiua had by this means lost 2,334 gr. of its

weight, of which 1 found 2,32 gr. in the fluid mercury.

Fearing that the residue in the retort might not be deprived of

all its mercury, I put it in a crucible of plalina, and heated it

by a very strong fire. Its weight was diminished from 8,551 to

8,51 1, and after that it lost no more weight by successive ex-

posures to heat. It follows then that 2,374 gr. of mercury

had contributed nothing to the reduction of the platina
;

that

is to say, that the 8,511 gr. of platina had been reduced by

17,626 gr. of mercury; whence it appears that the plntinic

oxide must be composed as follows :

Platina 85,93 100,000

Oxygen 14,07 16,38

• Thus we see that platina combines with exactly twice as

much oxygen in the oxide as in the oxidule, for the small

difference of l6,38 and 16,57 can only be attributed to the

imperfection of the method of analysis.

It is more ditficult than is generally imagined to procure

the platinic oxide pure. I have made many experiments

thereon, the results of which will be found in my Manual of

Chemistry. (Larbok v. Kemien,)~p. 422, and p. 42Q, &c.

When we endeavour to precipitate the platinic oxide, we

obtain, for the most part, either a double subsalt, or else a

combination of the precipitating substance with the platinic

oxide.

Oti examining the precipitate produced by the hydrosulphate

of ammonia in a solution of the muriate of platina, I found

that this precipitate differs according to the quantity of sul-

phuret
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gives a precipitate of a reddish brown colour, which is decom-

posed as fast as the sulphuret of hydrogen finds means to escape.

The common precipitate appeared to me to be a sulphuret of

platina. I have had an opportunity of verifying the observation

of Proust that this sulphuret is decomposed, when we attempt

to dry it, so that it produces the sulphuric acid, and leaves a

sulphuret with a less portion of sulphur. In an experiment

where I endeavoured to operate w’iih a sulphuret which had

undergone the least possible decomposition by the formation of

sulphuric acid, I found that it contained 77 hi 100 parts of

metal with 23 of sulphur. That is to say, that 100 parts of

metal had been combined with 30 parts of sulphur
;
which

proportion is somewhat smaller than it ought to be, according

to the calculation of chemical proportions. But the difference

must undoubtedly be attributed to a decomposition which had

taken place previously to the commencement of the experi-

ment. I found, also, that when the sulphuret was distilled in

a retort, a part of its sulphur was disengaged, but another part

remained combined with the metal. Hence I conclude, that

there are two sulphurets of platina, of which the one is propor-

tional to the oxidule, and the other to the oxide. The sul-

phuret of platina is dissolved by the hydrosulphuret of kali.

The solution is of a reddish brown. The acids precipitate*

from it a flocculent mass, resembling crocus of antimony.

It is the sulphuret of platina, containing sulphuret of hydrogeii ^

but the latter soon flies off when exposed to the air.

VII. The Oxide and Sulphuret of Palladium.

Through the complaisance of Dr. Wollaston, I became pos-

sessed of a piece of palladium which weighed several grammes.

I prepared a gramme in fine filings, which I mixed in a

small glass phial with some sulphur. I then heated the

mixture over the flame of a spirit lamp, until the metal and the

sulphur were combined, which took place, accompanied with

the production of fire. I next heated the phial over hot

coals, until the excess of the sulphur was entirely got rid of.

The sulphurated palladium weighed l*28t5 grains. V/hen

mixed
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mixed with another portion of sulphur, and heated again, this Oxidci of pal-

sulphuret had received no accession of weight. Whence it

follows, that 100 parts of palladium were combined with 28‘15

parts of sulphur. The sulphuret of palladium, when exposed

to a moderate heat, became covered with a red crust
;

at the

same time discharging sulphureous Rcid gas. The crust I found

lo be composed of the sub-sulphate of the oxide of palladium.

This subsalt was reduced in a white heat,

I dissolved some palladium in nitro-muriatic acid, which

contained hardly any more of the nitric acid than what was

necessary to furnish oxigen to the metal. The solution, when

evaporated to drynesss, gave a neutral muriate, which I again

dissolved in water. I digested, during several days, in this

solution two grammes of mercury. It was evident, from the

colour, that a considerable portion of the palladium still le-

mained dissolved, and consequently that murias hydrogyrosns

(mercurius dulcis) had not been formed, I separated the

metallic precipitate from the liquid, and washed it well. It

formed a greyish metallic powder, weighing 1*441 gr.

This I put into a small retort, and heated it in the flame of a

spirit lamp, where I kept it heated to a red heat during half an

hour. A small quantity of watery vapour was first of all ex-

tricated, and afterwards a little mercury; but which did not

continue increasing. Having taken the water from the neck of

the retort, I found that this had lost 0 OOd grains of its weight,

and afterward, when separated from the mercury, that it had

lost 0 1 13 gr. The mercury had therefore weighed 0*112

gr. The metallic powder in the bulb of the retort had

suft'ered no change in its appearance. I put it into a small

(creuset de platina), and exposed it to the greatest heat 1 could

possibly produce, keeping it in the fire for half an hour. It

left as a residuum a metallic mass of a silvery whiteness, very

contracted, and very malleable and flexible. It weighed 0*/073

gr. and lost nothing further of its weight by a subsequent

exposure to the fire. The precipitate thus obtained (and weigh-

ing 1*441 grains) had therefore been composed of 0 7073

grains of palladium, of 0 112 grains of mercury mechanically

adhering.
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Oxides of pal- adhering, and of 0‘f]]57 gr. of mercury chemically com-
lacinini.

billed with the palladium (that is to say, of 0 /2/7 gr. of

mercury,) and lastly, of 0 006 grains of moisture. It follows,

then, that of the two gr. of mercury employed in this expe-

riment, only 1’2725 gr. were oxided
j

and that these had

reduced O /O73 gr. of palladium. A hundred parts of

mercury will, therefore, reduce 55't) parts of palladium from

the state of an oxide, so that the oxide of palladium must be

composed of

Palladium 87’56 - 100000

Oxigen 12 44 - - - l4'20g

But, according to the composition of the sulphuret of palladium,

100 parts of palladium should combine with 14‘06 parts of

oxigen. The experiments do, therefore, in reality, agree,

although made on quantities too small to furnish any thing

more than approximations.

In making these experiments, I observed that mercury has

a very strong affinity to palladium, and that the combination of

these two metals may be heated to a red heat without separat-

ing the mercury. In order to effect a complete separation of

the two metals, it is necessary to keep up a strong fire for a

length of time. One circumstance, well worthy of remark,

is, that an amalgam of palladium which resisted the action of a

cherry red heat was composed of 7073 parts of palladium,

with 6157 parts of mercury. Now, the first of these would,

for producing oxidation, require Q81 parts of oxigen, and the

latter 488'8 parts, which wants but little of being exactly the

half of the preceding.

The oxide of palladium precipitated with caustic alkali, has

' the colour of rusty iron. It is an hydrate. This oxide is ob-

tained by exposing the nitrate of palladium to a moderate heat.

The nitric acid is detached, and the oxide remains in the form

of a black and shining mass. It may be entirely redissolved

by the acids, although not without difficulty. It indeed re-

quires continued ebullition to effect it. It is dissolved by

the muriatic acid, without the separation of any oxymuriatic

gas. The muriate of palladium is of a beautiful red colour,

which.
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which, however, becomes black if its water of combination Oxides of pal-

be separated from it. If healed in a glass, the muriate imme-

dialely melts, and the heat may be raised to a slight degree of

redness without decomposing it. By a stronger heat it is de-

composed, and the metal is immediately reduced without one’s

being able to discover any traces of a muriate of oxidule.

Hence it appears that palladium has not any oxide analagous to

the oxidum platinosum. If llio neutral muriate of palladium

be dissolved in water, and then evaporated to dryness, it is in

part decomposed, the water taking up the muriatic acid
;
and

on dissolving the dried mass, we have for a residuum a rose-

coloured mass which is a submuriale of palladium.

VIII. The oxides of Manganese.

In an analysis of cast iron, published in the Afhandlingar i

fysik, kemi och Mineralogie, 3 H. p. HI, I have described an

experiment made for determining the composition of the

oxidum manganicum, in which ItX) parts of metallic man-

ganese being dissolved in the pure nitric acid, and the solu-

ion evaporated to dryness, and decomposed by a red hear,

there was produced 142,1 6 parts of black oxide. Dr. John

obtained, by an experiment analogous with the above, 142 parts

I of oxide. Dr. John analysed also a solution of the neutral

I sulphate of manganese, in which there were lound, on pre-

(cipitating with the muriate of barytes, 46,4a parts of oxidum

manganosum. It produced 14S,5 parts of sulphate of barytes,

equivalent to 50,03 parts of sulphuric acid. Now 100 parts of

I sulphuric acid are neutralised by gi,2S parts of manganeous

» oxide, and consequently, the Q 1,28 parts of this oxide should

• contain 19,Q6 parts of oxigeu. In the manganeous oxide

100 parts of the metal are therefore combined with 23 parts of

to.xigen. But 42=28x15, and the manganic oxide should

• contain one and a hall times as much oxigCn as is contained by

Ithe manganeous oxide. Dr. John also found that 100 parts of

I manganese oxidated by pure water, produced 115 parts of a

green oxide, which combined with the liquid acids detaching

hydrogen from them, and with the carbonic acid gas reducing

a part
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a part of the same to the state of gaseous oxide de carbon. This

green oxide was therefore a suboxide, containing half as much

oxigen as the manganeous oxide. For the trifling difference

between 14 and 15, may naturally be attributed to some imper-

fection in the experiment. Bergman observed that manganese

kept in a bottle imperfectly closed, falls into a powder ; and

that this powder has the property of decomposing water. I

had an opportunity of verifying this observation of Bergman.

Half an ounce of manganese being kept in a bottle closed

by a cork, I found, after the expiration of a year, that the

metal had fallen into a coarse metallic powder, which, when

pounded in a mortar, took a colour that was rather lighter-

On being thrown into water, it caused a disengagement of

hydrogen gas. In the muriatic acid also, the same effect

was produced with great vivacity. As to this powder, is

it a suboxide inferior to the green suboxide ? I have not yet

been able to make any experiment'conclusive of this matter.

But from those I have made, I shall rather determine it to be a

mechanical mixture of carburet of manganese, which does not

oxidate in a dry air, and of oxidated manganese.

The superoxiduin mangan.ic.um, (or the native oxide which af-

fords oxigen gas, when heated to a red heat) is not the same as

the black oxide of whicli I have already spoken
j

for it is

reduced by fire to the state of that black oxide (oxidum man-

ganicum). And, as Scheele first observed, the manganeous

oxide (obtained by the decomposition of the manganeous carbo-

nate in suitable vessels) has the property of kindling at the

temperature of melted sulphur, and then forms the manganic

oxide, which is of a blackish brown, or almost as black as the

super-oxide. I will not say that the chemists have confounded

these two oxides. But. so far as I am informed, they have

»aid nothing positive concerning the marks by which they are

distinguished. It is an easy matter, by means of the chemical

proportions, to determine what the composition of this super-

oxide should be
;
since it or.ght to contain twice as much oxi-

gen as the manganeous oxide. In fact, M. Klaproth, in an

analysis , of a fossil manganic super-oxide found that it yielded

nearly
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nearly about ten for an hundred of oxigen gas, which agrees Metallic o*-<

tolerably well with the calculation. Fourcroy maintains that ’

this super-oxide should contain forty for a hundred of oxigen.

Adopting the analysis which I made for discovering the cotn-

posirion of the manganic oxide, as the most correct, as it

also is the most simple, it follows that the oxides of

manganese are composed according to the following state-

ment ;

metal, oxigen. metal, oxigen.

SuboxiJum mang.inicum. . . . B/,08. . 12,32.. . . 100 .. . 14,0533

Oxidum manganosum 78 , 10 . . 21 ,90 . . .. — ...28,10/7

Oxidum manganicum 7l^»25. .2Q.75.. . . — . . .42,l600

Superoxidum manganicum.. . 64,00. . 36,00. ... — . . .50,215

JX. Experiments on the suboxides of some Metals.

(a) Snboxidum bismiithicum.

It is well known that bismuth when melted by a moderate

heat, becomes covered with a purple powder. The same thing

happens if powdered bismuth is exposed for a length of time

to the action of the air. I had exposed bismuth in powder to

the influence of atmospheric air in an o|)en phial during the

summer months. The upper part of the metal I found con-

verted into a powder of a deep purple colour. This part was

more divided than the lower part, to which the action of the

air had not penetrated. I here was a very marked limit be-

tween the metallic part and the part suboxided. I took away

some of this latter, wdiich I treated with the concentrated

muriatic acid. 7'he subtixide was decomposed, and the result

consisted of muviat of bismuth, and bismuth reduced.

I must here remind the reader, that it is one of the cha-

racters of this class of oxided bodies, not to combine with

other oxides, without undergoing a similar decomposition.

{!') Suloxidum plumlicum.

We know that lead when exposed to the atmosphere, be-

comes covered by degrees with a pellicle of a deeper colour

Appendix. VoL. XXXVI.—No. 170 . Ee than
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ides, &c.
than that of the metal which thus loses its metallic brightness.

This pellicle is more reatlily formed, if the lead be heated to

nearly a melting state. The surface of the metal is tarnished,

and becomes of a deeper and deeper colour, till it at length

api^ears almost black. But if the heat be increased so as to melt

the lead, the pellicle in that case will break, and in a few mo-

ments we shall find it converted into a yellow oxide of lead.

The same result is produced, if one half of the surface of a

piece of lead be covered with a transparent varnish, leaving the

other half uncovered. This latter will change its colour by

degrees
;
and if, after some time, the varnish be removed, we

may then observe the different appearance of the metallic

and the suboxided surfiice.

I had some hopes of obtaining this suboxide by means of the

action of the electric pile, and in a quantity sufficient to

enable me to analyse it. For this purpose I employed wires

of lead as conductors in pure water. The decomposition of

the water took place slowly. No change was perceptible in

the positive wire, but the negative wire was by degrees

covered with a vegetation of metallic lead. The cause of its

production will readily appear on recollecting the observation

of M. Gayton Morveau, that the oxide of lead is soluble in

pure water.

I then thought of obtaining this suboxide by the following

method : I combined some lead with mercury, and shaking the

amalgam in a bottle, I took aw'ay from time to time the black

powder which was thus formed. I considered tliis powder as

the suboxide sought for
j

but when I triturated it in a mortar,

I saw that it was almost entirely reduced to a fluid amalgam.

A very small part, however, remained in the form of a powder
j

but this powder, when rubbed against gold, amalgamat-

ed its surface. This experiment proves that the black pow^

der was really nothing more than metallic molecules, wlio e

reunion w'as prevented by a pellicle of suboxide infinitely

small, and which was broken by the friction. If those

oxides of lead of which we know the composition, be exact

, multiples

V
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multiples by 2, 3, and 4, it follows that this suboxide should be Metiilhc ox*

.
,-idc8, 3ic.

the yninimiim, and should contain 3,05 parts oxigen foi 100 ot

the metal.

(c) Suloxulum ZincicHm.

Zinc becomes covered in the air with a pellicle which is of

a grey colour, hard, semirnetalHc, and of difficult solution with

the acids. Its exterior considerably resembles the oxides of

kalium and of natrium. This subo.xide is in other respects

already too well known through the ex[)eriments with the

electric pile, in which it has occasioned a good deal of difficulty

in the cleaning the plates of zinc. I therefore deem it need-

IJess to instance any experiments by way of proving its existence.

The existence of the subo.xides of kalium and nutrium,

having been proved by the experiments of Mr. Davy, Gay

ILus.sac and Thenard, and it being also shewn, by the experi-

iments which I have related, that only antimony, manganese,

Ibismuth, lead, and zinc, have suboxides

It is very probable that w'e shall in time discover .also the

'suboxides of most of the metals. There is, however, one cir-

Acumstance which I must not allow to pass unnoticed, and

Vwhich, in the opinion of many of my readers, may throw a

doubt over what I have just been saying; namely, that not

Lonly Mr. Davy, but Messrs. G.ay Lussac and Thenard,’ have in

jttheir latest writings endeavoured to prove, that the suboxides of

I kalium and natrium, ought rather to be considered as mixtures

jf those alkalies, each with its metallic radical. But as I have

myself obtained these suboxides in a most decided form, I must,

lotwithstanding the opinion of these celebrated chemists, still

> maintain, that such a mixture of the alkali, with its radical,

aannot be the same as with the suboxide.

I am inclined to believe that copper, gold, platin.s, and mer-

mry, have no suboxides, and that their oxida in osutn, have, in

heir composition, a proportion relative to that of the above-

mentioned suboxides. For these oxidules, if iremed in their

E e 2 dry
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dry state, with the acids, are for the most part decomposed into

oxida in icum, and reduced metal.
I

IV.

Description nf a single-lens Micrometer. By WmciAM Hype

Wollaston, M. D. Sec. R. S. Phil. Trans. 1813,

A single lens is

employed to

niaguity

;

and the ohjict

ot'its Hiltmu I

size is seen hy
the same eye
through a per
t'oratien.

Having had orcaslon to measure some very small wires

wi th .'I greater degree of accuracy than I was enabled to

do by any instrument hitherto made use of for such purposes,

I was led to contrive other means that might more effectually

answer the end proposed. The instrument to which I had

recourse, is furnished with a single lens of about one-twelfth

of an inch focal length. The aperture of such a lens is

necessarily small, so that when it is mounted in a plate of brass,

a small perforation can be made by the side of it in the brass,

as near to its centre as one-twerily-tifth of an inch.

When a lens thus mounted is placed before the eye for the

purpose of examining any sm.ill object, the pupil is of sufficient

magnitude for seeing distant objects at the same time through

the adjacent perforation, so that the apparent dimensions of the

magnified image might be compaied with a .scale of inches,

feet, or yards, according to the distance at which it might be

convenient to place it. A scale of smaller dimensions attached

to the instrument, will, however, be found preferable on ac-

count of the steadiness with which the comparison may be

made; .and it may be seen with sufficient distinctness by the

naked eye, without any effort of nice adaptation, by reason of

the smallness of the hole through which it is viewed.

The construction that I have chosen for the scale, is repre-

sented in fig. 1. (See Plate VI.) It is composed of small wires,

about I -50th of an inch in diameter, placed side by side, so as

to form a scale of equal parts, which may with ease be counted

by meent ©f a certain regular variation of the lengths of th»

wiri5«.
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The external appearance of the whole instrument is that of description of

, . , . r,., , the instrunitut.
a common telescope, consisting ot three tubes. 1 he scale

occupies the place of the object glass, and the little lens is

situated at the smaller end, with a pair of plain glasses sliding

before it, between which the subject of e.xamination is to be

included. I'his part of the apparatus is shewn separately in

fig- 3. It has a projection at «, with a perforation through

which a pin is inserted, to connect it w'ith a screw represented

at b, fig. 2. This screw gives lateral motion to the object, so

as to make it correspond with any particular part of the scale.

The lens has also a small motion of adjustment by means of the

cap. t, fig. 3, which renders the view of the magnified object

distinct.

Before the instrument is completed, it is necessary to deter-

mine with precision the indications of the scale, which must

be diflerent according to the distance to which the lube is drawn

out. In my instrument, one division of the scale corresponds to-

of an inch, when it is at the distance of lG,tj inches

from the lens }
and since the apparent magnitude in sm.aM

angles varies in the simple inverse ratio of this distance, each

division of the same scale will correspond to --5^7 *l><i

distance of 8 inches, and the intermediate fractions

TT-'-- &c. are found by intervals of I,dO iuch marked

on the outside of the tube. The basis on whicli these indica-

tions were founded in this instrument, w.ig 3 wire carefully

ascertained to be -j-t- of an inch in diameter, the magnified

image of which occupied fifty divisions of the sc.n1e, when it

was at the distance of ld,d inches, and hence one division

_ ^ _ ... Since any error in the original estimate
~5.)X.'00 unuo

of this wire must pervade a'l .subsequent me.asures derived from

it, the substance employed was pure gold drawn till fifty-two

inches in length, weighed exactly five grain*. If we assume

the specific gravity of gold to be 10,3d, a cylindrical inch will

weigh 3837 grains, and we may thence infer the diameter of
,

such a wire to be of an inch, more neariy than can be

ascertained by any other method. For the sake of rendering

tire
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MeasuremeiTt
of a very mi-
iiute object or

angle.

the scale more accurate, a similar method was in fact pursued

with several gold wires, of different sizes, weighed with equal

Crire
;
and the subdivisions of the exterior scale were made to

correspond with the average of their indications.

In making use of this micrometer for taking the measure of

any object, it would be sufficient at any one accidental position

of the tube to note the number on the outside as denominator,

and to observe the number of divisions and decimal parts,

which the subject of examination occupies on the interior

scale, as numerator of a fraction expressing its dimensions in

proportional parts of an inch
;

but it is preferable to obtain an

integer as numerator, by sliding the tube inward or outward,

till the image of the wire is seen to corresi>ond with some

exact number of divisions, not only for the sake of greater

simplicity in the arithmetical computation, but because we can

by the eye judge more correctly of actual coincidence, than of

the comparative magnitudes of adjacent intervals.

The smallest quantity, which the graduations of this instru-

ment profess to measure, is less than the eye can really ap-

preciate in sliding the tube inward or outward. If, for

instance, the object measured be really it nnay appear

ToVo7 "utW? which case the doubt amounts to 1 -50th

part of the whole quantity. But the difference is here ex-

ceedingly small in comparison to the extreme division of other

instruments where the nominal extent of its power is the

same. A micrometer with a divided eye-glass, may profess to

measure as far as -t- 'tt- of an inch : but the next division is

— or ijr- ; and though the eye may be able to distin-

guish that the truth lies between the two, it receives no assist-

ance within 5 part of the la%er measure.

On
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V.

On the Electric Column, By Geov.ok J*hn Singer, Z,<c-

turer on Experimental Philosophy , iSfc. (From the Author.

J

SOON after the Invention of the electric column, 1 in- Explanation!

stituted a series of experiments on its construction ai)^ between ihe*^

properties, which have been continued, at every interval of Electric Co-

, . ,
. lumn, and it

leisure, to the present tune. Pile or Volta

The distinction between that Interesting instrument, and

the voltaic apparatus, always appeared to me to aris« from the

nature of the substance interposed between the different pairs

of plates— a lujuid, whose parts have freedom of motion, beiag

essential to the proper action of the voltaic apparatus, whilst

that condition is unnecessary in the electric column, which re-

quires only the combination of its pairs of metal plates by

some conductor that does not counteract their electromotive

power.

The discs of paper nsually employed for this purpose owe

their conducting faculty entirely to the water they contain,

perfectly dry paper being a non-conductor. But this perfect

dryness can only be obtained by exposing the papers to a heat

nearly sufficient to scorch them, as those who endeavour to

excite that substance by friction, will soon acknowledge. And

the attraction of paper for that small quantity of water, which

renders it conducting, is such, that in the ordinary state of the

atmosphere it resumes its original conducting power in a few

minutes after it is removed from the lire.

The permanent action of the electric column appears to

depend on the condition that there be no sensible change in

the nature of the substances of which it is composed, and

therefore, within certain limits, the drier the pieces of paper,

the more completely will this object be accomplished, provided

(hey still retain sufficient conducting power. I have found

that they do so even when the column is put together under

the full influence of the sun’s rays, and at a time when the

beat they produce is sufficient to warp the paper discs consi-

derably
j
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Observations derably
j
and I have also found that by increasing the natural

heat np^n^the
paper artificially, the effects of the columns

electromotive are rendered less permanent.

colum^n?
^ The peculiar object of my experiments has hitherto pre-

vented me from attending very accurately to the meteorological

relations of this instrument, though I have contrived some

simple arrangements of the apparatus for that purpose ; but

in the course of these inquiries I have particularly remarked,

that heat has a very manifest influence on the electrical power

jOf the column, and I am induced to ascribe to that cause,

' the effect produced by the action of the sun's rays, as described

by its ingenious inventor, Mr. De Luc, in the last number of

this Journal.

That active philosopher is at present of a contrary opinion,

to which he has been led by considering the effect produced by

t heat when its action is so considerable as to dry the paper discs,

and render them non-conducting. But he is not yet acquainted

with the facts I have now to detail.

1. I have a small bell-ringing apparatus, which is (ronstautly

in motion, but the pendulum vibrates with different velocity at

various times. During a long series of observations, it has
V.

been found, that the motion is alsvays slower in winter than

during the summer, if the apparatus is kept iu a room where

tiiere is no fire
;
and that any considerable increase of temjre-

rsture is soon followed by qn increased velocity of motion,

2. A bell-ringing apparatus, which had been very active

during the summer, began to pulsate more slowly towards the

middle of September : the apparatus was then removed into

another room, and placed at some distance from the fire. At

the end of a quarter of an hour it vibrated more rapidly than

at any former period
;
but on being removed to its former

situation, the action gradually declined, and became as slow as

before.

3. A column of 1000 series was applied to the cap of a

gold leaf electrometer, its remote extremity being held in the

hand. The temperature of the room was about 50. 1 he

gold leaf struck the sides of the gla s nine limes in O'-l seconds.

The
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The column was then placed before a fire, in a situation where Obm-rvation.*

, , ... , ouiheotrecl of
the thermometer rose to 80. In ten minutes it was removed,

tj,,.

and applied to the electrometer ; the gold leaf struck the sides
‘ ‘ ° powtrot lue

of the glass 37 times in OO seconds. The column was re- column.

turned to its former situation until cooled to the original tem-

perature : it then produced nine Strikings in GO seconds. It

w’as placed again before the fire for ten minutes, and, on its

application to the electrometer, produced 36 strikings in 60

seconds nearly.

Some effects, nearly analogous to these, were observed with

'the usual voltaic apparatus, by M. Desseignes His experi-

ments are detailed in the Journal de Physique, vol. 73, p. /3

and 417. I shall probably refi'r to them in a fuinre paper.

I think it nece.ssary to mention here a caution essential to the

uniform action of the electric column. That instrument

should n^’er be left for any considerable time w itb its opposite

‘ends connected by a conducting substance,J as is the case when

it is simply laid on a shelf or table, or in a drawe.r
;

for, under

such Circumstances, it will apj^ear to have very little power

when first applied to the cap of an electrometer, and will re-

quire some time to recover its original intensity. The best

: arrangement, when the column is Ifiid by, is to place it resuog

I on two sticks of sealing wax, so that its brass c.aps may be kept

.at the distance of half an inch from the table, or othei cor.-

vlucting surface on which it is disposed.

Prinfes Street, Cavendish Sijuare,

Dec. I3th, IS 13.
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VI.

Chemical Examination of a supposed variety of Apatite or

Native Phosphate <f Lime,from Aberdeenshire, in Scotland.

By Amerigo Cabkall de Mello. {From the Author.)

On flic classifi

cation of ini-

xieral bodies.

- A S the philosophy of the subjects of the rainefal kingdom

_ZaL must naturally be in a constant state of improvement,

every attempt to extend its boundaries by new researches, can-

not fail to prove useful to the progress of science.

And although the science of minerals has of late been pro-

digiously e.xtended, our knowledge with regard to the chemical

constitution of a vast number of the inorganic bodies which

compose the shell of our earth, is still confined within narrow

limits
j

not only are we ignorant of the composition of a mul-

titude of the most common fossils we tread under our feet, but

even with respect to those with which men appear to be ac*

quaintedj further information is required.
^ ,

The constitution of mineral substances being so widely different

from that of organic beings, gives rise to such infinite varie-

ties of forms and arrangements of principles, as will prq-

bably for ever prevent, the mineralogist to establish his system

upon constant and invariable characters. The formation of

fossils being the result of simple combination of external mate-

rials, aided by mechanical action, or effected by chemical affi-

nity, must produce varieties of forms, which can only be

arranged by arbitrary titles.

It is thus that we see minerals so frequently removed from

one class into another. Indeed, this methodical distribution

of the subjects of natural history, whatever steps be taken,

must, on this account, be constantly changeable, and cannot
I

be so absolute as those which belong to animals and vege-

tables.

The mineral of which I herewith subjoin the analysis, having

been considered as a new variety of phosphate of lime,

it has received a place as such among the native phosphates in

the cabinets of mineralogists of this countiy. It was brought

into
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into notice by Mr. Sowerby, who has given of it a description Analysis of a

and drawing, in his British Mineralogy.

I^alural History of the Fossil.

It occurs massive, accompanied by granit, in the hill called

Tyre-Beggar, near Dyce, in Aberdeenshire. The colour of

this fossil is a pale greenisli white. It becomes phosphorescent,

and shines with a greenish light when heated to a dull redness,

for a few minutes only

.

A more intense and longer continued

heat, destroys its capability of shining in the dark- On expo-

sure to moist air, it slowly disintegrates and becomes covered

with a white dusty efflorescence. Its recent fracture exhibits

a silky lustre, and appears to be composed of bundles of very

mmute needle-shaped crystals, scarcely distinguishable by the

naked eye. It is very hard, but may be scratched with a steel

point. It is copiously interspersed with dodecahedral garnets of

the size of large pease. Its specific gravity is 2‘95.

Analysis.

In order to examine the agency of acids on this mineral, I

introduced detached portions of it, finely pulverised into four

separate flasks, and poured upon one, sulphuric acid, upon the

other, nitric acid, and upon the third, muriatic acid mode-

rately diluted, and subjected them for some hours to a gentle

heat.
t

From this experiment I learnt that the nitric and sulphuric

acids had produced no change, because the mineral w-as again

obtained from the acids unaltered in weight, and qualities, by

mere ablution with water. The muriatic acid alone produced

with the fossil, by long-continued digestion, a gelatinous

fluid. 150 grains of it, exposed to a red heat, lost 3 grains.

It did not fuse.

I..earning from these preliminar)’ steps, that the analysis could

not be effected by the agencies of acids, I heated the mineral

with charcoal powder to redness. This mass, when moistened

with water, evolved a strong odour of sulphuretted hydrogen,

a proof that sulphuric acid was present in the fossil.

A. 150
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AnalysU of
fysiil.

Process A. 150 grains of the pulverised stone were therefore

boiled for some hours with 450 of subcarbonate of potash, in

about 2000 of water. The mixture was filtred, and the

residue washed and dried.

B. The residue of the foregoing process, was transferred

into dilute nitric acid, which efi'ected a partial solution, accom-

panied with a strong effervescence. When t>o further action

en.sued, the liquid was decanted, and the remainder w'ashed with

water.

C. The insoluble part (B) being in a similar manner treated

alternately, first with subcarbonate of potash, and then with

nitric acid, until the acid when poured on the powder, which

had been boiled for some hours in the alkaline solution, pro-

duced no further action, the insoluble residue w'eighed

25,50 grains. It resisted muriatic and nitric acid, but fused

with soda, before the blowpipe apex, into a yellowish glass. It

therefore was silex.

D. To ascertain whether phosphoric acid was contained in

the nitric solution, a portion of it was assayed with nitrate of

lead, A'c. but no vestige of this acid was discovered.

E. All the before obtained nitric solutions, after being min-

gled, were decomposed by the .admixtuie of subcarbonate of

potash
;

a precipitate was obtained, and this being dried, was

covered with concentrated sulphuric acid, and heated in a pla-

tina bason, to a dull redness.

F. 'I’lic dry mass produced, after being levigated and digested

in small portions of cold water, was thrown on a filtre, and

Mills reiidne, or sulphate of lime, dried at a red heat. It ac-

qim'ed, during this process, anofange red colour.

^'G. The liquid obtained in process F, was decomposed by

subcaibonate of pUiash, and yielded a white powder, which did

not dis.solvo in potash. It weighed 4 grains after having bei n

kept in a red hdad fur about one hour. It was magnesia-

ii. The sulphate of lime obtained in process F, was digested

r.
;

eatedly in muriatic acid, which deprived it of colour, and

lemlered it perfectly white, afler being washed with water.

]. I he muriatic solution, from which the sulphate of lime

had
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had been separated, being mingled with liquid aromonia,

yielded 3'50 gr. of oxide of iron, and this being deducted

from the product, obtained by process H, left the quaiUily of

sulphate of lime = 114gr.

The examination being thus completed, it is obvious that

the mineral cannot be classed among the apatites, or native

phosphates of lime ; but that it is a variety of sulphate of lime,

the chemical constitution of which is as follows: viz. l£*U
I

parts contain

Sulphate of lime 114

Silex 2.r.tO

Oxide of iron 3-50

Magnesia 4

Water 3

5, Nassau Street, S>ho,

Dec 9. 1813.

15000

Anahs $ of a

fossil.

1
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Barometer. Thermo MET
1813. Wind. IVlax. iSlin. M d. Ma.x. Min. Med.

10th Mo.
Oct.. i 6

' W 29-20 28-74 28-970 51 38 44-5

1/ S W 2901 28-64 28 - 8-25 52 42 470
IS N W 29-55 2944 29495 58 35 46-5

19 Var. 2966 29-55 29-605 50 27 38-5

20 E 29-66 29-50 295SO 52 42 470
21 Var. 2976 2950 29630 54 43 48-5

22 N E 2939 29-45 29-670 53 40 46-5

23 E 29-91 29-86 29-885 52 51 5T5
24 iN E 29 86 29 82 29 840 57 45 510
25

,

N E 30-12 29-62 29-970 53 37 450
26 N E 30- 12 29-85 29-985 47 36 4 T5
27 N E 29-79 29-77 29-780 41 34 37-5

28 N 2990 29-79 29-845 46 33 39'5

29 29-90 29-70 29-8OO 47 27 37-0

30 Var. 29-70 2Q -00 29-350 52 30 410
31 w 2925 2900 2g 125 56 30 43-0

11 th Mo.
Not. 1 W 29-68 29 25 29-465 49 31 400

2 N \V 29-83 29-4 1 29-620 49 35 42-0

3 s w 30 32 29 83 30O75 51 29 40 0
4 \v 30-34 30 32 30330 45 27 360
5 s 30-32 29_05 30 135 47 29 38 0
6 E 29-95 2970 29 - 825 45 35 40 0

7 s w 29-70 29-37 29-535 53 41 470
8 s w 29-42 29-37 29.395 58 43 50-5

9 w 29-62 29-42 29-520 51 42 46-5

10 w 29- 60 29-48 29-540 57 43 500
11 s w 29-65 29 51 29-58O 54 44 49-0

12 w 29-49 29-45 29-470 54 32 43-0

13 s w 29-53 29-49 29-535 46 29 37-5

14 w 29-58 29-17 29-375 43 33 38-0

30-34 28-74 29-625 58 27 43-41

Evap. Ra t

•J.9

8

•12 '14

•14

•17

0 83

•10
• 13 '

171

•50

9

6
•17

•22

•10

35

214

The observations in each line of the table apply to a period of twenty-four hours,

beginning at 9 A. M. on the day indicated in the 6rst column. A dash denotes, that

li.e result is included in the neVt follow ing olservatiou.
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REMARKS.

Tenth Month. l6. Fine morning
;
wet p. m. liglitningin the

evening. 17. Sliowery. 18. Fine a. m. shower p. m.
19. Hoar frost

; fair d.iy after misty morning. 20. Cloudy
a. m. much wind at E. 22. About half past 7, p. m. a bright

1 blue meteor appeared in the N. and, passing to westward with a

steady and rather slow motion, became extinct. There were
traces of cirrostratus clouds, which increased afterward.

23. Maximum of temperature at 9 a. m. Cloudy, with a

breeze. 24. Overcast. 25. Cloudy a. m. clear p. m. During
I the twilight there was an abundance of red haze, first in the

E. horizon, over clouds in that quarter, then at a considerable

< elevation in the W. It ended more clear and orange-coloured.

2t». Cloudy at iirervaU. 27. a. m. windy. 28. Hoar frost,

'which being examined, was found to consist, not of spiculac

. attached to the herbage, but of the drops of dew, frozen clear

.and solid. 29. Hoarfrost; cumnlostrati followed by nimbi.

tOne of the latter approaching from the E. at 4 p. m. exhibited

.a double rainbow, on a ground of purple. 30. Spicular hoar

Ifrost
;

very misty; clear at noon : cirrostratus and a little rain,

Ip. m. wet and stormy night. 31. Windy a. m. cirrus with cu-

imulus : a shower about 4, with a hue bow.

Eleventh Alonlh. 1. Hoar frost. 2. Granular hoar frost:

wery clear sun-rise : clouds at noon : rain p. m. very windy
might. 3. Sunshine, a. m. wind N. N. W. a shower p. m.
t6. Calm clear weather, with hoar frost, these three days, the

iwind now rising. 7- Small rain at intervals : a solar halo of

large diameter, p. m. 8. Fair a. m. but before 4, dark nimbi

and rain beginning. Being on the south side of London, I was

rsnrprised with a tlash of lightning and a sharp peal of thun-

der : about half past O', a glimpse of a meteor passing to the

IW, It was said to lighten after this time. 8. 9. Windy.

1 1. Stormy night. 12. Windy
;
cloudy p. m. wet. 13. Hoar

frost. 14. The same, with a crystallized rime on the shrubs.

RESULTS.

'Winds Tiuiahle : the easterly prevailed in the former, the westerly is

the laltiT pait.

Barometer :
greatest heieht 80-;'>4 in. ; least S8'r4 iu,

Mean of the petic'd C9 inches.

Tlicniiometer : ^rr.atest heieht .ss” ; least

Jlcaii of the period, -I.: 41*’.

Evap' l atioiJ, t'-i S in.

ToTTExnvM,
.Vlcvendi .yrnth, llih, liJl,i.

Ram ‘."14 in.

I.. HOM Ann.
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SCIENTIFIC NEWS.

Geological Society.

Dec. -3d, I 613 .

The President in the chair.
'

ITe Right Honourable the Earl of Hardwicke,

George Croker Fox, Esq. of Falmouth,

William Stewart Rose, Esq. Palace Yard,

Thomas P, Smith, Esq. of Stoke Newington,

were severally elected members of the Society.

A paper, intitled “ Memoranda relative to the Potphyritic

Veins of St. Agnes, in Cornwall," by the Rev. J. J. Conybeare,

M. G. S. was read.

The veins described in this paper occur on the coast betw^een

St. Agnes and Cligga point, traversing or lying on the surface

of rocks of tortuous killas. The veins themselves vary in

thickness from forty feet to half an inch. Their general cha-

racter is porphyritic consisting of a base composed of minutely

aggregated quartz, mica, talcite, and probably felspar, in which

are imbedded grains and crystals of quartz, feldspar, chlorite,

mica, and talcite, in small patches. Sometimes the porphy-

ritic character is superseded by a more completely crystalline

one, approaching to granite, and containing small veins of tin

stone. Sometimes again the veins comsist of quartz and tour-

maline, forming a rock very nearly resembling that of St.

Roche,

The killas adjacent to the veins is more crystalline than else-

where, and sometimes is scarcely to be dislingni.shed from

gneiss. Mr, Conybeare considers tlie veins and the rock in

which they occur, to be of con tern por.aneous origin.

A paper intitled “
a Description of some specimens from the

neighbourhood of Cambridge," by Henry Wai burton. Esq.

M. G. S.was read.

I These
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Tliesc specimens formed part of a bod of rubble, covering

the summit of a hillock of grey, or the lower chalk, about five

miles S. \V. of Cambridge. This hillock, like several others

in the same county, is situated to the west of the great rani,e

of chalk, being surrounded by the blue marl or gault, as it is

provincially termed, from which the overlying bed of oJialk

is separated by a thin bed of green sand. The rubble, besides,

coDsisliug of chalk and flint, also contains shelllimestonc, an-

gular pieces of green stoue, and certain organic remains Irelong-

iog to older beds than the chalk ; but ns all these beds bas.set

more or less to the w’cst of the place where these fragments

are now to be found, the circumstance is considered by ^Ir.

Warburton as indicating an ancient current, the course of wlitch

was from west to east.

A paper eatilJed, “ Observatious on Glen Tilt,'* by Dr.

Mac Cullotd), V..P. G. S. was also read. f •
< .

^

That part of Glen Tdt, which G the subjt'Ct of tho proseitf

paper, extends fimr or five miks from Forest Lodge ta Gow'a

Bridge. Jt, cousins of primitive sdust,: assuming Ylie appeases

ance of clay, of mica slau‘, bnd of boriubleoiia skitei wrlhl

which arc iniefstratified various beds of > graiuflsn JimMq>n»

luwe or less micaceous. K cat Qow'» bridge ihc^'slrat’lTcaiMni
$

ts perfectly rc^plttr and uninternupted, but bighei^ npt tow.tnfa

the Lodge, it its traversed* by gjanitr* irook^-^and adcirslkirte

multitude of granite \eius of variousi sixesjl Wiiesa rbts^amn

rock, makes its apiHiarance, the even cr'urse of tbe> ^cllilltlsMiv

interrupted iii^Hupoition to, the ooiagnilade of the avass. of'mH
nlte. When the granite, schi.it, . and limeitofnfe ar» aty ia^jon-

lact, a perfect,confusion of these three substancesuak n: Ipface.

Where the granite and limestone are in contact, >tlie latter is

highly indurated, and penetrated by siHcaous mattert

» -

*

Appendix. Vol. XXXVT.-—No 170. Ff The
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Dec. 17.

The President in the chair.

Hutches Tiaver, Esq. of Upper Harley Street, was elected

a member of the Society.

The continuation of Mr. Webster’s paper on the upper strata

of the S. E. part of England, was read—

This part of Mr. Webster's paper begins by a description of

the marine deposit which covers the lower freshwater formation

in. the Isle of Wight. The place where it may be studied to

most advantage is Headen, near Alum bay. It here appears

about half way up the cliff, is about 36 feet thisk, and dips a

few degrees to the north. The substance composing the prin-

cipal part of the bed, is a pale greenish marl filled with shells,

chiefly, cytherea, and oysters, in a very perfect state of pre-

tervaiioo* The extensive stratum containing shells, which

appears at Woolwich, and in many other parts of the London

basin south of the Thames, are also considered by Mr. Webster

as portions of the npper marine formation. Beds containing

similar fossils occur in the Paris basin, covering the gyp-

sum and gypseous marls of the lower freshwater formation.

The above strata in the Paris basin are covered by very

extensive and thick beds of a pure sand, sometimes loose,

sometimes concreted : with which is also connected that

peculiar and valuable mineral known by the name of meuliere,

or burr-stone. In the Isle of Wight there is nothing to cor-

respond with these important beds, except a thin layer of sand
;

but in the counties round London occurs in detached blocks,

a very pure siliceous sandstone, called the grey-weathers,

which has been largely employed in architecture, and which

is conjectured by Mr. Webster to be of cotemporanedus origin

with the French sandstone.

Tha
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The Upper Freshwater formation, one of the most remark-

able and best characterized of any of the_ English beds abov«

the bine clay, is best seen at Headen, in the Isle of Wight.

Its thickness is about 55 feet, and though not subdivided into

distinct strata, it varies considerably in texture. Much of

it consists of yellowish white marl, more or less indurated,

but friable and crumbling by frost. Many of the shells im-

bedded in this stratum are quite entire, consisting of various

species of lymnex planorbes, helices, and other freshwater

shells. Over this bed is a stratum of clay, with small bivalve

shells, covered by a bed of yellow clay without shells, w’hich

latter is covered by a bed of friable calcareous sandstone, also
'

•without shells. To this succeed other calcareous strata, with

a few freshwater shells, varying much in compactness from

that of chalk to porcellaneous limestone. This formation

appears to have covered nearly all the northern half of th«^

Isle of Wight.

In the Paris basin are strata corresponding with these, both‘*

in their general composition, and in the fossils which they

contain, distingaished, however, by certain pearliar charaettfs

that are detailed by the author of this paper.
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Mr. Singer will commence his Lectures on Esp^naent^

IPhilosophy, on Tuesday the 18th of January, and comma#

tthem on each succeed ing Tuesday and Friday.

A sketch of the arrangement ma^ be obtained of Mr. E.

Triphook, Bookseller, 3/,' St. James’s Street.
,
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Dr. Clarke’s and Mr, Clarke’s Lectures on Midwifery, and

the diseases of women and children.

Dr. Clarke and Mr. Clarke will begin their next course of

liCCtures on Midwifery aud the diseases of women and chil-

dren, on Monday, January 24th, 1814. The Lectures are

read every morning at the house of Mr, Clarke, No. 10,

Upper John Street, Golden Square, from a quarter past ten

to a quarter past eleven, for the convenience of students at-

tending the hospitals.

For further particulars apply to Dr. Clarke, No. 1, Now
Burlington Street^ or to Mr. Clarke at the J..ecture Room.
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TO THE PUBLIC.

FOURTEEN years are now upon their close since I

began tlie Philosophical Journal, which has been con-

tinued, without interruption, through the original scries

of five quarto volumes, and a second series of thirty-six

volumes in octavo. Soon after my commencement, the

Philosophical Magazine was established by my friend

Mr. Tilloch, who has now very ably conducted it to its

forty-second volume. During this period the sciences

and arts have made the most rapid progress. Numerous

philosophical and mechanical instruments and machines

have been invented and improved. The theory and

practice of astronomy have been greatly advanced. New

planets have been discovered, and tire structure of the

sun more clearly ascertained. The rays of light have

been shbjected to new experiments, which have demon-

strated their separate and distinct powers of illuminating

and 6f heating; and the wonderful property upon which
f

the phenomena of the Iceland cr}stal dfcpend, but which
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is now shewn to be Inherent In both kinds of ray*, and

universally operative in all the cases of reflection and

refraction. Chemistry has a second time, within our

own observation, become a new science by the discovery

bf the effects of galvanism on its processes, and the

developement of elementai-y substances of higher sim-

plicity than were before known,—of the definite propor-

tions of component parts,— the laws of elective attractions

and of crystalline forms, and even to a certain extent 'of

the remoter causes of those laws and forms. The cul-

tivators of the sciences, the directors of the operations

of the arts, public institutions and societies, have become

every year more numerous and rapid in their increase ;

at the same time that roads, bridges, canals, and other

national works, as well as private undertakings, have been

every where established.

Under such circumstances of national vigour, I have ~

felt it to be a proud situation to act as the Journalist of

our own improvements, along with those which have

been made on the Continent, • My labour has been re-

munerated, partly by income, and amply by the marks of

public and private respect which have attended them.

I have now to announce a change in the manner of

my scientific intercourse with the public. I trust it will

be found that that change will be beneficial. Upon many

occasions, my Correspondents have complained, that the

same academical papers and articles of information have
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ppeared in my Journal and in that of Mr. Tilloch, and

have requested me to consult with him upon the means

of preventing the Philosophical World from receiving the

same - materials in both. Similar remonstrances have

also been addressed to him. .But it seemed impossible'

to afford -a remedy in two distinct works ; both equally

engaged to present to the public every thing that might

prove new, interesting, and valuable. At this season it

was in my oontemi)lation to have made some changes

which might have rendered my work, in several respects,

more useful. 1 conferred with Mr. Tilloch ;
and the

result of our deliberations has been, that it would cer-

tainly be best that we should unite, and that the joint

product of our e.\erlions and our correspondence should

be consolidated in one work,—affording all that has hi-

therto been considered as desirable in the plans and con-

duct of bmh, but free from the objection last stated, and

perhaps one or two jnorc, upon which it is needless to

enlarge.

T/ie PuiLosopiiicAL Journal iti/i henceforth he dis-

continued, and the Phuosopiucal Magazink uUl be

conducted by W. Xicholsox and A. Tillocu. in the

same manner as it has aheaysbeen carried on, but u ith every

mttention to improvement, which the Joint exertions oj' the

Editors, and the communications of their Jriends and cor-^

respondents, twj afforeL

1 would, in consequence, request a continuance of
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the same intercourse and support from my readers, by

their orders for the Philosophical Magazine,—which will

most conveniently be given to their own booksellers.
1

Communications may be addressed to the Editors of the

Philosophical Magazine, Picket Place, Temple Bai’.
•

Xoudo/z, Dec. 31, 1813.

L

G. SiDWE-v, Piirittir,

Northumberland Street, Strand*
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